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FOREWORD

Reflections of the mountain. inquiring and reflecting on the mountain as worship place and cult ob

ject among Tibetan and Him:�layan populations. the articles gathered here were presented at a round

table meeting held in Paris from 19 to 30 September. 1994, at the Instituts d'Extreme-Orient du College
de France. under the title. "Sacred Mountains Cult in the Tibetan and Tibcto-Burmesc Area". This
round-table meeting was the first official outcome of cooperation undertaken on this theme in 1992

between Anthropologists of the Institute of Ethnology of Vienna University under the direction of Do
zcnt Dr. A. Gingrich and Prof. E. Stcinkcllncr, and French Anthropologists and Tibctologists belonging
to three units of the Centre National de la Recherche Scicntifiquc (CNRS) (URA 1229, lJ1\.1R 1 16. UPR

299). This cooperative effort benefits from institutional and financial support from the Fond fur wissen
schaftlichc Forschung. the lnstitut ftir Tibetologie und Buddhismuskunde der Uni,·ersiUit Wien and the
lnstitut flir Kultur- und Geistesgeschichte Asicns der Ostcrreichischen Akadernie der Wissenschaftcn,
on the Austrian side. and from Programme Europe of the CNRS on the French side. We are particularly
grateful to Prof. Stcinkellncr and the Ostcrrcichischc Akademic der Wisscnschaften, who have under
taken the publication of the Proceedings of the round-table meeting in one of the collections of the
Akademic.
It must be underlined here that the meeting in Paris was the first occasion for all the researchers en
gaged in the project to meet and to present and discuss their material. Further, \\ithin the chosen theme,
no particular orientation had been imposed to concentrate the presentations on precise subjects or a
comprehensive approach. Thus, at first glance, the contributions published here may appear as a simple
juxtaposition, a mosaic. of selective anthropological research efforts carried out at different points in the
Tibetan and Himalayan region on the one hand. and te�1ual or historical studies on the other. Neverthe
less. we will see that remarkable convergences are achieved. For the sake of organisation at the round
table meeting. we grouped the papers under separate headings for each session and this grouping has
been kept for this publication. However. it remains quite artificial in most cases, each researcher touch
ing. more or less. on all of the subjects.
Much has been written already on the mountains and their cults in the Tibetan world: moreover our
illustrious predecessors in this discipline have published brilliant syntheses and pertinent analyses which
seem to leave little space for new research. However, gradually. because researchers have access to few

or unexplored fields, they have found themselves faced with a many-sided reality which cannot be re

duced to the widely knO\m generalities of"Tibetan civilisation". Sometimes they do not find. any longer.

any trace of this mountain cult, which for most of us is one of the most enduring constants, not only in
Tibetan cultures, but also among Tibeto-Burmese populations. At this point, textual and historical
analysis must take over from observation to try to understand at the same time the origins and the local
variations. One of the teachings of these Proceedings is the richness of this necessary dialogue between
anthropology and history. But other points of convergence appear in spite of the diversity of the research
fields and their methods.
Dr. A. Gingrich. who. at the last moment, could not participate at the round-table meeting. had, nev
ertheless, written -from the drafts which circulated among the participants during the summer of 1994

-a synthesis in which he scrutinised the different contributions, sifting them through the sieve of com
parative anthropological analysis. This new look, by an Anthropologist specialising in another area (the

Arabic world), gives sense and coherence to observations. often contradictory, from the field. and at the

Vlll

snmc time validates their accuracy and provides a theoretical frame in which the difTcrcnt pieces of the
mosaic form a readable image. Understandably, this article. which invites us to rethink the Tibetan fncts
in another perspective. has found its place as the conclusion of these Proceedings.
There is no question of me going over again, here. the paths proposed by Dr. Gingrich in a social
anthropology perspective. What I would more modestly like to present arc some obscrYations of a Tibc
Lologist - attached. in the first place, to the religious fact and its history - on some of the established
results. some of the questions which remain unsolved and. perhaps. the pnths that subsequent rescmch
could follow.
The first problem. which appears the most obvious. touched on. more or less explicitly, by nil rc
scnrchcrs. is that of terminology: that which we use to present the indigenous idcns and, by corollary,
that used by the societies studied nnd the texts they hnve produced. We hnvc here a reaction- snlutary in
my eyes - of researchers confronted with the reality of the field which questions the nutomntic use of
expressions common in the scientific community. "Sncrcd mountain". "god of the mountain" or
"mountain god". "mountain cults": we would scnrch in vain for the origiml Tibetan version of these ex
pressions. except for !ha ri. "mountain of the god(s)/mountain-god/di\·ine mountain", with its (archaic'!)
variant. hla-ri, "mountain of the souUsoul-mountain", which take us back to the uncertainty that remains
regarding the true content of these notions in prc-Buddhist beliefs. Let us note simply that now::�days
these terms do not seem to be met outside some toponyms. On the other hand. S. Karmay forcefully
underlines the distinction to be made between the mountain worshipped by the local lay community. and
the buddhicizcd mountain which is circumambulated by pilgrims. gnas ri, "mountain-holy place". How
ever, here again, the expression seems rare enough, at least in the literature. In these Proceedings we
come across it only in the name of a mountain of the region of Haa, in Bhutan: gNas ri phun gsum (F.
Pommaret)- effectively associated with Buddhism, its three peaks being the residence of the Rigs gsum
mgon po. and two temples being built at its base; it is not, however, a place of pilgrimage.1
As there is no generic term in Tibetan, what categories of numina have been able to determine the
Western transposition of "mountain god"? Certain contributions to these Proceedings explicitly describe
the :vultha as precisely the "mountain god" of the community whicl� lives at the foot of the mountain,
which is also called "yu!lha". In Tibet the yullha always seems to be a mountain. but its differentiation
from the gzhi bdag- literally, "the owner of the base". often translated as "the master of the territOf)'" remains. to my eye at least, very blurred. Shall we follow S. Karmay, who considers the use of one term
or the other as simple local usage? Let us note, then. that the Tamang have opted for gzhi bdag (tarn.
sibda, G. Tautscher). But at the other extremity of the Himalayas, the yul !ha, the protector of each vil
lage, is never associated with a mountain (central Ladakh. P. Dollfus), or is only exceptionally associ
ated to it (Zanskar, I. Riaboff); while in Bhutan, F. Pommarct observes that the yul /ha is not always a
mountain. And to mix things up even more. C. Schicklgruber notes that in Dolpo. the same god enters
into a different classification according to the status of the inhabitants and the circumstances: sometimes

gzhi bdag. sometimes yullha, pho /ha (god of the male lineage), sJ...yes !ha (god of birth). To these dis
cordanccs. is added the variable and recorded meaning of yul according to the region: village for some,
tcrritOI")' of the social community for others.
In spite of- or because of- the monumental works of Ncbcsky-W()jkowitz and of Tucci, we have
questioned ourselves very little, until now, about the Tibetan categories of numina and their classifica
tions. their relevance or their "usage" according to local contexts. At present. we can only acknowledge
the incoherence and lack of relevance of the classifications; they arc found only, it must be underlined.

1 rran�oisc l'ommarcl, persona l communication.
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in the written literature (or the oral literature which is derived from it): rituals and scholarly writings. F.
Pommarct has clearly laid out the problem and I refer the reader to her article while accepting the hy
pothesis she formulates: it is possible, if not likely. that these classifications arc only a deliberate under
taking by the Buddhist clergy to integrate local pantheons and channel their cults; the example provided
by Buddhist rituals of Mongolia

(A Helier) is instructive in this regard. F. Pommarct proposes that

researchers catalogue the numina active in their field of research according to a typology of which she
establishes some features. I would add that. at the same time. systematic research should be undertaken
through texts of all kinds. from the Dunhuang manuscripts to the present day, in order to discern at the
s:�mc time the form ;md nature of the prc-Buddhist numina. and the process and steps of their Buddhici
zation. This research would also. perhaps. allow us to understand the linkages and overlappings among
the protector gods of the person, the protector gods of lineages (of the male. the female, the maternal
uncle), and the different masters of the place or territory. And keeping in mind that we can only ever
elicit the different states of "scripturalization" (this phenomenon has been described by B. Steinmann for
Sikkim and formalised by

A Gingrich), the Dunhuang manuscripts being after all only the first evi

dence of the appropriation by the clergy of local beliefs and practices to SCT\'C their successive ideologies.
Without forgclling, as well, and several articles here echo this. that our obsession with labelling is not
shared by Tibetan societies. that their languages present semantic fields that arc much more blurred than
Western languages. and that if classificatory series arc numerous, they co-exist or are ju:-.1aposcd \\ithout
organic or logical links between them.
This long reflection on terminology concerns not just textual research, it applies as well to the study

of modern-day societies. Here, I would like to touch on several questions that are linked and upon which
the contributions to these Proceedings shed new light. A well known theme among Tibctologists is that
of the mountain ancestor of the local community. S. Karmay rcaflirms it as the founding myth of Ti

:

betan micro-societies and offers as proof the survival of the tenn,�!IIY!S, "ance_st<?r' . in toponyms and
especially the "paternal" role played by the mountain "god of the territory"

(gzhi bdag or yul /ha) in the

Sharn·a society of Amdo. The Tibetan literature provides, it is true. a number of accounts of origin in
which the mountain-god is the sire of the hero who will take possession of the territOI)' and establish a
lineage: but here we are talking about myth of origin and the stof)' does not tell us, therefore, if the peo
ple of the lineage address the mountain as "ancestor". Because of the lack of relevant anthropological

inquiries, it is not possible to say if, in the contcmporar)' period. other communities in Tibet shared a
similar belief. However. on the periphery, and to consider only Tibetan societies, researchers have found
this notion neither in Ladakh, Dolpo, Phoksumdo, nor apparently in Mustang or Bhutan, in spite of the
appellation of "father" - in familiar usage in the language. according to F. Pommaret - which could
remind us of this connection to kinship. It is not that the founding role of the mountain is absent, but it
is placed in another perspective. tha: of the creation of a social and political space. This perspective is at
the heart of all the papers in these Proceedings and I will dwell here only on one of its aspects. S. Kar
may and C. Ramble draw attention to the "configurations" - to use C. Ramble's expression - of gods
which present a double characteristic: the genealogical and hierarchical links that join them. and the
delimitation of a socio-political territory of which they arc, in some way, the bounds or the markers. (G.
Hazod and C. Schicklgruber also note the genealogical links between the mountain gods of Phoksumdo
and of Dolpo. while the same notion is expressed by the Lcpcha when they assert that their clans are
"knotted together with the 'lOS' peaks [of the Sikkim Himalayas]. as one part of a whole": B. Stein
mann.) S. Kam1ay demonstrates how the variations in the list of "The Nine mountain deities", linked to
the m�1h of the first king. follow. in fact, the expansion of the Tibetan empire. C. Ramble adds to this
the notion of narrative journey - examples of which also exist among the Magar and the Mcwahang Rai
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- that create "a cultural space" (on an horizontal plane), of which the "markers", invested with super
natural powers. are not. by the way, only mountains but also lakes. springs and so on, in brief, the topo
graphic landmarks that individualise the site. This is also what B. Steinmann notes among the popula
tions she compares. preferring to speak of "social space". And it is really such a space that is recreated
by the recitation of the !haven at the time of the seasonal ritual of opening and closing the pastures
among the Khumbo of the Arun (H. Dicmberger). or the trance of the Tamang bompo guiding the vil
lagers towards Sailung. the mountain residence of the dead ancestors (B. Steinmann. G. Tautscher). We
cannot help but establish a connection between these journeys which take place in a geography at the
same time real and m)1hicaL and the journey taken by shamans to lead the dead to the mountain of ori
2
gin as described by S. R. Mumford for the Gurung.
The example of Phoksumdo and Dolpo (G. Hazod. C. Schicklgrubcr) completely contradicts the no
tion of mountain yullha as ancestor of the community. On the contrary, it brings to light a process that,
to my knowledge. had never been described: that of the transformation of a god of the male lineage (pho

/ha) into yullha. The m�1hs of the first clans that migrated to these regions and took possession of them,
reveal that it is the pho /ha of the first clan that settled there which has become the .vu/ /11a of all the
clans. (At present, a trace of this origin survives in the pre-eminent role of the members of this first clan
in the ritual yul /ha g.�ol at Phoksumdo: and. in Dolpo the yul /ha of the villagers of Shimcn is always
the pho /ha of the descendants of the first clan.)
Such a transformation is not. for the moment, noted elsewhere; is it particular to societies which have
kept - or forged -the histol}· of their migration from Tibet? The case of the Shcrpa should be examined.
But these limited cases arc. for the time being, revealing of something else: the gods migrate with the
men they protect, help them subdue the indigenous numina and thus help them conquer a territory. A
mountain of this territOI}' will become the gods' new residence, and they will be the guarantors of the

tcrritol}·'s subjugation. as well as the prosperity of the local community, which worships them. If we
transfer this process into the Buddhist context, we immediately recognise the subjugation (and appro
priation) of a site by a Buddhist saint: in this volume, we will find examples in Ladakh, Zanskar, Phoksumdo, Khcnbalung. Sikkim and Bhutan. Here. the archetypal model is obviously Padmasambhava, but
_
: could it have been borrowed from that of the pho /hazyu/ /ha? The most intriguing case of transfer, re
ported by A. Helier in these Proceedings, is that of the annual cult to a gzhi bdag, near Geneva in Swit-

:_7zerland, on a hill facing Mont-Blanc. The information collected does not tell us if Mont-Blanc is consid
ered the new abode of a local Tibetan god which has followed the Tibetan community to Switzerland, or

if the mountain's majesty has sufficed to confer upon it this rank of protecting deity of the territory (we

must note that. seen from Geneva with Lake Leman in the foreground, Mont-Blanc forms the ideal ar
chetype of a mountain linked to a lake!). lt would be worth pursuing this inquiry and extending it to the
exiled communities in India and Nepal. In any case, the possible migration of mountain gods is not,
perhaps, without connection with the fear that Tibetans have of seeing them fly, and with their stories of
flying mountains coming to settle on the ground. as related by K. Buffetrille. But there, the Buddhiciza
tion and the cultural borrowings are too pronounced for us to go beyond simply suggesting a connection.
Coming back to the topography of Tibet and the Himalayan regions. the person who has no access to
the field wonders what particularities have guided a given local population to determine one mountain
among so many others as god of its territory: its proximity, its height or its isolation, its ruggedness, or,
on the contrary, its benign aspect, its eternal snow.. . ? The sources and the ethnographical literature do

�
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not tell us anything on this point. Therefore. the matching observations of C. Ramble. I. Riaboff, C.
Schicklgruber and G. Tautscher. seem particularly important because they also provide a key to the
decisive interpretation of the role attributed to the mountain god by the community: the mountain thus
deified is the mountain that the community's water resource depends upon (G. Tautschcr notes that
flowing from the sides of Mount Sailung arc all the rivers which pro\·ide water to the different popula
tions living around it). In other words. the fertility of the fields and the cattle, the very life of the com
munity, depend on this mountain. which explains the seasonal cults addressed to it. C. Ramble suggests
that it is the vertical axis itself (which is to be distinguished from the notion of height) which is linked to

the notion of fertility.

One should not think that these few preliminary remarks. prompted by the papers gathered in these
Proceedings. exhaust the subjects of reflection or the considerable mass of new knowledge that each of
them offers; but the very wealth of material forces to make a choice. no doubt partial and subjective. To
end. I would like to underline another meeting point among the authors of these Proceedings: it is the
care they took in describing t11e changes which have affected or which affect the mountain cult in the
populations they study (in this respect. B. Steinmann's paper is worth mentioning). Formerly, the: princi
pal agent for these changes was Buddhism - in some cases. Bon -with different types of centralisation
and "scripturalization" which accompanied the introduction of these religions in populalions that were
not homogenous themselves. but which all worshipped l11cir local deities. The history of the Buddhici7..ation of the Himalayan regions and. in large part, Tibet. remains to be done; new, unpublished sources
are brought to light evcf!·day. ancient sources arc re-examined; but certainly, much nill remain hidden.
Contemporar:v anthropological observation prevents us from having a linear vision of histOf!' or a theo
retical reconstruction created from singular or fragmented pieces of evidence which often belong,
moreover, to different periods. To take only a few examples: it was long said that, among the bud
dhicized populalions of the Himalayas. Buddhism would disappear under the pressure of Hinduism: G.
Tautscher describes a similar process. when the political power of the Gorkha kings led to the superim
position of the Mahadev's Hindu cult upon Sailung. the sacred mountain of the Tamang. Nevertheless
we now sec, with the implantation of Tibetan lamas in exile. a "revitalisation" of local Buddhisms at the
same time as their reform. The Tibetan clergy led us believe that this reform had been in effect for a
long time and that the arrival of Buddhism in a countiJ put an end to animal sacrifices; but these sacri
fices have been documented until very recently, or arc still, even now. being documented among the
populations studied in these Proceedings. As a last example. it suffices to compare the conclusion of S.
Karmay for whom the modern-day celebration in Tibet of the mountain cult "has the effect of re
animating the national consciousness ... " - one of the conclusions also arrived at by H. Diemberger in
analysing the "revitalisation" of the seasonal ritual of the region ofKhcnbalung-with the obser.·ation of

�ens the impor

P. Dollfus for whom the awakening of this national feeling among young Ladakhis w
tance of the local-god cult.

This does not mean that any global conceptualisation applied to Tibetan society must be doubted
systematically, but rather, we should agree to consider that yesterday. like today, there were several Ti
betan societies. 3 of which we can only ever catch splintered images. Finally. is the mountain not, like the
Buddha. too dazzling for us to be able to reproduce of its reality anything other than reflections?
Anne-Marie BLONDEALl
3 Which is already shov.11 h�· Prehistory: cf. A. Chaycl, Art et arclu!ologie du Tibet. Paris, Editions Picard, 1 994.
I would like to thank Mr. Howard Solverson who took care of translating the french text into English.
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l\'lountain Gods or Gods of the Soil?

NO SACRED M OUNTAINS I N C ENTRAL LADAKH?
by

Pascale Dollfus, Paris

On the expression "sacred mountains"
In I 959. R.A. Stei n in his authoritative study on e pic poetry ::md bards in Tibet defined thus yul /ha:

"' die tLx du pays', c·esHi-dirc mo ntagncs sacrces qualifices de a mycs (ancetre). ils se manifestent sous la

forme de 'dieux guerriers'

(dgra lh a ) ". l

Following Stein's example, many authors decided to identify yul !ha with " montagne sacrce" (sacred

mo u n ta in) or "di vini tc -montagn e " (mountain dei ty } , ambiguous expressions also used to convey two
other distinct notions in Tibetan: gnas ri ("a venerated mountain power place") and

/ha ri

(a

" divi ne

mountain"). 2 This has led to a certain amount of confusion. This is particularly evident in the pages

written by G. A. Combc on "worship of the mountain spirits. or 'Yiil-lha'": "On CVCf)' mountain in Tibet

lives a spirit who is either good or bad ( ... ). The bad spirit is called Zhibdag; if regularly worshipped, he

will be beneficent; if neglected, he will send snowstonns to ruin the fields and destroy the yaks. He must

be visited and worshipped at a stated time each year. which is in the 4th, 5th, or 6th moon, varying with

the locality. On these occasions great numbers flock out to the Zhibdag's mo untain, taking their families
with them and tents in whi ch to camp for a day or two of holiday. To the spirit th ey offer tea, wine, milk,

and bar ley (but never flesh) . er ect prayer-flags and burn juniper. This duty over, they devote the rest of

the outing to having a good time; and with horse racing, archery, foot-races, dancing, sing in g and
drinking. all arc jolly. The lamas. too, find di,·ersion in a picnic, and frequently camp out for several
days( ...). On the other hand the good spiri t. Ne or Neri is always kind, whe ther you make him offeri ngs
or not. He sends you good crops and assures you of Dewaj en when you die. Worship of th e Ne takes the

form of circumambulating the mountain on which he lives. such pilgrimages be ing made either singly or
in parties. and at any time convenient to the pilgrim . "(1975: 56-57). Furthermore, as empha sised by S.

Kannay duri ng this seminar. "it must be made clear that the two cults are therefore conceptually differ
e nt al though in certains regions one mountain can function as the object of both cults, for example A

myes rMa chen in Amdo and Mount dMu rdo in Gyalrong. " He reminded that. basically, gnas ri desig

nates a holy place - in th e Buddhist sense - a pla ce that has been empowered by the presence and by the

activities of famous religious practitioners thro ug hout the centuries. For the faithful, it is a goal of pil
grimage. whose e sse nti al element is th e circumambulation around tl1e mountain. residence of the princi
pal deity. who constitutes the epiccntcr. Although it is more frequent to travel in groups, the quest is

individual, C.:'lch pilgrim accomplishing the circumambulation path for his own merit.

1 Also R.A. Skin 1981: 1 77-185: "lcs montag.nes sacrces sont les dieux du p::�vs

(gzlri

nom d'aicul (a myes). ( ... ) Clwqnc communautc habitant

son lieu saint".
')
�

(111//lra) ou les maitres du lieu

bdag. sa hda� ) . ( ... ) Ellcs sont si mlimement !ices a l'initi<:�teur de la lignce du clan qn'on les vcnere sous le
un

On the �.:nn�.:cpts g11as anJ gnus ri, secT. Iluher, 1994.

si te t!nrmc se recommit ainsi dans son ancclie et dans

P.

Dollfus

ru/ /ha signifies literally "god (/ha) of the land (vu/)", in the various meanings comprised under this

term "land" in European languages: nation-state, province. region or village, any territory i nhabited by a

col lcctivity and constituting a defined geographic reality. I ndeed. l ike many Tibetan terms. the meaning
given to the word yul, and consequently the meaning given to the composite noun, yul /ha. varies in
function of regions. social strata and the context in which it is employed. 3 For the generic expression yul
/ha. those of yul sa or g::hi hdag. arc often substituted. accentuating the close relation uniting the local
god with the territory (sa, g:hi) under his jurisdiction. As N. Lcvinc has perceptively noted "village gods
(I'll/ /ha, g::hi hdag, s:_le h�-g_l'Gd) arc described as guarding groups formed around sa. 'land', 'space' or
_
'territory'. That is. they arc concerned with corporate groups that cxcrcicc claims over land. "(1989: 48).
In Tibet as in several Tibct<�n enclaves in northern Nepal. many of these gods are associated, even
identified. with mountains concei ved as their residence. They arc locally worshipped during festivals.
which bring together "the assembly of men and of all the gods" around an offering of i ncense. bsangs,
often accompanied by chants and dances, as well as competitions (horse races. archery. shooting
matches. riddle contcsts . . . ). 4

The concepts of gnas ri and yullha in Central Ladakh
In the midst of the two highest mountain ranges in the world. the Karakorum to the north and the

Himalaya to the south. L<1dakh is a country of high terrain. whose very name "between the passes" (la
dll'ags) illustrates both i ts location and geographic configuration. In the center. between the relatively
low Ladakh range culminating ea. 6100 m and the craggy peaks of the Stok range rising to more than
7100 m. stretching 0\·er some 200 km along the Indus ri\·cr arc the agricultural regions Sham (.e:sham:
the "Lower") and Stod (stod: the "Upper"). jointly termed "Central Ladakh", following the former de
nomination of the British administration (sec plate 1 ) . Arid or snow-capped, the mountains are omni
present in the landscape. They dominate the rock·y, uncultivated patches of land (thang) and the villages
(vu/) built in the alluvial plain of the Indus or nested i n the heart of oasis traversed by torrents descend
ing from the glaciers. Despite perfectly appropriate topography and despite visits by Padmasambha\·a
and Mil:ucpa who have left visible imprints of their visits in the landscape. tl1erc is a complete absence
of gnas ri in Ladakh. The very term gnas ri -and also /ha ri -is not used by the Ladakhi themselves.
For reasons which remain obscure to us. not a single mountain in Ladakh is the target of pilgrimage,
not even a local pilgrimage such as the buddha ri accomplished by the inhabitants of Tarap (Dolpo.
N epal) in a full day's march around a mountain near their village. 5 Today the Ladakhi, who formerly
went on pilgrimage to circumambulate Mount Kailash (Gangs Ti se), do not circumambulate their
mountains (unless they are accompanying tourists) or their lakes.

3 As emphasised hy G. Samuel ( 1 993:

141 ), "(TI1is kind of fluidity of tenninology) has helped the Tibetan lan

guage and Tibetan cultural practices to cope with U1e enonnous range of social, political

U1at have existed among Tibetan population."

4 for descriptions of these festivities in Tibet, cf.

and Harrer 1 960: 5 3 , R.A Stein
C. von Fiirer-Haimemlorf

G. Cornbe

1975: 56-57,

and

A Macdonald

religious institutions

1971: 306-307, Norhu

1959: 443-456, G. Tucci 1 9RO: 19'1-20L in Nepal, H Diemherger 1993 and 1994,

1'164: 208-210, K. March 1977: 90-93. For a further discussion ofU1ese tem1s. secS

Kamu1�·'s contribution to this volume.

5 C. Jest l 'J 7 3 : 35.'l-356.
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This is not a sign of disrespect. In Ladakh, as in the Tibetan world in general, the notion of height
and elevation is deeply esteemed. The same principle structures and creates a hierarchy of space and
mankind - what is "high" is pure and noble, while "low" is impure and to be despised. In mass gather
ings, the monk sits at the highest spot in the house, the family chapel occupies the highest place in the
house: in the village, the monastery built on high dominates the homes of the lay people; in the land
scape. mountains arc the places to gather the "pure" flowers to offer to the gods. This is the domain of
hermits and privileged realm of the

/ha, gods associated

with the "world above"

(steng).

in the tripartite

division of the universe. On accessible summits and on all passes where there arc trails, cairns are dedi
cated to them. where each passcr-by will add a stone. preferably white, as a gesture of offering. In
Ladakh. generically designated

/ha tho, 6 are these piles of stones in which branches arc inserted, bear

ing flags of the five colours. sometimes printed with the "wind horse" or prayer formula.
The villngers associate the mountain with fertility. The rivers which emerge from them and the snow
covering their summits do indeed constitute the principal water resource, a vital clement in this high
altitude desert with less than 80 mm annual precipitation and where the only arable land must be irri
7
gatcd. In winter, each snowfall- rare in this zone sheltered by the great Himalaya- is greeted with joy,
as sign of a good harvest in

the year to come.

Like all noticeable features of the landscape (isolate hillock, solitary tree, rock-y crags etc.) the moun
tains have individual names: "Summit of the little mountain"

(Ri

chung rtse), "Place where the calves

die" (Be tho shi sa), "Place where the sun returns" (Nyi ma log sa). Some mountains play the role of
"solar marker"

(nyi rho)

indicating with their shadow the propicious moment for undertaking major

activities in the agricultural calendar. However. despite the importance of mountains in daily life and the
positive connotation attached to them, the inhabitants of Central Ladakh do not associate the mountains
with individualised deities. Contrary to the nomads Jiving from the raising of goats, sheeps and yaks on
the high plateau of Rupshu near the Tibetan border, who designate with a single name - Tshe ring
mched lnga ("The Five sisters of long life") - both the yul

/ha

which protects their vast territory and the

snowy range conceived as their place of residence. 8 Ladakhi farmers reject all associations - and a forti

ori all identifications - between the gods who protect their village and the mountains which surround
them.

6

"lira tiro (prob.

terms

for

lira·; tiro yor) heaps

/ha btsa.s, /ha rdza.s, lira rtse

of stone erected on moutain passes as votive cairns" (Das:

1334).

The

are unknown in Ladakh. - The whitewashed structures dedicated to the klu,

divinities associated ·with the "lower realms''

('og) arc called klu khang ("house

of k/u") or

klu bang ("store-house

of

klu").

7 On this subject, sec the contributions of C. Ramble and I. Riaboff in this volume.

� the nomads ofKhamak is just starting. It seems, however, that tl1csc populations which remained,

8 Research o

due to their way of life, history and a certain degree of geographic isolation, largely outside t11e centralised power of
tl1e king, and in a certain way, that of monastic institutions, have a very different organisation- social, political and
religious- from tl1c fanners who practice t11c same religion in the Indus Valley. TI1is is also true to a lesser degree

for the inhabitanl� of Zunskar, fomJcrly a vassal kingdom of Ladakh.

Sec I. RiaboiT in

th1s volume.

P. Dollfus
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I dentity and function of theyullha in Central Ladakh9
Central Ladakh is the heart of the kingdom founded around 950 by dPal gyi mgon. said to be a de
scendant of the Tibetan king Glang dar ma and conquered after many vicissitudes in I R46 by the am1ics
of Gulab Singh. Maharaja dogra of Jammu. This region comprises Lch. the capital of the k ingdom uni
fied in 1�70 by the founder of the Namgyal (rNam rgyal) dynasty. and the great monasteries (dgon pa

chen) founded in the succeding centuries under the patronage of the kings and the aristocracy. monaster
ies on which depend the small dgon pa present in every vil lngc.
Despite the arid climate, the high altitude and the scarcity of arable land, mainly a desert of sand and
rock. agriculture is made possible by exceptional sun i ntensity and major irrigation works. The region
comprises big vil lages counting several hundred inhabitants. establ ished on the banks of the I ndus or in
the midst of oasis along torrents fed by glacier melt. Far from being a fortuitous group of people or
houses joined under the same name from administrative needs, each vil lage, designated in Ladakhi by
the term .�ul. possesses i ts own identity, recognised and revindicated by the population. rut, the space
which i s subject to irrigation, construction and organisation by men. is opposed to the wild or uninhab
ited spaces: mountains (ri). rod.-y and inarablc lands (thang), or deep gorges (rang). The territory is
clearly deli neated, marked by religious buildings constructed by the piety of the i nhabitants (vu/ pa). It is
a closed world placed under the spiritual authority of a dgon pa, inhabited by a monk delegated by his
monastery for three years in response to the l iturgical needs of the laity, and under the protection of one
or scYeral local deities to whom the Yillagcrs regularly pay homage in order to i nsure their benevolence
(see plate 2). I ndeed. in certain vi llages. due to their importance, to their geographic configuration
and/or their history, the principal deity of the yiJlagc is assisted by additional deities. Thus in Hemis
Shukpa, a big village in Sham counting 112 main households (khang pa) and offshoot houses (khang

chung) and covering over 300 meters of diiTerence in height, rTse lha rgyal mo, "Queen god of the
peak". the protective deity of the village is helped in her task by four "deities of the ,;llage sectors" (bcu
tsho(gs)'i /ha) designated at the cardinal points. 10

J'ul /ha and bcu tsho'i /ha belong to the vast category of jig rten pa'i srung ma or jig rten ma 'das
pa'i srung ma. "the protectors of this world". They live beside the people and like them are subject to the
laws of transmigration and the cycle of rebirth. However, for the villagers, who don't worf)' about such
contradictions. their immortality is clear, and they know nothing of any distinctions between deities "not
yet transcended beyond this world" ('jig rlen /as ma 'das pa) and those deities "transcended beyond this
world" (jig rten /as 'das pa'i /ha) introduced by Buddhist scholars. Due to their protective function,
always emphasised. yul /ha arc often qualified as chos sf...yong, "protectors of the religious law" or as
srung ma, "guardians". They are not entitled to participate in the achievement of the supreme goal of
enlightenment, i nstead. their field of actiYity is limited to some vel')' fundamental concerns such as
bringing luck. increasing prosperity and bringing about the defeat of hostile forces. However. contrary to
the transcendental deities who display the equanimity of beings who have achieved enlightenment, their
i nfluence is not exclusively fayorable. Indeed. like many deities and mundane numina, the yul /ha are

9 By Cen tral

Ladakh J mean the Stod and Sham areas situated along the Indus river and inhabited by predomi

nan tly Buddhist fanners, though a large part of Leh tO\'m is inhabited by Muslim shopkeepers, butchers and craft
men. I exclude Nubra the northernmost part ofLadak11 District, !he Chang Thang inhabited hy nomadic pastoralists

kno\\TI locally as "changpa"

10

(hyang pa), and the Zanskar

valley to the South.

On village sectors or quarters, bcu tslw(gs) territorial units, for both social and ritual p urposes, as well as the

cult� celebrated to the deities protecting them, P. Dol l fus

1989: 1 59-170.

No sa<nd mnunlairu: in Central Ladalo.h'/
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ambivalent. Their way of acting depends on the behaviour of people towards them. When regularly wor
shipped. they show themselves to be benevolent, bring their help so that power and prosperity increase.

On the other hand. if neglected. they withdraw their protection, leaving the village community defcnse

less in the face of danger such as war. epidemics or other calamities. Even worse, when they consider

themselves oiTcndcd. they can be harmful. sending hail on the crops or disease to livestock or people,
even provoking landslides or extreme drought.
Contrary to the /ha on heights, which arc anonymous. in multitudes and lacking specific personality,
the yul lha. titular protectors of a defined space enjoy a name and a special altar (yul /ha tho, yul gyi /ha

tho). Although designated by the same generic term /ha tho as the votive cairns built on mountaintops
and passes. the altars dedicated to the village gods arc distinct in their location within the i nhabited
space ;md by their intricate structure (sec plates 3 and 4 ). 1 1 These "palaces" (plw brang) constructed by
the vil lagers for the god arc always situated on a level higher than the habitations. perhaps on a big rock
or a hill. ideally in the ccnter of the village. In this case it is not a pile of rocks, nor prayerflags waving
in the breeze. but a solid cubical construction. made of mud bricks or stones cimented together with a
mixture of clay and water. crowned by a large bundle of branches with arrows which is maintained i n
place by a pile o f several dozens pairs o f horns o f wild animals living in the mountains (ri hdag!/-i
dwags): 1 2 male and female ibex (skyin, ldan mo) o r wild sheep (._({na' polgna' mo). The cube - which can
reach a height of 1 .50 to 2 meters - forms the base of the construction whose walls are either white
washed or painted in red ochre according to the peaceful or wrathful character of the deity. Inside is
found a vase (bum pa), called the "vase of the /ha " (lha'i bum pa). This is the "palace support" (rten
mkhar) of the god. The villagers associate it with the wooden arrow of the "tree of vitality" (srog shing)
placed in the center of chortens at the time of construction. In this vase are placed precious materials:
barley, turquoise. coral, pearl. agate, silver and gold. In general. these are offerings which by analogy
recall wealth and prosperity. l 3 such as found i n the "bag of good fortune" (g.yang sge 'u) kept in the
family chapel and in the "store-houses of the klu" (klu hang), small whitewashed structures dedicated to
the divinities of the subterranean and aquatic realms. located in the fields, by watercourses, or even
inside houses.
The identity of the yul /ha present in the villages of Ladakh is nebulous. The Ladakhi. who have al
most no foundation myths or genealogies describing the formation of their country and the diiTcrent
villages found there. don't discuss this, or if so, only say they come from Tibet or from "somewhere
else". So it is for Ne ser rgyal po, yul lha of the town of Lch. who is said to have arrived from Tibet
flying on a white horse. Due to the i nsistent request of an old woman, he stopped and established him
self in the capital. rDo rjc chen mo, yul lha of Shcy. is said to have accompanied the great translator Rin
chcn bzang po, principal actor i n the spread of Tibetan Buddhism i n Ladakh i n the l Oth to 1 1 th century,
in order to assist him in his missionary task and to perpetuate his work after his departure. As for rTse
lha rgyal mo. today yul /ha of Hcmis Shukpa. she established herself in the village to help the inhabi-

II

The followinl! description is based on personal observations in Central Ladakh (Dol l fus 1 989) and additional

informations given by I. Riaboff ( 1 993) for Zanskar.

1 2 The

n·

hdag (lit. "master of the mountain"), generic term by which Ladakhi designate horned quadrupeds

living in the mow1tains, arc one of tl1c manifestations used by the sa bdag ( "Master of tl1c soil") to appear to man.

·n1c writing ri dwags. Tibetan term for same quadrupeds, is only used by Ladakhi scholars.
13
Similar offerings arc made rumually to Kyeri, mountain god of Tcngl<>Cr, a small village in Amdo. T.J. Norbu
(Norbu and Harrcr 1 960: 53) describes "a heap of stones dedicated to the protective deity of tl1e vil l age " on a small
hill near tl1e village. "Here you offered up white quartz, coins. turquoises and corals, and pra�·ed for rain, or for sun.
or for good

harvest. or for protection from bad wcaU1er."

1'. Dollfus
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tants i n the fnce of the wrath of the deities of the underworld. They had been angered due to the digging
of a n i mmense canal in the mi dst of their territory. commissioned by the king Jamyang Namgyal ('Jam

dbyangs rnam rgyal ) who desired to bring water to a deserted plain in order to transform it to a "winter
4
garden " (dgun tshas). As phapho /ha to the ki ng. rTse lha rgyal mo l had accompanied him and then
stayed i n the v il l age.

Thus. according to the v i llagers. yul /ha are conceived as "sa\'iours" come from afar and i nsta ll ed in

the town by the enacting of approprinte rituals, rather than as

numina subdued

and tamed by holy men.

whose magic powers bound the local de i ties and demons by oath obliging them to serve the Doctri ne ,
5
fol lov.ing the model of Padmasambhava. l
The Tibetan origin of the yul

lha

is presented as the guarantee of magic force, of a great efficiency .

Indeed. in the talcs told from one village to the next. lhcy arc a lways mediums or incarnate monks origi

nally from Tibet who. thanks to their supernat u ral powers, manage to re-establish order and prosperity
i n the land. where attempts by local specialists had fa iled.

Due to the lack of statues or paintings representing them. as wel l as the lack of description in ritual
16
The vil lagers

texts. the i r personality and their specific attributes arc sti l l unclear in many respccts.
generally describe

yul /ha

as anthropomorphic. Ne sc r rgyal po is a shining rider with a white horse.

rTse lha rgyal mo has a k i nd face and wears the

pi ctu res of the five
female mediums

Jina,

and t he

(/ha ba 'lha mn)

rigs lnga, l 1

apron (pang khebs).

a kind of five-lobed crown bearing

lhe

which arc the specified attributes of both male and

in Ladakh . A ma shug(s) pa mo

alias

Shug(s) pa lha mo wears a mo

nastic robe. but it is white. She has seven sisters and particularly l ikes to frequent juniper groves.
On the altars in stone or masonry dedicated to them. the mask

painted. In su ch cases the
on aprons of dancers in
(sec plate

5).

(zha/ 'bag)

of the deity is sometimes

expression may be wrathfu l , with bulging eyes and giant mouth such as found
'cham. or serene. such as the bodhisattva adorned with crown and earrings I S

E l sewh ere . accordi ng to the data collected which i s not claimed t o b e complete, many yul /ha are

women_

14

l9

Their names make them goddess

(/ha mo),

queen

(rgyal mo),

pri ncess or nun

(jo mo), 20 king

For other instances of goddesses hcing p/ra plro /ha, sec Peter, Prince of Greece and Danrnark ( 1 963), 1 43-

1 44 : Ilia dar gos !ha mo, rTsc dmar !ha mo, rTse !ha m o , Jo mo spyan gcig !ha mo.
1 5 A detailed description of these "conversions"
is given in the chapters of the /Ha 'dre bkn ' thong translated by
A M . B l on dea u ,
ancestor of
built and

1 97 1 . A similar pro ce ssu s is indicated hy C. Ramble ( 1 989: 67-69) in Lubra , where the founding

the community "suhdued a demon who suhsequently gave him the land on which the village was to be

even irrigated his fields amongst ot11er acts of service."
1 6 In general. t11c villagers only know the name of their own yul lha. Even when discuss i ng him, they arc rather

laconic. Wh e th er

due to ignorance or to fear of a decrease in the protective power of the god, they prefer not to

discuss the subject.

TI1e short and stereotyped invocations pronounced hy the hereditary officiant of the cult during tl1e "renewing of

the /ha tho" seem forgotten, poorly tnmsmitted.
1 7 Ladakhi term for rigs ln�a cod paiJ.

I B These iconographic parallels are made hy U1e Lailitkhi U1emselves.
1 9 ·n1e s.ame yul lha protects sometimes nearby v i l la ges situated in the same valley. Thus Jo dar is the yul lha of

the \'iJlages of Nurla and of Timosgang, but not thal of Tia, the village next to T imosgang. Likewise, Ne ser rgyal
po protect� Gongmn, Leh und Thiksey, but not the villages of Chuchot and Shey situated between Leh and TI1iksey.
Perhaps this may be a reminder of a time when lhe yul /ha, as in Ti bet , reigned over territories beyond U1e village
limits?

No sacred mountains in Central Lnd.akh?
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(rgval po) or prince (jo). The epitl1et a myes "ancestor". frequent in Tibet. does not appear in Ladakh.

where there is no link between the god of the village and its ''cry foundation such as found in frontier
Tibct.1 n communities long isolated from the central power structures such as monastic institutions. But
is it even surprising, given that the society is highly centralised with groups of fil iation (clans or linea
ges) revealing themselves to be inoperative units. having no concrete basis, either economic. political or
21
religious?
Al though they arc neither mountains nor ancestors, yul lha i n Ladakh nonetheless conserve a warrior
temperament. perceived as indissociable from their protective function. The bellicose character, some
times hidden beneath a peaceful and smiling face, is expressed di screetly by the weapons placed in the
22 How. ask the villagers. could the vi l lage divinity fight without weapons - even if only sym

/ha tho.

bol ic - the demon of disease (na

bdag),

bearer of ill ness and death, or battle the brigands fonncrly so

nu merous?
The distinction between yul /ha and pha /ha (pho /ha) or god of the pha spun, cooperative cult groups
23
bringing together several households around one god (/ha gcig). is not clcar.
Both belong to the same
categories of beings. are incarnate in mediums. have structurally similar altars dedicated to them and
receive similar offerings and ritual cults. I n addition. the same god can occupy the function of yul lha in

one vil lage and pha /ha in anotl1er. This is tlle case of Jo gZhon nu, yul /ha of the village Tia and pha

/ha of the pha .\pun linking the fa mil ies of astrologers and medical healers in Hemis Shukpa. 24 I. Ria
boff has indicated during the Conference tl1at, i n the same way, gNyan chen Thang lha, one of the most

popular mountain gods of Tibet, personification of tlle mountain range of the same name, is cited as the

20 The term jo 1tro is ambiguous. While the literate population utilises it in the sense of "mistress, lady", the
villagers understand it in its most widespread usage as "nun".
2 ! In the classification of diiTcrcnt types of Tibetan societies by G. Samuel ( 1 993: 1 1 5), Ladakh, as a small
agriculturally based "state" headed by hereditary lay rulers, is placed in the category of "centralised agricultural
communities characterised by a fully developed estate system along with a household - rati1er than lineage - based
kingship system."
22 The bellicose aspect is even more clear in the ritual described by R.A. Stein at Reting ( 1 959: 451 ), where
every twelve years, the 1 5th day of ll1e 7th lunar month, armor, helmets, bows, guns, etc., were alTered to ti1e "dieu

du sol". Also, at Gyasumdo (Nepal): "Every spring ti1e Tibetan males in every household must participate in an
arrow-shooting festival called Da Gyab (mda ' rgrab).

Al l

household heads bring the Srungma guardian deity banner

of ti1eir own patriline Lo the huge boulder on which lives the communal god (vu/ /ha) of Tshap village. He is
"Ak)'enedong" ( ... ).TI1e males place ti1eir banners along side that of Ak)'enedong atop the boulder, becoming warri
ors who join his retinue to defend the village. A gun is frred and they begin the arrow-shooting competition which
defeats the demonic forces for ti1at year." (S.R. Munlford 1 989: 1 23).
23 In Ladak.h, plra spun is not a descent group in so far as its members do not trace descent from a named com
mon ance.'>tor. Within plra spun descent based on residence is important, but genealogies and ancestors

are

not. Plw

spun members are related by numerous rights and obligations which are concretely manifest during "rites de pas
sage", particularly death. On pha spun in Ladakh: M. Braucn ( 1 980), P. Dollfus ( 1 989: 1 70- 1 8 1 ). For the names of
ll1e pha sprm of Lch-Tehsil and their composition: Prince Peter of Greece and Derunark ( 1 956).
24 In Zanskar, sKu rgyal is simultaneously a village and a "clan god", yul llra of the royal locality of Zangla and

plra /ha of Zangla's kings (see I. RiaboiT in this volume). In the same way,

S.R.

Mumford ( 1 989: 140) notes : "In

Gynsumdo, a number of laymen note that their family snmg ma ('guardian deity') or plro lira (patriline 'male god')
was previously a community god (vu/ lira) of an area in Tibet, that was brought with the family when it migrated
into Nepal. ( . . . ) Two informants in Tshap who had arrived as orphans are now saying that ti1eir sons v.ill take on the

local community 'Akyenedong' as ti1e family snmg ma. " See also in this volume the articles of G. Hazod and
Schicklgrubcr for Dolpo

C.

I ll

P.

Dollfus

pha /ha of several pha spun in Zanskar, in the valley of the Markha (a tributary of the Indus) and in
Upper Ladakh.
In fact, yul lha and pha /ha may be defined above all by virtue of the human group with whom they
mai ntain reciprocal relations (protection in exchange for worship) and to whom they confer strength and
durability. If the dh·inity of the vi llage mainte�ins order and law over the village community and protects
its i nhabitants, the pha /ha guarantees the mutual aid between " frcres jures" at the times of "rites de
passage". and watches over the observance of prohibitions in rclmion to impurity caused by birth or
death of a family member. When yul /ha and pha /ha, normally benevolent. provoke i l l ness or trigger
natural calami ties. it is never l ike the 'dre demons or the witches ba mo and 'gong mo by pure malevo
lence. but r�lwe�ys ns a sanction following negligence or a breach of rules. whether i ntentional or not.
To ensure their benevolence and their col laboration, the villagers regularly pay homage to the yul lha:
at New Year (lo gsar) around the time of the winter solstice_ 25 in midsummer, and at the occe�sion of

smb /ha. "the fi rst crops to the go_ds". which initintes the harvest. While the goal of these cults is identi
cal : to revi ta lise the alliance between gods - e�nd more precisely yul lha - and man to guarantee prosper
ity, local variations exist. The festival of the first crops i n Hemis Shukpa is a simple offering to the yu/

/ha of a sheaf of barley. a sheaf of wheat and pod of pens. while i n Shey it is a grand ceremony, where
the tutelary deity of the village. rDo rje chen mo. takes possession of a le�y medium and pronounces por
tents. Whatever may be the de�te and the context. the villagers unanimously judge that the most i mpor
tant cult is the reconsecrmion of the altar of the yul lha.

" Changing the altar of the Yul lha " : yul lha tho spo byes
I n Hem i s Shukpa. as in the majority of villages i n Centml Ladakh, this ritual takes place during the
New Year celebrations, during this period of reiteration where the communit)• repeats the experience of
its unity. The responsability fal ls to a lay villager, chief of the house tenned mkhar dod pa (lit. "the rep
resentative of the palace" 26 ) and is transmilled by heredity from father to son. As the ofii c iant in the cult
of the vil lage divinity, he also bears the title /ha bdag pa, 27 "master (of the cult) of the god". At the time

of the kingdom, this double function as royal representative and e�s master of the cult of the village di
vinity rendered the holder a politically important person. locally very highly regarded. Even only a few
years e�go, the mkhar dod pa was greeted like a lord in the villages where land had been given him by
the king to nourish "the company of eighteen archers" (g::hu 'gur bcu hrgyad) promised for the defense
of the castle, today in ruins. At the entrance to the ville�ge, a delegation composed of the chief of the
v i l lage ('go ba), a bearer of i ncense. professione�l musicians (mon), and women dressed i n their most
25 !J1 contrast to Tibetans who celebrate New Year at the end of ti1e twelfth Buddhist month which falls in
ruary-March, Ladakhi celebrate

gsar is

lo gsar· around

Fcb

ti1e end of December, the end of the tenti1 month. At this time

lo

celebrated at the household and village level. At ti1e end of the twelfth month Tibetan/Buddhist New Year is

marked with royal and monastic ritual

(mdos mo che festival) at the regional

or stale level.

26 Elsewhere the responsibility falls upon his equi valent, the head of household, termed bka '

representative of the Lnw" .
27 The term

/ha bdag pa,

rdar pa, "the

attested in ancient Tibetan inscriptions is still used in Lahul (W. Asboe

I 93 3 : I 96)

and in ti1e Buddhist Dards of the vil lages of Da, Hanu and Garkhun (Western Ladakh) (R. Vohra, 1 9R9: 6 3 ), where
it designates, as in Ladakh, ti1e heredi tary ofliciant of tile cult of the village god, "the keeper of ti1e village deity".

In his ethnological dictionary, H . Ramsay ( I R90 : 1 03 ) defines ti1e hlarda.k

class

officiuls or 'rjeyriks' caste . "

(sic)

as "a subdi vision of ti1e upper

No ucrcd mounlairu in Ccnlral l...u Liakh?
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beautiful garb, awaited him to offer him, as a token of welcome, "the white beer of wcaltJ1" (c:hang dkar
'byor) . And, upon his departure, he was given many presents: butter, meat. fruits, breads, etc.

The "changing of the altar" takes place on the third day of the eleventh lunar montlt. In the moming.
the officiant. purified by an aspersion of water in wh1ch juniper has steeped, wearing a new coat and a
brocade hat, climbs to the altar of the "Queen god of the peak" (rTse lha rgyal mo). It is built in the
ccntcr of the village on the top of a small hil lock. which bears on its flanks the ruins of an ancient castle,

two monasteries ( 'brug pa and clge lugs pa) and the non-sectarian ''New Temple" (!Ha khang so ma)

constructed a few years ago (sec plate 6). Along with a small quiver of seven arrows and a small bow.
recalling the ancient times when he had to defend the residence of the divinity against attacks by ene
mies, the /ha hdag pa holds in his right hand a wooden arrow. with no point. whose quill is decorated
with small pieces of fabric in the five colors. Preceded by the musicians of the \"illage, he is accompanied

by his eldest son, by the village chief ( go ba). selected by the i nhabitants among the heads of the main
houses (khang pa 'khang chen). and lastly by the katwal. an U rdu term designating the odd-job man of
the village, a man chosen among the poorest "those who don't own a horse". Each of the members of this
lilllc parade has slid in his headgear a square of white cotton folded in a triangle, mgo ras ("collon for
the head") placed as a sign of respect and designating them as actor i n the ceremony. The musicians
carry their instruments (oboe and kettledrum). the son of the officiant carries a fumigation pottery and a
jug of beer, the 'go ba carries juniper branches and a plate of offerings, his assistant carries a ladder, a
bag of tsampa and a box with whitewash and a few pieces of red ochre.
Once they have arrived at the altar, at the southern angle they light a fumigation of juniper and

glbsur,

a powdery mixture of butter and flour, particularly appreciated by "formless" beings who cannot

absorb more consistent offerings. The strong smell ing smoke which results purifies the ritual space,
nourishes the diverse forces which i nhabit it, and as it rises in the si<)·, it sc"·es to faci litate communica
tion witll the gods. Once these preliminaries are over. the ofii ciant. with the help of his son, carefully
places the bundle of twigs which surmounts the altar on a large white cloth. He changes the branches of
juniper, adds tile arrow for the new year, puts bits of butter all over the arrows and tufts of unspun white
wool in the nicks of the arrows. Then he tics up the whole bundle in a new silk scarf (kha btags) and
reinstates it in tile center of the pile of horns, which he also coats witll butter. Then he whitewashes the
four faces of the altar and repaints the edges in red to protect against attacks by the btsan, whom tile
Ladakhi believe to be malevolent. 2 8 Once the home of the yul /ha has been made clean and accomodat
ing. with a short prayer tile ofiic iant invites the divinity to descend in order to partake in the festive
meal: beer, butter, a cake of dough. wafers of wheat flour, leavened bread and rice (see plate 7). Having
encouraged tile yul /ha to eat saying. " rTse lha rgyal mo, I salute you, I offer you this beer. drink this
beer. I offer you these breads. eat tllcse breads ... ". he tllen requests her to protect tile village from dis
ease, natural calamities, and disputes.
Until only a few years ago at New Year celebralions. 2 9 and at the offering of the first crops in the
seventh month. animal sacrifices were offered to the di\inilies who requested tllem. Witness of the sac
rifice of a sheep at the srub /ha festival in the 1 930's. W. Asboe ( 1 938: 3 86-388) described it thus:

28 Houses arc protected in tl1c same way, hy painting tl1e four corners \\i th red triangles and on the first storey,

a

line of points, swords and warriors. 1l1c Ladakhi representations of brsan di iTer from the classical Tibetan tradition

which dcscrihcs them as red ndcrs in nrmor. In Ladakh, the

brsan

are demons who lurk about inhahited areas al

ways trying to find an evil deed to do. Pleasant to sec from the front, they arc characterised by their lack of skin on
the back, which leaves their bloody organs

2 9 .1 . 1 ' . Ri ga l . l 'J85 .

vi sibl e. Such a

horrible sig.ht can lead to death .

12

P.

Dollfus

"The man proceeds to make a large incision in tl1e breast of tJ1e sheep and tearing out its heart with
all speed and placing it on the cairn of stones. He nc:xt skins the sheep and distributes portions of
the flesh to the assembled people, each person receiving a portion which he holds over a fire which

has prc,·iously been l it. until the meat is singed. This he cats i mmediately. All then return to a

specified meeting place where severa l large carthcrn vessels of beer arc imbibed. This done all the

males proceed to a pond where they wash their bodies."
Nowadays, due to the influence of i ncarnate monks, who have arrived from Tibet and refuse these
practices which are in contradiction with Buddhist orthodoxy. symbolic sacrifices without killing or
dough substitutes replace these "red offerings".
His request terminated. the /ha hdag pa takes leave of the yul lha by loudly proclaiming the victory of
the gods over the demons: "ki ki so so /ha rgyal /o! " This powerful shout marks the end of the ritual. It
is repeated in chorus by those present and accompanied by a vigorous beating of the kettledrum (/ha

rnga). resounding throughout the Yillagc. Once they have descended a few meters to a small platform
slightly lower down. the participants cat the remaining oiTcrings before returning home. Late in the
evening. at nightfall. horseraccs take place in a pasture in the middle of the village. There arc not races
for speed. but contests of agility. The winner. the one who can use his riding crop to overturn a small
dough figurine of a black yak, is acclaimed by the crowd. He has in fact won the obligation to provide
the beer for the following year's ceremony. For the next few days. dances and little plays continue. Their
signification - whether " historic" or "religious" - is today forgotten but they provide amusement for the
people and - so tl1ey say - please the gods 30 In other places, at ilie time of these seasonal rites, archery
contests, footraces and plays are organised. Everywhere in the valley occur these contests, songs and
dances which are characteristic in Tibet of the meeting of men and gods, in the words of R. A. Stein,
"competitions (qui) sur le plan social exaltent le prestige et sur le plan rcligieux le doublent., rattachant

le monde des hommes, la societe a son habitat. " ( 1 95 9 : 44 1 ) .

Although only a handful o f villagers participate. the annual ritual in honor o f the Jnil /ha is i n fact for
the benefit of the entire community. The mere fact that everyone knows that the 'go ba and the heredi
tary officiant are celebrating the cult is sufficient. It is their "duty". just as the monk-priest of the village
must accomplish the ritual for which he has been invited in the solitude of a family chapel. In both
cases, it is not considered appropriate to attend.
Sometimes a monk is also present at the renewal ceremony for the altar of the yul /ha or the a ltar of
the bcu tsho 'i /ha. He sits a bit away from the others. Beside him, on a low table, he lays out the seven
essential offerings and sacrificial cakes of raw dough decorated with butter. and on the ground, places an
incense burner for some juniper and a bottle of barley beer for libations. Once he has finished these pre
liminaries, he stans to read the "book of bsangs" (bsangs dpe), punctuating his recitation by hitting the
large double-headed frame-drum nearby with a curved slick. From time to time, he i nterrupts to ask his
lay assistant (often quite i nattenli\'c) to scatter the contents of one plate or another. Once he has finished
'
'
readin , he swallows a bowl of tei, collects his paraphernalia and returns to his cell.

g

For the villagers. his membership in the community of monks (sarigha). one of the three jewels re

vered by all Buddhists, confers upon him a "sacred status". a distinctive efficaciousness. His presence,
although not required for the performance of the ceremony, adds brilliancy to the atmosphere. 3 1 When

30 For a description ofNew Year's festivities in Ladakh, P. Dollfus, 1 987.

3 1 This is also uue in Tibet, where men old enough lo cany weapons arc the principal participants in lhe cults of

yul lha, and where

the pre sen ce of monks is frequent. Sec

G.A. Combc 1 97 5 : 57, Norhu & Harrer 1 960: 5 3-56.
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a n exceptional ritual must be performed due to dire "events" threatening the township {epidemic.
drought. etc.). the call is always made for a monk to help, and it is the
i n tercede m favor of the

ing of the

crop s

.

v i l lage

by offe ri ngs to yul

lha

'go ba

who appeals to him to

to avoid hail. to bnng good weather for the ripen

or to stop th e spread of sma l l pox. By his participation in rituals for local deities

(whether village or reg i ona l ). the monk reaffirms the supremacy of Buddhist liturgy and its preentincncc
in re l i gious mauers. In Timosgam. located in a nearby valley. following the request of

a

"great lama".

the renewal of the altar is no longer celebrated during the New Ycar's festivities as in the other vil lages

of Central Lad.1k h . Instead Ti mosgam has real igned this ritual in the context of a major festival (dus

chen)

held the 1 5th

day of the 4 th month. when they celebrate with display the a n n ive rsa f) of the en
'

l i g h te n ment and entry i nto nirw1�w of the Budd ha .
"The renewal of the

a l ta

r of the yul

lha".

is today hurriedly performed by an officiant whose memOJ')'

is f<1ding <�way. but at the t i me of the kingdom. this ritual had an i mponant political dimension. By the
intermediary of the

mkhar dot! pa.

local representative of the king and delegate for the cull of the

!ha. the vil lage was subj ected to the royal power and integrated into the kingdom.

yul

A more widespread

and consistent control of the "social space" was thus established. a control which was also indicated

by

taxes and corvee labor. which every villager owed the king in exchange for his protection.
The success of the policies of centralisation led by the kings of the Namgyal d)nasty (c. 14 70-1846),
who un ifi ed Ladakh i n the 1 5 th century. appears quite clearly by the comparison of the yul /ha ritual as

Lad.akh a single arrow is placed by the representa

it is celebrated in Ladakh a nd elsewhere. In Central

tive of the king in the name on behalf the entire community. while among Tibetan communities in the
border areas. highly autonomous. in the contc.xt of a

bsangs celebration. all

household heads attend. each

one brandishing the arrow representing their house or the banner of their clan di,inity. 3 2 This is the

case notably in the Sham·a of the eastern Tibetan province of Amdo during the annual festival which
33
takes place on the 1 5 th day of th e sixth month and lasts two d ays
"On the first day, the men gather
.

together with their horses and tents on a plateau in front of the sacred mountain. Each man must bring

(mda' rgod) 5 or 6

an a rrow

metres long. (. .. ) Early in the morning of the second day the men begin to

climb the mountain with their arrows at first on horseback and then on foot., until they reach the cairn
.

high up on the mountain. At the cairn. a fumigation offering

(bsangs)

takes place before the ritual of

planting the arrows in the cairn: this is then followed by the scattering of what are known as '"'ind
horses'

(rlung rta). ( . . . ) Whi lst scattering

the 'wind-horses' each person, at the top of his voice and in

total disregard of o th ers . beseeches the mountain divinity for his personal protection and for the reali sa
tion of other panicular ambitions. or asks si mply for help in subduing ltis enemy. ( . . . ) The ritual gesture
of planting it
tection: in

(the a rrow)

in the cairn places each man who does so under the mountain divinity's pro

the same way, by ritually scattering the '\\ind-horse' - itself a

symbol of fonune - i n to the air,

each man calls upon the mountain divinity to increase his fortune, since it is the divinity who is regarded
as the giver of glol')', honour. fame, prosperity. power and progeny." (S. Karmay 1 994: 117). The same
32

an

For

analysis of the

relation between the cult

1 990, E.H. Walsh 1 906. For general description of the

of sacred mounta ins and political organisation, P. Sagant

of mounUJ.in gods, see among others H. Stuhel ( 1 958) for
a nomadic tnbc in Gansu ( Ti bet ), H. Dicmbcrger ( 1 993 and 1 994) for Eastern Nepal (Arun valley) and Southern
Tibet (Khana area), S . R . Mum ford ( 1 989) for the TibeUJ.ns of Gyasumdo, M. Cookc ( 1 98 5 ) and P. Sagant ( 1 990)
for Nyi shafll!..
3 3 Tnis

1 985 und

ritual was

forbidden from as earl�·

as

cult

1 960 and only re-instated in 1 98 3 .

described it in "Mountains CulL� and National Identity in Ti bet" ,

u

Samten

Kannay observed it in

paper prepared for

the conference

'Forty Years On: Tibet 1 950-90' (held at the School of OrienUJ.I and African Stud1es in London in April 1 990), m1d

published in Resistance and Refomr in Tibet edited by

R.

Bamett and S.

Ak.incr, 1 994.
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ritual was practiced by the Me"u Fantzu. nomadic pastoralists or north-eastern Tibet, who C.Jc!l summer
payed homage to the "mountain spirit". whom they revered calling him "ancestor" ("ami". a myes).

MoreoYer, each time illness befell a family member or the l ivestock. i ndividual Mewu Fant7 1J • iimbed to
the cairn to i mplore for help by making ofTerings_ 3 4

In Ladakh. the cult dedicated to the territorial deity. like the social organisation and vi 1 : a "e pol i tics

<P. Dol lfus 1 989). reflects the success of the process of politic<ll ;md religious centralisation or t he scale

of the Yal lc�·. centcr of the ki ngdom and site of its greatest monasteries. I nside the Yillagcs. wi:

l

the help

of Buddhism. the king has total ly taken <ld\'<lntage or the cult or the loc:�l deities so l'IS to moJF :lOlise the
benefits. "Great king of the religion"

nd in the

(chos rg,yal chen po). considered as the owner of all the

kingdom (sa yi hdag po). he is guarantor of l<lw il nd order. Henceforth prosperity depends

n

I X X -t . after the il nnex<Jtion of the kingdom by the stntc of J<Jmmu. the horoscope of the forme

him. In

king was

not consulted to establish the yenrly calendar nnd whether or not to celebrate the rites of om···ings. The
results were disastrous. as S . H . Ribbach ( 1 9X6: 1 85- 1 86) noted:
"Against all the rules early summer brought a succession of heil\'Y stom1s such as e\'er the oldest
people could not remember before. ( . . . ) After ·an excessively wet spring. there followed . drJ sum
mer. In the fields already di!maged by floods the crop wns about to ripen but it shrivcllrd :p because
there was no water for irrigation. ( . . . ) The longed-for r<Jin st<J�·ed away. Many strean

c

·ied up al

together and others carried only a l ittle water which did not reilch the \'alley till late i : th e after
noon. ( . . . ) The harvest was expected to fail .
On top of this sickness passed through the land - measles and scarlet fever and also a fc

v

frighten

ing cases of smallpox and typhus. ( . . . ) The current year was the Wood-monkey year a: d the king

h<Jd been born in tiJc I ron-tiger year. This naturally made for conflict and disaster: i ro: is the en

emy of wood because wood is hewn by the i ron axe and the tiger is the foe of the mon�e�

"

For the Ladakhi. who ha' e a long tradition of political centralisation. the concept e'pr :ssed by P.
Sagant as "l'idcologie politique de la morale de I'e:-;ploit" 3 5 which is present in small and un· ted periph
eral societies where power is granted by the mountain deity and not by a central go,•ernmc 1t has been

gradually replaced by a system relying on the precmincnce of the religious status and <�gc: as well as
social categories. which tend to cut oiT the individual from his links of kinship and village cc nmuni�·Today the kingdom no longer exists but the cult dedicnted to the _\·ul lha

-

for how m\H ·1 longer? -

continues to be celebrated i n each Yil lage by the he:Jd of the household to whom the kin!! h. j delegated
this responsability. a nd in the e,·ent of misfortune by monks at the request of the lay pop lation. The

villagers. although numerous in allendance for the ceremonies to the hcu tsho'i /ha. are 1b� nt from the
yul lhn rituals. whether scheduled or supplementary. This would tend to indicate a cunot: mi,.1 ure of
deference and i nd ifference towards the yul /ha. Certainly the respect i s maintained. the si ·inc is care
fully tended, but the deity remains distant. The yul /ha is never addressed directly by indi1 iC als. only by
i ntercessors on their behalf For protection from i l lness or to be "accompanied" when 1 he travel afar,
the Y i l l agers prefer to appeal to their pha /ha or to the Buddhas and saviour Bodhisall\'a'. ' •rslupped in
the family chapel as major protecti,·c diYinities. Tiira ( sGrol ma ). ve�- popular. is one ol tl
ited - to succeed in business and to pass examinations. to have children in good health 11
thing that makes for l i fe happy" .

3 4 1-1 S!Uhcl, 1 9 5& 33-3 5 .

3 5 ·n e cxprc!ision was cotncc! h � S . KamJa\· and P S;�gant 1 9!i7: 2 5 5

most solic
.

"for every
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The elder population (rgan pa) could not imagine to stop performing the annual cult in honor of the

.m/ !ha. this would be tantamount to inviting trouble of the worst sort. But for the younger population.
those who have left the vil lage to study or work in India, it is quite a different affair, and less i mportant.
They affirm their identity as Ladakhi and Buddhist: they claim their relationship to a country. Ladakh.
not to a special village. Educated youth are turning away from popular religious beliefs and practices
towards the more rational and ethical aspcclS of Tibetan Buddhism promoted by the"Ladakh i Buddhist
Association " . a powerful association which is very active i n matters both political and religious. They
arc increasingly numerous every year for participation in fasts. retreats or prayer sessions. Their attitude
:l 6
recalls that of young Tibetan refugees in Choglamsar,
just oulSide of Lch - they pay no much atten
t ion to yul !ha rituals on the verge of extinction, and claim their relation with a Tibetan nation-stale.

rather than to a village. a valley or a mountain they have not personally known. Today the yul !ha have
no particular role in the great

hsangs rituals (h.mngs gsof).

which focus on notions which u nify the refu 

gee population: long life for the Dalai Lama and the independence o f Tibet

(N.

Silhe 1 993 : 1 86- 1 87).

These brief reflections on Ladakh point once again to the diversity of cullS dedicated to the territorial
deities, whose process. meaning and stakes vary locally due to geographic location, history. and the way
7
of l i fe of the people who worship ll1em. 3 It is hoped they may incite comparative study. both diachronic
and synchronic. in the context of Tibetan civilisation. However, such studies must be wary of attributing
too much importance to precipitate reconstructions by hastily generalising ll1e processes of transforma

tion observed today among Tibetan communities in the border areas.

36 Tibetan re fugees studied hy N. Sil1le ( 1 99�) in his study on the

bsar1gs gso/ in Choglarnsar.

3 7 Hen ce the interest in the research in Ladakh notably in the study in Zanskar by lsabcl l e Riaboff and Kirn

Gut sh ow as well as forthcoming studies on tl1e recently opened zones of Nubra, Chang thang, Da-Hanu. Note that
tl1e "Buddhist Dards" or

'brog pa of the

villages of Da. Hanu and Garkhun who are distinguished from those who

speak Ladakhi hy their dardic spcc�:hes ha ve been presented to us as a soci ety \\oi thout leaders, where tl1c \ill age s

form sma l l independant re publics, and where reference to a founding ancestor is constant (myths, h:mm s ) and the

functwns of the priesthood arc heredi tary. Sec R. Vohra

1 989.

Thank�
I

wou l d

ltke

speciallY to thank Amy Helier for her helpful cornmenl� and for the ungrateful task of translating my

pupcr mto English. I would a l so like to <Jcimowlcdgc the help of A.M. Dlondcau who made comments on an earlier
dra f t
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Plate 6: l lemis S hukpa: on a sma l l h i l lock in the center of U1c village stands U1e altar dedicated to
rTse !ha rgyal mo.
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GZI-ION NU MDLJNG LAG, MOUNTA I N GOD O F ZAN S KA R
A regional scale divin ity a n d its cult's territorial o rderi n g
by
I sabel le Riaboff, Pari s

The present contribution1 intends to lay out some data dealing with mounta in gods i n Zanskar [ Zangs
dkar): on the basis of recent field i m·estigations . 1

Zanskar is a s m a l l region lying a t the South o f Ladakh 1 L a dwags ). inhabited b y some t e n thousand

people. whose ,· i llagcs arc situated bet\\ ccn 35110 and 4 1 110 meters in altitude. Although Zanskar i s today

an i ntegral part of the I ndian State of Jammu :md Kashmir. st ill the Z:.mska ri cultural identity is deeply
Tibetan: as far back as the 1 7th centUJ)', the military successes of the troops of the Tibetan king Mang
srong mang btsan brought Tibetans all the way to the furthermost western bounds of their expand ing
empire. And. i n the I Otl: century. some of the descendants of the Tibetan defeated monarchy sclllcd i n
these ,·cry lands. From that time on. the Tibetan imprint gave form t o the societies of Ladakh and
Zanskar.4
The high mountai nous space of the transhimalayan domain. which fluctuates between 5 500 a nd 6000

meters. and consti tutes one of the geological f<u;ades of H igh Asia. is cut right across by deep valleys.

And Zanskar is composed of the meeting of two of these valleys: indeed it has the approximate outlines
of a star shaped with three arms. However, the regional partition conforms to a quadrangular structure
(rather than triangular). Thus. Zanskar is constituted of five areas (see map 1 ) : its southern valley. called

Lunag (most probably [Lung nag]: from Lung pa nag po. "the black valley"): its western pan. which is
To ( l sTod). the "Upper"): its eastern part. called Sham (l (g)Sham). the "Lower"): its northern pan.
littcraly called so : Tchang-noe [Byang ngos) : and. nt the junction of the four. Jungkor [gZhung skor).

the "Circle of the Cent er" . By the way. 1 would l ike to underline the fact that. in my point of ,·iew. this
partition looks as i f it was more ideal than induced by physical rea lities: isn't it modelled on the
principle of perception which arranges space conforming to a square pattern. positioned accordi ng to the

' I \\ish to express my si ncere thanks to Mrs Almc-Marie Blondcau ;md Mrs Anne Chayct for Uteir rcadrng or Oris
Mon.:ovcr, I am greatly i ndebted to D. Lcmozy for creation of the maps herein.
1 Al l Tibetan and Zanskari common nmms arc typed in ital i cs. In Ute ahscncc of established spelling of Zanskari nowlS

article's fu-st vcr.;ion.

the distinctive sign .-,; except for U1c
spellings, arc �crnatically kept w1dcr phonetic fomts,
followed by their correct \\ritings in bruckcL� "[ ]" in only a few cases. Moreover, as well a� we shall \\rite Zilnskar and
"Ladakh", tl1c adj�tivcs "Zanskari" and "Ladakhi" a.m.l tltc substanti ves "Zanskarpa " and "Ladakhpa" ( tltat is tl1e way the
·
inhabitants ofZ..mlSkar and Ladak.h cull tht.'lllsclvcs). arc written dO\m wtdcr tl1csc �'J)Oken tomlS \\itl tout any , ...
J Titc fieldwork for Uti s article was most]� carri ed out in 1 994 ( from Man:h to A�
au�t), albei t some of the facts it deals
(ciUtcr conunon or proper), spoken fonns

topographical

names,

arc

gi ven in

phonetics, followed by

"1rich, hccau.o;c of tl1cir too nwncmu.� blurred

"

wiU1 had been collected dlU'i.ng t\vn previous SUI\'S.
� ·nus ltistorical data is given an account of il1 Pctcclt,

The l.."ingdom of l.mia!JI. Roma lstituto ualiru10 per il
\\hieh coexist toJa� . is not my
should alw<.�ys kC(.ll in nlinJ ZarL�kar's outcnnost situation,

L. ( 1 977),

media cd cstrcmo orientc. Clearing up Ute cultuml unpacts (Tibetan; lndo-Europcan; Indian ),

domain; but the fact remains

far from Central TibcL

U1at. while reading U1is paper,

one
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cardin�l points (and as we know. this type of perception. applied to the world itself or to the territory of a
�
population. is spread throughout the whole Tibetan cultural �rea)?
The unity of Zanskar relies on its enclosed territory: it is isolated by high passes (the lowest pass. the
Pcnsila. culmi nates at 4400 meters) and massive chains of mountains: and. indeed. even though they arc
i n every respect similar to the inhabitants of Juldo. Rangdum. Tashitongdc and Lingshed, the Zan skarpa
(people of Zanskar) consider none of these villagers (who live beyond the Pensila and beyond the gorge
which closes Zanskar at its eastern side) as their folks. Even less do they claim relationships with the
Ladakhpa (people of Ladakh). although Zanskar and Ladakh appear to us extremely close from the
cultural standpoint.
Of course. it would be surprising if the inhabitants of this small region. surrounded as it is by huge
mountains. would not consider some of its mountainous areas to be i nhabited by deities: and. as a matter

of fact. goddesses (lhn mo) arc associ�ted with its main passes. whereas gods (/ha) a rc l i nked with some
6
of its other raised topographical fcaturcs. Quite evidently. this dichotomy has a definite connection with
sexual symbolism. obvious enough to be lingered on. 7

The following. focused on those lira. will be organised around two points: to begin with. I will evoke

some problems of definition suggested by the Z�nskari facts, as f�r as the question of "what is a
mountain god?" is concerned: and then. I will dwell upon the figure of gZhon nu mdung Jag. my paper's
main concern: to this deity. present on a regional scale. is dedicated a cull the territorial ordering of
which we will examine: and this will finally induce us to question the sacred nature of mountai n deities
and the relations which they bear to power.
What is a mountain god?
First. I would l ike to emphasise the fact that. despite the great number of mountains in Zanskar, the
concept of mountain gods is not a local concept at all . There is no Zanskari specific word to define what

we would call a mountain god (the tcm1 of gnas ri. found i n Tibet, i s not in use in Zanskar). All the

'

.lcsl, C. ( 1 975), Dolpo, communautt!s de lanJ,:ue tibetaine du Nt!pal. Paris, Editions du C.N.R.S.: 46;
( 1 9R7), "Des dieux, des montagnes et des hornrncs La lecture tihetaine du paysage", Etudes Rurales

Sec, among otl1cn;,

quoted hy Mcycr, F.

-

1 07/1 08, 1 1 0. For his part.

di�-posttion;
the lir.;t

R A Stein

swns

up some Tibetan instances of the square frame: Ti bet and its neighbours'

tl1e positioning of army troops: the arrangement of military camps; and last, but not least, the ci\ilizing acti on of

king, viewed as conforming to concentric squares - in tllis

case,

R. A Stein establishes a parallel witl1 Chinese

conceptions (see Stein, RA [ 1 987], La cil•ilisarion libetaille. Paris, I'Asiatl1eque [first edition in 1 962]: 1 6-- 1 7).
6 In their everyday l i fe a.c; v.'CII as at tlte time of ritual events, the Zanskarpa deal with a munber of immanent beings,
,

grouped in three main categories, the lira, tl1e klu and the 'dre (tl1c latter arc themselves suhd.i,ided into a trip�·que which

·
terms. known by everyone, are frequently stated together: drinro , rgval po and bt.san� To g:ive an outline: the /Ita. i deally
linked

witl1 height, arc the ones v.i10 help the humans beings par exccllencr (a /ha, otlu:r than injured. woul d ne\-cr harm

anyone), \\hile tltc 'dre are notlting but malevolent V.1tl10u! motives. and lastly the /Jr1, \\TIO reside in the Wldefl!TOWld and
aqWitic pluccs, are basically ambivalcnl
7

In Tibet, tl1e female ooWJ!crparts of male mOWJtain deities arc commonly goddesses a<;soeiatcd with lakes: for i.n.!>1ancc,

d Mcyer,

op. cit., 1 987: 1 1 6: Bcrglic, P.-A. ( 1 980), "Mow1t Targo and Lake Dangra: a contribution to the religious

geography ofli hct , In Tibetmr Studies in honour ofHugh Richardson. (cds ) M. Aris & AWlg San Suu Kyi, Oxford 39"

44. As far as Z.anskari lakes arc concerned, tlleir dqlU1s

said to be inhabited ctther

,

by klu. or hy /ha. Whatsoever I have
never hcanl of any lake where a lira nro would stay. A� for village deities, tltey are eitliCr male or female: goddesses are
stated a� lira nro, fK117/ nro ("queen") or jo mo ("nun" or "mistress"). One can see the runncs of the nwncrous village
goddcsse.� of centrnl Z.anskar on map 2.
arc

I. Riaholf
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"
more so since a god. whether associated with a mountain or not, can be a village god (vul /ha;�vultsa . R as
9
we will sec further). or can be a clan god (pha lhalpha 'i /ha; we have the example of gNyan chen Thang

I ha. a n i mportant mountai n god of Tibet: in Zanskar. this god is no longer known as a mountain god.
10
but understood as a clan god ) . Subsequently, because of this lack of any local word for " mountain god".
the problem is. maybe. one of defi nition: what do we consider a mountain god to be? I n the Zanskari
·
dialect. the "mountain" (riga ) begins at the upper edge of a village. Nevertheless. we can't consider that
11
any god having an a ltar (/ha tho ) in a high spot is a mountain god: if such locations arc often found. it
is sa id by the Zanskarpa to be due to the purity (l!lsang ha) attached to elevation. Neither do I consider
as mountai n gods all the numerous gods supposed to live in any e�lpine valley or on any rocky raised
·

·

fc.1 turc (hrag) i n riga . so as not to say an�thing of the enigmatic nwmo , female but impersonal figures

one may sec when venturing i nto the wild mountainous spaces.
Thus. adopting a del iberately arbitrary definition (and

what can we do but agree on an arbitrary

definition out of necessity?). I would assume that a mountain god is supposed to be identified with/ or to
live on! a whole mountain or summit: in such cases i n Zanskar. summits arc always roch;,• and
i naccessible. and called by the name of the /ha. or simply known as Pobrang ([Pho brang], "Palace") as
their proper name. Let's underline that the Zanskarpa pronounce the term as /hpobRal. to d istinguish it
from the residence of a human being. pronounced /hpotRa/.
As there is no specific Zanskari word to define mountain gods. there is generally no peculiar cult
·
dedicated to them : they arc worshipped at a vil lage level as yuf /har:vuftsa (village gods). By the way, it
is worth observing that. in Zanskari. yul denotes the "vil lage" units themselves. and not, in accordance
with classic<�l Tibetan. the "region" or "country" (the

five

regions of Zanskar arc called htsugs tsho,

probably from the p<1st perfect form of 'dzugs pa. to establish. sclllc: while the whole Zansk<1r is referred
lt is l ikcl�· t hat .wltsa • . despite the Zanskari prommciation of iL� second syl lahc

R

il<;e)f idcntilied \\iti1 yu/ /ha in scvcm.J Tibetan

a�

"L<;a", i s in fuel the same

as

.m/ sa,

enclaves of Nortl1cm Nepal and a� well attested by some Tibetan tc>.ts.
attention ha� hccn drav.11 to ti1is probabl e equivalence hy S. G. Kurmay, \vhom 1 deepl y \\ish to timnk.
o

In Zanskar, one bel ongs in a patrilinear way to a pha spun wlit, \�11ose members dcfmc thcmse)\'es

domcs!Jc god pha /ha pha 'i /ha ) and ti1c same "hone" ( 11U pa ) : no Joubl pha spun
defini ti on of a chm, wh ose intrinsic features arc the w1ilincar passing on and

arc

as

My

sharing U1e same

clans, i f we foUow ti1e antilTOpological

ti1e impossibi lity of making out all of ti1e

genealogical links between iL� members and their common ancestor. Let me say in passing timt ti1e l..ad..·u;h i contcn1pornry

plra spun arc tl� ly not

consi c.l crcd a�

,..l11c plra-sprm of Ladakl1", In

54).

cl ans , hecall.'iC of ti1cir rc.�idcntial di mension (in particular, sec Brnucn. M. ( 1 980),

Tibetan Studies in Ironor//" ofHugh Riclrardsmr. ( cJs. ) M. Aris & Aung San Suu Kyi, Oxford,

\\itiun Zanskar, no god is simulwncously a village and a clan god, apart from Kyurgya! [sKu rgyal], ,VIII
lira of ti1c roya l local ity of Zang.Ja [bZang !ha], and plw lira of Za.ngla's kings. 1l1is specilici ty defini tely partakes of the
rcxognit1 0n princi pl es as regards l11c monarchal power. N oti 1 ing that wuld surprise one v.ho is familiar with ti1e Tibetan
societies: indeed, quite a nwnhcr of Himala�·an localities' god� arc ruling families' clan gods, v.11cther some places deities
10

"

Nevertheless,

had been appropriated later on by local rulers, or whcti1cr some rulers' original lineage gods had been

a� yu/ 1/ra.
11

I)w

tho derives from tho.

'

introduced afterwards

"block o f stone" or tho yor, "caim''. Eiti1er a pile of stones, or a cubi c construction lopped by n

htmch of planl� (when situated v.il11 in a village

area), lira tho arc alwavs verticaJiy erected structures. R.A. Stein has

tmderli.ned ti1e fuel timl ti1e Tihcums sometime.� \\lite <mc.l probably even more often tmderstand
"high", due to the homophony of ti1c syUabes

"tho" and "nrtlw" (cf

S te i n ,

lira mtho, from nrtlro,

op. cit. [ 1 987): 1 38). 1l1cre forc 1 wnsidcr the

Engl i sh 'allar' ll1e prorx.:r word to translate lira tiro, hv orc.lcr not on!�· of semantics hut also of ctm10log\', as i t comes !rom the
L a tin

a/Ill.�.

which itself means "lligh". Un l ike ti1e Tihcll.m �lx:<.Lkers, who refer lo ti1c stone heaps erected on passes by la

ht.ros or la rdzas. no ol11cr word is ever uscJ in

smglc one (sec below).

Zanskar hut /ha tlw. apart from lira 11l'n ("support of ti1c /ha") applied to o

glJ10n nu mdung log. mountain god

or Zanskar
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t o a s lung pa, the "valley"). As a result. whereas Tibctologists often speak ofyul lha as "couni.I)· god",
for Zanskar, as well as for Ladakh. it cannot be tra ns la ted but as vi ll age god
"

".

·

To put i t the other way round : in Zanskar. every village has one (or, in a few cases. several) yultsa ,

some of which arc associated with mountains. whereas most of the others arc not. but all of them are
worshipped in exactly the same way. These ce l eb rations occur most commonly three times a year: on Lo

gsar (New Year). dPyid rtse ("spring's height": first day of the second month) and Srub /ha ("unripe
cereal grains ! to the) gods " : offering of the first fruits of the harvest): and all of these three cults arc
exclusively paid by the village gods' respective communities.

gZhon nu mdung lag
However. the previous statement (which says that there is generally no specifi c cult dedicated to
mountain gods) has an important exception: gZhon nu mdung lag. a mountain god and village god of
·
the ccnter of the region - and with him, almost incidentally, Choral a . himself mountain god and village
god of Tchang noe. Northern Zanskar.
First. a few words about Chorala

•.

I was told th<ll this god, sometimes called Ne scr Chorala • . is the

Tibetan /ha Ne scr Jo bo chen po (C horala would be a corrupt form of Jo bo dgra lha, the "Lord,
"

warrior-god"?): and Ne ser Jo bo chcn po is one of the avatars of dGe bsnyen phying dkar ba. himself
identical with rMa chen spom ra. the A myes rMa chcn mountain god (Cf N ebesky Woj kowi tz. R. d e
-

( 1 975). Oracles and demons of Tibet, the cult and iconography of the Tibetan protective deities. Graz,

Akademische Druck- u. Yerlagsanstalt: 1 60): in Zanskar. Chorala" is associated with his eponymous
mountain. ove rl ook ing the country from its northern side. above the village of Karcha.
As regards gZhon nu mdung lag, before discussing the specific cult paid to him, let us first present
this god. Fortunately, he is one of the rare minor gods ('jig rten pa, mundane) represented i n

ico nog raphic form and described. Hi s statue i s ,·isible inside his altar a t the \'illage of Sani (see plate 1).
and monks describe his characteristics at the time of incense offerings (bsangs) to the gods. \Vhilst the

dGe lug.� pa bSangs dpe ( B ook of the bsangs") remains succinct regarding gZhon nu m dun g lag, the
1:
'13rug pa (known as bKra shis re skong) gives a more detailed account of his character. w h i l e i n vok i n g
"

both of his forms. peaceful and wrathful.
gZhon nu mdung Jag's peaceful form:

0! Son of the /ha, with a handsome body, you wear a dress \\ith precious oman1ent
and a white silk turban.

You hold a banner in your right hand, the jewel [which fulfills one's wishes] in your left.

You ride a mule with a turquoise mane, as fast as the \\incl.

WiU1 a charming body. you are the ccntial [figure] \\ith a hundred thousand attendants.

1:

\\hich belong to two Buddhist order.;: the 'Bmg pa blu/ hrgl'lui pa (in Bardan and
close from Padwn) and, m ma_jority, U1e dGe lugs pu (in Karcha, Tongde, Munc and Phu1.1.al).

l..;mskar tu� six monasteries for men,

StJtgrimo, very
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gZhon nu mdung Jag's wra l11fu l fom1 :

You arc l11e color of the rising sun. you wear a red silk dress and a precious annor.
In your right hand, a red spear subdues l11c enemies who broke their promises,

in your left hand. the

malefic black lasso of l11e bd11d.

You wander around the world [Jambudvlpa] riding a red horse with wings of wind.
Executioner of l1 1c enemies. no one excels you. 1 3

A spear i n th e right hand. a

lasso i n the Jell and a rcd-colorcd body: these arc th e three

features o f any htsan

rgod ( " wi ld htsan"). As a matter of facL a few Zanskarpa call glhon nu mdung lag "btsan rgod".

And.

under

bTsan rgod chen po as a proper name. one can read in Oracles and demons of Tibet: "[ . . . ) the red threc�'Cd
bTsan rgod.

His upper teeth, gnawing l11c lower lip. gnash i n anger. His right hand ilirusts a lance and the left

one a snare. He wears a cuirass and a helmet (bol11 made) of leather and on his feet he

wears

high red boots. He

rushes away on the "red horse of l11e btsm1" adorned '>'ith a saddle and crupper" (Ncbcsl·;y-Wojko\\itz. op. cit. ,

1 975: 28). Doesn't this description tally \\i!Jl the representation of gZhon nu mdung lag as a statue?

gZhon nu mdung lag has his Pobrang on a very steep summit, situated at the end of the Aptal Yallcy,
between the vil lages of Sani and Stara. He possesses a medium (/ha pa) who forme rly was from Nyerok.
ilien from Stagrimo (a small 11amJet in !Jle vicinity of Padum). and nowadays is from Salapi. These
successive mediums, all laymen. were not related, and even belo n ged to various clans. Out of the three.
the fom1er /ha pa. known in living memory as gZhon nu mdung Jag's first "borrowed body"

(Ius g.yar),

is the only one whose clan seems to have something to do with gZhon nu mdung Jag: this clan, nan1ed

yon bdag (" master of alms"), is under the protection of a pha /ha who is exactly bTsan rgod chen mo.
Even t houg h the pre sen t-day Zanskarpa do not identify the yon bdag's tutelary god with gZhon nu
mdung Jag (nciilier spontaneously, n or when questioned). we cannot help thinking tllat such a simi larity
14
may not be fortuitous.

What about tile con temporary /ha pa's possessions? They occur either o n annual occasions. for

pred ic ti o ns . or, from time to time. in case of individual troubles, for diagnostic and sometimes curative
pu rposes. Being possessed. ilic /ha pa can see the Pobrang as a palace with glass and conch doors,
standing in a wooded p l ace with streams running through it; he can also see gZhon nu mdung lag as a
red /ha, with the lower part of his body like a snake (a klu's feature). and his body organs inside \isible
th rou gh his back (a btsan's feature) : indeed, the /ha pa frequently repeats that gZhon nu mdung Jag is
head of :>60 /ha, 360 klu and 360 btsan. In connection with his mountain character, gZhon nu mdung
13

1l1 ese very descriptions are free translations of two excerpts from a copy of the bKra .shis

re

.skong I borrowed

from Stagrimo (a 'Bmg pa monastery). Here are their transliterations (in confonnity with the Wylie system):

/Ha

bu

yid 'ong gzugs / rin ciJCm rgvan go.� dar dkar (J'ing thod gsol I phyag g.ya.s ba dan g.yon pa nor bu bsnams / rlung
/tar

'gvog.s pa 'i drC' 'u g.yu mgog chib.s / 'khor u/rogs 'bum phrag dbus ma mdzes pa'i sku 11 Nyi ma 'char ka 'i mdog I
go khrab gsol I phyag g.yas mdung dmar dam nyams dgra la bsnan I g.yon pa bdud

dar· dnrar na bza ' rin chen

zhags nag po'i gnod byed cing I 11a dmar rlung shog chib.s 11as 'dzam gling nyul I dgra bsod bshan pa klryod Ios
/hag pa med.

14

Still, it is impossible to reckon to which �1cnd the ori ginal /ha pa

was

bound to gZhon nu mdw1g Jag. Moreover, we

have very succinct comparative data, since the Salapi medium is at present the only one v.ithin Zanskar: there

used to he a

/ha pa in Shila (possessed hy the deity Kagarnelta"). but he died years ago, and, until now, nobody replaced him. After he
hnd hccn

recognised as such, the present-day /ha pa, as had d<me his predecessor, became grv11g pa 'i gn.-a pa,

"household

novice" ·nus title seems to concern some lay specialists whose prerogatives have sometl1ing to do wit11 religion (this is the

case of the /ha pa.

a�

well

a�

t11e

ca<;c

of a painter I know). Ordained by an important monk, v.i10 cuts some of Ius hair, the

gmn[: pa 'i wwa pa a�scrts his statiL� hy wearing a monk's hat:. Ius ov.n children call him a klm ("patemal uncle").

I. Riabolf

:w

Jag is l inked with the Asian ibex (skyin, i . e .. capra ibex sihcrica). Every year during winter time, the
inhabitants of Rangthaksha can sec in the snow a trail going straight from the pass of Omasila to
·
Pobmng: a skyin is supposed to fol low this path. as a gift offered by the goddess Omasi Lhamo (a deity
with whom gZhon nu mdung Jag had a 10\·c affa ir) to the mountain god. And during the cult 1 wi l l

describe hereafter. gZhon nu mdung Jag used to be offered kids (young goats), now replaced by some
dough figurines called. in spite of their sheep or goat shape (explicitly connected with the expected
1
prosperity of t h e livestock). mar ri sJ..yin ("ibex of butlcr") . 5 The ilbundoncc of domestic ilnimols is

requested from the mounta i n deity through the symbolic offering of ibex. the wild ilnimal par

excellcncr : it may be that ibex still has a relation to fertility i n rcmembcrancc of the hunting times,
when catching

of

prey was most probably understood as the god's favour.

gZhon nu mdung Jag is a Yil lagc god. but remarkably he is present in seYcral vil lages, and not only
one tsec map 2): from West to East. Su. Sani. Stara. Salapi (Gyapa. strangely. has its own deity).
Nycrok. Ruruk. Ufli and Padum.
All ,·iii:Jgcs which arc in the geographical proximity of the mountain. and which get thei r i rrigation

water. either currently or in case of scarcity. from the valley at the mountain's bottom (except for Padum.

royal capital. which possibly took over gZhon nu mdung Jag aftemards because of his great status). This
comment about gZhon nu mdung Jag's settlement as

a

Yil lagc god i n connection with water supply has

been mentioned to me by Sonam Wangtchuk (bSod nams dbang phyug). scholar of Karcha ,·il lagc. of
noble descent. devoted to monastic life since his widowhood. In my eyes. such a connection calls to mind
(without judging. however, what the influences might have been) the Hindu and Buddhist cosmologics.
16
which represent the cosmic mountain of Mount M em as a reservoir, from which large rivers spring up.
O n the other hand, gZhon nu mdung Jag's territory doesn't constitute any political federation (unlike
the Sham·a yul lha, sncred mountains of Amdo. which group together villages in political communities.

known as tsho). 1 7

·

But. aboYc all. while gZhon nu mdung Jag is a yultsa . worshipped as such i n the villages concerned.
he is the object of a supplementary cult. which is unique in three ways.
First of all. this cult occurs on the eighth day of the third month (gsum pa'i tshes hrg\·ad), around
1�

mid-April . a date specific to this event only.

1'

· n 1e

same

di storti on happens regarding the dough targcL� to be knocked d0\\11 by ll �t: horse-rnces entrants: ll1c�· arc

ligtuines shaped

as

cattle, again called "ibex". Besides, gZhon nu m dw1 g Jag is dedicated an al i ve goat, k!I0\\11 as /lw

(ll1c "goat [m ma} of ll1e god"), benefiting hy a prcfcrcntial trca1.ment: in any wa�·s

it can't be harrned, just l ike ll1e

m

so-called

"saved life" animals ( /she thar), consecr.1ted to gods for private or public purposes (clan god's regular cull's celebration� d[:'t

gtor monastic festivals, etc.) and agai n called /ha f1a ("horse of the gods"), /ha g.yag ("yak of ll 1c gods"), and so on.
16

For a skimming over U1e Indian and Tibetan cosmological notions about mmmt.ains,

cosmiquc dans
17

lcs mm1des

indicn et

SI..'C

Tofiin, G. ( 1 988), "La montagne

tibCtain: monl Meru cl monl Kailas", Le mo11de a/pin et ,/uxianien

1-2, 1 3--2 9.

C f. Karmay, S. G. & Sagant, P. ( 1 987), "La place du rnng dal\S la maison sharwa (Amdo ancien)", in Architrctllre,

milieu et societe

en

Himalaya.

del imitation of U1c Ncwari

(eds.) D. Blarnont &

gods'

G. Tofiin , Paris, C.N.R.S. In Zanskar, ll1erc is nollting like ll1e political

territoriality any more (c( "la territorialitc des die11x ncwur, Jcur geogmphic sacrec [ . . . ]

dCc.oul cnt dans w1e large mesurc de la structure des royawnes Malla", Tofiin, G. [ 1 993 [ , /.,e Pala�·s et le Temple

fo11ctio11 royale dam la val/ee drt A'epal. Paris, Editions du C.N.R.S., 1 69). At lc.asl to ll1e best of our kl10wlcd{!c.
IR

In Lhasa. on U1e eighth dny of ll1c ll1ird month, "at

an

-

ILl

occasion called the Gyctor, the ofii cials assemble in ll1e great lmll

of ll1c Potala for the formal changing from winter into swruncr dress. [ . . . ) On the moming of tlus day, aa:ording to a

prcccdcnt from tl1c time of the frr�t Dal ai

Lama, sacred paintings and prcci o11� o�iccL� arc displayed in ll1c hall

.

Prayers ru1d

services arc oOcrcd to Mahakiila", Richard<;O!l, l-1. ( 1 9'J3 ), Ceremo11ies q( the U1asa J'ear. London , Scrindia Publications.

R2.

g/.hn11 nu mdung Jag. mountain gnd nr Zanskar
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Secondly. gZhon nu mdung Jag is then worshipped in several places within Zanskar: at Sani's village

/ha thn. but also. particularly. at two /ha tho which arc not in villages: one of which. speci fically called
/ha rten ( " support of the /ha"). is situated between Karcha and Tungri. and the other, the most important
one. high i n the valley at the bottom of Pobra ng. In case of too much snow, it happens that. instead of
climb i ng up to the latter /ha tho, the cult occurs at a /ha tho which is located closer, or, even, at Salapi's
vil lage /ha tho. Wherever it may occur. the /ha pa is then possessed . Albeit there are other days of the
year when the /ha pa can be possessed (notably the fifteenth a nd thirtieth days of the fourth month, and
the fi fteenth day of the sixth month). this particular date is the only one when he i s said. w i th no doubt.
to be strongly possessed. During this long and spectacular possession, the /ha, through the medium of
the /ha pa. makes some predictions and. most importantly. addressing the few men present i n the name
of the villagers, 19 he repri mands and makes demands to them (sec pl<llc s 2 . 3 , 4 and
ti me. by the /ha pa's side. a monk. who has to be a 'Brug pa (bla
appoi nted to either

Salapi or Stara) performs an offering of i ncense

11w

5 ) . At the

same

from Stagrimo monastery,

(hsangs). reading the bJ.:ra shis

re

skong Meanwhi le. at Sani and at the /ha rten facing Pobrang. on t11e other side of the river. occur two
other bsangs rituals.

At last. and this is the third specific characteristic of the gsum pa'i tshcs h rgyad s cult it concerns not

·

only eve�· \·il lage community which has gZhon nu mdung l::�g as yult.\a . but also quite a few others.
which cooperate on this occasion.
According to the people. this i s l i nked with the fact that gZhon nu mdung Jag i s very powerfu l : he is
the master of the elements (wind, ra i n . snow, fall i ng rocks) for the whole region. Indeed, when the
weather is getting bad. clouds usually come from the Aptal valley. Last spring. gZhon nu mdung Jag
blamed the Zanskarpa with being faithless, threatening to send snow before ploughing. and boasting
that. u n l ike Ladakhi /ha mo, h e could make snow fal l in the fi ft h month (June). Let's notice here that,

after the /ha rho's ceremonies. i n the late afternoon of gswn pa'i tshes hrgyad, some of the vil lages
im·olvcd perform sa kha

"

(the ritual opening of the first furrow) ; as if the perfonnance of the cult

dedicated to gZhon nu mdung Jag would guarantee the agricultural season.
Furthern10re. gZhon nu mdung Jag is of a jealous and warlike temperament: thus. it is said that.
"
looking forward to obta i ni ng the goddess Omasi Lhamo as his wife. he told her i ntended and future
·
·
husband, the mountain god Chorala , that she smelled bad. So Choral a covered his nose with his hand.
"
Then gZhon nu mdung Jag told Omasi Lhamo that Chorala was ugly. with no nose. trying to hide his
·
defonnity by covering it. Discoveri ng the trickery, Chorala cut t11c hand of gZhon nu mdung Jag. but it
•

was instantly replaced by a spear-shaped hand (mdung fag). Using this hel pful attribute. gZhon nu
·
mdung lag fi nally impaled the stomach of Chorala , who, ashamed. turned away from Zanskar.
"
So i sn't i t the same type of predominance we have of gZhon nu mdung lag over Chorala during gsum

pa'i tshes brgvad? I ndeed. Chorala is h imself venerated on the same day, at a /ha tho which, again. is
•

·
not a vi l lage one, up in d i rection of the mountain Choral a is identified with. But this cult appears to be
10

Not a sin gle woman attends the cult by ll1e IIUJ rho (except Ellmologists). Nonetheless, no explicit prohibition is
"'
imposed upon ll1e female \\ilh regard to taking part or not; women stay systematically away from an�· _w/ lhayultsa s cult,
as

it occurs in Tihct: "la propitiation de cc dcmicr [= le dieu protecteur du pays] est en principc rC.servec aux hommcs, et lcs

femmes sont alors tenues a l'Cc.art de la ceremonie." (Chayet, A.
L Pemoud, 275). 'n!us, the gender discrimination,

a�

far

as

[ 1 993), Lafemme au temps des Dalai-lamas.

Paris, Stock

Zanskar is conccmed, in my mind, is not �-pecilically linked

\\illJ !hc mountain, Wllike what stand� out from Toni Huhcr's analys i s of ll1e Tibetan Dag pa Shcl ri mountain's pi l�,-'lirnagc
( cf Huher, T. I I 994],

7ihetan Stud/e.�

Oslo, 350-371 ).

-

"Why can\ women climb Pure Crystal Mmmtain? Remarks on gL"'Ic..lcr. ritual and space at Tsa-ri", In

l'roceedings of the 6th Seminar [!( the lntemational As.wciation for Tibc'Um Studies. [ cd.] 1'. K vacmc,
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totally secondary, al most unknown: i t i s supported b y one house only, the closest from the /ha tho, while
this house's neighbours. despite the fact they have Choral a· as a vil lage god. are involved i n gZhon nu

mdung Jag's cult. Moreover, at the time when there were animal sacrifices at the /ha rten. one single leg

of the animal offered to glhon nu mdung lag was offered to Chor:Ji a • and. in the end. to the monk acting

at Chorala '•s /ha tho.
Consequently. it is as if a l l Zanska rpa had to pacify gZhon nu mdung Jag for themselves because of
his great and fearsome power: as a matter of f<�ct, he has acquired the status of a regional deity,

associated in texts with the West of Zanskar. �0

But sti l l . by looki ng at the fonn of Rsum pa'i tshes hl'gyad, one can sec that the vi llages involved are
11

specific: unlike any other /ha cult. the mokdam" areas (a mokdam" i s the head of two or three ,·illages)

at t h e time o f worship work as effective factors o f assembly. T h e villages i nvolved usua lly belong t o
mnkdam" units (sec map 3): t h e mnkdam" concerned used to b e alTered o n e part of tlte sacrified a n i mals;
·
whereas. nowadays. the collecting of flour and butter is confined to mokdam areas.

Would it be because of the power-linked character of the mountain god cult? If so. why wouldn't
Padum's royal fa mily, or, at least. Pactum's locality. participate consistently. nay grandiloquently? And
�:
What is
why shouldn't a similar mountain cult occur in Zangla, the other Zanskari royal bastion')
more, no Zanskari commen t � ever support such a poli tical ly slanted i nterpretation of gZhon n u mdung
Jag's cul t.

On the other hand. one could argue that obviously, because gsum pa 'i tshc.� b rgvad has a wide

regional i mplication. it had to be organised on the basis of mokdam" areas. But. besides the fact that the
cult's ordering could have been uncentraliscd, there is, anyhow, another principle of partition on a

regional level : the sJ..yid sdug, social relationship units which celebrate happy and sad events (sJ.:yid po
<.�nd sdug pn, that is to say marriages and dcaths). 13 And even if sl.yid sdug and mokdam" areas are often
one. it is not the case for the northern federation of Yiilsumna ([Yul gsum lnga ) : the five villages of
Langmi. Rij i ng. Skongtchet. Tetsa and Kasar) where there are two

"
mokdam for one s/...yid sdug (hence

the federation's name. l i terally "three-five villages " ) : and. precisely i n Yiilsumna. the

20

mokdam are
•

In the "Chronicles of Zan�ar", first published and tmnslateJ by A H. Frnncke, Gu ru Rin po che is said to ha ve

prophesied the as.<;ocialion of each canlinal point of the C<JWltry \\itl1 a door-kccpcr (sgo .mmg): in the West, Dur

lha khrug

pa (= Dur !ha drng po) would he appointed, he annOWJccd (Frnncke. A 1 1 . [ 1 972), Antiquities of Western Tibet. New-Dellti,

S. Chand & Co Lld, ! 52� 1 56 )� and in Sona.m Wangtchuk's opinion, Dur lha khrug pa is precisely gl.hon nu mdWJg lag.
21

Mokdam most prooobly deri ves from mokkodanr, a term attc.�tcd in Nepal, \\here it used to designate a revenue collector

at the \il l age level. See Regmi, M. C. ( 1 971 ), A study in Nepali economic history. New-Delhi, Manjusri Publishing House,
3 3 . In Zanskar, Ute tcnn nrokdam" is lL'led to the exclusion of the Tibetan and Ladakhi go ba.
21

Until now, the monarchy was maintained in Zanskar in the two localities of Padwn and Zangla However, in Ute 1 9th

century, I was told, PadW11's royal lineage died out (for lack of descendant, in all likelihood); and alU10ugh some new
sovereigns (coming from Ladakh) were installed in order to pass on the torch, their legitimacy remained mitigated in the

Zanskarpa's eyes; all the more since the royal powcr

in

Padwn ha� also lost most of its traditional \veight on the scene of

local politics since Padwn is Ute capital ofZanskar witltin the administrative frame of the Jarnmu & Kashmir State.
2.'

Zanskari sl.:yid .wug seem to have little to do with Tibetan sk) -id sd11g. in consideration of what we know of the latter

one.�. According to B. Miller's accotull , based

on

materials from Sikkim and Daijeeling District in the

fifties, .�l._vid sdug

look like polymorphous unil� mobilised in order to support their member.; when affiictcd by some hard blow. Joined

through u vol tmtary membership, skyic! .<dug oll.en gaU1er people sharing tl1e same occupation, and also, albeit occasional ly.

natives of u C<Jmmon region, m 1rugrntions' oontcx1s (cf Miller. B. D [ 1 956]. "Ganye and Kidu: two formalised systems of
mutual aid among U1e Tibetans", Smllhwe.�tem Journal f?(AIItlrmpolo&'V 1 2 , 1 57- 1 70). In Z.anskar, on Ute otl1er h and . sl.:yid

Sliug federate neighboun ng village.'>.

and one belongs to a s�vid sdug according to tl1e residential

factor only.

I. Riaholf

themselves responsible for the cult's collection of barley flour and butter from the houses under

·

their

jurisdiction. and have to be present at the time of bsangs alTering at the /ha rten. So, mokdam areas arc
wel l and truly the implicated units.

·

Personally. I would point out the fact that mokdam arc the only ones who lead fedcriltions of vil li! gcs

( i ndeed. skvid sdug don't have any headmen): consequently. it could be that, because of practical

·

reasons. the mokdam political u nits arc efficient in the ritual of gsum pa'i tshes brgyad (and. in passing.

·

somehow become legiti mated i n a religious way). rather th::m gsum pa'i tshes
hrgyad could be considered to be of political nature. Concurrently. political units iJnd the mountain god
as a result. mokdam

of gZhon nu mdung Ii!g have both regional settlements. and that would be the link between the two.
I know this statement may surprise: of course. we all have in mind the famous l i nks that G. Tucci and

A. Macdonald have drawn between the sacred character of Tibetan mountains and po,ver (no need to
stress on these studies. as they me recalled i!nd. at times. i llustrated by some other papers within the

present proceedi ngs): of course. in t heir perspective. one could venture some hypothesis with regard to

whilt the cult could have been before. i n particular before the collapse of Pactum's original royal l ineage
in the 1 9th century.
Yet. I let this kind of hypothesis be. the focus of this paper only being the contemporary Zanskari

facts : and actually, the concept of mountain gods looks rather irrelevant to frame what is going on in

this far western land: indeed. so far, no one can assert that. i f to gZhon nu mdung lag is dedicated such a

singular cult as gsum pa'i tshes hrgyad, it is due to his mountain god nature rather than due to his
mastery of the elements (through water supply and weather changes), from which his regional extension
stems: even though these natural conditions arc. admi ttedly, geophysically speaking. connected "·ith the
mountain. And finally. this observation. on the basis of data from these faraway regions, suggests that.
may be. the Tibetan association king/mountain does not stem that much. or. in any case. does not stem
only from the idea of height. but also from the notion of fertility. Besides, this hypothesis may ha,·e
24

connections with old Tibetan representations of the king as the rain supplier.

1•

C[ Tucci, G. ( 1 955). "ll1e se<.Tet ! misprint for 'sacred'] character of the kings of Ancient Tibet", East and l l 'est 6, 204.

ll1e lm.lian

suhconti.nenl also otTers examples illustrating this royal prerogative over water:

the Malla ( I 3til to I 8th ccntmy), the figme of U1e king

wa�

assocwtcd witi1 rain, via

a

in the Katiummdu valley, 1mdcr

dei ty - in U1is

ti1ird term (cf. Toflin , op. c/1. [ 1 993] 40). And so do U1e lndians \\hen regarding ti1e king

a�

pro�JX."!"ity 1md rain (cf. Vergati, A [ 1985], "L e roi faiscm de pluie. Unc nou\'e)Jc version de
Rouge

:m

Nl:pal " , lJrdletin de l'Ecol£' Fran�aise d'Extrcme Orielll 74 , 29 I ).

case

P:L�upati -

a� a

responsible for ti1e COUillr)'s

la ll:gende

d'A valokitesvara

Plate I · gZhon nu mdung lag's statue, mstdc

am'

village /ha rho

(crcdtt· D Lcmozy)

I. R inho!f

Plate 2: i\t gsum pa'i tshes brgyad, lhe /ha pa dances on the way to the Aptal valley

Plate 3: Th..: /ha pa dclightcu U1<1t t.hc go lucss Omasi Lhamo hall come by h i s SIUC
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ON LOCA L A N D MOUNTAIN DEITI ES I N BHUTA N "'
by

Fran<;oise Pommaret, Aix-en-Provence

I ntroduction : Methodological problems and classifications
In Bhutan. one hears of htsan. dge bsnyen. yul lha. " nep" (gnas pa). gter hdag. and gzhi bclag . These
deities. which play an important role in the lives of the Bhutanese. live in sacred places. often
mountains. and have to be propitiated by the people at regular intervals. However. it was never
particularly clear to me what these names referred to exactly. and how these deities related to one
another.
It would be beyond the scope of this paper. as well as a preposterous undertaking. to auempt to review
the subject of mountain and local deit ies - a subject that has already been examined in at least two major
works. 1 In this paper. I would simply like to present some prcliminaf)· remarks on Bhutanese material

related to mountain and local deities. and at the same time tf)' to place them in the more general context
of methodolOb'Y and classification.

2
Much has been wrillen on local and mountain deities in the Tibetan and Tibeto-Burman world and

Nebesky-Wojkowitz. in his i mpressive work. has classified many of them. However, his study reveal s
that. a s perceived by u s in t h e West. categories overlap and definitions can sometimes be quite vague. T.
Kleeman faces the same problem when speaking about mountain deities in China in the 3 rd ccntuf)·
B . C . : "At this early stage there seems to be no consistent differentiation between mountain gods

(shanshen). mountain spirits (shanling). and mountain ghosts (shangui) . "3

1

I \\ OU)J

l ike to thank A M . Blondeuu for her patience anJ advice.

Tucci, G. ( 1 9-1 9 repr. 1 980), Tibelan ?aimed Scrolls. Kyo to, Rinscn Book Co.; <.ITld Nebesky-Woj ko,,itz, R.

de � 1 975 ), Oracles and demons of Tihel. G raz , Abdemische Dmck-u. Verlagsansllllt.

Among recent puh lications I would l ike to cite l'h. Su g<.ITlt ( 1 985), "WiU1 head held high: U1e house, ritual and

pol iti c s in Eus t Nepal " , J.:ailash 1 2 , 1 6 1 -222; Mumford, S. T. ( 1 990), 1/imalayan dialogue: Tibelan lamas and

G rmmg shamans in Nepal. Katlunandu, Tiwari Pil gri ms Book House, 1 1 7-1 39; Dollfus, P. ( 1 989), Lieu de neige cl

dr genevriers.

Paris, Ed. du CNJ{S, 1 22 - 1 2 5 , 1 3 9- 1 4 5 & 1 6 3- 1 70; Lecomte-Tilouine, M. ( 1 99 3 ), Les dierLt du

pouvoir: les A /agar el / 'lrindouisnre au Nepal cr?lrlra/. Paris. CNRS Editions, 242-3 1 5; Diembcrger, H. ( 1 992),

" Lovungu (Lo 1la.ngs pa?) La m a and Lhuven (Lha bon ): Historical background, S�ncretism and Sociul Relevance of

Religious Traditions among the KJmmbo ( East Nepa l ) " , In Tibelan SIUdie.f: Proceedings of the 5th Seminar of /Ire
lnlemalional Assocralion.for

Tibeum Suulies. Narila

I 989 IT, Narilllsan, Nari tasan Shinshoj i , 4 2 1 -4 3 3: and ( 1 993 ),

"Gangla Tshcchu, llc\111 Khenhu l un g : pi lgrimage to hidden valleys, sacred mounwins and spri ngs of l i fe water in

south cm Tihel and euslcm Nepal " , In ,111/lrropologv of Tihr!l and 1/re llimalaya. (eds . ) Ramhle, C . & M . Draucn,

Ziiri d 1 . Ethnologicul Museum of the U niversi ty or ZUrich, 60-72: Ma Lihua ( 1 99 3 ) , "Shamanic hehef amon g
nomads 111 nort hcm Tihet." In Alllhropologl' [!( Tihel and

1/rr 1/imalaya. ( cds . )

Ethnolog1cal Museum or the Uni versity
. or Zilrich. 1 93- 1 97.
1

Rumble.

C. & M.

Rrauen, Zuri ch ,

· Klccnwn, T. ( I 'N4 ) . "Mountain Jcities in C h ina : The domestication of the moun ta in god and tl1e suhjugution

of the margms". Jormral of!Ire Anrrrican ( )m'll/al Soci!'li' 1 1 4/ 2 , 2 3 1 .

F. Ponunarcl
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Before Ncbcsky-Wojkowitz. G. Tucci had already made "attempts at classifying early gods. including
local and

mountain gods. "4

He used various Tibetan sources but his conclusion is, unfortunately, still

valid today: "( . . . ) It appears that these classifications do not cover at a l l the great variety of spirits,

ghosts. demons. gods in which Tibetans believed. The character of these beings was in many cases so
vague that it was

''cry difficult to establ ish a demarcation between

them. ( . . . ) Even the place where thC)'

were supposed to dwell is not enough to establish a clear disti nction between the ,·arious classes of gods:

for lack of i ndividual ity these divine groups tended to blend together. " 5

The whole issue of defin itions is all the more complex today as recent extensive fieldwork in the
H i malayas has shown significant variations from region to region among deities referred to by the same
generic term. Moreover. in real life. the i n terpretation of a deity can val)' greatly from that of the l iterary

context. Howc,·cr. the wrillcn sources themselves, as Nebesk·y-Wojkowitz demonstrated. do not show a

homogeneous tradition. The i mpression one gets from Ncbcsk)·-Wojkowitz' study and work in the field
is that the diiTercnt classifications made by the Buddhist and Bon po schools might have been an attempt

to give some order and theological justification to a large range of non-Buddhist deities which.

originally. might not have been very well diiTerentiated - or may have lost their differentiation - by the
people. Lastly. there may be a difference in the use of terminology between Buddhist texts and popular
usage.
Could we say that we arc confronted with a set of deities that arc amongst the most common in the
Tibetan world. but whose exact definition and classification still seem to elude us? This could l ead to

questioning our need for classification - classification that might not have any relevance in the Tibetan
popular context where deities exist without anybody having the urge to understand, in an i ntel lectual
way, how t hey relate to each other. One can note. however, that Buddhist and Bon po scholars must have
faced the same question. as they themselves tried to classify them. This is certainly another occu rrence
6
of the gap that exists i n the Tibetan world between scholarly and popular traditions. Added to our lack
of knowledge and our Western need for an organised pantheon. the superposition or mixing of t hese two
traditions renders the issue of definition a l l the more complex. G. Samuel writes: "For the Tibetans, the
universe in which th ey live is seen as cap11blc of multiple i nterpretations. which are not necessarily
exclusive. Rationality is not. as it tends to be in contemporary Western society, the single dominant
7
mode of legiti mate discourse. "
It seems that a l l these deities arc a l so referred to. at one point or 11nothcr. by the title dam can, "those
who arc bound by an o11th " , because they are deities that have been subjugated and sworn to p rotect the
Buddhist doctrine. In Bhutan. mountain and local deities arc also sometimes referred to as chos sl..yong

(Skt. dharmapii/a). "protectors of the religion". or srung m a, "guardian-deities". These gen eri c terms are
themselves ambiguous as they are sometimes applied to the jig rten pa 'i srung ma. " the protectors of the

4
�

.

Tucct, op. ell. ( 1 980): 7 1 7-729.

- Tuc<;i, op. ell. ( 1 980): 726.

6 I lowcvcr, this problem is not spccifrc to the Tibetan culture. Sec, in particular, Stein, R . A . ( 1 979), "Religious

Tuoism and Popular Rc!ig.10n from the Second to Seventh Centuries " , In Facets

of Taoism.

(eds.) Welch. H. & A

Scidel, New J laven & London, Yale Uni versity Press, 53-8 1 ; and Schippcr, K.M. ( 1 98 5 ) , "Taoist ri tual and local

culls or the Tang d�'T!asty", In Tanlrlc and Taoist Studie.l IT!.
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world" category - which interests us today - as well as to some "deities who have passed beyond the six
spheres of existence", the

jig rten /as 'das pa.

Once more, because of the lack of proper fieldwork and methodology in this domain. in Tibet. it is
difficult to be vc�· precise or assertive. For example. in Bhutan. i t seems to me that the tcm1

c/10s skyong

is much more popular than

srung ma. the latter being reserved for a higher category of deities that

Another difficult term is

d.'.!.ra /ha. "enemy god ". which can be applied to deities belonging to both

protect an important lama or a particular religious school. R
categories. the

jig rten pa'i srung ma and the j' ig rten /as 'dos pa'i srun� ma. However. as Ncbcsky

Wojkowitz has pointed out.

9

if "the title dgra

/ha, 'enemy-god'. is usually given to those deities who arc

believed to be especially capable of protecting their worshippers against enemies and to help them to
mcrease their property", the term

The scat of the personal dgra
personal clgra

dgra /ha is also "the name of one particular. personal protective deity.

/ha. whom each man is supposed to have. is the right shoulder ( . . . ). The

/ha. as well as the divinities belonging to the various dgra /ha groups. are believed to

protect the lives or their worshippers and to help them overcome obstacles and defeat their enemies."
As for the personal

d�ra /ha and the yul lha. they belong to the category of 'go ba'i /ha lnga, "the Five

Head Gods". which Ncbesk·y-Wojkowitz considers as "a group of five ancient Tibetan dcities" .
Macdonald also deals with these deities and says that there was an assimilation between

10

A.

'go ba'i /ha and

sku bla. the !alter being someti mes assimi lated "ith the gnyan. another category of deities: "Sur ce point
la tradition tardive concorde done avec la tradition anciennc. car on sail que les

gnyan forment une

categoric de dieux du site et en particul ier de dicux-montagnes, notamment quand ils sont egalcment
11
dcfinis comme sku /ha."
And according to Tucci, "it is evident that the btsan can hardly be
12
distinguished from the gnyan ."
It seems t o m e that w e have advanced very little in our understanding o f t h e relations between these
categories of deities since all these comments were written.
As mountain-deities, the

gnyan do not seem to be very present in the popular tradition today, but this

point has to be confirmed by further research.

13

Jt i s the same phenomenon v.ith the sku

/ha. although at

least one mountain name bears witness of these ancient gods: the sKu I ha mkha'/gangs ri. which stands
in Tibet just north of the Bhutanese region of Bumthang.
Ir we follow the \Vritten tradition. the
deities" belong to the numerous
R

In

Sec, ror Tibet, Helier,

btsan, the yul /ha, "local god" , and a number of "mountain

'jig rtcn pa'i srung ma. Within this catego�·, the btsan belong to the /ha

A ( 1 990),

"Remarqucs prel iminaircs sur les divinites protcctrices srung ma dmar nag",

�ibet civilisation et societe. (cd. ) F. Mcycr, Fondation Singcr-Polig.nac, Paris, 1 9-27.

Ncbcskv-Wojko\\itz,
O'P. cit. ( 1 975): 3 1 8-3 1 9 .
.
Nehcsi..")·-Wojkowitz, op. cit. ( 1 975): 327-328. lltis list comprises the mo /Ita, the srog gi /ha, the pho /ha,
the yul lha, and Ute dgra lira. It rollows (Nebesky-Wojkowitz, op. cit. [ 1 975]: 580) the rN�ing ma pa source 'Go ba 'i
lha lr�ga'i g.ml mchod J..yi rim pa (8 rolio) as well as (Nehcsky-Wojkowitz, op. cit. [ 1 975]: 60 I ) the Bon work bSad
/as rin chen plrrrmg ba (36 rolio). However, there are different lists or 'go ba 'i lira brga wh ich vary according to the
religious origins of the sources considered. I do not follow Ncbesky-Wojkowitz' translation as "The Five Gods or the
Beginning'' here. I prefer to make a play on words and, in mv translation, incorporate the various meanings or 'go,
head. but also chief and principal.
11
.
.
Macdonald. A ( 1 9 7 1 ) "Unc etude des P.T. 1 286, 1 287, 1 038, 1 047 et 1 290: Essa1 sur la fonnatron et
1\:mploi des mythcs politiques dans la religion royale de Sron bean sgam po", in Etudes tihetaines dediees ci la
rm!moi1·e dr Mar'Celle La loll. Paris. Maisonncuve, 300-301 n. 407.
1 2 .,
.
IICCI. Of'. Cif. ( 1 980): 71 8.
11
On the guyan , sec also Tucci, op.cit ( 1 980): 72 1 -722 and S . G . Kannay's article i n Uti s volume.
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srin sde hrgyad, ''the Eight Classes of Gods and Demons", which arc said to h<�ve been subdued by
Padm::�sambhaYa.

14

�

In his attempt to define a btsan. Tucci develops the idea of l i nking a htsan to
15
"They appear in fnct as trib<JI gods. They were deities located in n

particular place th<Jt he would rule:

particui<Jr plnce. gcnernlly n mountnin, in some c<Jses a whole country. over which they were considered
to preside. The b tsan was the a l l powerfu l spirit under whose sw<�y other demons and entities were

supposed to be. He therefore w<Js the patron of the ethnical groups living i n thnt very country: he was a

ruler. the spiritual ruler over

<1

district and its inhabitants . "

Thus fa r. the position of the gzhi hdag, "master of the place". who c<Jn be a dgrn /ha, vi s-a-vis the yul

/ha. is quite blurry. It seems to me that in Bhutan, it often coincides with the yu/ /ha. S . G . Karmnv has
remarked that. in Eastern Tibet. gzhi hdag n nd yul /ha arc often cquivalcnt.

16

As for the sa

iJdag,

" master of the soi l " . it is associated with a speci fi c spot and not with a whole territory.
As the Tibetans envisage the world. the yul /ha and the gzhi hdag perta i n to a horizontal notion of

space and to a precise territor:·. while the btsan belongs to a vertical conception of a world divided into

different domai ns. This m ight help shed some light on the htsan 11 ul /ha equiYa lcncc often noted. but my
obsen·ations i n the field have not been ,·ery conclusive.
I conography is not of much help in this research. However.

a

deta i l ed comparative study might prove

useful. as these deities have a Yef}' similar iconography and it is sometimes dilTicult to d isting u ish
among them. They often have a warrior-like aspect, wcnring nrmour and helmet and riding on a horse.

or clad in a robe and heavy boots.

It is i nteresti ng to note that a specific term that would mean "mountain deity" exists neither

in

B hutan, nor. to my knowledge, in the rest of the Tibetan world. The term /ha ri, which means "divine
mountai n " . seems to be found only as a component of the name of a mountain such as Jo mo !Ha ri or
IHa ri gyang do/mtho. This brings us back to A. Macdona ld's theory on the pre-Buddhist re ligion. in

which the deities were the mountains themselves, and to tl1e i nteresting al ternative of which I was
reminded by A . M . B l ondcau - hla ri "soul mountain"/ !ha ri "divi ne mountain".
Arc the mountains the deities themselves. or just their abodes? This is the eternal question. on which
even the people l i \'ing i n a given region arc unclear. as P . A. Berglie notes: " When we turn to the spirit
mediums' conceptions of Mount Targo and Lake Dangra and their gods. let us first note a basic
ambiguity. On one hand Targo and Dangra were conceived as supernatural beings i n themselves, as

a

sacred mounta i n and a sacred lake married to each other ( . . . ). On the other hand, both the mou ntain and
the lakes

dpa ' b o . "

1

g re

thought to be i nhabited by several gods and goddesses i mportant to the functions of the

To try t o sol\'e some of these problems, I would like to suggest a n attempt a t making a typology. This
m ight ultimately be a futile exercise. but it might be worth trying to sort out, accordi ng to region. the

terminology as well as the identity and role of these deities. This typology could be in the form of a
14

Skorupski , T. ( 1 983), Tibetan amulets. Bangkok, White OTch i d , 4-5. Working on deities afier Buddhist and
non-Buddhist sources, Skompski: 5 remarks: ''It is difficult to establi sh the definite character of each group and to

d emarc ate ti1eir difference. What is apparent from ti1e general characteristics is the nature of all ti1c gods and

demon s of lower rank. TI1cy are endowed witi1 mysterious and magic powers by means of which titey innucncc the
course of nature and a!Tcct human l i fe." See also Tuc ci , op. cit. ( 1 980): 72 1 -729.
1 s ·r
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matrix with recurrent traits, and each time a researcher encounters a deity, he/she could add i t to the
matrix and note the relevant criteria.
I propose the following traits. but this list is not exhaustive. Moreover. instead of creating a single

category called "name", I propose that all possible names and lilies given to the deities be listed so that
we can sec when they overlap: htsan. mountain-deity (?). local deity (vul lha. gnas pa). gzhi bdag, dgra

/ha. clws skyong. gnod sbyin, pho /ha. other). territory, intercessor, festival, link to traditional ruler,

mountain abode. female-deity consort, etc. This typology would not be a n end in itself, but rather a tool.
enabling researchers to work on a sound and common base. and perhaps, in turn, tl}' to tame these
elusive deities.

Bhutanesc material
The following notes on Bhutan must be considered as a preliminary survey based on limited fieldwork
and casual conversations. Although it is necessary to be cautious and as precise as possible when deali ng
with the terminology and what the terms really refer to. it is sometimes difficult to be accurate.

Respect for mountains is ,·c �· much ::live in Bhutan. A mountain that is considered the scat of a deity

is forbidden to mountaineers. After the Department of Tourism allowed two expeditions on the Ji chu

(sp.= Jo bo 7) Brag skycs i n the upper Paro (sPa gro) valley in 1 983, the yak herders who l ive in this
region complai ned that the deity was angered and had caused hailstorms and disease among the cattle.
The mountain is now out of bounds for mountaineers. Fumigations arc offered to mountai ns and a yearl)'
festival is held in their honour. The names of these festivals vary according to the region but the terms

gsol klw or mchod pa arc widespread.
In Bhutan. a htsan is often. but not systematically. a yul /ha;gzhi bdag. A yul lha may or may not be a
mountai n-deity and. to dale and to my knowledge. there does not seem to be a specific term in Bhutan
for "mountain-deity". The term yul lha is sometimes replaced with "Ncp", gnas pa or even gnas b dag,
especially if it is a minor deity. In most regions of Bhutan, the htsan 's name is preceded by the term of

address "ap". This means. in a village context, "Father" or "Mr. ". The French term "Le pcre . . . ". sti l l
used in the count�·sidc. would b e a good equivalent o f this "ap". It implies a certain familiarity. th e fact

being that the person is from the same place, while being a little respectful. But it also probably connotes
an idea of kinship with the deity and directly links it to t11c people.
An attempt to classify local and mountain deities shows that at least four categories may exist in
Bhutan. Each catcgol}· is illustrated by examples:
I - bt.mn that might not be associated with a particular mounta i n in Bhutan but arc said to be mountain

deities in other Tibetan areas: dGc bsnycn Jag pa me len ;

2 - btsan/yu/ lha that arc associated with a mountain: Jo bo (rDo rje) Brag skyes, Khyung bdud and Zo
ra rwa skycs:

:1 - Mountain deities that arc not bt.mn but are yul lha: bKra shis tshc ring and Jo mo sKu rnkhar:

(these first three categories have all been integrated into Buddhism);

4

-

Mountain dei t ies that arc not btsan. and which have not been i ncorporated into Buddhism: the

phywa.

This classification rep rese n ts to date. the state of research. and may be modified i n the future

fol l owing fu nher investigat ions.

F. l'ommnrel
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1 -

dGc bsn�·cn

J ag JHI me

lcn

An example of a btsan that does not seem to be associated with a mountain is the dGe bsnyen Jag
me Jen. the term (('!,c
mentions

n

pa

hsnyen being a title. upasaka. and a cntcgory at the same time. Ncbcsky-Wojkowitz

l i st of twenty-one cl,r.c

hsm•en that n rc mounta i n deities.

1R

The dGe bsnycn Jag pa me lcn is sai d to have been subdued by Kun dga' scng ge. the 7 th hicrarch of

the 'Brug pa school ( 1 3 1 4 - 1 347). when he visited the region of Thi mphu and turned dGc bsnyen Jag pa
20
t9
me !en i nto the protector Srog bdag gShan pa dmar po.
Ncbcsky-Wojkowitz
notes that dGe bs nyc n

J a g pa me lcn acts as the

dgra /ha of Bhutan and that he is "an emanation of rTa mgrin.

Padm<�sambh;J\':1 h i msel f is supposed to h:we been his subduer. " His sc:-�t i s the monastery o f bDc chcn
phng, which ''"as founded in the 1 3 th century by Dam pn. the son of Pha jo 'Bmg sgom zhig po who
mtroduccd the 'Brug pa school to Bhuta n . He is said to be the p;� rtncr of sMan mo.

a

female water-deity

resi d i n g at sPang ri 1.:1 m pa. another mon:1stcry nbout 5 kms fro m bDc chcn phug. sP(Ing ri zmn pa w:1s
fou nded by Ngag dbang chos rgya l . the 1 4 t h hi crarch of the 'Bmg pn ( 1 464- 1 540). :md was the first

residence in Thi mphu of his great-grand-son. the zhahs

dnmg Ngag dbang rnam rgyal ( 1 594- 1 65 1 )

when h e a rriYcd i n Bhutan from Rn lung i n 1 6 1 6 . Both temples arc thus strongly connected t o the 'Bmg
pa school, but bDe chen phug. because it houses dGe bsnyen Jng pa me lcn, is considered the seat of the

guardian deities of the 'Bmg pa school i n Bhuta n . He is. with Dom tshangs. one of the two guardian
deities that arc consi dered as the

vu/ /ha. or gnas pa, of the Thimphu Ya l l cy. H i s territory extends from

the upper end of the \'alley to Kawajangsa (rKang wang byang sa), beyond the Thimphu dzong. From
there. Dam tshangs. whose scat is JCang sgang kha temple which domi nates what is today Thirnphu
town. takes over and rules as far as Si mtokha (Srin mo rdo kha. or Scms thogs kha, in the new
Dzongkha spell ing) dzong at the lower end of the Thimphu val l ey.
At tJ1e t i me of the

::hahs drung. these two territories - rKang wang (or Ka wang. in modern

Dzongkha spel ling) and ! Cang - belonged to territories that were called the " Eight Great Hosts of
Wang" (wang

tsho chen hrgvad). From these ei g ht "vil l ages" of Thimphu and Punakha came the men

who were the elite. fa\'ourcd by the ::habs dru ng, and who fom1cd h i s m i l i ti a .

21

Today, according to their

place of b i rth. people of the Thimphu ,·alley must go once a year and worship either dGe bsnyen Jag pa
me lcn or Dom tshangs: fai l i ng that. the wrath of the deities is l i kely to strike them. Their worship takes
the form of a

gser skycms nnd. i n fact. in its form today. the text of the gser skyems called dGe b.myen

eh en po jag pa me fen gyi gscr skyems also

includes the ritual for Dom Tshangs:

/Cang sgang kha'i gnas

hdag dom tshangs pa 'i gser skyems. dGe bsnycn Jag pa me !en is thus \·cry clearly connected not only to
a territory and the people J i ,·ing i n i t. but also. a s the protective deity of the 'Brug pa. to the ancient
power l i nked to iliis territory.
I t shoul d . however. be noted that Nebesky-Wojkowitz
bo hum ri. also referred to by the title dge bsnyen
mountain i n Sikk i m . The term dge

22

chen po,

mentions a mountain-deity bDud btsan dPa'
and who has his seat on the dPa' bo hum ri

hsnven. therefore. has to be checked carefu l ly, because often the

people of a valley refer to the local deity only by this title. They ob\'iously do not sec the need to use, or

1 8 Nehcsky-Woj ko\\itz, op. cit. ( 1 \175): 222.
19
Aris, M . ( 1 979), l:Jinaan: tire ear(v lris/01)' of a Himalayan kingdom Warminstcr, Aris &. Phillips, 1 76.

l lowcver, we know Uwt srog bdag, g Shan pu dmar po i s

a

m u l t i form dcitv. One can wonder

me lcn was not 1dcntilicd with U1is dcitv
.
. rather than "tumed mto" th is deity.

w

�:
�-

Nehesh-Wojkowitz, op. ell ( I \175 ) 242.
.
l do not hav any precise infomwtion o n U1c local deities of the other six v i l l a ges.

�

Nebcsky-Wojkowilz. op. cit. ( 1 Sl75; 2 1 9.

i f,

in this case, Jag pa
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do not know, the full name of their deity. just calling him dGe bsnyen. dGe bsnyen is sometimes called
Ap dGc bsnyen.
2 - Jo ho (rDo rjc) B ra�-: sk�·c!l, Khyung bdud and Zo ra

nu

skycs

Jo bo (rDo rje) Brag skyes is a powerful btsan and yul lha that rules part of the Paro valley. As is the

case with dGe bsnycn Jag pa me len and Dom Tshangs in Thimphu, people must come to Paro once a

year and offer a gser skyems to the mountain deity if they were born i n the terr itory under this deity's

jurisdiction.
Another mountain deity that seems to be a htsan and a yu/ lhn is Kh]llng bdud. Called "Ap Chhundu"

in western Bhutan. he is revered and loved by the people of the Had!Haa valley . Kh}llng bdud is

mentioned by Ncbcsky-Wojkowitz,

23

who uses the spelling "Khyung dung". and who includes hi m in

the chapter on local protective deities but considers him as a mountain-deity: " Close to the point where
the borders of Sikkim. Bhutan. and Tibet meet lies a mountai n called Khyung dung gangs. which is

supposed to be the residence of a chns sf..yong kn0\\11 by his full name as the pho /ha chen po. the Ma
sangs Khyung dung. As already indicated by this appellation, he is bclic\'cd to be a 'god of the males'

(pho 1/m). and he is therefore especially venerated by those who desire to obtain great physical strength .
He acts. too. as one of the main pr,.,Lcctivc deities of the dpa' ho and hsnyen jo mo

-

the sorcerers and

sorceresses of t11c unorganised Bon in the Sikkim-Bhutan-Chumbi area - who arc said to address him in
the first place when invoking their Yarious supernatural helpers."

I will come back to this last point later but I would like now to examine briefly the role of Kh)'llng
bdud in the Haa val l ey and the beliefs attached to him.
Although Nebesk")·-Wojkowitz says tllat Kh�11ng dung is the deity attached to an eponymous
mountain, the people of Haa associate him with the gNas ri phun gsum or Mi ri phun gsurn. a mountain
with three peaks which dominates the valley. Local stories related to Haa and Khyung bdud reveal some
aspects of tllc conversion of the va lley to Buddhism. While they are the scat of Khyung bdud. these tluee

peaks arc also now believed to be the abode of the rigs gsum mgon po. Avalokitdva ra, Manjusri and
Vajraparyi. and tll c two most sacred temples of the Ya l lcy - the Lha khang dkar po and the Lha khang
nag po - were built at their foot.
Although there arc no a ncient historical records. Haa people believe that these two temples were built

by the King Srong btsan sgam po at the same time as Paro sKyer chu and Bumthang Byams pa'i lha
4
khang. which arc included in the well-known scheme of the subjugation of the demoness
This story

?

has been written down by dge shes Brag phug dGc 'dun rin chen. who was born i n Haa and is now the
69th rje mkhan po of Bhutan. in his book, the 1/fo 'i chos 'hyung gsar pa (folio 64a-b). He relates how

Srong btsan s gam po emanated in tlle form of two pigeons. one white and one black, which he sent to

Haa to build the two t(;m p les. One origin for the name of this valley is auributcd to some people who
suddenly (had J..yis) left the mountain associated with Kh}ung bdud and came do\\n to build these
5

temples in one day. The whole valley was named Had. "Suddcn"

?

l6 gives two other

The great contemporary historian Lopen Pemala (slob dpnn Pad ma Tshe dbang

versions of the origin of the name Had/Haa. One says t11at the name of the val l ey came fro m tlle
exclamation expressed by people when they saw tlle imposing mountain. The other attributes a role to
D

24
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Padma sambhava. Guru Rinpoche is said to have subdued Khyung bdud and turned the val ley into a
"hidden country". a shas yul. by uttering the mantra "haa".

Khyung bdud became a protector. a fu nction which is i l l ustrated b y t h e following story reported by

clgc shcs Br;�g phug: The scul ptor who was m;�ki ng a statue of Amitiiyus for the Lha kh;�ng dkar

po

could not craft a head that would match the body. He was in despair. when a man appeared carrying a
b:unboo b;�skct that contained a head which the man wanted to barter. The sculptor took the head inside
the temple and placed it upon the body of the statue. It fitted the statue perfectly. Very happy, he turned
to offer a fa ir c.\ change but the man h;�d disappeared. Most people thought that this man was Khvu
. ng
27
bdud
Besides his aspect as a benevolent protector of Buddhism. Khyung bdud is also a fam i l iar figure,
gul lible a nd an alcohol-lo\·er. One story goes that the zhahs dnmg Ngag dbang rnam rgyal sent both

Ap

K.h�1111g bdud and Ap dGc bsnycn. the protective deity of bDc chcn phug. to the world of demons to
bring back a particular fire. Ap Khyung bdud managed to obtai n the fi re but on his way back he

was

overcome by the desire to accept the alcohol offeri ngs of some yak herders. While he was drunk, Ap dGe
bsnycn took the fi re and brought it to the zhahs drung, tel l i ng him that Ap Khyung bdud had fa iled
because he preferred to get d runk instead. The zhahs drung was so upset that he took the gtor

ma

representing Khyung bdud and threw i t away. When Ap Khyung bdud returned later and e:-.:plained what
had really happened. the zhahs drung pardoned him and ordered that the people of Haa oiTer a special
prayer to him, the /!la grol lu bsten srol (

=

gso/?).

Another talc says that Ap K h�ung bdud had a lake above Haa fro m which he i ntended to irrigate the
paddy-fi elds of the va lley of Haa. Jo bo B rag skyes, the mountain deity who is the protector of Paro.
tricked him by offering h i m alcohol. and while Ap Kh�ung bdud was in a drunken stupor. diverted the
water towards the fields of Paro. When he got up. Ap Kh�ung bdud was furious to see that the water
intended for Haa was flowing into Paro. He threatened to overturn his lake and change the direction of
the water. Jo bo Brag sl-;ycs pleaded with h i m and promised h i m that the people of Paro would travel
every year to Haa to offer hi m prayers for the water. This i s done on the 1 5 th day of the 1 1th Bhutanese
month. This anecdote could lead us to an i nvestigation of the role of the yul /ha as master of the water
28
I n this perspective, the benevolent or

supply for the area. which 1 . Riaboff a l so noted in Zanskar

malevolent role of other deities such as those of lakes (mtsho s111an). which arc often female, will also
have to be considered. as well as their marital relationship with the yul lha.

These two stories reveal Khyung bdud as a good fel l ow. close to the people, alcoholic and a bit of a

foo l . This aspect of his personality is very anthropomorphous and people Cfln easily identify with him.
And all the more since Ap Khyung bdud is said to l ike women. A Paro Pen lop
the 1 9th century, "Agay Haap"

(

=

(dpon slob)

of the end of

Tshul khrims mam rgyal ?), is bel i eved to have been his son, along
29
Both came from places that Khyung bdud is said to

with Yon tan dpal 'byor who became rje mkhan po.

have visi ted often: the first was the dGe elm lha khang i n Haa sTod and the second. a house i n Yangs

tog bon ko. People bel ieve that their special connection to Ap Kh:-ung bdud helped these two men
throughout their careers.

27

Sec here the story of the gter stmr Pndma g l in g pa heing offered a scroll hv a wandering monk, i . e . Guru

Rmpochc. who disappeared (Aris, M. ! 1 9RH], I hddcn treasures and .wcret /ives. Shimla/Dclhi, Indian InstJtutc of

Advanced Study/ Motilal Banarsidas).
28
Sec h er article in this volume.
29
.
Tins must he Yon tan c.lpal bzang ( I R69- I X7 3 ) who was t he )(,th 1:/c mkhan po.
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A third, totally different aspect of Khyung bdud is his aspect as a fierce, all -powerful htsan. a dgra

/ha who protects his territory and the people all::tched to it in ti mes of trouble.
At t he time of the Tibetan invasions (mid- 1 7th century). it is said that a large Tibeta n force was

camping ill the Sagala pass with the intention of :Jllacking Haa. Ap Kh�·ung bdud. using his magical

powers. created an ill usionary Bhutanesc encampment at present-day rGyan sa . The configuration of the

terrain at that place is such that. at the base of the mounta in. there is a large plain called Bya n g ka kha.

which ends with a sharp drop of 40 metres when it reaches the H:Ja river. However, from the pass. the
drop is invisible and one would think the end of the plain forms the bank of the river. From the pass, the
Tibetans. seeing the Bhutanese camp created by Ap Khyung bdud. charged downhill towards the camp
and. fa lling from the cliff. were kil led. Tite plain of Byang ka kha belongs to the village of Y a ngs tog
bon ko and the people of this village had to get rid of t he bodies. The people of Haa offered thanksgiving
prayers to Ap Khyung bdud and kil led a yak i n his honour. Today the people of Haa still believe that Ap
Khyung bdud protects them and that. whenever the valley faces some danger. Ap Khyung bdud warns

them with t hu nd er.
This victory is still commemorated today and it is the most i mportant festival i n Haa .

10

The fe s t i ,·a t

takes place between the 9th and l Oth Bhutanese month at the vil lage of Yangs log bon ko just above the
31
and it begins with a
plain of Byang ka kha. The day is dedicated to the worship of Ap Kh)ung bdud
procession from Lha khang dkar po with a horse saddled for him. Along the way. people offer

chang

mar

to t h e members of the procession. This "butter-beer" ceremony. which is the most popular of all

the public folk rituals, consists of offering alcohol to the local deity from a conta iner adorned with horns
of butter. The officiant, usually a senior person in the area. takes alcohol with a ladle and. holding it.

recites a prayer of offering to tl1e deity. At Byang ka kha. a "Droli dance". grol tu sgar 'chams. is
32
the warriors from the

performed by the "pazaps" (dpa' rtsa/ pa. "those skil led with heroism").

neighbouring village. This dance i s followed by a feast. which i s attended by people from the whole
valley. A feature of this festival is t h at Khyun g bdud enters a medium.
Chantal Massonaud does not fai l to note this when she describes this festival, which she \\itnessed in

I CJM!: " Au matin du jour fixe pour la ceremonie. une procession quittc de bonne heure le temple qui sert

de residence

a Kh�ungdu. En tcte marche un che,·al

blanc monture traditionnelle de la deesse de tongue

vie Tscringma. dont i t est le symbole; puis ,·iennent cinq oriOammcs, symboles des cinq protecteurs.
L'un d'eux e s t accrochc au sommet d'un arbre. l 'arbre de Kh�ungdu. Un autre cheval p arti c i pc

a

la

procession: monture du dieu que l'on fC:te, il en est egalemcnt le symbole. La procession tourne autour

d'un pet i t chorten devant lcqucl sont disposees des offrandes d'alcool et de beurre. Les bouffons agitent
!curs tambourins. Les lamas recitent des pricres. dans une tente qui a ete dressec face
prese nce du

a l'autel. en

Pawu. o racl e par la voix duquel s'exprimc une divinite du type "hcrolque" et dont le costume

componc quclqucs clemenLs guerriers: en 1968, cc Pawo de Ha represcntait la cinquicme generation de
cette tradition. On tire u n coup de canon. Un yak. amene par la procession. est attache

a un arbre, tandis

qu'un assistant tourne autour de lui en faisant des libations.
"Dc,·ant !'image de Khyungdu.

a

cote

de laquellc

se ticnt le Pawo, u n lama et un bon-po, est pose u n

plateau o u !'on je t tc des des pour connaitre l'avcnir. Aprcs l e sacrifice d u yak. l a procession fait encore

10

11

I have not witnessed Utis festival myself,
.

as

the vallc\'
. ofl laa was closed to foreigners when

I was in Bhutan.

lt would he inleresling to sec if this festival is somehow linked with the agricultural New Year called 'Ha

Lomha'
32

( /o 'ha ') which takes place on Utc 30th day of U1e I Oth Bhutancsc month and the 1 sl day of Ute I ! Ut.
Aris. M . ( 1 976 ), "'111c admonition o f th e thunderbolt cannon-ball' and its place in the Bhutanesc N e w Year

festival " . /JSOAS 'JI)/ 3, (>0 1 -63 5 .
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une fois le tour du chorten en poussant des cris. Un quarticr du yak decoupe est presentc: les actcurs du

sacrifice sortcnt lcur coutcau et se groupcnt autour d'un grand feu, pour appclcr le dieu. tandis que la

foulc se prcsse autour d'eux. les pretres apaisent et soumettcnt les demons des quatre orients et purificnt
le sol. Le Pawo entre en transe,

cc

qui signifie que la divinitc Khyung. descend en lui. On lui otTre unc

echarpc et l'on met sur sa tcte l'un des gateaux poses sur l'autcl en guise d'offrande et qui ne doit pas
tombcr tant que durc la transe. Le principal fonctionnaire de Ha pose des ccharpcs sur les cpaules du

Pawo qui agile son tambourin et sa cloche. chantc et se dcplacc sur u n rythmc de plus en plus rapide.

Enfin. il arrive dcvant le boucl icr qui symbolise Khyungdu. Ics orinammes de scs freres et Ies otTrandcs.
Lcs autrcs participants poussent des cris guerriers. lcs mouvements du Pawo se ralcntissent. 11 se met a

parlcr et pendant quclqucs minutes, prCdit lcs cvencments de l'annce a vcnir. Quand la transe cesse. le

Pawo tombc de,·ant l 'autcl, prostrc. On !'aide a se relc,·er, a reprendre ses esprits. La foule pousse des

cris de joie et la fete se tcrminc par des danscs et un rcpas champctre. "33

It was felt necessary to make this long quote because, to my knowledge. i t is the only eyewitness
account published on the Kh�ung bdud ritual in Bhutan. This description adds to Ncbesky-Wojkowit.z'
notes. Besides this public fest ival, a specific cult to Khyung bdud is offered by the mediums bsnyen jo

mu and dpa ' bo of Haa. Once a year. on a day that is known only to them. these intercessors meet

and

perform a special ritual dedicated to this deity.

Massonaud's description is also interesting because it contains almost all the traits associated with a

prc-Buddhist local deity. at least in Bhutan: emphasis on its "warrior" aspect. animal sacrifice (yak or
sheep). predictions through a medium who goes into a trance. participation of the whole community,

role of the community leader. 3 4

Since the end of the 1 9th century, the lords of Haa have been the Dorji family and they have a special
l i nk with Kh)ung bdud. whom they consider as the protective deity of the whole family. It is their duty
to go to Haa once a year for this ceremony and pay homage to Kh)ung bdud. The district commissioner
appointed by the government also plays a role i n the fcsti\'al dedicated to Khyung bdud, but the

traditional power, the person who has a direct link with the territory and with i ts deity also has to be

there on that day.
In the north-eastern region of sKur stod (Kurto). we also find local protective deities that arc btsan. I n

this region they arc called by t h e particular name o f gter bdag, "masters o f treasures", a n d they are the
locaJ deities of sKur stod as well as the small valley just north of sKur stod. called mKhan pa ljongs,

33 M asson : m d, C. ( 1 982), " Bhoutan", In Les Roya umes de l 'Himalaya, Paris, lmprimerie nationa l e , 92-93.

34

·ntc role of these mediums and their trances has long been

observed in all areas of Tibetan culture. Tite state

oracle of the Tibcl<ln government, U1e gNas chWlg oracle, held a very important place in pre- 1 95 9 Tibet. Among the

best knO\vn and earliest publications on the subject are Rock, J. ( 1 9 5 2 ), The Na-khi Naga cult and related
ceremonies 2 , Rome, SOR 4 ; (Oct . l 935), "SWlgma�. the l i ving oracles of the Tibetan church " , National Geographic

Magazinl' 68, 475-486; and ( 1 959), "Contributions to the Shamanism of the Tibctan-Chine�c Borderland",

A111hropos 54 , 796-8 1 8 . Sec also Dol lfus 1 989 for Ladakh, and Berglie, P.A ( 1 976 ), " Prel iminary remarks on some
Tibetan 'Spirit-mediums' in Nepal " , Kaila.m 4 ( I ). Ei7-l 09;

( 1 9!!2 ),

''Spirit-Possession in Theory and Practice -

Seances w1th Tibetan Spirit-mediums in Nepal " , ln Religior1s Ecstasy. ( ed . ) N . G . 1-Iolms, Stockholm, Almqvist and

Wiskell, 1 5 1 - 1 66 ; and ( 1 992 ), "Tibetan Spint -mediumship: Change and continuity. Some observations from

a

Hevisit to Nepa l " . In Tibl'tan Studies: Proceedings of the 5th SC'minar of the hztemational Association for Tibetarr

Studie.�. Nurita

1 989, ll,

Narit.ason. Narit.asan Shinshoj i , )(, ] -3M ! . These mediums may di iTer in their costume. the

fom1 or U1e trance. and the class of deities which enter them. but U1ey seem to share cmrunon features. 1\n article
the r.ta hdu�:. the medi ums of sKur

stod,

is in preparation.

on
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which l inks sKur stod to the sTang valley of Bumlhang. I will not deal here with the complex problem
35
of mKhan pa ljongs/lung which has been studied elscwhere.
mK.han p a ljongs is a "hidden country" (shas yul), which was sealed b y Padmasambhava a n d whose
36
mai n protector is Zo ra rwa skyes. M. Aris places him in "the group of six gods called the Zar ma

skycs drug in the rGyal po hka' /hang (or Za ra skycs drug in the bShad mdzod yid bzhin nor bu). These

sources place the group among the series of divine rulers of Tibet who preceded the arrival of the first
37
They also appear in the entourage of rDo rje legs pa as the Zur ra sJ...-yes drug

king gNya' khri btsan po.
(Ncbcsky-Wojkowitz. op.

cil. [ 1 975] : 1 56). In Bhutan they appear to have been contracted into a single

deity who fu nctions both as the guardian of certain gter ma and also as the local spirit of sTang . "
Zo ra rwa skycs i s represented with the typical hat of the btsan. the

h tsan ;:hll'a. This hat i s also worn

by the medium when he invokes this deity. The mediums of sKur stod who arc possessed by these local

deities arc cal l ed gter bdag, like their deities. but they arc also possessed by deities who do not appear to

be l i nked directly to sKur stod and mKhan pa ljongs. such as the well-known htsan Tsi'u dmar po, rGyal
38
po. i . e .. a form of Pchar. Drang srong,
dGc bsnyen Jag pa me len li nked with Thimphu, and Khyung
bdud. the local deity of Haa.
Besides the fact that they are protective deities. the link between these deities and the reason why they
possess intercessors is not completely clear at this stagr: of research. The answer may l i e \\ithin the
textual tradition of Padma gling pa ( 1 450- 1 5 2 1 ). the great Bhutanesc gtcr ston. Intercessors call the text
they read during their "seance" the Chos srung chos dpe, "the Religious Book of the Guardians of the
Rel igion" . and it is taken from the Bla ma nor bu rgya mtsho. a text rediscovered by Padma gling pa i n

1 483 a t IHo brag sMan mdo. Its fu l l title i s Pad gling bla ma nor h u rgya mtsho'i /as hyangl ma ning

phyag gnyis pa1 sngags srung ma dud gsol mal drang srong/ dam can! rnam srasl rdor legs! tshe ring

mal g-yu sgro l ma. rematil hu dzi mai jo mo; rgyal pol dge bsnyen' sJ.:yes bu rlung btsanl dmu btsanl

she/ ging.' drang ling /sung tsong ma/ g;:hi bdag bcas nag 'gros hka 'gras chog mar bsgrigs pa (270
folio).

The names in this list refer to either protective ( chos skyong) or l ocal deities (vu/ lhalgnas pa) fro m

the different regions o f Bhutan, including Bumthang with sKycs bu rlung btsan, dM u btsan and She!
39
and Tsong
ging (dkar po), and the cast represented here by the male and female deities Drang ling
tsong ma. In another text used to prepare the gtor m a for the i ntercessor's "seance", anoU1er list o f deities
related to mKhan pa ljongs does not make the terminology issue any clearer. as it is diffi c ult to match a
deity with a category: gter h dag chcn po zo ra rwa

rdo

skyesl smon mo khrag mig ma1 m kha ' ri

/cam sringl

rjc legs pa' gnod sbyin rgod ma/ rdo rje khyung bdud rong h tsan dmar po · rin chen mgon g-yag/

rig 'd;:in b;:an� poi :la ha dong btsan la sogs/ mdor na sb as yul chen po mkhan pa ljongs f..yi gnas pa'i

33 Re inhard , J. ( 1 978), "Khembalung: the hidden valley",

Orolino,

East and

G. ( 1 99 1 ) "ll1c

Kailash 61 I , 5-3 5; Aris, op.

cit.

( 1 979): 60-82:

Tibetan myth of the hidden valley '-'ith references to the v isionary geography o f Nepal",

West 41 /I- 4, 2 3 9-272: and Diemberger. op.

cit. ( 1 993 ): 60-72

as well as Kuensel, "Dubchhen at Beyul

Khempa Jong rc-{ji scovered", TI1imphu, 3 1 st December 1 994, 2.

36
''

1R

·

.
Ans,

op.

cit. ( 1 979) 30 1 . n. 4 .

Haarh. E . ( 1 %9). n e Yurlung Dvnastv.
.
. Kobc.nhavn, C . E . C . Gad'5 Forlag: 298.
Nebesk"li-Wojko\\llz.

op. cit. ( 1 975 ) : 2(>2:

"Rahu, apart from being the leader of the

gZa',

is also supposed to

he ��c tvp1cal represcnlaltve or a class of deities bearing the name - or perhaps the title - Drang srong".
·me mule deitv Drang Imp is u l ake . winch is, of course. qutlc a rare occurrence.
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dpa ' hwmkha' :{!rni /ha/ klu .thtsan • bdudl sa hdag1 dge hsnyen mt/111 ho che gzhi hdag gnas hdag
In hdap, gis mclwd gtnr rgya eh en po 'di 'hul lo. 40
On the other hand. Zo ra n\'a skycs is Cilllcd a

int ercessors in Bhutan. the

rnams

chos sl-.yong or chos srung a nd. i n fact. mnong the

gter hdag MC the closest to the Tibctiln chos rjc4 1 i n their ilppcilrancc ilnd the

WilY the�· operate. These i ntercessors meet once a year for a speci a l ri tuill dedicated to the deities who

possess t hem. and especially to Zo
In one text i ncluded in the

m

rwa skycs.

'!Jrug gi gnas yig, 4 2 Zo ra m·a skycs is clearly associated w i th a mountilin

of m K h:lll pa ljongs. This text is a Pad ma gling pn's
Aris (eh.

gter ma which has been partly translated by M

1 --6) 4 3 The four rcnw i ning ch:�pters arc csscntiill ly a prophecy of Padmnsarnbhava who

a nnounces the redi scovery of mKhan pa ljongs by Padma gling pa and gives detai l ed i n s t ructions on
how he should proceed. This text mentions that

a

black yak should be ofTcrcd as a

hsknng gso to Zo ra

n\"a skycs. 44 and names four " milstcrs of the pl:�cc" of mKhan pil ljongs. c:�ch of t he m assi gned to

specific mountil i n : "Regarding this holy place

(=

a

mKhan p:-1 ljongs). rDo rjc legs pa is on the Phu btsan

po gangs. Zo ra ra skycs on t he K h:� mo g:�ngs. K h rGg mig ma mo on the bKra shis gangs a n d Rin chcn
4
'gong g-yag on the Se mo gangs. They arc the four guardians of the treasures of this holy place . " 5 One

must notice that in this context not only is Zo ra n\"a skycs l i nked to rDo rj c legs pa. but a l so hils his scat

on

a

specific mount:� i n .

Another question arises: \VGs Z o ra m il skyes also l i nked i n some way with t h e traditional rulers of

this region? I t is difficult to be sure at this point. but one ciln note thill She! ging dkilr po. who was the

personal deity of Scndha ( S i ndu Raja), the K i n g of Bumthang.46 i ntroduced h i mself to Padmilsambha,·a
.
as '"Chi hdag Zo ra m a sk-ycs. chief of hducf' . n On the other hilnd. the D u ng dkar chos rje, the most
prestigious and powerful religious l ineage i n sKur stod, from the Yil lage of Dung dkar. located at the

entrance of rnKhan pa Ijongs in sKur stod. were said to pay a speci al cult to Zo ra nva skyes. a n d one of

the Dung dkar

40 " I pre sent

chos 1je is rumoured to have been a gter hdag hi mself.

m

nnerous sacrificial

cakes

as

o !Tc r in gs to th e great 'master of treasure' Zo ra nva skye s, to sMon mo

Khrag mi ma, to mKha' ri !Cam sring, to rDo rj e lcg.s pa. to the g.Nod shyi n rGod ma, to rDo rjc Khyung hdud, to

Rong htsan dmar po, to Rin chen mgon g-yag, to Rig 'dzin bzang po, to Zla ba dong hstan and many others: in sh ort ,
to U1c masters of U1c pla c e of t he great hidden countrv of mKhan pa ljongs that arc the dpa ' ho. the m kha ' 'i!ro, the

klu . UJC hrsan,

the hdud. the sa bdag, the powerful dge hsn_l'en , U1e

gzhi bdag

and the gnas bdag. "

4 1 Rock, .1. ( 1 9 3 5 ), "Sungmas, the l i ving oracles of th e Tibetan church", National Geographic Magazine 68:

4 7 5-486;
8 1 8.

and ( I '.>5 9 ), "Contributions to U1e

Shamanism of the Tibetan-Chinese Borderland" , A n th ropos 5 4 : 796-

42 Klong g.wl la.� sbas yu/ m klw n pa lj"ongs kvi gnas yig padma gling pa 'i gter ma, "Guide to the hidden land of

mK.han pa ljongs, U 1 e treasure discovered by Padma g l i ng pa, excerpt of the coll ecti on of rituals

klong gsa/ (gsmrg

ba snying bcu )", 111 /Ho 'hmg sman /.fangs chos /dan zhing gi sbas yul khag dang sg111b gnas khyed plwgs manJS

kyi gnas yig dang /o 1"1{\ "IIS gang myed phyni!s hsdus dang pa 'i nyi ma 'dren pa 'i skya rengs dknr po.

(presumably in the I 'J80s), 73- 1 03: the text i s also kJJo\\n as 'JJrug gi gnas yig.
43 M. Aris. op.

err.

( 1 979): 63-70. I

do not have the copy of the text that M.

the modem edition of the 1Jmg gnas .vig.

Aris

used. Therefore,

I

n.d.

rely here on

44

'JJ111g ),:IWS .Vig, 97.
4 5 gXas dl''i gzhi hdag nil plm h rsan po i!ani!s la rdo 1ie legs pal kha mo gangs la zo ra ra .�kyesl hkra slris

gangs la khrag mig ma mo: se mn gangs la rin c-hen 'g ong g-yag stel de ni pws de'i i!lcr hgag hzhi 'o. I n '1J111g gi

J..7 WS J'ig, 1 02 .
6
4 I ie sei1.ed the k i ng's l i fe-force (hla srog), bringing him to the verge of' death.
47
Aris. np. cit ( I 979) 4 6 .
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An i nteresting point in this context is that the Dung dkar clws rjc lineage descends from Padma gling
pa through his great-grandson Lang kha. And Padma gling pa, who rediscovered mKhan pa ljongs and

fou nd the guidebook, wrote that he subdued the two guardian-deities: "Commands were issued and the
tru th of the mallcr conveyed to the two treasure-guardians Zo ra

rva

s k·yc s and Khmg mig ma. and once

they had been made ofTcrings the sun shone forth. "48 He then used tltis power to vanquish t.he people of
sTang who were opposed to him. He related the incident in unequivocal terms: "Then togctl\cr. with my

own force. I went to Rung in bTang (= sTang) and while staying there for a few days, I brought hail
down upon the Nas pa people and for three days it would not melt. All their crops were wrecked. Then I

sent a m e ss a ge to t he Chus pa ' s place: 'Is this hail enough or shall I send some more? The treasure came

to me as a result of my p ra yers to 0 rgyan and besides that I h;�vc not seized your wealth. Now shall we
scll l c this with I the compensation ofj human life or a cow's life''' Unable to withstand this. they came in

submission with a meat-feast of one cow. They offered me the land of mKhan pa lung and agreed to

become

my p:Hrons."

49

l l is likely that the power Padma gling pa had o\·er t h e guardian-deities was. a t least. partly

transmiued to his descendants in Dung dkar at th e other entra nce of mKhan pa ljongs.

H . Die mbc rge r. dealing with the N e pa le se mKhan pa lu ng . speaks of t he "deserted village of Sckcden
l w hic h ] l i cs ( . . . ) ri gh t at the feet of the wrathful mountain deity Cl::kyong Surra Rakyc (. .. ) the wild lord

of Khcnbalung. "50 In this case. is the mountain named "Chekyong Surra Rakye". or is this the name of

the deity l iving on the mountain? Probably both.
R.A. Paul mentions. as well. that in the Shcrpa country, Zo ra rwa sky·es appears in the dances of the

Mani R.i mdu as "a ferocious deity representing the protective deit)· of the Khumbu region, associated

with the sacred mountain Kumbila. " 5 1 Before Paul. Luther G. Jcrstad had alreadv noted the same

information, adding that this "chief country god, Khumbu yul !ha" is also consid;red a

dgra lha . 5 2

Whatever i t is. i n this region of Nepal. Zo ra rwa sky·cs is also clearly associated with a mountain. !' J
3

- hKra shis tshc ring and Jo mo sl.:u mkhar
Some mountain deities arc not htsan, but a rc yul lha. such as bKra shis tshc ring. the most i mportant

of th e "Five
4R

Sisters deities". the rshc ring mchcd lnga. 54 She has h er abode on Mount Jo mo IHa

Ans, up.

ri. 5 5

cif. ( 1 979): 6 1 .

9
.
4 Ans, op. cit. ( 1 9 79): 62� and up. cit. ( 1 98R): (>7.
0 .
5 D1emherger, op. cit. ( 1 993 ): 68.

5 1 Paul, R.A. ( 1 982 ) , 71w Tibetau Svmbolic
lror·/d. Chicago,
Chicago Universitv
Press, 1 1 1 - 1 1 2.
.
.
�
52
Jcrstad, L.G. ( 1 9 6 9 ) , Mani-Rimdu: Sherpa Dauce-Drama. Scattle & London, University of Washington Press,

1 56- 1 5 7.

53 TI1e exact spell ing of this dei t)'s name is particul arly difficull. Not only does one find it in difTerent

transcriptions in Wes tern works. hut it seems to have different transliterations: Zo ra
skyes

n. 4

!IS

rwa skyes, Zur ra, Zur ra
cit. ( 1 979): 30 1 ,

a group called the Zur ra skyes drug (Nebesl..:y..Wojkowitz, op. cif. ( 1 975 ): 1 56 ). Aris, op.

says he "would identi(Y this Je i ty with the group of six gods called the Zar-ma-skyes drug in

the n]yaf-po bka'..

tlwng (or Za-ra-kyes-drug in the bS/wd-mdod yid·hzlrill uor-bu ). TI1ese sources place the group among the series of

di\'inc rulers of Tibet who preceded the arri val of the first king g,Nya'-khri hTsan-po (Haarh, op. cit. [ 1 969]: 298)."
�4
- Nehcsky-Wojkowitz, op. cif. ( 1 97 5 ): 1 77, notes that the dGe lugs pD claim that th ey belong to the )"ig r·reu pa 'i

smng ma, while tl1c rN�·ing ma pa and tl1e hKa' brgyud pa allege tl1at they have a l ready reached tl1e rank of deities

residing outside tl1c worldly sphere.
��

- - 1 ' . Dol l fus &

I. RiabofT have both also noted tl1at tl1e tshe ri11g mched luga arc yul lha tlmt have their abode on

a mountain in tl1c Rupchu region (personal communication).
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Similarly. the Jo mo sKu mkhar. which is the mountain that dominates the valleys of Merak (Me rag)
and Saktcng (Sag stcng) in the extreme cast of Bhutan. is the scat of a female dei ty called A ma Jo rno

who has a yearly festival. the jo mo gsol kha. dedicated to her. The Mcrak and Sakteng people have a
story relating their migration from the region of Tsho sn<J in Tibet to their present location. This sto ry is

�

an interesting syncretism of different religious traditions and legends. 56 The mnin figure i s Ama Jom . a

young woman who guided them. It is believed that she was an i ncarnation of Ye shcs mkha' 'gro ma.
and to reside now on the high mountain south of Mcrak. It is likely that different h i storical. religious
and folk traditions converged on this figure. Like other mountain or local deities. her territory is dcfmcd
geographically. When halting at Jongkhar. en route to Saktcng. one is warned not to throw anything in
the fi re as this would offend Ama Jomo. whose territory one enters at this poi nt. a nd the whole
commun ity would be punished for any individual 's action. Because they say that the smell of burning
flesh will upset Amn Jomo. the people of this region do not burn corpses but chop them i nto p i eces
before disposing of them. either by burying them or throwing them i n to the river.
These two mountain deities a rc female. It is therefore difficult for them to be btsan. as these nrc
usually male figures. but they arc the yul lha of a definite nrca and reside on mountains.
4 - The pllyH"a

In sKur stod. there arc mountain deities that are not htsan and that ha\'C not been assimi lated i nto the
57
These deities. which

Buddhist pantheon. They are t he ph_111·a. which have been studied elsewhcrc.

until now, have been found only in this region of Bhutan and perhaps in Tawang (rTa wang) in
Arunachal Pradcsh. can be identified with the important pre-Buddhist mountain deities of the same
name. They arc worshipped today as mountain deities in special rituals where Buddhism plays no part.
Statues arc even taken away from the altar in the houses. and in one \'illagc an animal sacrifice is
pcrfonncd. Although they do not manifest themselves through a medium. these deities who protect the
\'illage territory arc embodied by men called the /ha mi who come from the most i nfluential fam i lies of
the village. and represent the deities during the festivals. These /ha mi are offered consorts. a gesture
that marks the yearly symbolic rencwnl of the direct link between the human beings and their mountain
deities.

Conclusion

The case of Bhutan shows that this field of study is extremely complex and that a great diversity of
deities is associated with mountains and the territories on which mountains stand. However. in the
context of B hutan some local deities. such as dGc bsnycn Jag pa me len. do not always seem to be
associated with mountains. but further research will be necessary to confinn this. or to find other
occurrences of this in the rest of the Tibetan world. This leads to the idea of regional differences and the

56 ll1e whole story is told by Sonam Wangmo ( 1 990), "Tile Brokpas: a semi-nomadic people i..n Eastern Bhutan",

!11 fhmalayan enl'ironmcnt and culture. (cds . ) Rustomji, N.K. & C. Ramble, Shimla, Indian Insti tute of 1\vanccd

studv, 1 4 1 - 1 5 8 . ll1is puper is the only a!lempl, to date, to presen t materials on this region of Bhutan. Sorwm

Wangmo is from Sukteng and belongs to U1e family
. of the famous Meruk lama.
5i
l'ommuret, F. ( 1 994 ), "Les R:tes aux divinitcs-montagnes Phyvu au Bhoutan de !'est" . In Tihetan Swdil's:

l'roccedings o.f the 6th SC'm ina r o.f till' lutC'nwtioua/ Association .for Tibetan Studies. Fagt'I71CS / 992. Oslo. Titc
lnsttlutc lor Comparative Research in I luman Culture, 2, (,6(�(,9.
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danger o f genera lisation. Ncbesky- Wojkowitz was hi mself vef)· ca uti ous , always giving the source o f the

c l a ss i fi ca ti o n.

As noted previously, one of the problems when dealing with local and mountai n deities appears to be

the fluctuating termi nology we arc fa ced with. Is it really necessary to try to defi ne the diiTcrent terms

perfectly or can we use them rather indifferently as the Tibetans/ Bhutancsc seem to do in their dai ly
life? And is this latter perception correct. or do they apply a diiTerent term to a deity accord i n g to the
pa rti c u l a r aspect of the deity that they w:mt to address?

In ; my ca se . I wou l d like to un derl ine the common features that can be found in Bhutan. However.

broadly outlined. these deities in Bhutan do not seem ve�· differen t from those that had been studied i n

t h e rest of t h e Tibetan world:

-- Except for the phywa, all the local and mountain deities arc said to have been subdued by

Pad m asa mb ha ,· a or another reli g i o us figure who transformed them into guardians, protectors of the

doc t ri ne . Quite revea l i ng is the fact that the festi,·als in t he i r honour arc presided over by Buddlust
monks. while no members of the Buddhist c l ergy attend the phywa fcsti,·als.

- - Yea rly worship is necessary to renew th e personal relationship between a person or a commun ity

and the de ity. placme its fierce aspect and ensure the protection of its benevolent aspect. One could

say that these de i ties have a volatile temper and that people must be careful to keep the balance

between their dual aspects. These aspects of their nature have already bee n conuncnted upon by
Tibetologists. and especially Tucci. 58

-- Most of these deities speak t h rou g h an intercessor who pays s pecial homage to his/her deity.

He/she advises on disease. gi ve s oracles. and through him/her. the deity plays a n i mpo rta n t role i n
59
the da i l y l ife o f the community.

-- More generally. not only through their intercessors. but also through the threat of their \\Tath i f
cenai n beha,·ioural rules a re not observed. these deities i n terfere i n the mundane and social
domain, regulating the life of the community. Moreover. thei r anthropomorphous behaviour brings

them close to the people. They are on a plane that is completely different from the B uddhis t deities
which arc more concerned with long-t erm eschatological or soteriological matters. The ac ti on of
mountain and local deities is immediate. They arc geared towards solving the daily problems of a

person or the community. and arc concerned with the welfare and material happiness of the peop le
who fall under what cou l d be c:tllcd their "jurisdiction" . In this sense, thei r belonging to the
cat ego�· of the

j' ig rten pa'i snmg ma

is

perfec�y justified.

One cannot help th i nk i n g here about t he common concept of material happiness and well-being,
60
The yul /ha seems to be vef)' much associated with
which was a central i dea in pre-Buddhist Tibet.
this concept .
This l eads to the well-known and ancient Tibetan concept that mounta:n and local deities are t otal ly

li nked to a te rri tory, well defined geographically. which they protect, and that the rulers of this territory
have a personal relationship \\ith them. This relationship then exte nds to all the people of the reg ion.

S!>

59

.

Tucc1. op. cil. ( 1 980): 72 1 .

.
.
Sec. among others. for T1bct, I3crghe.

op.

cit.

( 1 980): 39� 3. Rerglie notes that the curing of illness is the

main activity of the spiri l-mcdiums (dpa ' bo) possessed hv. di!Tcrcnt deities connected with the largo mow1tain.
�
Sec. among others. lmacdn, Y. ( 1 98 1 ). liistoire drt cycle de la 11aissa11ce et de la mo11. Geneve, Droz; and
Karmay, S . G . ( 1 993), "'llle windhorse and the well-bcmg of man", ln Alllhropologt· of Tiber and rhe Himalaya.

t

cJs . ) C Ramhlc & M . Brauen. Ziirich, Ethnological Muscwn of the Umversity of ZUrich, 1 50-1 57.
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A.Macdonald writes. regarding pre-Buddhist beliefs:

61
"

C h aque region du Tibet posscdait sa momagnc

saerec. considcrec par le chef de la communautc commc le siege de s.1 vi"c et le d i eu protecteur du pays_"

She also notes. after Ncbcsk-y-Wojkowitz, that !ha hsangs were addressed to the "divinitcs du site, et
gencralcment aux montngncs. qui sont 'les dieux du pays'. yul /ha. ou les 'maitrcs du sol'. gzhi bdag, de
la region en question: cllcs sont aussi considcrees commc Jcs 'khnmgs !ha, di, ·i nites du pays natal d'unc

l ignce . " And she adds. bnsing her long development partly on t11c Gung thang gdung rahs ( 1 748) and a

Karma pa !ha h.mn}!.s. that in these texts there is an assim i lntion of the 'khrungs !ha to the sku bla, and

that in return for oiTerings. "Jes dicux sonl sommcs de protcger !'existence des ctrcs qui sont ncs sur leur

territoirc et d'accroitrc lcur puissance et Jcurs ocuvrcs. rcligicuscs et politiques ( . . . ). faveurs qui
"62

dcpendaient des sku I>!a ;l J'cpoque ancien ne.
63
S . G . Kam1ay. in a recent a rticle.
extends this idea to t he whole of Tibet and emphasises that the
mountain cult is linked to the notion of national identity: "B�· the mountain cult I mean particularly the

secular worship of the mountain deities (1'111-lha. g:hi-hdag). that arc usually depicted i n the style of a

traditional warrior and arc worshipped as an ancestor or an ancestral divi nity for protection. ( . . . )

Pa rt i cipillion in such a ritual therefore implies total i ntegration i n to this community: this in turn implies

i nherited social and political obligation. moral and indiYidual responsibility, and an affi r mation of

communal and national solidarity

in the

face of e:-;ternal aggression. ( . . . ) The mountain cult in Tibetan

culture therefore plays a very significant role in the bu i lding up of national identity through each
indiYidual's identification of himself as a n acti,·e member of the c o m munity and as a patriot of the
nation. "
l l is interesting to note that in Sikkim. a n nual dances i n honour o f the mountain deity Gangs chen
mdzod lnga (Kanchcnjunga) took place in front of the Royal Palace. R.A. Stein comments upon tllcm
saying: "Le chant cxaltait les rois et lcur montagne sacrce. le Kanchenjunga qui se dressc e n face de
l'airc de dansc . ( . . . ). Le manuscrit inedit de ccs chants s'intitulait 'Prise a tcmoin et hymncs au dieu de la

guerre' (dgra-lha dpang-bstod rbad-bshad). Fortement empreint de mythologie lama·iquc (nyingmapa),

il commence par un hymne au Kanchenjunga (Gangs-chen mdzod-lnga) qui y est i ndentifie au pere'
'

Padmasambhava. protectcur du Sikkim et dompteur des diYinitcs terribles. 1 1 est le 'dieu gucrrier' des

gucrriers danseurs. 1 1 permet au Roi rcgnant de sicger sur son trone sans alteration (sku mi-'gyur). "64 In
the early 1 990s. these dances were suspended temporarily by the I ndian government. which saw them as

a nationalist and roya list manifestation.
Beyond the protection of a territory and its people. the local and mountain deities also appear to
transmit some of their supernatural powers to a pe rso n who establishes a personal link with them. We
have seen the case of Khyung bdud and his alleged sons i n Bhutan, but t11e i ntercessors through whom
the deities speak might be the best representatives of such a personal l i nk.
Another example.

in

what w0uld seem a paradox. is the Buddhist protective deity "Raven-headed

MahiikiHa of Action" (Las mgon Bya rog gdong can). which is strongly linked to the traditional power
and the leaders of Bhutan. Protector of the first :hahs drunR, who unified B hutan i n the 1 7th century.
this Buddhist deity is also present in the form of a raven he<Jd on the crown of the monarchs of Bhutan
who succeeded the lineage of the :hahs drung. A det<Jiled account of its history and symbolism was
(, I

62

Macc.lonald, op. cit. ( 1 97 1 ) 304.

Macdnnald. op. cit. ( 1 97 1 ) : 306-307.
61
Kannay, S G.
· ( l 'J()4 ),"Mowuain culls and national Idcntlly in Tihct", In Resistance
•

.

( cd s . I R Hamctt & A Shirin. London. Burst. 1 1 5 , 1 1 7 & 1 1 9.
<·4
Stem. R.A ( I ')X I ). La civilisatioll tlbetaine. Pan s . Le Sycomore-L'/\siathcquc, I X 5 .
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recent l y pu b l i s h ed b y t h e former D i rector o f the National Library o f Bhutan, the historian Lopcn
Pem::�la. 6 5

The first h ca dge::� r worn by Jigme

Bhutan nnd t he de facto

Nam gyel ('Jigs med rn<�m

rgyal) - the father of the fi rst King of

m ler of the country from the I X 50s ti ll his death in 1 88 1 -

was made on the

advice of the lmnn Byang chub brtson 'grus. at a date which is not specified by Lopcn Pemala, but which

must h<�ve been between I 854 when the l::�ma arrived in Tongsa at Jig me Namgycl's request. and 1 856.

the year this lama died in B u mt ha ng. This headgear is very similar in shape and colour (red) to what is
call ed

::1

ht.mn h::Jl (htsan zhwa). 6 6 and is topped with a ra ve n head. M. Aris. who does not remark on the

very p::1rticu l iar shape of this hat. says. howe,·er. thill "this fi rst version of the Raven Crown was
<.:oncei,·ed more as a mag1cal battle helmet llum

<1

symbol of roya l ty . I mbued with the essence of two of

the forms of the great protector Mahakala. n a me ly the li nked pair of 'enemy gods' (Dralha) c<�lled the

Northern Demon (Jandi.i) and the Raven-headed Mahakiila of action (Legtin Jarok D ongch e n ) . it was

intended to associate these gods permanently with its \\earer. ,('7 This association was all t he more

imponant after the Anglo-Bhutanese war of 1 864-65 during which Jigme

. I tea d gear. t>X
t I 11s

N amgycl

W<IS protected by

A l though I ca n discuss here neither the form of Mahiikiii::J as Byang bdud. n or tlte reg i o n of h i s

residence because o f t h e lack o f information. I would suggest t h a t it m ig ht be a local de ity, a

htsan who

had been merged at a cenai n stage with Mahaki:ila and became one of its forms. This would e xpla i n the

shape of this hea d gea r . Lopen Pemala quotes D i lgo Khyentse Rinpoehe as saying t h at mGon p o Bya n g
69
bdud is the external aspect of Las mgon Bya rog gdong can.
It would therefore be i nteres t i ng to know
if Byang bdud was originally a htsan. and if he ruled over

N a mgyel . namely

::1

Kunti, Tongsa or Bu mt ha ng .

territory panicularly associated with Jigme

At this stage of the i m·es tig at i on. it might be i nt ere s ti ng to turn our attention to the ancien t C hi n ese

be l i efs. <1

fi el d that

has much been neglected by Ti beto l ogi s ts since R . A . Stein's work. A recent article by

T. Kleem::Jn. a lready quoted above. 70 certainly opens th e door to comparison and re flect i o n i n the

domain of mountain dei lies. Bes ides sayi ng that the worship of sacred peaks may go back as far as the
Sh::Jng, Kleeman. basing his study on Chi nese texts. says that "by at least the 4th century B. C. t h e re was

a complex of n u minous mountains that were conceived as i n ti ma tel y li nked to llte state and the well

being. "7 1 And one of the sentences attributed to a mountain god and quot ed by Kl ee ma n . could

\'ery well

65
gsal

,�lob clpon Pa d m a Tsh.: dbang ( 1 994 ), 'Bmg j!i rgyal rubs sloh dpon Padma L�he dbang gis sbyar ba 'Bmg
ba 'i sgron me. (A history of Ohutan assembled by Lopen Pcma Tshewang: the lamp which illuminates Bhutan)

·n1imphu!New Delhi, 559-562.

66

Today this hat is kept at Ute National Museum of Ohutan in Paro. It is reproduced in Aris, M. ( 1 994 ), Tire

Raven Crown : 1he origins of the monarclll'
. in Bh11IWJ . Lon don , Serindia, 57.
67
Aris, op. c11 ( 1 994 ): 56; and slob dpon Pad ma, op. cit. ( 1 994 ): 56 1 .
6R
slob clpon l'adma, op . cif ( 1 994 ): 56 1 .
9
6 slob dpon Pad ma . op. cir ( 1 994 ): 562.
.
70 Kl eeman. op. cit ( 1 994 ): 226-238. In U1is context, one can read M1yakawa, H. ( 1 979), "Local cults around
Mount Lu at U1c time of Sun En's

Rebe l lion " ,

In Facers of Taoism.

(eds.) H.

Welch & A Seidel, New Haven &

London. Yule Umvcrslly Press, 1\3 - 1 0 1 . Miyakawa, besides dealing wiU1 U1e Mount Lu cults and water-deities, also

speaks of "a contest between U1e old shamanistic cults at U1e local shrines and the superior magic of Taoist masters"

�

1 8 5 . a paltcm that is echoed la ter in Tihet w1th the Tantric masters.
1 Kleeman, op. cir. ( 1 9'14 ):

22 8 .
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apply to one of our yul /ha or htsan: "I concerned myself with every flood, drought, good or bad harvest.
72
good or evil portent. achievement and fault within the mountains and streams under my control . "
72

Kk.-cman, op. cit. ( 1 9':/..J ) : 236.

II

l\'lyths, Territor·y and Political A s p e cts of the C ul t

THE TIB ETAN CU LT OF M OUNTAIN D EITIES
AND ITS POLITICA L SIGNI FICANCE
by

Samten G . K armay , Paris

In Tibetan popular tradition the mountain deities known as "o"ner of the base" (gzhi hdag) or "deity

of the local territory" (vul lha) l are often thought of in folk tales as being interrelated with each other in

a pattern of "family relationship" whether at the village or regional lc,·cls. This notion is sometimes
illustrated by geographical formations. While the mountain deity is viewed as the male spirit, that of the
lake situated near the mountain is his consort. 2

In certain regions the mountain deity of a large community comprising a number of villages is con
sidered as the chieftain and those of the villages as members of his family. These deities are believed to
give particular help to the chiefs. The bravery of the headman of a village or the prestige of the leader of

a community is often U1ought to be due to the special favours they receive from the local mountain deity.
These men arc even sometimes said to be the "sons" of the local deity (gnyan bu). The fauna which lives

on the mountains and in forests nearby is considered to be in the domain of the local deity, and the hunt

ers from the village have to make sure by means of ritual that they have the deity's consent before hunt
ing it. The local mountain deities therefore have a social relationship to U1e men whom they protect as if
they were their own descendants. The notion of gnyan hu however is not specific to one particular re

gion. lt is simply more articulated in one region than in another. Indeed literary sources3 indicate that it
is a general notion of the Tibetans in their secular culture.
The cult of the local mountain represents a secular and um\Titten tradition of the laymen in contrast
to the monastic establishment in Tibet. Laymen and monks function as two cultural poles within one
community. The mountain cult is found to be an exclusive affair of the laymen in most parts of Tibet and
further more closely linked with the rhythm of seasonal works of the agro-nomadic activities as well as
with the commercial exploits at home or abroad (cf. Diemberger 1 994: 1 46). The mountain cult is an

essential element in Tibetan culture and it has therefore an important bearing on the ethnic identity of
the Tibetans. a fact which I tried to demonstrate in a paper presented at a conference in London in 1 990
(Karmay 1 994b).
1 For a short discussion on these terms see below. There are other terms with similar meaning : g�ras bdag, _vu/

hdag. Cf. mK.Ira ' klong gsang mdos, Delhi 1 973, p. 250 (Karmay 1 977, No. 30). 0 rgyan glin g pa ( 1 329-1 367), /Ha
'dre

hko ' tlrang (hereafter /Ha 'dre) in bK.a ' tlrang sde lnga , Beijing, Mi rigs dpe sknm khang, 1 986, pp. 44-45

( B londeau 1 97 1 : 80)
2

for example, Ti se and Ma pang g.yu mtsho; gNyan

ch cn

Thang llia and g.Nam mtsho ph yug mo; Gang bzang

and Yar 'hrog g.\11 mtsho. Cf. Gmh dhang bsTan 'dzin rin chen (b. 1 80 I ), 'Dzam gling gangs rgval ti se 'i dkar clrag
rslwngs dhywrgs vid 'plrmg (hereafter

Ti se dkar clra;:. )

,

MS preserved in the library of the Bonpo Monastic Centre,

Dolanj i . H.P. India. IT 29a-2 9h, 50a, 5 5h. sTa rgo ami

a11 1clc bv Ch. Ramble

m

Dang

ra

g.)11 mtsho ( Bergl i e 1 979: 39, 4 1 ). See also ll1e

this volume. Folk tales with ll1is notion among the Tibetan n om ads are particularly abun

dant. However, M a L i h u a ( J 993) fai l s to make the distinction hetween ritual heliefs and folk tales in her article on

nomad1c l i fe in

northern Tihet.

3 Sec note 4 0 .

S.G. Kannay

By mountai n cult I refer here to the belief that certain mountains arc the dwellings of local deities and
arc the object of p ropitiation for mundane pursuits by the local people. and not to the fact that mountains

arc considered as holy in a pure Buddhist sense. These holy places arc called gnas ri, " mountain whe re
holy persons li\'cd" or "pl<Jcc blessed (by a ccrt<Jin di\'inity)" (h.1 ·in gyis hrlahs pa'i gnas) (cf. Hubcr 1 994 ·
2 3 ) . They <Jrc the object of vcncrm ion <Jnd pilgrim<Jgc not just by the loc<Jl people but by people coming

from other pans of the country for t11ci r spirinwl exercises. and these places arc considered holy for the
rc<Json th<Jt they arc belic\'cd to have been not only the dwelling pl<Jccs of early sai nts but also sites
where holy books a nd other sacred objects were either found or sti ll remain hidden. The mountain dei
tics of these holy places arc styled as gtcr hdag. "guardians of the treasury " . It must be made clear that

the two cults arc therefore conceptually different although in certain regions one mountain can function
as the object of both cults. for example. A mycs rMa chcn in Amdo and Mount dMu rdo in Gyal rong. 4
However. it seems that the combined cul t i n these regions is of recent origin since we know that none or
the nine mountai n deities in Central Tibet with which we shall be dealing shortly has come to be consid
ered in this way al though some of them have been i ncorporated i nto the Buddhist pantheon.

The mountain deities of the gzhi bdag type arc the object of worship. especially in the bsang ritual the

practice of which is still prevalent all over Tibet and also among peoples of Tibetan culture beyond its

borders. In a prcYious article. I made a study of this popular ritual and its significance as a purification
ritual in relation to men and men's social and religious duties towards their local deities. 5
The particular aspects of the mountain cult

I

would l ike to discuss briefly i n tllis paper arc, first. the

i mportant aspects of the genealogical relationship of the n i ne mountain deities in a Tibetan cosmogonic
structure: second. the political i mplication of the cult of the n i ne moutai n deities in the early period: and
third. the notion of sku bla as the gnyan spirits which still remain as the main object of propitiation in
the present day mountain cult of the laymen i n spite of the radical transformation of i ts basic concepts
i nto an ordinary lamaistic practice.

1 . The notion of the ancestral mountain

The idea of the local mountain deity as the ancestral ori g i n of the local people goes back a long way
in history. It bears a relation to the origin myths of the first Tibetan k i ng. gNya' khri btsan po. A very
detai l ed genealogical system of the ph.nm and dmu deities l i nked to the first Tibetan m)thical king and
the nine mountai n deities is given in the thirteenth century historical work the !De'u chos 'hyung. 6 In
the genealogical system of origin my1hs, the first king i s presented as the "grandson" of the phywa deity
Yab bla bdal drug. and the nine mountain deities arc presented as the "sons" of tl1e phy11'a deity '0 de
gung rgyal, the fourth "brother" of Yab bla bdal drug (Table I; Karmay •J994a: 4 1 6 ). The first king and
the n i ne mountain deities are thus presented as "collateral cousins". In other words, they were thought to
have ori gi n ated from a common divine ancestor. In the same work it is stated that "when '0 de gung
rgyal was dwell i ng in the s\.;y. he and his nine consorts produced offspring as numerous as raindrops.

'1 I h a ve wrinen an article on the cult of this mountain which wi l l be published in J.:ailash probably in I 99 5 .
5 Karma�· 1 '.1\15.

(
, ml:has pa lrll' 'us mtlzad pa 'i rgva bod k:n cl10s 'bvung rgvas pa (hcrealler 1/Je 'u c/10s 'h.1�mg), Gangs

mdmd :> , Lhasa, Bod yig dpe myin g dpc sknm khang, 1 9!i7, pp. 22'.1-30 (Karma�· 1 994 a: 4 1 6- 1 7 ).
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consorts produced offspring as many
n ine mountain deities�. 7

as the

This clearly shows that there existed a detailed system of gencaiOb'Y in the origin m�1hs of the first

ki ng. but it has been mostly ignored in later chns

'hyung type sources. In origin 111�1hs the early k i ngs

'0 de gung rgya l, being the father of
(.frid pa 'i /ha rgan) or the Great Deity (/ha

and the mountain deities arc closely l i nked in a "parental relation " .
innu merable deities. is called the "Old deity of the world"

clum). It is known that the deities in early Tibetan belief stood in hierarchical relationsh ip
other. but t he i n\'olvcmcnt of their genealogical aspect with mountain deities has not

lO one an

been noted.

The names of the local mountai n deities are often preceded by the appellations of A mycs

(Grandfather). A phyi (Grandmother). A pa (Father). Jo bo or Jo jo (Lord, elder brother). Jo mo (Lady,

elder sister). In my opinion. these appellations arc a reminiscence of the genealogical relation between
men a nd deities that origin myths created in Tibetan culture. It is not simply the social etiquette whereby

a young Tibetan may address an elderly family man in the \'il lage as A pa before his personal name or
an elderly woman as A ma (cf. the article by F. Pommaret in this volume).

The mountain '0 de gung rgyal itself is situated in '01 kha. a region close to the regions of Nyang po
8
and Kong po. Some authors have thought that it was in Kong po and some Tibetan lamas i n Nyang
9
po
O
The '01 kha area is not very far from Mount !Ha ri Gyang do l in Kong po on whose peak the first
king descended from heaven. In the origin m�1hs of the king's descent this mountain is naturally impor
tant because it was there where the first king al ighted. However, there is no suggestion in the myth that
the king made a propitiation to the mountai n although to my mind this mountain ought to be the

earth, but that is
sku h/a gnyan po. the "awesome" sku b/a, to

"origin" of the mounta in cult because of its connection with the divine king's descent on
not the case. In the Kong po i nscription i t is stated that a

which we sha ll have occasion to return below, was propitiated by two princes who were brothers
(Richardson 1 985: 66-68). The

sku bla i n question is thought to refer to Mount IHa

ri Gyang do (Ariane

Macdonald 1 97 1 : 300), but it is doubtful from the context in the i nscription that the mountai n itself

is

the object of the cult. In propitiatory texts that I have seen. it is not invoked. It does not belong to the
group of the nine mountains since the region of Kong po where it is located did not come under the
conquered territories i n the seventh century. The first king. after descending on Mount iHa ri Gyang do,
leaves for Yarlung where he is welcomed, as one would expect. by Yar lha Sham po who then becomes
the dynastic ancestral deity in Yarlung.

2. The political aspect of the mountain cult
A Dunhuang manuscript preserved in the India Office Library (IOL), which was studied by F.W.

Thomas ( 1 95 7 : 52- 1 02). names the n i ne mountain deities and gives the names of the nine feudal lords
who propitiated them. The manuscript is concerned with the ritual of glud ( " ransom"). I I lt also provides

7 /Dr '11

p. 22 9 30 .
'byrm�. p. 229-30.

chos 'h.11111g,

8 /Dr'11 chos

-

glin[: .�pyi /Hang and attributed to Kunna pa Rang byung rdo IJe ( 1 21!4- 1 3 39), in .n1ar bsang

9 Enlttlcd

'Dzam

I 0 On ll1c

location of ll1is mowllain. see Karmay 1 992.

clum mo dang gto b.mgo nyer m/Jro 'i rigs, Delhi

1 1 On lh1s ritual. sec Karmav 1 99 1 .

1 977, p. 2 1 7.
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the names of the regions in which the mountains arc located. The manuscript goes on to give six more
names of different regions including Dwags po and Kong po. but without the mountain deities of these
regions as if they did not have any. I shall come back to this question later on.
At least eight of the names of the nine mountain deities of the IOL manuscript correspond to moun
tain deities mention ed in a Bonpo ritual text entitled "Account of the gn:van. the wild deities" (Ilia rgnd
gnvnn gw byung rnbs) 1 2 The IOL document designates the deities as sku bla and simply calls them the
Nine Deities (!ha dgu). The Bonpo te x t just mentioned describes them as "wild deities" (/ha rgod). In t he

sGra :�:rf!!. th e Bonpo work on cosmogony. they a rc described as the deities of the earth

(sa'i /ha dgu) in

contrast to 1 he nine deities of the hca\"cns (gnnm gl'i /ha dgu ) . 1 3 In late Buddhist sources they arc known

as the "nine deities of the world that came into existence" (srid pa chags pa'i /ha dgu)_ l 4 At the end of
t h is paper I show the different readings of the mou n ta in names and their locations since there is consid

erable confusion and overl apping concerning the identities of the mountains in late Buddhist sources
(Table 1 1 ).

However. the nine mountain deities as mentioned in the IOL manuscript arc. in my opi nion. the /ha

d_g u evoked as witness amongst other deities to the oath taken upon the establishment of Buddhism as
5
the state religion by the emperor Khri Srong Idc btsan (742-<:. 797) in his cdict. l The fact that this
royal edict hnd to invoke t hese native deities shows not onl�· the importance of the bel ief in mountain
spirits but also that they had a political significance since the nine mountains were mostly located in the
territories that were conqu ered and that constituted the first nucleus of the Tibetan state under the reign
of King gNam ri slon btsan in the early part of the seventh century.

Here arc the names of the places. the lords and the deities as t hey appear in the IOL manuscript ac

cording to the reading of F. W. Thomas ( 1 9 5 7 : 74-76). I have not been able to consult the manuscript
itself. Nine types of demons (srin) arc also mentioned in the manuscript after the name of each moun

tain deity. but I have not quoted them here since they arc not pertin ent to the subject on which I want to
dwell in this paper. I n the fourth column of the table below. I have tried to localize the places in the
regions which we know by d ifferent names in our own day.
Deitv

Localit'
rTsang shul mlho 1 6

I

gNubs shul gling g ru g

2

Localization

Lord

rTsang lha Pu dar

rTsang rjc Pwa ha

Tsang

gNubs lha mThon drug

gNubs rjc Sribs pa

Tsang

3

(Nga s po)

Thang lha Ya bzh ur

Thang rjc Sum po

'Phan po

4

Ngas po khra gsum

K l um lha Thugs po

Drang rje rNol nam

'Phan po

sKyi ro ljang sngon

sKyi lha Pya mangs

sKyi rjc rMang po

sKyid elm

Yar khyi m sogs yar

Yar lha Sham po

5
6

TI1c lc}.1.

12

'0 de sPu rgyal

Yarlung

is also knov.11 as /flu rgod drag bdw· and is incl uded in sKang 'bum, Delhi 1 973 (Kannay I 977, No.

70 : Vol .ll, 3!1): 5 4 1 -56.

1 3 b/)en pa hon KVi mdzod Sf!O .�j!ra 'grel J1hntl gvi /de nug, In mDzod plmg: hasic Vf!rse.f and commelllal)',

Delhi I % 5 . p. 57 (Kannay I Y77: No. I ).
1

4 Klong rdol Ngag dbang blo bzang ( 1 7 1 9- 1 XU5 ) , bsTan .mmg dum cun fK\'0 mtslw'i mrshan rho

hs7{m

.mmg mr.�lwn rho),

Lhasa. Boo
1

Klcmt: rdol ,\f!.ag dlumg hlo bzang gi g.mng '/mm.

ljongs hod vig dpc mving dpc sknm khang

I Y9 1 ,

p

4 90.

5 JPt�' bo gTSUf! Jag phrcng ha ( 1 505- 1 SGG ) . Chos 'h1·ung mklw.f

pa 'i dj!a ston (hereafter mKiws pa'i
'

.Ho11 ). Bci i ing, M i ri g s dpc sknm klmng, 1 91!!1, sTod cha, p. 371 (Richardson 1 980: 65 ).
Sr

1 CJ 11 di strict

Ill

en lied

(hcrcallcr

Gangs can ng mdt.od 2 1 , Vol. 2,

dga'

!(. Ye near 'Uri gung is mentioned i.n Ta .fi /�vu11g dmh rKVal mtslwn gvi bka ' chcms (hereallcr

bku ' clll'ms). Lht�s:J, Bod l_1ongs mi d.mangs dpc skrun khang, 1 989. p. 1 97.
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?1 7

7

dBye mo yul drug

dByc !ha sPyi gangs

dBye rje

8

rNgegs shul

rNgcgs !ha Pya rmang

rNgcgs rje Gling 'brang

Khar pa

tse'u

')

'01 pu dag dang

'01 l ha Sha 7.an

Ya rl u n g

'01

'01 Jjc Zin prang

kha?

From these locations of the nine places and their deities it is evident that one territol)' is ruled by a
local chief and he has a local deity who also oversees the same territOI)'. As one local chief has the right
to rule only over his own territOI)' so does his local deity oversee only that territOI)'.
This notion is further i l lustrated by a l egend quoted by the historian dPa' bo gtsug Jag from a very old
source. but unfortunately his citation stops short. So only five out of the nine mountain deities a rc men
8
tioned. 1
A lthoug h this is just a legend it nevertheless gives further indication that in ea rly limes the
mountain cult i n a clanic society was connected with territorial division and this seems to have been
organized on the ba s i s of four factors. viz. the territOI)'. the chief clans. their castles, and their local
mountain deities (Table l J I ) . The stOI)' is set during the period just after the collapse of the Tibetan em
pire. The fa mous Buddhist monk minister Bran ka was executed, not long before the break-up of th e
empire. on the charge that he had had a l iaison with one of the queens. As a consequence, h i s spirit had
become mali gnant. In a n assembly of gods and demons over which he presided he demanded that a l l
feudal chieftains be either kil led or banished beyond t h e borders. However, he was begged b y certain

mountain deities to allow at least the nine chieftains to remain in their 0\m territories with their forts
and thei r local mountain deities.

However. i f one local chief annexes neighbouring tcrritorJ he seems also to adopt the local deity of
the annexed terri tol)· for propitiation i n order to safeguard his annexation. This

seems to have been the
the reason why the

underlying factor of the belief i n mountain deities in early times and was perhaps

n i ne mountain deities were i nvoked as witness by the emperor Khri Sron g !de btsan in his edict. S ince
the early seventh centUI)' the k i ngs of the sPu rgyal dynasty in 'Phyong rgyas bega n to

annex the neigh

bouring territories and. consequently as many as nine mountai n deities had to be propitiated. This proc

ess seems to have been a factor gi,·ing birth to a myth in which a kinship pattern developed among the

local deities of the annexed territories as being "brothers" of Yar I ha Sham po. the clan deity of the sPu
r� al dynasty.
The Yarlung ki ngdom's capital was l ocated i n the 'Phyong rgyas Yalicy to the south of the river
Tsangpo. On the other hand. the kingdom of Zing po rje sTag sk)·a bo, which was in the region of Ngas
po. the present day 'Phan po. was situated to the north of the river Tsangpo. King Zing po rje seems to
have ruled not only over the Ngas po region but also over the modern sKyid elm valley where Lhasa, the
capital of TibeL is situated. It was in the Ngas po region that lie parts of

the

gNyan chen Thang !ha

mountain chains. This was the fi rst kingdom to be annexed by gNam ri slon btsan who himself person
a l ly led h i s army numbering 1 0 .000 soldiers for

the

conquest, as shown in the Dunhuang document

Pelliot tibctain 1 2 89 cal l ed "the Chronicle" (Bacot 1 940: I 08. 1 3 7). It is evident
Thang l ha ya bzhur was the main deity propit iated by tJ1c king Zing po

rje

that the mountain

sTag

skya

deity

bo as the main

local deity. The victol)· over th is king by gNam ri slon btsan is metaphorica l ly expressed through the
images of the two local mountains: Yar Iha Sham po and Thang lha Ya bzhur i n the song of the m inister

1 7 l am aware thut Marcelle Lalou ( 1 %5 : 1 9:;-20:; 1 ha� s stcmaticallv taken the second part of all the names of
y
pnncipalttics as the names of their capt t.1 ls. e.g. rlsang shul as name of the principality and mllto its ca pi tal. She is

certainlv right in most of the cases l lowcvcr. in mv table I have not made this distinction.

l_1 _R Ln 'J..." 'rt.< clum nrn hv Khu ston b�Tson 'gru� g.nmg dnmg. see nrKiws pa 'i dga ' ston. sTod cha, pp. ·1 3 1 -33.

s c;. """""Y

Zhang snang. which was sung at a feast to celebrate the conquest of the kingdom of Zi ng po rje. The
song epitomizes the political and military superiority of the Yarlung kingdom over that of Zi n g po �ie

quote i t here i n pa rt :

The summit of Thang I ha was cut o!T
lt was added to the inferior part of Sham po '
( thong f lhaf ni rise hchnd ching f bcnd-cing]

shm1 po ni mwd du ' b.mnn/ ) 1 9

After the conquest of this northern ki ngdom. gNam ri slon btsan began to annex the province of

Tsang in the west. However. the conquest of Tsang was carried out by the famous minister sPung sad zu

rtse. a m;m of Zhang zhung origi n. The territorial expansion of the Yarlung ki ngdom i n its early stage

therefore took place fi rst from the south towards the north and then towards the west in the reign of
gNam ri slon btsan. The order in which the names of the nine localities and their mountain deities are
given i n the IOL manuscript does not therefore reOect the order of the historical events of the territorial
conquests.
During the reign of the emperor Khri 'Dus srong (b. 676). the conquered territories in Central Tibet
were al ready definitely established as parts of the empire. The minister mGar Khri 'bring was thought to
be disloyal a nd suspected of harbouring the ambition to take over the imperial throne. The emperor
disapproved the conduct of the minister and admoni shed his suspected intentions in a song in which the
mountain deities were taken. this t i me. as witness to the political legiti macy and stability of the imperial
power of the sPu rgyal dynasty:
The ( mounta in) Tseng Ideng bra gu ( of the area of mGar)
or Yar lha Sham po.
Which is big? Which is small?
All the people know i t !
The (ri\'er) sKya elm sngon mo ( o f the area where m Gar resided)
or the (river) Yar chab chu bo.
Which is long? Which is short?
Thang lha Ya bzhur knows i t '
Gling dgu. t h e lake in bsNubs (

=

Y a r 'brog g.yu mtsho).

or Le gong, the lake in Grang po (of the area of mGar).
Which i s big? Which i s sma l l?
The (goddess) Sha med gangs dkar knows it!
The (castle) Khang skya at Phya mda' (of mGar).
or sTag rtse at Phying ba,
Which is high? Which i s low?
Yar l ha Sham po knows i t ! . . .

(lscng ldcng ni hra g u dang/

yar /ha ni sham po gnyisl
gang

ch c ni gang chung bal

'greng hrgya'a ni kun kvang 'tsha/ '
s/..ya chu ni sngnn mn dang1

I C) Haco!

e/ al. 1 94 0 I 08,

1 42.
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yar chah ni cho ho che/

p,ar fgang] ring ni gang Ihung ba1
/hang /ha ni yn hzhur mkhyenl

gnuhs mlslw ni gling (�f!.u'a dnnw
grang po ni m lsh o le gonp,/

gang che ni p,ag {gang/ chung hn:'
sha med ni gangs dkar mkhyeni
pya fphya/ mda'i ni kh ang skya ha/

pying ['phyingj ha'i ni slag rise gnyisl
gang mtho ni p,ag {gang] dma' bal
ynr /ha n i sham po mkhyen/. . . )20
The members of the nine mountain deities had to be changed in the course of time. Some had given
place to new-comers. This change reflects stages of development of the Yarlung kingdom and its ex
pansion. As we have seen. the nine mountains were located in the adjacent conquered territories and
they arc all found in Central Tibet. but some i mportant territories which figure among the twelve princi
palities2 1 are not i ncluded in the nine, for example. Dwags po. The reason for this seems to be that the
Dwags po region in an earlier period was under the Yarlung kingdom, but it revolted. After the conquest
of Tsang. the question a rose as to who should be appointed as the general to lead the army in order to
reconquer Dwags po. In this connection the Chronicle uses a phrase dwags po /ha de dgug pa, ''to sum
mon the deity of Dwags po". which seems to me to indicate the role of the belief in the local deity in the
preparation of the war against Dwags po. J . Bacot has translated the phrase by "en \1le de reduire le

prince du Dwags-po". He has taken the term /ha for a person of royal status as it often occurs in the titles

of the Tibetan kings, 'phrul gvi /ha, for example. Bacot's translation ( 1 940: 106, 1 39) is therefore correct
in the sequence of the historical events, but in my opinion, there is also a ritual dimension in the way i n

which the phrase is used.
Whate,·er the case may be. Dwags po was reconquercd only after the annexation of Tsang in a later
period of the reign of gNam ri slon btsan in the seventh century: but the conquest was not a decisive one,
for when the emperor Srong btsan sgam po (d. 6 4 9) was young. Dwags po amongst others rcvolled once
more (Bacot 1 940 : 1 06. 1 3 9). This seems to me the reason why Dwags lha sgam po was not included
among the nine deities in the IOL manuscript which also refrains from mentioning the mountain deity
of Kong po all hough the manuscript has taken care to give the names of the feudal l ords of both Dwags
po and Kong po. The second retained for a very long time a separate identity within the Tibetan king
dom in the i mperial period. From the Kong po inscription of the ninth century we learn that it was still a
feudatory state with an autonomous status towards the end of the eighth century {Richardson 1 98 5 : 64 ).
However. i n later sources like the /De'u chos 'byung (p. 2 3 0) the obscure rNgegs and '01 territories i n
the original list o f the IOL manuscript arc replaced by the Dwags p o and Kong p o provinces. a modifi
cation suggesting that in a later period the two regions became more i mportant than the other ones.
In certain Buddhist sources even the mountain deity '0 de gung rgyal himself is included as a mem
ber of the nine. as the "father", and the remaining eight being his "sons". 22 rMa chen sPom ra. too. is

20 Ibid pp. 1 1 9, 1 63-M .
2 1 /Dc 'u cho.� 'byung, p. 225� ml\has pa'i cl� ' ston. sTod cha, pp. 1 55-56;
a
. •

1 96-98, 3 1 7-32 8 .

22 bsTan snmg mtshan tho, p. 4 90.

Lalou 1 965; Arianc Macdonald 1 977:
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i ncluded i n certain versions of the list. I would suppose the inclusion of this mountain deity must be very
late and may be from Tsongkhapa's time because this master is said to have propitiated the deity as
natal deity (sl.yc:s /ha)

his

3. The cult of .'ilw-h/a, the gnyan spirits
I n earl�- ritual texts. the soul of the king is cal l ed sku hlo. "soul of the body"- The word sku here i s an

honorific term for the body of the king_ By extension th rough the genealogical system. the nine moun

tain deities - the fi rst Tibewn king's cou s i n s" - arc also considered as sku h/a. ll is no wonder then that
"

these n i n e mounta i n gn 1 m1 spi nts were the object of propitiation as "ancestral deities" by l:1ter Tibetan
kings even when they became Buddhists in the eighth century_ This is perhaps a most appropriate place
to pny homage to A ria ne Macdonald " h0 was the ftrst to make a superb analysis of the notion of sku
in relation to what she called a "royal religion" ( I 1J7 l )

However. the cult of sku hla was by no means a royal prerogative. They were propitinted by the

hla

kin gs

as wel l ns by their feud;�l chiefs residing in different territories under the dominion. Feudal chieftains
propitiated their own local p;�rticular moun t :� i n deities. often taken as their ancestral clan divinities. just
as the kings themselves i n Yarlung propiti;ltcd Yar l lw Sham po, as we have discussed earlier.
The term gm·an at first i mpression does not seem to present any problem concerning its definition.
However. at the conference where this paper was presented. it appeared that there was considerable
confusion concerning the notion of the gnyan. In popular rituals it normally refers to the spirits that
occupy the intermediate space in the vertical axis of the universe: the /ha in the heavens. the gnyan in
the middle and the k/u on the ground - as con\'eyed in such expressions as /ha k/u gnyan gsum. In this
cosmographic structure, the gnyan arc normally understood as being the gzhi h dag as they arc thought to
dwell at high altitudes, such as mountains tops. As we have seen. the gzhi bdag is also called yul /ha.
"deity of the local territory". since his domain is li mited by the boundary of the territory which he over
secs. In this case. gNynn chcn Thang Iha. Yar Iha Sham po and other members of the /ha dg:u. though
they were originally local deities. may no longer be called yul /ha as they arc propitiated not only by the
local people. but also by people in many parts of the count�')'. The expression yul /ha is a lready attested
i n a Dunhuang manuscript where i t occurs in a list of different spirits. 2 3 The expression is often trans
lated by "the god of the count�')'" or "dieu du pays''. However. the term yul in yul /ha has, in my opinion.

the connotation of "local tcrritor)•" in the sense of a defi ned locality24 and not simply "country" as it can
often mean. For example. yul dpon. "local chief'. and yul skad, "local dialect". yul mi, " local people".
The other ambiguous tcrn1 yu/ sa. l i t. "local l and" has the same meaning as _vu/ /ha in Bonpo ritual texts
devoted to the propitiation ofyul /ha_ 2 5 HoweYer. in the Chronicle (Bacot !ll40: J OG, l 3R). the term _vu/
sa which occurs there only once, has the connotation only of its literal meaning. i.e. "local land". It is

2 3 Pelliot tibctain 1 04 7 ( Mactlonald. lmacda 1 9 79 : PI. �4 1 , L 2 2 8).
2 4 S i mi l ar functions arc held by Jag pa me l cn , Dom tshangs and A ma .lo mo

l'ommarct in this volume.
25 gSas mklwr 1111 po

pa11g

nrtlos),

che spyi

sprmg� kvi

cha lal! nrkha ' k long gmng

in Ohutan, sec the article by f.

ha 'i mdos chen (hereaflcr

New TI10hgyal , TI1c Tihclan Honpo Monastic Ccniie, 1 97� ( Karmay 1 977, No. 30), p

nrKha ' klor!f!.

�00. See also

the text l?ang nvid gar· 'dug yul 1/w gzhi hdag gi .�gt11h mclzod lwod pa, In rGyal gslwn hn1 yi ring lug.� gsang

.mgag.� cha Jag nyer nrkho sna tslwg.f g.rrmt:: pod, Ne\\ · n10hgval, The

.174 , �7(),

3 7!\ .
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used to refer to a landed property a lloted to a local chief by the state as his private domain. 2 6 The proc
ess in which the term yul sa, " l ocal land". has come to mean "deity of the local territory" as that of yul
/ha. further proves the fact that the concept of the yul lha type deity was originally connected with the
territorial divisions of the polity of the early clanic society. 2 7

The expression gzhi hdag is more common in wrillen texts and in Amdo than Central Tibet where the
expression yul /ha is more commonly used. The gzhi hdag are not always male as we have seen. There
arc female ones called gzhi hdag mo, for example. the five goddesses of the La phyi region (Tshc ring
mched Inga) in western Tibet. 2 8 The gzhi hdag arc the central part of the cult of height in Tibetan
popular tradition and so are often referred to with various terms implying height (rtse /ha, thog /ha). A
gz.hi h dag therefore. does not dwell below a vil lage or downstream of a valley. On the other hand, no
.

spccilic space is allocated to the sa bdag, "master of the soil". who arc a different category of spirits

from the gzh i hdag The sa hdag arc believed to be cvcrywhcre2 9 and have specific functions in Tibetan

astrology whereas the g::hi hdag do not. However, in certain propitiatory texts 3 0 the gzhi bdag arc also
described as master of a l l sa hdaf! in a given locality. e.g .. rMa chcn sPom ra is the chief of all sa h dag

of the rMa land in Amdo. In this case. the two expressions, i . c. gzhi bdag and sa bdag. refer to the same

category, i.e. yul lha .

The term /ha in the expression .vul /ha does not prc,·cnt a gzhi bdag from being a gnyan. The term
gnyan is variously translated by Tibctologists. This is partly due to the obscure function of the spirit as
well as the a mbiguous use of the term in Tibetan texts themselves. Thus Prof. Snellgrove ( 1 96 7: 2 97)
has tra nslated it by "fury" whereas Prof. Stein ( 1 95 9 : 205. 206) renders it simply by " montagne sacrec".

In dBu nag mi'u 'dra chags (Karmay 1 986 : 9 1-96). the gnyan are presented as one of the six categories

of deities who assisted in creati ng the world and ha\'C a different origin from that of the yul lha, but both
are closely related. In a Dunhuang manuscript the expression gnyan klu occurs in a list of several spirits
as follows: the thab /ha (deity of the hearth). the hur zangs (?), the gnyan klu and the yul /ha. 3 1 It is
clear that this manuscript treats the gnyan k/u and the yul /ha as different kinds of spirits. It seems the
expression gnyan klu is peculiar to this manuscript and refers to the spirits of subterranean world (cf.

Aria ne Macdonald 1 97 1 : 3 00).
I n other sources. the term gnyan itself is used as an adjective i n such expressions as: /ha gnyan,
"awesome /ha" (Karmay 1 98 1 : 2 0 7-209), klu gnyan, "awesome klu". sa gnyan, "awesome locality".

mt.�ho gnyan, "awesome lake". By extension. the tem1 gnyan pa or gnyan po has the same meaning: bka'
f!llyan pa. "feared order". The expression sku bla gnyan po. which occurs in the text of the ninth century
Kong po inscription (Richardson 1 985: 66). has the sense of "awesome" or " revered" sku bla and conse
quently should not be read as a sku b/a who is a gnyan po as has been suggested (Ariane Macdonald

1 97 1 : 2 98: Kirkland 1 98 2 : 1 4- 1 5). On the other hand. the phrase gnyan po gsang ba, which is used in
the mythic account of the descent of the Buddhist scriptures from the heavens in Tibet, poses a gram
matical problcm.3 2 but it certainly expresses a simi lar meaning: "awesome secrecy". The /De u chos
'

26 On the system of lan d tenure. sec Bogolovskij 1 972: 1 8-20.
27 The tcnn ''�th a s l i g h t y di Ocrcnt spelling is used in Zanskar, sec U1e article by L Riaboff in U1is volume.
l
28 r-Nal 'hyor �.:vi dhu11g phyug clre11 po mi la ras pa 'l mam thar, Ziling, mTsho sngon mi rigs dpc skrun khang,
1 98 1 . p. 520: Ncbcsky-Wojkowitz I 975: 1 8 1 et seq.
29 For a list of U1c sa daf!. spints, sec /Ha 'd�t•, p. 7(, ( l llondcau
b
1 0 'J)zam gli11g .�pyi h.WIIf!.. 2 1 7- I <J .

I 97 1 : 1 1 0 ) .

3 1 Pclliot tJhctnin I 047 ( Macdonald, hnacda I <J79: P I . )4 I -4 2 ) C f also Arianc Macdonald 1 97 1 : 300, 3 5 5 .
1 2 mKhus pa 'i dga ' sum. sTod cha, p. 1 69. ll1is should be g11ya11 pn 'i or pryan pa 'i gsa11g ba as the /De 'u chos

'hm11g has prnm pa 'i chos (p. 249 J.
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'h.1·1mg (p. 249) has the fom1 of gnyan pa'i chos rcfcring to cxaclly the sa me th i ng. In the Po ti hse ru the

phrase /h a ri gnyan po . "awesome mountain of the !gnyanJ dei ty" . is used to designate the local moun
tain where the local deity dwells. : n When the army of 'Bri gung who was at war with the Phag mo gru
pa myriarch. set fire to the bSam yas monastery in 1 :' 53. Byang chub rgyal mtshan. the ruler of the Phng
mo gru pa. deplored the action and wilrncd the 'Bri gung mlcr stating that the monastery had a hstrm
srung gnyan pn. " fearful protector" 3 4 In all this. the term gn van po expresses that which provokes a
feeling of reverential fear.
On the other hand. the term gnym1 in the expressions sa hdag klu gnyan or klu gnyan sa hdagl 5
stands for the gnyan and so they must be read as "the sa hdag. the klu ;md the gnyan . " These three d i f·

fcrcnt classes of spirits arc presented as one catcgo�· in the scheme of the eight categories of spirits (!ha
srin sde hrgmd) in Bonpo tradition because all three arc associated with the earth. 36 but they arc no t
included i n the Buddhist versions of the eight categories (Table I V) .

The gnyan arc fun her connected with the class o f spirits known a s m a songs who arc bel ieved to have
"governed" ( dhang hyed pa) Tibet i n pre-historic times. but ve� little is known about them. I n popular
li terature. the ma songs arc so closely connected with the gnyan that the term ma songs has become a
synonym of r:nyan . It also occurs as an epithet of the t:nyan in the form of ma songs gnyan. In cenain
lexicographic works. it is defined by yul sa. i . c g:hi hdag) 7 In a Dunhuang documcnt. 3 8 the deity Ku
byi scr bzhis. who is presented as one of the three probable progenitors of the fi rst Tibetan king. is de
scribed as the " master of all m a sangs" (m a sangs thams cad kyi hdag pn). This deity is often identified
with '0 de gung rgyal (Karmay 1 994a: 4 1 6- 1 7). In popular bel iefs. as mentioned earlier on, when a man
performs heroic deeds. he is often considered to be gnyan hu. a term mostly used in oral tradition. It
corresponds to 1110 sang bu. "son of ma sang". in Bonpo wriucn sources. 3 9 In Buddhist writings the
same type of heroes is styled "emanation of ma-sangs" (ma songs kyi sprul pa ). 4 0 Gesar. the epic hero.
is described as being "a man of ma sangs origin" (Stein 1 956: 1 92. 1 97) since he is believed to be the
son of the gnyan Ger mdzo. a gzhi hdag of Mount Ger mdzo located in the Shar zla region. eastern
Kham. In this connection. the aut11or of the r,g t.�hang makes the i nteresting remark that when a man
has the nine noble qualities he is to be considered as the "emanation of ma songs" (p. 4 1 7) . This is cer
tainly a survival of a ve�· old Tibetan concept as it is found in the Chronicle (Bacot 1 94 0 : 1 1 1 . 1 48)
where it i s stated that the famous minister sPung sad zu tse was a man who possessed the "nine quali
ties" (myi chig la tshogs dgu 'tshogs nal).
The gnyan mountai n spi rits were often considered to be clan deities just as the nine mountain deities
were the deities of the nine different clans. Elsewhere 1 ha ve shown ( 1 993: 1 52-56) that primitive clan
33 Rlangs J..:yi po ti bse 111 rgvas pa (hereafter Po ti hse 111), Gangs can rig mdzod I ,

dmangs dpe skrun khang , 1 986, pp. I 0- 1 1 .

Lhasa,

Bod ljongs

mi

34 Si trt bka ' cl1ems, p . 1 34 .
35
mKJw ' k/ong gsang mdos, p p . 236, 24R.

36 Ibid . , p p . 236-5 3 .
37

Hor hl�W1 hsTan 'dzin blo gros ( 1 889- 1 975), Gangs can hod J..yi hrda .vprod dpag hsam ljon pa 'i

(Delhi 1 960 ), f. 9 1 : ma sa11g bu
38
3Y

Pel liot tihetain

Vol . fi,

PI. 3 1 2 ). Kannav 1 994a: 4 1 0.

bzang po, Zhang zlnmg Sll\'a/1 l'f0'11d kyi

o( 13onpo 111�pm11w-yoga,

Sata-Pi!aka Series,

For other references see note 37.
40

sTag tshang dl'al 'hyor

SII.VC' ma,

yu/ sa mw rigs, 'deity of the loca l territory (of) the kind of rMa ( chen sPom-ra)'.

1 038 (Macdona1d, lmaeda 1 979:

sPa hsTan rgyal

Si khron mi rigs

=

Vol. 73 ,

�

h /a ma rgvud a'i mam thar (Jlistory and Doctrine

New Delhi 1 968. Text Ka, pp. 32, 46. Kannay 1 977: No. 50)

h7.ang po, 1Gya bad yig t.�hang mklws pa d[!a ' hyed

dpe skmn khang, 1 98 5 , pp. 4 07, 4 1 (>- 1 7.

(hereafter

fig tshang).
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deities were in the form of animals as is indicated by the Tibetan r/ung rta image which is an important
clement in the purification ritual celebrated in order to purify thc gnyan spirits. The ambivalent meaning

of the term gnyan which means wild sheep and goats4 1 as well as mountain spirits is significant in this
regard. I ndeed. a number of mountain deities have an animal origin in the

nt }

1hs of their appearance. Gc

khod. the mountain deity of Ti se in the Bonpo tradition, is said to have come to earth in the form of a
wild white yak which then dissolved itself into the mountain. 42 gNyan chcn Thang lha, too, is described
as a huge and fearsome eagle which came down from heaven in search of a mountain as its dwelling
placc. 43 The legendary master Padmasambhava is said to have encountered the deity in the form of a
gigantic threatening snakc. 44 However, the Fifth Dalai Lama saw the mountain deity in his vision as a
smiling man mounted on a white horse. The deity welcomed him on his return from China i n } (,53
when he saw the snow peaks of the gNyan chcn Thang I ha mountain ranges from a distance on his route
(Karmay 1 9R8: 36-3 7 ) . Yar lha Sham po in the form of a great white yak as big as a mountain tried to
block the way of the I ndian mastcr. 4 5 The deity is also said to have appeared as a handsome man in the
dream of a Tibetan queen. but when she woke up. she found that a white yak was lying near her. Later
she gave binh to a princc: +6 This story echoes the idea of gnyan bu. the son of gnyan mentioned earlier.
All hough the gnyan and the g=hi bdag are presented as having different origins in mythic narrations, in
popular beliefs the gnJ ·an neve rtheless have come to have the same identity as that of the g=hi bdag. and
both have the same function in overseeing the territory of a gi,·en locality.
The two mountain deities gNyan chen Thang l ha and Yar l ha Sham po are better known than other
members of the nine due to their incorporation into the Buddhist and Bonpo pantheon as gter bdag.
Another indication of Buddhist conversion of the native spirits is t11at they arc given either a totally new
name or retain the old one, both preceded by the tem1 rdo rje (vajra). These Buddhist names arc known
as gsang mtshan, " secret name", 4 7 and arc a part of the ritual subjugation of the native spirits in which a
Buddhist master makes the native spirit take an oath by displa)ing a vaJra in order to make them protect
Buddhist i nterests; and these spirits are then raised to the status of chos sl..yong (dharmapala) and may
even be admitted into a ma!J(/ala. Another form of Buddhist conversion is the ordination of the native
spirits just as an ordinal!· native man is converted and given a new name. Titey may have either the old
name or a new one preceded by the term dge bsnyen (upasaka) or simply be indianized by being classi
fied as gnod sbyin (yak�a). 48 These Buddhist "titles" are not generic names, so to speak. since they do
not indicate the real character of the spirits. This explains why so many native deities bear "foreign"
names. Theoretically speaking. once raised to the status of chos skyong, the spirits in question should no
longer be included i n the category of the gzhi bdag. The subjugation of the spiritual i nhabitants of the
count'!' is an C"-tremely important part of the process in the Buddhist conversion of the people who be
lieved in their existence. It was mainly for the need to create a sacred environment in accordance with
Buddhist ideals of the universe (Mcyer 1 987: 1 09; Maedonald 1 990).
4 1 Ariane Macdonald 1 97 1 : 3 5 5-56.
4 2 Ti .�e dknr chag, IT. 29a3-30a7.
4 3 dBal phur rrag po'i snmg ma gter hdag drog gi bskul ba. in Phur pa sgrob skor. Delhi 1 972.(Kannay 1 977,

No. 34 . 27): 4 3 1 --4 0 .
44 /Ha 'dre, p 4 7 (Uiondeau 1 97 1 : 8 1 ) .
4 5 /Ha 'dre, p . 3 8 (Biondeau 1 97 1 : 74 ).
4 6 mKha.f pa'i dga ' s/(m, sTod cha, p. 1 62 . Shar nlza bKra shis rgyal mtshan ( 1 !159- 1 93 ), Legs b shad
4
che'i gter mdzod, Bci.iing. Mi rigs dpe skrun khang, 1 985, p . 1 92 ( Kannay 1 972 : 69).
4 7 /Ha 'dre, p. 39 (Biondeau 1 97 1 : 7 5 ) .
4 11 c r. Nehesky-Wo,ikoVI�tz 1 975 : 203. 222.
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The names of g:hi hdag often contain the terms htsan, rgyal pn or some other members of the eig
ht
categories of spirits (Table IV) This is simply a matter of local style and also due to factors of gco.

graphical formation of the locality where the gzhi bdag dwells. There is also the question of loc al myths
or legends which often attribute to the gzhi hdag the appearance of a hdud or even a klu. For exn m ple.
if

a locality is formed with red rocks the name of i ts gzhi hdag might contain the term "btsan" because the
htsan dwells in red rocks: but this does not mean that this particular local deity belongs to the class of
the htsan . L i kewise . the names of local deities often contain the word rgval po ("king"). but this does not

mean that the deity belongs to the class of the rgval po of the eight categories. Elsewhere I noted th a t in

th e prc-tenth century period this word did not have the connotation of any kind of spirits ( 1 99 1 : 36162). but later it came to be associated with a particular type of spirits mostly connected with Pehm who
is considered as the chief of the rgyal po class in the scheme of the eight spirit categories.

Conclusion

In present-day mountain propitiation the most favoured deity is naturally the local sku-bla, but for

such occasions many types of texts exist called h.mng yig or hrgvags hrngan. mostly Buddhist adapta·

lions of the early rituals. In these manuals not only the mountain deities of Tibet and those of its neigh·

bouring countries but :1lso a great variety of Buddhist gods of Indian origin and the dhann:lpii la types of
religious protectors arc invoked.

As is clear. the concept of mountain deities overseeing local territories and that of the parental rcla·

lion between themselves as well as the idea of their being "ancestors" of the local people not only belong
to the oral and popular tradition but also have their roots in the written tradition. As time passed. with

the influence of Buddhism the early character of a warlike ritual of the mountain cult associated with the

political central ization of territories has been transformed into an ordinary Jamaistic offering where the
only reason for the existence of the mountain deities is to protect the i nterests of the people as benefac·
tors (van hdag) of the Buddhist clergy (mchod gnas).

The mountain cult. however. is still prevalent i n various parts of the country. but more perceptible in

i ts early form in the peripheral regions of the country where its celebration - unlike the ordinaiJ harm·

less. colourfu l and more entertai ning lamaistic ritunls - not only symbolises the Tibetan cultural identi�'

in its secular form. but also has the effect of re-animating the national consciousness against the sinifi·

cation policies of China, the formidable occupying power. The same instrument that was used to bind
Tibet i nto unity long ago seems to have come back to play a role i n affirming its identity.

Table I

A genealogical
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Table 1 1
The N i n e deities (/Ha dgu)
DD

DD

HG

HG

Region

Deity

Region

Deity

rTsang shul

r Tsa ng

I ha

Pu

gNubs shul

Ngas

6

sKyi

mChims

po

gsum

I ha

9

Pya

mangs

Yar lha Sham po
dBye

bla

gangs

HG
Dch

rmang
Yar lha Sham po

ma

}111

dByi

'01 pu dag dang

'0(1)

'01

'01

!ha

)111

'ol

mkhar

Yar lha Sham po

sPyi dBye

sangs

gling brang

Sh a

l ha

Bya Gro lha Gang bu

Yar )111 so ka

drug

l (h)a

lha

sngon

s Py i dByi

bzan
DD

sKyi

Kong

shut

Ya

Than tsho

sKyi ro ljang

rNgegs I ha Pya Kong
)111
rmang
gling grags

rNgegs

lha

sTod lha Ze ze

Yar khyim sags
yul

Ya Thang

sTod lung rat

sngon

mo

I ha

Thang

Klum lha Thugs

ljang sKyi

drug

8

Ya Thang ro rat

bzhur

ro

Bu

rTsang lha Bye'u

bzhur

khra

dBye

rTen

gsum

yar
7

lha

bzhur
po

gsum
5

I ha

Thang

I ha

dar

drug

drung

mThon drug

Phu rTsang

dar

I ha Nub }111 gli ng Nub

gNubs

3

Dei ty

Kha rag rtsang rTsang lha
stod

dar
2

DCh

lha

sPyi

dkar
I ha Kong lha Do yag

mThong drug
lha

rGyal

bzang

Dwags lha sGa m
po

Dunhuang Document (Thomas I 957: 74-76).

/Ha rgod gnyan gyi byung rahs, for references sec note 4 3 .
/Dc 'u chos 'byung by mKhas pa IDc'u. For references see note 6.

Table Ill
Region

Clan

Fort

Mountain deity

gTsang stod

'Bro, Cog ro

Gram pa, lHa rtsc

gTsang lha bu dar

2

Ru mtshams

Byang, sNang

'Brang mkhar, Bye btsan

Kha rag khyung btsun

3

'Phan }11 1

sGro, rMa

Zwa, Dam

Thang lha Yar bzhur

4

Yar lung

mChims, gNyags

sNar mo yar rtsc, Mar rtse

Yar lha Sham po

5

gTam shut

sNye ba, Shud bu

Bya tshang, Gung snang

gTam lha spun dgu

!.n rgvus

chen mo by Khu ston brTson 'grus g.yung drung. for references sec note 1 8.

TI1e Tibetan cull or rnounatin deitie�

Table I V
The eight categories of spirits (!ha srin sde hrgvad)
KS

TS

l-ID

HD

TS

I ha

I ha

'gong po

' gong po

lha (dcYa)

2

bdud

bdud

bdud

thc'u brang

mi 'am ci (kinnara)

3

dmu

dmu

dmu

ma yam

lha ma yin (asura)

4

btsan

btsan

dgra lha

btsan

dri za (gandharva)
gnod sbyin (yak�a)

5

rgyal po

rgyal po

gnod sbyin

yul lha

6

gshin rjc

gza '

gshin rjc

sman

nam mkha' lding (garu9a)

7

sa bdag. klu. gnyan

ma mo

ma mo

klu

klu (naga)

8

srin po

srin po

srog bdag

KS
TS

HD

sa

bdag

lto 'phye (urogali)

mKha ' klong gsang mdos (pp. 2 3 7-5 1 ). For other references sec note 25.
bsTan srung m tshan tho (p. �85). For other references see note 1 4 .

/Ha 'dre (pp. 75-76). For references sec note ! . /Ha 'dre also gives another unusual list of the

eight which I have not quoted here.
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O N E DAY THE l\10UNTA INS W I L L G O A WA \' ...
P rel i m i nary remarks on the flying m o u n ta i n s o f Tibet

by

Katia Buffetrille, Kathmandu I

My research on pilgrimages to sacred mountains hns brought to my attention a phenomenon in which
nobody seems to have been interested until now: flying mountains. According to the Tibetan tradition
some mountains came flying or were brought (depending on the version) from another country. i n gen
eral from India. at a time when some scourge was ravaging Tibet: but their presence. as we shall sec. is
not at all permanent, and they can fly away again from the country. which explains why it is necessal")·
to fix them to the ground by one means or another. These mountains arc able to move, which seems at
once surprising. given that mountains represent. generally speaking. stability and i mmutabil ity. A song
ascribed to the Sixth Dalai !ann bears witness to this:
Meru. the King of Mountains in the centre of the universe
Remain firm and unswerving!
It is unthinkable that the sun and the moon
Would deviate in their courses around it.2
Meanwhile the studies made by R A. Stein have shown that Sumeru, the central mountain of the
world, assumed two contradictory features: "d'une part. i l est immuable et ferme. inebranlable commc le

vajra, et ccpendant unc roue de vajra forme son sommet. Et de !'autre, le motif meme de l a roue, !'axe

droit et le theme mythique du barattemcnt suggerent un mouvement tournant. " (Stein 1 9 8 7 : 23 7).

This article is a preliminary study in which the Tibetan materials will be presented, as well as some

paral lels on the m�th of flying mountains outside of Tibet. To draw a parallel with some non-Buddhist
notions seems also possible. Further research is necessary. and I hope that this article will lead other
researchers to become interested in this phenomenon which. beyond its aspect as an amusing curiosity of
folklore, gives rise to numerous questions.

1 I would like to thank all those whose advice, suggesti on s and corrections have helped me greatly: A M . Blon

ueau. A. Chayet, A.W. Macdonal d , F. Pommaret, F. Meyer and P. Sagant. I also thank Prof. Steinkellner and all the
participants

in

the Franco-Austrian workshop on "The Sacred Mowltains Cult in the Tibetan and Tibeto-Burmese

Area " ( Paris 29th and 30th of September 1 994) for
assisted me with U1e Engl i sh trans l ation .

their interest and comments.

I am very

grateful

to P. Pierce who

2 For an excellent st udy of Ute songs of the Sixth Dalai Lama, see S$ilrensen: 1 990. Titis song is the 4 3rd (op.

cit. : 2 1 2 ) .
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Flying mountains3
D u n ng my research I have found up to now only four examples of flying mountains i n Tibet.
1-

rTsih ri

One of these mountains. rTsib ri. is situated in southern Tibet. west of Shcl dkar. The oral tradition

says t hat prcYiously there was a lake whose waters emitted harmful vapours which k i l l ed a host of men
and animals. At that time the mountain was not called rTsib ri "the mountain [ i n the form] of ribs"
(rtsib : ribs) but Shi ri "the mountain of the dcad " . -1 (According to the scholars. rTsib ri/Shi ri could be a

diston.ion of the Sanskrit word .v·i: "glorious "). A ware of this scourge, the eighty-four Perfectly Ac

compli shed Beings (Skt. nwhiis1ddha: Tib. grub thob) decided to take the mountain on which they

dwelled in Bodhgaya and use it to cover the lake. (According to another version the mountain flew away
on it.s own accord, with the mahiisiddha on it). Part of the mountain is said to have remai ned in
Bodhgaya. Masters (Skt. ;Jciil:va; Tib. slob dpon) from India wanted to bring back the mountain to its
original counu-y. but the mahiisiddha were opposed to this. To prevent it from flying back again. they
fixed it to the ground by several de\'iccs: four nails (which were in fact sma l l mountains), fou r rivers and
fou r cemeteries placed in the four cardinal directions.

\\'c can fi nd part of this story in a written source. in an anonymous pilgrimage guide to Muktinath. a

famous sacred place in the west of Nepal. translated by D . Sncl lgrove ( 1 979). Having paid standard
homage to the masters. tutela�· divinities and fiiik i ni. the author mentions that this sacred place was first
consecrated by Padmasambhava and then by the eighty-four mahasiddha, who came to Nepal after they
went to rTsib ri and Kailash. Thus it is stated in this book (op. cif. : 1 0 7 ) : "With the idea of bcnefitting
l iYing beings they (the Eighty-four G reat Magicians) carried a jagged stone from India o n the tips of
their fingers and brought it to Tibet where they placed it so as to block the mouth of a seething poison
ous poo l . " This "jagged stone" is in fact a mountain about

5000 meters in height with sides of schist and

vei: jagged l imestone crests, which explains its name. though on the whole these features rather resem
ble l arge organ pipes. Its southern and northern faces arc \'e�· wide. endi ng in sharp ridges to the east
and west. To perform the circumambulation requires between four and six days, at an average elevation
of 4 500 meters.
2- mTsho

sn�·ing Ma

ha de

\'a

:!\orth-castcrn Tibet is home to another flying mountain. In the Tibetan region of A mdo. of which the
major part is situated in the Chi nese province of Qinghai, are spread the blue waters of Koko Nor Lake
(Tib. mTsho sngon po. "Blue Lake") . In the western part of the lake is a small island, designated as a
mountain. called mTsho snying Ma ha de va. "Ma ha de

va.

the Heart of the Lake" ; on it a small temple

and some h e rmitages have been built. The oral tradition provides several versions of the origin of the
island. each with some common elements. Under a stone there flowed a spring, which remained subdued
as long as no one forgot to cover it again after taking water. But one day somebody (the protagonists
\'ai:· according to the versions) forgot to put back the stone after he fi l led up his vessel . The water started

::; I

take the terminology employed hy Grapard ( I �!12) concerning a similar phenomenon in Japan, which wil l be

addressed below.

4 lt is necessary to indicate the contradiction of the Laic which lies in g1ving the name of Sh..i ri "Mou n l.ain of U1e

dead" to a mow1tain which, in fact, does not exist. All informants confim1, that then was, at the beginning, nothing
hut a poisoned lake.
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to flow out with such strength that it drowned ten thousand people. This is why the lake bears in Tibetan
the mtmc of Khri shor rgyal mo. "The Queen (Who] Flooded Ten Thousand". At that time a bird ap
peared with a huge rock. the top of Ma ha de va mountain from India. in its claws. and with it blocked
the hole. The bird was Padmasa mbhava . (In another version. the mountain came with the Indian saint
riding on it !Stoddard

1 985: 1 46 ]).

The water slopped flowing but the plain remained covered with what

i s now the Blue Lake. The rod.-y island called "Ma hii de va, Heart of the Lake" where the mona stery
.
now stands. is the huge rock the bird used to block the orifice.

5

The wrillen tradition does not pinpoint the Indian origin of this mountain island if we except the
ironic account given by dGe 'dun cl10s 'phel (Stoddard
po

( 1 704- 1 787)

1 985: 1 46).

The fa mous scholar Sum pa mkhan

mentions in his account of Koko Nor the coming of Padmasambhava and the latter's

covering the spring with the small mountain called mTsho snying Ma hii de va. He considers the extent
to which this story is justified

( 1 960: 428-429).

explaining the importance of not taking such stories

literally without examining their sources and their logic. Zhabs dkar

( 1 78 1 - 1 85 1 ) .

the famous Tibetan

yogi. spent severa l years in retreat on ti1e island bul. in his autobiography. he does not show any interest
in its origin (Zhabs dkar

1 985: 1 75-307.

Ricard

1 994: 95- 1 54).

The legend of the coming of rTsib ri to the gTsang region and that of mTsho snying Ma hii de va to A
�ndo share several common features. perhaps because good st ories travel long distances (Ramble: in
press). Boti1 mountains came flying from India or were brought by holy men; both covered a body of
water which was dangerous for men.
3- Kailasb
According to a legend recorded by N. Dakpa

( 1 987: 275).

even the famous Kailash (fi se.

67 1 4

me

ters). a mountain located in the western pan of Tibet. should be considered a flying mountain. It came
from another country (N. Dakpa does not say which one) with the aim of ensuring the welfare of the
Tibetans. but one day. when Tibet enters an age of moral and religious degeneration, it will go back to
its original country. To prevent such a possibility fou r prayer banners were set up in the four directions
and connected by an iron chain to the side of the mountain. Another version, repeated by Swami
Pranavananda ( I

9s 3 : 8) and originating. according to him.

from a dkar chag6 of Ti se. says that four

footprints of the Buddha placed i n the four directions prevent the di,·inities of the place from taking it
away into the sky and that four chains prevent ilie denizens of the lower regions from carrying it away to
the underworld. Like rTsib ri. Kailash would appear to be a flying mountain which threatens to go away
again. or may be taken away, and thus tile necessity of fixing it in place.

5 For the di!Tcrent le
gends concernin g mTsho snying Ma ha de va, see Buffelrille

I (in press).

6 I have not found the tcxi Swami Pranavananda refers to. Two Bon po pilgrimage guides of Kai l a sh are called

dkar clwg: 'Dzanr gling gangs Ti se dkar chug tshangs dbyangs .vid 'phrog 'dod, authored by dKar ru Grub dbang

bsTan 'dzin rin chen ( 1 80 1- 'l) (Prats-Norbu: 1 989) does not contain this story. C. Ramble poinl� out that the same is
true of the Uans.:s ri nrtslw gvi (d)kar chag(s) of Ye shes rgyal mtshan, which he dates to approximately the lhir
teentil century. 1l1e Budd h i s t pilgrimage guide Gangs n· chen po ti se dang nrtsho clren ma dros pa bcas l..;.•i sngon
h1"11g J!i In rgv11s nrdor bsdus s11 bry"od pa'i rab byed sire/ dkar me long ( short tit l e : Gangs ,,- ·; gnas bshad sire/ dkar

"'" long ) of dKon mchog bsTan 'dzin does not relate tile story either. Nevertheless, Chos dbyings rdo Ij e com posed

a pilgrimage g uide (a translation of wh ich I have done) for the horse year, in 1 990. based on several \\ntlen sources

and on oral traditions. He mentions (p. 60) a clkar clrag called Gans.:s ri dkar chag dngul dkar me long, without any

au th or' s name. wh i ch

I do nol have access to.
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l(ailash. rTsib ri and mTsho snying Ma hii de va arc three mountains that have come from another
country·. and there is a fourth one whose foreign origin is not mentioned, but which is apparently in
danger of flying away since various measures were taken to prevent this.

�A
A

m�·cs rMa chcn
mycs rMa chen Mount;�in (6282 meters). located in A mdo. rises in the bend of the upper Yellow

Rin::r. IL is the sacred mountain of several nomad populations. among them the m Go log. whose warlike
chara>.:tcr has been confirmed by Tibetan and Western t ravellers alike. A great pilgrimage occurs every
twch·e years. during the horse year. Prohibited after the Chinese occupation i n the fifties. i t started again

in 1 9 90. The pilgrimage route. about 1 80 kilometers long. is marked by various "power places" . To the

south-west. behind n pass (the name of which was unknown to pilgrim i nformants) and close to the path.

rise numerous dlines. This place is called. according to several pilgrims, Bye ma 'bru rdal. "Sands
! which arc] Scallered Barley". One of my i nformants. a mGo log monk, told me that when the Chinese
arrin�d in Tibet. A myes rMn chcn wanted to leave for I ndia. In order to keep the mountain in place, al l

the gods alTered it a threc-dimcnsional llta!J(/a/a, 7 the dunes representing the grains that were placed on
s
it.
9
The known pilgrimage guides to A myes rMa chcn do not mention the possible departure of the

mountain.
\\'hcthcr they fly. arc brought. arrive to cm·er a spring or a dangerous l ake or go away during a time
of degeneration. some mountains nrc obviously :�ble to move about . Their coming suppresses the existing
disorder a nd their presence maintains the order. But one day they may leave the country. This notion of
unsteadi ness in what is considered i mmutable exists already i n a Tun-huang manuscript about divina

tion. in which one can read: "Comme le Clou d'Or ! O y est enfonce, . . . les confins de la terre ne peuvent
s'em·oler. " (Thomas 1 957. cited by Stein 1 98 5 : 1 0 3 ) _ 1 1
All the i nformants agree that there is no particular expression i n the Tibetan l anguage to designate

flying mountains. One must question. therefore. whether this tradition is a purely Tibetan one or arises
from foreign i nfluence. be it Chinese. Indian. or some other. For the present I shall merely present some
similar examples I have found, without looking for possible filiations. Though direct i nfluences could
not be attested, the most striking parallel with the facts as they pertain to Tibet comes from Japa n .
7 For more infom1ation on the mal}!flla oOcring, see Patrul Rinpochc 1 987: 293-305.
8 On the A mycs rMa chcn pilgrimage, sec BufTetrillc 2 (in press).

9 fuf

rma

c/r£'1l ga11gs ri'i g11as J..yi rten bs/rad gdrlf hya 'i 'gro bfo'i dad hrgva 'i padmo 'byed pa 'i nyin /Jyed

snang, "Explanation of the supports of ti1e holY site, ti1c snowy mountain of tile

great land of rMa, [an explanation]
l iving beings who arc to be converted"
composed by Kun dga' mkhas dbang dpul bzang-po (BufTetri lle 2: in press) and a Bon po pi l grim age guide that

called Sun which opens the hundred-petalled lotus of devotion amongst

Tashi Tscring, of ti1c Library of Tibetan Works and Archives in Dharamsala gave me beari ng the title

spom

ra 'i dkar

rMa

rgval

clrag nrdor bsdus, "A short guide to rMa rgyal spom ra", ascribed to Vairocana (eighth century)

(Bufl'etri lle 1 994 ).
1 0 Stein
( 1 98 5 : 1 0 3 , n. 4 3 ) mentions that "Le Clou d'Or est l'Etoile polaire chez lcs populations de languc turco
mongole.'' In later texts, mountains arc qualilicd us "pilicrs du ciel, clous de lixation de la terre" (Stein 1 98 1 : 1 77).

We must remember that rTsih ri was lixed to the ground

11

Thomas, F.W. ( 1 957), A11cicmt folk-literarurcfrom

wi th

four nails (Tib. gzer), ti1ese arc four small mountains.
norllr-eastem Tiber Berl in. p. 1 27 § 2 6 . Stein ( 1 987: 1 90)

translates s ligh tl y difTercntly: "Commc un clou d'or v est plant!': et comme cllc est omce de cui vre, la terre - avcc ses
confms - ne pcut s'cnvoler."
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I n a n article describing the different stages of the process of sacralisation of space i n Japan, Grapard
( 1 982) shows that several mountains that came flying to that country from India or China assume a
prom inent status. The written tradition, says the author, explains that the Buddha and Bodhisattvas,
"having come to Japan. remain there in the form of Shinto divinities. and that this was possible only
because they had brought with them their residences. the mountains"

(op. cit. : 2 1 8) .

The legends o n the origin of some mountains show that they came flying from India. sometimes
straight. and sometimes after stopping over in China. Their landing could not have gone u nnoticed.
Mount Omine is identified as the south-western part of Diamond Cavern, located in the south-cast of the
Buddha's country of binh (in other words, Vulture's Peak, near R.ajagrha). It landed on its actual site " i n
the middle o f t h e night o f the nineteenth day. eighth moon of the

year (538, time o f t h e introduction of

Buddhism to Japan)". and at that time "repeated peals of thunder and tremendous noises fi l led the air,
and the earth shook as if moved by

a great earthquake." (Grapard 1 98 2 : 2 1 8 ) . In all the examples given

by Grapard and also by Duqucnne1 2 (in press). there is an identification of the flying mounta i n with a
famous Buddhist place located in I ndia. We witness not only the transfer of a name or an account of an
I ndian sacred place onto a Japanese site (as happened mutatis mutandis in the case of the

st iipa of Bod

nath in Nepal : Blondeau 1 982, 1 994 ) but also the physical transfer of a mountain, which leads, says

Grapard ( 1 982), to a manipulation of space which is " the phenomenon of crediting to some sacred

spaces in Japan a foreign origin in order to explain the places as residences of the original nature of the
divinities and to increase their prestige."

(op. cit. : 2 1 8) .

The Japanese flying mountains. l i k e some Tibetan ones, come from India, preferably from a famous
place of the Buddhist tradition. This paral lels the account of rTsib ri.

Given that the Japanese mountains

stop over i n China (from where Buddhism came to Japan). one might think that the same phenomenon
would occur there also.

Up to now. howc\'er. I am aware of only one flying mountain i n China. Fei Lai Feng. "The Peak
Which Came Flying" is located on the north-western shore of "The Lake of the West", in Ha ngzhou
(Zhcjiang province). in front of Lingyin monastery. This cliff bears also the name of "The Peak of the
Magic Vultures". It is said that at the beginning of the Xianhe era (around 3 2 6 ) a distinguished Indian

monk called Hui l i 1 3 said on arriving i n this place: "It is a small top of the Mount of the Magic Vultures

of India. I do not know in which year it arrived here flying." 1 4 This cliff is carved with \'arious Buddhist
di vinities from the

Five Dynasties (907-960). Song (960- 1 277) and Yuan ( 1 2 7 7- 1 367) eras. 1 5

Is there only one case of a flying mountain in China. or must the scarcity of i nformation be expla i ned
by the fact that Si nologists have not sho"n any interest in the subject? It is too early to a nswer that
question.
On the other hand. China has a tradition of floating mountains

(jeou),

mountains, that is, which can

move. A fa mous mountain in the region of Canton, studied by M. Soymic ( 1 9 5 6), is one example. What
is a floating mountain? When mountains rise near a stretch of water. says Soymie, one has the feeling
that they float; some of them have the shape of a boat sailing on the waves. and still others are like in-

12 I would l ike to thank

R.

Duquenne, who let me read his pre-publ ication manuscrip t.

! 3 Un identilied.
1 4 Tian Ruocheng ( 1 '.151\), XiJw you/an zhi (/\'ores

Zhonghua Shuju, 1 2 5 - 1 2(• .

de

me.� vaj!abomlages

1 5 1 am very gratdul to C. Des peux, who provided me th i s

ur1

Lac de I 'Uui!sl).

infonnatio n and d i d tlie translatio n.

Shanghai, pul:l.
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submersible reefs. The same expression is used for "to float on the waters" and "to float i n the sJ...·y " _ l 6 A
floating mountain can also be a mountain so high th<ll one has the feeling that it floats i n the sJ...-y. One
aspect of floating mountains. explains Soymie. is that they serve to support the sJ...-y . be i t that the wate rs

rai se them to the sky. or that the latler arc victorious oyer the waters. restrai n ing and preventin g them
from reaching the sky (Soymic I 956

:

GO). It is obvious that the weather in China. occasioning frequent

floods and droughts. played an imp011ant role in forming the idea of floating mountains.

Lo Feou Chan was fonned from Mount Feou. which originated on one of the islands of the I mmortals
of the Eastern Sea (this a mark of prestige). and from Mount Lo. When the floods were raging every
where. the former floated on the sea and joined the latter. a union which resulted in stabilising the
flo:ning moumai n. This legend of the coming together of two mountains. slates Soymie ( I 956: 74). is
perceived as a Yictory- over the waters, which recalls the subjugation of the autochthonous forces at the
time of the coming of the Tibetan flying mountains. The aim of this union was to fix in place the count ry
of Nan-Hai.

W e know that i n m�1hical times a great deluge threatened to engulf the sky and the earth. but that

Yu

the Great restored order. One of the means of vanquishing the waters was to let them run off to the sea :

another was to place certa i n mounLains so ;� s to press hard upon the earth. These arc the Venerable

Mountai ns: fi,·e cardinal ones and four stabil ising ones. Depending on the texts, Lo Feou Chan is per
ceived either as a local stabi lising mountn i n or the mountain one turns to sacrifice (wang) to the moun

tains and the ri, ·ers (Soymic 1 95 6 : 75).

A deeper study is necessary i f w e want to compare t h e floating mountains of China w i t h the flying
mounta i ns of Tibet. To be sure. they present some simi lar features, such as supporting the sky. maintain
ing the earth and subduing the autochthonous forces, but it seems that. once fixed, the floating moun
tains of China ne\·er return to their place of origin
The Tibetan flying mounta i ns arc said to come from India. A Vedic m�th mentions mountains which
could fly. but in a ,·cry different context.
The earliest account, as far as I know. is in the Maitriiya!Ji Saiilhitii. one of the Vedic texts, in which
it is \\Titten that " l ndra is said to have cut ofT the wings of the mountains. which originally alighted
wherever they pleased and thus m<tde the earth unsteady. The wings became the thunder clouds."

(Macdoncll 1 89 7 : 62). According to a pandi t I met in Nepal. lndra bears the epithet of parvata

paJ..·,r;a.<iatana. " the one who cuts the wings of the mountains". There arc several related references in the

works of Kalidasa (fourth century A.D). In the J:umiirasambhava (twentieth canto) (Devadhar 1 8941 986). a poem on the "birth of the war-god" . one can read : " I n due time, Mena (the w i fe of H i malaya)
gave birth to a son, Mainaka. who was to be the husband of the Nii.ga damsels and who had formed

friendship with the ocean. and even when Vrta 's foe (who is I ndra) was furious. he did not know the
anguish caused by the thunderbolt of l ndra, as he clipped the wings of the mountains". Also i n the

Raghumii1.ia (Renou 1 928). an epic poem composed of nineteen songs which describes the valorous
deeds of the solar race, the Iksvi.iku. whose power Raghu i naugurated and among whom Rii.ma was the
most famous representative. Raghu challenges I ndra and "le dieu dcposa son arme. sa rage s'exaspcra
pour la mort de son valeureux adversairc. il saisit unc Ocche habituee a trancher les a i l es des montagnes.

Un eclat tremblant l'encerclait . " Also in the thirteenth canto (op. cit. ). it is said : "C'cst a lui ()'ocean)

qu'oll! recours les montagncs par centaines - le dieu briseur de cimes a fendu leurs ailes et mate leur

I C· In Japan , Mount
Kimpuscn, site of the comin g of Muitrcya, "cumc Dying to .lupan� it approat:hcd a� ((floating

owr thc ocean " ( my italics) ((}rapurd 1 91:l2: 2 l l:l).
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orgueil - car i l est secourable; ainsi, lcs rois harcclcs par l'adversairc ont recours

a

un mcdiateur qui

prcvaut par la justice . "

There i s also o n e mention in the I "ikramon•a!ifva, the drama o f Kal i dasa which tells the story o f the

love between the nymph Urvasl

and

the mortal king Puriiravas. The latter arrives in front of his cham

berla i n surrounded by women attendants carryi ng torches. and the chamberlain says:
Ah ! Le roi vient par ici!
Cernc des torches qu'ont a u poi ng
Les jeunes femmes de sa suite .

11 resplendit autant qu'un mom
qui serail douc de mouvement
g ra c e a ses a iles conservces

et dont les Oancs seraient fleuris

de karnika dances (Bansat-Boudon: manuscript ) _ l 7
l ndra being of royal status. was it not his

duty, as

the maintainer of

dham1a.

to cut the wings of the

mountains?
It seems difficult to establ ish a

di rect

borrowing of this Indian m�th. Nevertheless. the underlying

idea is surely the same. namely to fix in place the moumains and thereby to make the earth stable. We

find in this some ancient Tibetan notions. Though the sources arc scarce, elusive and not contempora11·

with the period in question. and though it is not easy to separate indigenous elements from Buddhist and

possibly also Chinese ones (Stein I 9!>5). a study of works by A Macdonald ( 1 97 1 ) and R.A. Stein

( 1 985) based on some Tun-huang manuscripts prompts one to draw some parallels between the phe

nomenon of flying mountains and ancient beli efs.

The first Tibetan kings
We know from the m�ths of origin relating to the first Tibetan k i n gs that the l atter descended from
the heavens on the top of a mountain and that until Gri gum, the se\·enth of the legendary kings, they
went up again into the sJ..·y. when their time came. having first dissoh·ed themselves into a sky-cord or
rainbow cord. It is only with Gri gum's death that the kings started to leave their mortal remains on
earth and that the first tomb was built. Later on, each ruler reenacted the descent to earth of the first
m)1hical king. thus legitimising his power.
The mountains ensure the stability which guarantees the order of the world. and the kings project this
orcer onto human society. Thanks to t11em "le ciel est tcndu au-dcssus de l a terre, tout e n haut, sans
s'ccrouler et la terre en bas ne s'effondre pas. . . Elles la maintiennent en place et l 'empechent de basculer,
de la mcme fa�on que l'empcnnage assure

a

la fleche son cquilibre et J'empeche d'osciller." (Macdonald

1 97 1 : 352. "Chronique"). The king i s assimilated with the mountain through his sku bla, that is the

mountain divinity and the support of his vital principle
health of the king. all depend on the well-being of the

(srog

or h/aj. Prosperity. stable authority and the

sku hla, towards which end c,·eryonc strives, and

once it is met. men not only know abundance and the absence of disease but also obtain "la bonne for
tune des dieux"

(op. cit. : 295. PT I 0-P). If the sku hla arc not kept happy by the appropriate rituals t h e

1 7 Sec Le theatre indien. Galhmard, Bihhoti1cque de la Pleiade.

y

111is ednion is cWTently being prepared under

tile dircctwn of L�nc Bansat-13oudon. I want to ti1ank. ti1e latter for her help on ti1c Indian sources.
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forsake the person of the king. and the ki ngdom is subjected to the evi ls of demons. The rKong po in
scription (eighth century) shows that the cult of the sku hla was still prominent during the Yar klung

dynasty (op. cif. : 303 ). The manuscript 1 . 0. 735. in which Stein secs a Chinese influence ( 1 985 : 1 201 2 1 ). presents a cyclic conception of time (op. cif. : 3(>3 ) which comprises three stages. At fi rst the world

knows a happy age during which men and gods arc not separated. There follows a wicked era in which
the degradation of the order of the world is witnessed. Then. after a period of time that the texts do not
al low us to eYaluate. comes the third era. the time of calami ties. which the text describes with the words:
"parfois. le ciel boitcra. parfois la terre tremblera" (op. cif. : 3(>3). because at that time "les hautes mon

tagnes et les grands rochers dcsigncs par le cicl (pour la ma intenir) ne pcseront plus sur la terre" (op.
cif. :

363)

Mountains which come from elsewhere!
In the same way as the Buddhist chroniclers of the late tradition endeavoured to l i nk the first royal
dynasty to India. the oral and sometimes written traditions attribute a prestigious Indian origin to the
mountains. Do not the latter possess all the power of the sacred places of India, the land where Bud
dhism was born?
The phenomenon of flying mountains appears at first to be a variation on the subjugation of the terri
tory by Buddhism. Initially the territory is occupied by autochthonous divinities, which are powerful and
maleYolent. When Buddhism establishes itself. i t is confronted with a hosti le but powerful natural world
it tries to control by transforming the malevolent forces i nto benevolent ones devoted to its service. The
wild, demonic and dangerous natural " orld will be controlled and subdued thanks to the comi ng of these
mountains. and the power of Buddhism will triumph o\·er the evil-minded, non-Buddhist forces. Bud
dhist law will impose itself on the one which preYailed before. The three flying mountains which come
from elsewhere. rTsib ri. mTsho snying Ma ha de va and Kailash. are "mountains [that are] sacred
places" (_r:nas ri) the pilgrims worship by doing circumambulations around. The beings who accompa
nied or brought these mountains exercise an authority conferred by siddhi (paranormal powers) and will
play a prominent part in the subjugation of men.
As in the non-Buddhist royal cult. the presence of these mountains ensures the stability and the order
of the world. Oral tradition preserves the notion that they will leave at a time of calamities when "Jcs
hautes montagnes et lcs grands rochers dcsigncs par le cicl (pour la maintenir) ne peseront plus sur la
terre" and that "pa rfois. le ciel bolt era. parfois la terre tremblcra" . When the gods forsake human beings.
one scourge follows afler another. and the flying mountains go back to their original country. leaving the
world in total chaos.
One understands now why A myes rMa chcn wanted to leave Tibet when the Chinese came. during a
period one can qualify as an age of calamities. But A myes rMa chen stayed because. just as the earth is
fixed in place by the mountains according to non-Buddhist belief. the mountains themselves ar� immo
bilised, thanks to Buddhist emblems: prayer flags (elements taken over by Buddhism). footprints of the
Buddha. mal}ljala alTered by (Buddhist) diYinities. or natural features (rivers. mountains, passes) placed
according to the plan of a ma�11jala. Buddhism has always tried to recover ancient beliefs for its own
benefit by giYing them a new meaning.
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Pillar, king and stiipa
The role that mountains play as regulators of order conjures up other facts which require notice. We
have seen that. in the Tibet of the royal period. the king was assi mi lated to the mountain. and that he
bore similar responsibil ities: for the order of the world and for prosperity. When his vital principle for
sakes him. the king will fall i l l or die. but., more importantly. all kinds of scourges will befall the k i ng
dom. Tucci ( I 'J 5 0: 34) showed that in all temples built by the kings who were conYcned to Buddhism a

pillar (rdo ring) 1 8 was erected which signified. as soon as it was fi xed in the canh. possession of the
ground. Stei n 0 'J8 l : 1 7 7) confirms this idea when he writes that "tout en figurant I' axe ideal du monde

ou le 'nombril' de la terre, la pierre dressec - sous toutes ses formes - ne perd pas sa \'aleur de tcmoin et

de marque d'une prise de possession." By fixing the pillar in the eanh the king shows that he is the
master of the soiL Just as the king of the non-Buddhist period was assimi lated with the mou ntai n . the
king of the Yarlung dynasty was identified with the law. and the visible symbol of this is the p i l lar. He i s
the king of the dharma (Skt. dharmarii_;a. Tib. chos rgval). tJ1e representati\'e of the l a w o n earth. One

knows tJ1at there is an assimilation between the mountain. the p i l lar. the cosmic axis and the king
(Macdonald 1 97 1 : 3 5 3 ; Stein I Y85: 1 02). The pillar is the cosmic axis. the intermediary between the
upper world and the underworld. During the ceremony of consecration (rah gnas) of bSam yas according
to later traditions, four

slupit were built in the four directions. The pillar was in the centre of the conse

crated area. which was ideally and magieall�· transformed i nto the centre of the uniYerse. Tucci consid
ers the four st iipa a s the four custodians of the four directions. and they perform the same office as th e

l
four lokapafa 9 at the entries of a maiJ�Ia. Is not the function of these four stiipa to fix the pillar i n
place as o th er Buddh.ist emblems i mmobilised the flying mountains') We can also view the four stiipa as
four peri phe ra l boundaf)· marks which symbolically delimit the kingdom's territOI)': abo,-e all, howeYer,

one can speculate that they define a protective enclosure. a closed world where society is in order and

wh.i ch the gods protect.

Mountain. flying mountain. pillar. king: their presence guarantees stability and prosperity: their ab

sence gives rise to chaos. Were these conceptions coming from a distant past maintai ned in the newly
arrived religion?
In the same manner as the mountains that came from India. the slupa or the temple can ha,·e the

function of bringing a territOI)' under subjugation and it so happens tJ1at they. too. are fixed to the
ground to prevent them from flying away. One can find an example in Western Bhutan. A demoness
whose head was a hill terrified the valley of Paro. To subdue her, Thang stong rgyal po ( 1 3 8 5- 1 �64). a

Tibetan saint famous for his ironwork. bu.ilt the temple of Zlum bnsegs in the form of a stllpa
(Pommaret 1 99 1 : 1 29). Oral tradition adds that tJ1e Tibetan yogi tied the

snJpa dO\m with iron chains to

pre,·:nt it from flying away. 20 lf this stof)· recalls one more time the submission of autochthonous forces

to Buddhist ones and, more particularly, the construction by Srong btsan sgam po of the twelve temples
2
on the body of the demoness lying on her back. 1 we may ask what interpretation can be gi\'en to the
fact that the

stupa can fly away and that consequently it is neccssar�y to secure it. We k now that even

if

subjugation of a territOI)' occurs it is never definitive. Murnford ( 1 990: 7. 1 24) gives the example of a

1 8 On p
illars and megaliths called hy the same Tibetan tenn, sec A. V..' . Macdonald ( 1 984 ), "A Note on Tibetan

Megaliths", Essays 011

tiH' Etlrnology of Nepal and Sollll: .·hia.

Kathmandu. NepaL Bibl iotheca Himalayica, 1 5-:!5.

I !) ll1c /okiJpala arc the four guardians of the four directions.
2 0 f. Pomrnaret.
Personal conunumcalion. JWJe 1 994 .
2 1 See Aris 1 980 :<-4 1 ; Gyatso 1 98!) 33-52.
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Thakali legend which "narrates how a shamanic Flk god that had been buried beneath the Budd hist

stiJpas suddenly rose again during an earthquake, toppl ing the stiJpa and demanding that the p eopl e
honor him again". Is it not possible to i magine that it is no longer the mountain that is fixed, nor the

pillar. but a purely Buddhist building: the stiJp:1.?

What about the Potala? An oral tradition s:�ys that "the two turrets. one at each end. arc called tl1e
wi ngs of the Potala. and i t i s said that when a great flood comes which has been prophesied. they will lift
the whole palace above the waters" (Sncllgrovc-Richardson 1 9!W : 1 99). This palace was named after the
mountain Potalaka in Southern India. :�bode of Av:�lokitesvara. The story obviously reminds the Vcdic
myth but it does not reveal if the Potala will forsake Tibet at that time or in another period.

The phenomenon of flying st:�tucs must also be mentioned. A statue is the material representation of

the essence of a divinity. Mus ( 1 9 2 9 : 2 -l 9) mentions the famous stntue of the Buddh:� made "quand le
Buddha quitta ccttc terre pour se rend re au ciel des Trayastrimc;:as aiin d'y instru i re sa mere". The impor

tance of this statue is prominent in the northern legends because it is sai d that "el l c serail venue a !ravers
les airs jusqu'a Khotan". Nepal seems also to be acquai nted with this phenomenon. In Yang le shod

(Pharping). south of Kathmandu. there is supposedly a statue of rDo rje phag mo chained down to keep
it from flying away to Tibct. 2 2
One m:�y wonder i f these ideas have disappeared completely or if there is some recent evidence which
would suggest Lh:�t down through the centuries, in spite of the ascendency of Buddhism. something or
someone still plays the role of guarantor of the order of the world and of prospcri�·?
Walsh ( 1 906) showed in an article on the Chumbi ,·al ley that even at the beginning of the century the
power of the chiefs was granted by the country god (vul lha). The hlltcr expressed himself through dice
which determined the choice of the chief during a ceremony that took place under a tree. the residence of
the yul /ha . The designated chief became the master of the soil, within a deli mited territory, and the

prosperi ty of the group depended on him.
Much closer in Lime to us. Karmay and Saganl ( 1 987) studied, up to the fifties. a people l iving in A
mdo, the Sharwa. The chief of the house, they say "est maitre du sol. 11 crige le p i l i er de sa demcure sur
le territoire de Tsang-tsang (la maitrcssc du sol :

sa

bdag). Sa terre. il la tient . . . de la volonte du dieu de

la montagnc . . . De la puissance que lui accorde cc dcrnier depend dcsormais la prospcritc des mcmbres

de la maisonncc. "(op. cit. : 252)

Masters of the soil designated by the country god and responsible for prosperity: is that to say that the

political chiefs. the chiefs of the household. have the same characteristics as a mountai n, a k ing. a pil
lar?

Conclusion
Two completely difTerent conceptions can be applied. even nowadays, to a mountain. Some mountains
are regarded as yul lha, "count!!· god", a non-Buddhist notion belonging to what Stein ( 1 98 1 : 1 68) calls

mi chos, "tl1e religion of the men". unwritlcn tradition concerning mainly lay people. Others. such as
rTsib ri. Kailash and mTsho snying Ma hii de Ya. arc gnas ri, " mountains [that are] sacred places", a

typically Buddhist notion to which a whole body of texts is l i nked. Some mountains arc at the same time

gnns ri and yul !ha: this is the case with A mycs rMa chcn. Tradition does not assign a foreign origin to
2'l "1 1u. s m.onnation
r
was collected very rcccn!lv I am not able at the present time to provide more concerning the
location and the story o[ this slll t uc.
•

.
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A myes rMa chen. Does tltis mean that only gnas ri mountains can come from another country? It is not
easy to answer this question, which raises new questions in turn. If a community migrates, the yul /ha is
sometimes seen to follow it. This is the case in Ladakh with the Tibetan refugee community of Cho
glamsar. 23 It is also the case in Ladakh that the yul /ha do not always originate within the village.
"They came from far away, from Tibet or from India, flying on a horse as Ne ser rgyal po, tlte village
deity of Leh, or accompanying a spiritual teacher as rDo rje chen mo, who is supposed to have come
with the great Translator Rin chen bzang po in order to assist him in his religious and cultural works"
(Dollfus). 2 4 l l may occur. then, that the yul /ha migrate by flying like a mountain, which raises tlte
question about the possible assimilation between the mountain deity and mountain abode of the deity.
According to the studies of A. Macdonald. within non-Buddltist belief systems tlte divinities arc the
mountains themselves. Was it Buddhism that brought about this assimilation?
The problem becomes even more complicated in light of the confusion which sometimes occurs be
tween the yu/ /ha and the di\'inity of birth, the skyes /ha. Tsong kha pa ( 1 357- 1 4 1 9). a native of A mdo,
set up tlte cult of rMa chen spom ra in the monastery of dGa' ldan (Central Tibet) wltich he founded in
1 40 9. This divinity was his yul /ha, but also his s!..yes /ha. The fourteenth Dalai Lama worsltips his
birth-deity in Dharamsala (India). In B hutan, an individual's sl..yes /ha is not transportable25 and if a
person moves far away from his birthplace, he has to come back every year to worsltip it. Is it only high
religious personages who can take their birth deity with them?
Be they of Chinese or Indian inspiration, or reminiscences of other ancient beliefs, at tltis point i n the
research the legends concerning the flying mountains in Tibet raise more questions than they resolve;
nevertheless they do open a wide field of study, not an easy one for sure. though one unexpected for a
phenomenon which at first sight appears to be of merely anecdotal i nterest.

23 N.

Sih!C. Personal conununicalion. l 994.

24 Conunw1ication during the franco-Austrian workshop, 1 994.

25 F. Meyer ami F. Pomrnaret. Personal commw1ication. Octoher ! 994 .
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THE YUL LHA GSOL OF MTSHO YUL

On the relation between the mountain and the lake in the context of the 'land god
ritual' of Phoksumdo (Northwestern Nepal)

by
Guntram Hazod, Vienna

Introduction
mTsho yu.l, "Land of the lake", lies in the heart of the small region of Phokswndo, which borders Dolpo in

the Southwest. where the main settlement of this Tibetan speaking enclave, Ringmo (Reng mo) a village of
about twenty houses, is located. The area situated at an altitude of over 3 600 meters is distinguished by the

topographical ptX:Uliarity of a large, natural terrace, with a turquoise-blue lake at the upper end. which is

enclosed by walls of rock at three sides and which flows off southward over a cataract of 1 50 meters into the
Su.ligard (map I , 2). The e:"l:pression Phoksurndo (Phug gsum mdo, "Hollow where three waters meet")

presumably refers to this very spot of the lake, which takes up an important position in the religious geography

and local history of this locality. According to oral tradition the lake is regarded as the remainder of a flood,

which, having been caused by a demoncss, could be averted after she was defeated by the religious hero Guru

Rinpoche, thus enabling the (re-)settlement and cultivation of the land. Myths of floods are v.ide-spread in

diverse variations in the entire Himalaya region, and they often contain a description of the origins of cultural

life, which, in the case given, is connected to the arrival of Buddhist culture. But above all the deciding factor

of the cultivation of the land is the history of the inunigratcd Tibetan clans, who, after settling down, began to
worship a holy mountain and "land god" (vill lha [yul lha]) who marks the borders of their joint territory and

who is the object of their periodical cult, the "land god ritual" (1-ul /ha gsol). The "story of the lake", which, as

we

\\ill

see , is significant for the early Tibetan cultural history, forms the background for the presentation of

this local mountain cult tradition, the central issue of this paper.

1

I. Dolpo and Phoksumdo: Some historical notes in connection with the yiillha tradition
Here. in tl1e area of mTsho }ul surrounded by junipers and spruce trees, lie the buckwheat fields and

gardens of the village of Ringmo, the main and summer quarters of the peasant riparians, some of which move

\\ith the cattle to the lower-lying Palarn (Pa lam) in the cold, snowy season. Together with neighbouring
Pungmo (sPung mo), Ringmo forms a cultural unit which is specified in the texts as Reng spung mo and is

1
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regarded as a part of Rong phyogs (the region bordering the traditional Dol po gru bzhi in the South).2 Rcng
Pungmo stands out by its particularity of a strict endogamous dclimination. which prohibits the people of

Reng-Pungmo from marrying to the outside (including Dolpo) and which exclusively restricts women barter to

these two groups. As far as Dolpo is conccmcd tllis isolCition. which is emphasised through a mythiCCII

prcccdcnL 3 is strange at least in so far as there is a close cultural relation between the two areas. Thus, some of

the nine or ten Rcng-Pungmo-clans can clearly be identified as scions of Tibet.w clans from Dolpo. a fact
which is nlirrorcd by the far-rcaclling similarity of the cultural pattern of the yul

lho gsol.

Special tics to Dolpo

arc given through tl1c local Bonpo tnldition which is embodied in the monasteries of mll1a' snmg dgon pa (in
Ringmo) and sPung mo dgon pa (in Pw1grno). Botl1 of them (like tl1c Bonpo convents of Tarap and Tsharka in
Dolpo) <1rc scions of t11c famous Bonpo monaste�· of bSam gling which on its part was an offspring of Klu
brag.� But according to tl1c loca.l people Phoksumdo had originCJIIy bcCn a Nyi ngmapa area, which is evidenced

by the ruins of a mon:-�ste�· on tl1e northern shore of the lake and by tl1c iconogrnph.ies of the great stiipas of

Ringmo and Pungmo (Sncllgrovc 1 % 1 : 62,

66).

Jt is possible thaL together witl1 t11c areas of upper Kali Gandaki (the ancient Glo bo and Se rib).

Phoksumdo and Dolpo once belonged to the eastern sphere of influence of ancient Zhang 7..hung, although
tl1cre is no textual evidence for this (cf. Jackson 1 978: 1 99). Aficr aiL the name of tl1e lake goddess of

Phoksumdo. who is listed as Kh�ung rea (za?) mtsho sman rgyal mo in the above-mentioned te:\1 fmgmcnt

from Dolpo (note 2), is a rcnlindcr of tltc legendary \\Ue of the Zhang zhw1g king Lig mi rgya,5 though the
fom1 of the name of the goddess could also go back to the later Bonpo tradition of Ringmo. In later times the
region is without any doubt closely connected to the history of Dolpo, which on its part
of the upper
srnad). Both

2 In

has close tics with tltat

Kal.i Gandaki (especially \\ith Mustang (Lo [Glo bo] ) and generally to eastern Ngari (mNga ris
'

Lo and Dolpo appear in tlte course of tlle erection of tltc post-dynastic western Tibetan

particular

in ti1e Gu 111'i gter bsang.f-wri� Gu ru 'i gter bsangs slrin hi 'IDIQS pa gcig, wllich Scllicklgruber

re

corded in ti1e g. J"as mtsher monastery and v.hich contains a list of in1port.a:nt gzlri bdag of Dolpo including some of Reng

sptu1g mo. - The term "Reng" is an outside one, tl1ey themselves call ti1eir vilbge " mTsho ba" ("lake-side") and Reng sptu1g

mo they call "sPung mtsho" (sPung mo mTsho ba).
3

It is said ti1at a woman from Pungmo, \\no refused to marry a sa bdag from Ringmo was cut oJT her nose,

aficnvards

V."US

changed into

a

stone, v.hich the people

opposite side of the great waterfall of Ringmo.
4

use

whi ch

to i den ti fy ,,;th a prominent rock-fommtion situated on ti1e

As is known, titis Bonpo tradition goes back to the great Bonpo lama the Yang ston chen po Shes rnb rgyal mtshan

who wa..� descended from ti1e old Ya ngal lineage of priests and who, in ti1e 1 2til C<., ltlll)", came from ti1e center of sTag rtsc
(in gTsang) to Lo ( G l o bo) in upper Kali Gandaki as reported in tile manu.�pt 1Gyal gslum ya ngal gyi bka' brgvud kyi

gdrmg robs (kept in the Sarnling monastery, fol. 1 7b; cf. a.o. Jackson 1 978: 203) - According to ti1e head-lama bSam grub

nyi ma, m1ba' srung dgon pa was bui lt "600 yean; ago". It is situated on tl1e southeastern side of the lake (map 2 ) on the last
stretch of the shore, a spot v.ttich is called mtlra ' in the fotu1ding history. Titis is ti1e spot where in former times the htu1tcrs
used to kil l the game,

ns

it could not escape from ti1c:re. Lama Dre ston rtsc srong tshul khrims initiated the fotu1dation of

ti1e monastery for ti1e protection of tltis place (mtlra' snmg, "protected edge"). Tcx:Iay a lumdful of novices gather arotu1d the
yow1g head-lama called here from Dolanji, who strives for restoration. ·n1e lama lineage wllich
sible for the yiillha-ritual and from wllich the ser ba bkng nr/Jrmr ("preventer of hail",

see

was

originally also respon

hclow) descen ds ha.� become

extinct. A few years ago a new ser ha bkng mkJran was called in from Pungmo� he now lives in the former house of a lira
/Jra nra (map 2 ), v.no doesn't exist

anvmore.

A dest:riplion of ti1e monastery and the great gate snlpa of Ringmo is given by

David Snellgrove, who visited ti1is place at ti1e end of the 50s (Snellgrove 1 96 1 : 62-65).

1l1e legendary story of K11�g i'a ml�ho sman �gyal mo is given in the mam thar section of the llrang zlrung smiQ/r
'"&'Hid Sec a.o. Snellgrove, D. & Richard.-;on, 1 1. E. ( 1 9!!0), A Cultural Jli.wory of Tibet. Boulder, Prnj1ia Press (rcpr.): 1 00.
�
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confederation of mNga' ris as pan of Purdllg (sPu rnngs).6 and in a lama biography of Dolpo the king of
Purang. bKra sltis mgon (950-975), is quoted as their "religious king" (Snellgrove 1 967: R4). In the late Bth

ccntu�·. the lime of the Sakya rule. Dolpo can be asccnained for the first time under the designation of "Dol

(po) gru bzhi", by which it is mentioned alongside Glo stod and Glo smad as one of the thirteen hundred
groups (hrgya lsho) of Ngari. which were controlled by the Gung thang kings in rDzong dga' (Jackson 1 978:
2 1 1 . according to the Gung thong gdung rahs). But it is uncenain if these arc the four pans of today's Dol po
gru bzhi

(sec map I ): in the lama biographies the C:\-prcssion is only used for northern Dolpo \\ith the Ban

tshang and Nang khong valleys (including bSam gling and Byi gcer). wltich is also quite otlen designated as
"inner and outer Dolpo" (Dol po gru ph�i nang). \\ith lhc old central ai'C<I of the lower Nang khong \'alley.7

'This is the area around rDo ra gsum mdo, with the lHo ri and Ny:i gsal settlements and the old S..1kya

monastery of g.Yas mtsher. l11e area belongs to the sphere of influence of the powerful mountain god Lang

mkhyen lha btsan dkar po who, being described as a white horseman wilh ministers and vassals, is otlen called

tile king of tile yii.l lhas of all of Dolpo. His two brot11ers arc lhe great yti.llhas rGya ring 1Ha btsan in Ban

tshang.8 and A pha )'ul lha who is worshipped in t11e upper Nang khong valley (map 1 ). In IHo ri people say
that in former times crows brought taxes from tile gods of Rong phyogs (lhe southern region) to I....ang mkhycn.

This emphasises tl1c exceptional position of this local god. under whose ancestral protection a royal line \\'3S
established in lHo ri, whose origins Oikc that of olher Dolpo-clans) lie in KhanlS. The clan is named Ra nag
rgyal po aficr the myth of origin according to which the ancestral falher was born from a tree and fed by a

black goat

(ra nag). 9

The Ra nag rgyal po clan (a branch of which is also to be found in Ringmo) and especially the minister clan

of the former lHo ri (lHo ri dpon po) still belong to the most influential clans in Dolpo. According to the same

oral tradition the fact that no lasting royal dynasty was established is connected to the failure of establishing a

matrimonial relation to the royal l ines of Mustang. the line of A me dpal.1 0 After the establishment of the royal

dynasty through A me dpal (beginning of the 1 5 lh century) Dolpo came under the ta.x sovereignty of Mustang.
which acted as a kind of cultural motherland with regard to the establishment of the Buddhist tradition in
Dolpo until the late 1 8th century.
Thus, in contrast to its western neighbour. Dolpo "lacks" a politically superior ccntralism: there is rather a
loose association of tsos

(lsho), whose function here remains primarily restricted to the ex1ernal administration

of the tax �ield. 1 1 The politically relevant basic element is to be found in the position of the gras po, the leader
of one or more villages. This position is usually heritable witltin one line and in most cases of gras po clans
this position is legitimised by the "high

rus" status of the clan. whose power is invested by tile rcspectiYc village

or territorial god (yiil lha).

6

According to the Ngor chronicles; Tucci, G.

( 1 956), Prelimitlal)' Report 011 T·H'o Scientific Expeditions in Nepal.

Rome,

Is. M.E.O. . 55.
7 rNam tlwr ofbSod nams blo gras; Snellgrovc 1 967: 84.

southern protective god of a group of four "guardians"
8 According to a local classification the yillllia there appear.; a� the
(so pa bzhi), the best kTJo\\TI of which is the eastern one Ding ri sgang cbnar, the ceniJal mountain god of ancient La stod
,

lho.

9

Based on the recording made by eh. Schicklgruher, October 1 992.
TI1c Ranag received the daughter of A me dpal a� his wife, who suddenly disappeared on a pass on her way to Dolpo;
about the loss of his
JX.'Ople say she was abducted by Lang mk.hyen \\110 claimed her for himself. When the king ofLo heard
10

army against his
daughter, he sent troops to Dolpo, hut they were repelled by Lang mkhyen, who mimculously pined a great

was broken from then on. er also Jest 1 993: 1 07.
the ts/10 of
a
TI1e term tslm originally desi!!Jmtcs fedcrativc unit. er a. o. Karmay & Sagant 1 987: 229ff., 255. On

enemies. But the increasing power of !Ho ri
11

Dolpo

SL'C

Jest

1 975: 286ff.
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In its basic contours this relation between the yill lha and the position of the clan inside society probably goes

back to the beh>inning of colonisation. In this respect one can make out a significant basic pattern for Dolpo and

Phoksumdo. according to which. i n the course of the scttlemenL the lineage-deity (pho /ha) of the "first clan"

became a yiillha i .e. a deity relevant to the whole conmmnity (usually a neighbouri ng mountain range \\ilh

the

palace of the deity). ln my opinion tltis basic pattern cannot be separated from the mythi cal descent oftl1e royal
anccst.or gNya' khri btsan po: as is known he travelled from his heavenly residence to the mountain (i . e.

!Ha

ri

gyang do. in rKong po) and down to earth.1 � Here. at Ius first place of arrival i n tl1e land of men, the mountain

was worshipped for tl1e first time as tl1e \i siblc represent.ation of tl1e "soul of the body (of the ancestor)" (sku

hla). as it is indicated by tl1e rKong po inscription and tl1c royal chrmticle. 1 3 In tltis context the tradition of the

yilll ha (and yu!

lha gsol) which goes back to tl1e settling dmm of the pho /ha of the first clan on the mountain,

appears as a kind of"oiTshoot" of this ll1)1ltical precedent.
The position of the " fi rst pho /ha" in Dolpo explains tl1e graduation into large. middle and smaller clans (ros

che. -bar. -chung). as it still exists today. TI1e great clans arc rus che. due to the quality of ha\ing been the first

to settle in the respective valley. They a re

the g::hi mi, i.e. the group which has always lived in tltis valley, in

contrast to the ph_\-vgs mi, those who (later) came frome outside (cf. J est 1 975: 247). The relation al closeness to

the yill l ha defines certain ritual tasks of tl1e \i l lage representative of tl1e first clan, who in Dolpo (in contrast to
,

Ringmo). is quite often identical witl1 t11e position of tl1e gras po and which finds special ex-press ion

scope of t11c yul !ha gsol. The first clan shares the

who often holds the position of t11c scr ha

exclu si v

\\itltin the

e access to tl1e yiillha \\ith tl1e religious specialist,

bkag mkhan ("prcventer of hail"): he either comes from the same ros

che, or from the lan�a lineage which had originally subjugated tl1e yilllha.

A �mptomatic example for tltis is tl1e relationship between tl1e Yang ston l ineage of Sanlling. from which

tlle ser ba

bkag mkhan is descended from and that of t11e gras po ofByi gcer (the village belonging to Sarnling)

lh sMug pa rong. The mountain god is the original
to the yiila

pho /ha of the gras po s line (Khyung thod dkar
'

po). who had brought him "itl1 them from Tibet. He lodged himself on tltis mountain - it is said - and then

became the yill lha of tlle community. On tlte ot11er hand, he is regarded as the

bon po brgyud /ha for the local

Yang ston-lineage. after he and the source spirit of Samling and oilier local gods had once been subjugated
the founder of the monastery. lama Y ang ston rGyal mtshan rin ehen. The ser ba

by

bkag mkhan and the gra� po

both share in t11e performance of tl1e great )iillha-ceremonics. ln adctition. the gras po who is regarded as the
actual "treasurer"

(phyag mdzod) of tlle sMug pa rong. is entrusted "ith tlle responsibility for i mportant rituals,

such as the annual ritual of setting free a selected cti\ine sheep in honour of t11e mountai n god.

1 2 The most detailed description of the god's descent is given in tl1c /Dc'11 chos 'byung, /De'u clzos 'bJ�mg 1987: 235-

237;

cf. Kannay, S. ( 1 994), "The origin myths of tl1e first King

as

reveal ed in the

can-lnga", In Tibetan Studies. Proceed

ings of the 6th Seminar of the L4TS. (ed) P. Kvacme, Oslo, The Institu te for Comparo�tive Rcscan:h in Human Culture: 408-

429.
1 3 The ninth century inscription recounts t11e appearance of gNya' klui btsan po on il-Ia ri gyang do and mentions the

offering to the powerful sku bla (slaJ bla g��van po gsol ba) oftl1e descendants ofDri gwn by the local Lord of rKong po (Li,

S.W. [ 1 987], A Study of the Old Tibetan lmcripliom. Nankru1g, ROC: 1 98); according to the Tw1 hllllllg
bu ilt the tomb of tl1e father i.e. t11c first royal tomb "at t11e neck of gyang to bla 'hubs
(ID'Clng to bla 'hubs l.yi mgur du ). a place, which - according to Kannay - preswnably refers to the south-western foot of U1e
Mmmtain. (Kannay. S. [ 1 992], A pilgrimage to Kongpo Bon-ri ", In Tibetan Studies. [cds.) Sh. lliara & Z. Yan1aguchi,

F.K. &. Coblin,

chronicle tl1c sons of Dri gum

-

-

"

sources refer to tl1c ancient Tihct.an "s/w bla cult" which is closely linked to tl e
1
mythological picture of tl1c phlcc of tl1c arri val of tl1c roval ancestor, as already pointed out by Ariru1e Macdonald; Macdon·
ald, A ( 1 97 1 ), "Unc lecture des Pelliot Tihdain 1 286, 1 287, 1 038, 1 04 7, et 1 290", In Etudes rilu!raines dediee.� a la

Narita, Naritasan Shinshoji,

536). Both

nu'moire de A f. l.nlou. Paris, 268-309.
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1 1 . The tradition of the "land god ritual" in Ringmo

The preconditions for the land god tradition which have been sketched here are also va.J.id, ,.,;th ccnain
restrictions. for Rcng-Pungmo. In Ringmo. it is the ytillha Jo bo gtsug sa. a snO\\Y mountain to the East. which

- classified as the youngest of thirteen brothers - marks the territory of mTsho yul. He is rated as a "Buddhist"
god (which is connected to the Nyingmapa tradition originally domiciled here) and is counted - like the other
local gods - among the 'jig rten gvi /ha ("gods of Utis phenomenal world"), who are regarded as servants of the
"gods who are beyond this world" ('jig rten /as 'das pa) by the Iocal lama.1 4 Jo bo gtsug sa is tile original plro

lhn of the clan of Thab shis who is said to have been the first to pray to the }iillh.a. He still is the skyes /ha. the

birth deity of his members and is worshipped as a fantily god by the four largest families, with a place of his

O\\TI on the roof of the house. One of these families is the Zhol la family from the Th.ab shis lineage. whose
male members are responsible for the .vul lha gso/ due to their descent from the first clan. Apart from the fact
that one should not many witilin one rus, this J.mowledge about the ritual duties of the first clan more or less
exhausts the importance of ti1c clan in Ringmo who does not take on any economic functions whatsoever here,

and does not legitinlisc ti1e politicaUreligious position of the gras po eiti1er. 1 5 The dominating social factor is

formed by the individual household; here this is a socio-economical unit, whose members take up the position

of sa bdag. "owners of this land and property", which is guaranteed through the )iillha's patrilineally
trnnsmitted protection.

Apart from Jo bo gtsug sa there arc other mountain gods to be found in Ringmo, some of which have their

0\\TI tom1a ([gtor ma], an indi\idually shaped figure Illade of dough) dedicated to them in ti1e course of the yul
llza gsol (Fig. I ), such as the six yul sa (no. 1 1 ), small, rocky mountains in the vicinity of Ringmo. which are

part of the yilllha's retinue. Others arc special protectors of the monastery (SI"Ung ma). such as the rocky
mountain behind mT11a' srung dgon pa seat of a g.yung drung brag btsan. Facing it (northwest of Ringmo)
there is tite mighty Gangs chen raJ p.a. who has a triangular torm.a (no. 3); the people see him as a black rider

who robs souls and brings haml. He has a munber of "servants" (g.yog po), who - as the people say - cany the
souls of the deceased up to the mountain in baskets. The servants themselves

arc

regarded as souls of dead

people whose mam shes1 6 could not be recall ed from the demons' claws by the la.Illa. With regard to this
said ti1at "When the lama says the right prayers. the g.yog po has no basket".

it

is

Some natives call ti1e "black rider" a yu/ lha, too, and within this category of local deities we ob\iously have

to distinguish a demonic side from the actua.J. village )iillha. Indeed he, too, can rob souls and should the

community infringe certain rules of behaviour, he would \\ithdnlw from his protective position towards the

\illage and its subsistence.1 7 But what sets him apart from other local gods is his history, which is closely
connected to the community's history of origin. Thus, as their territorial protector, as a god of birth and family
he also has a basically positive relation to ti1e "soul" of the community. which he expresses,

8th

14 As far

as

century),

if

necessary, by

I know, the distinction appears for the fm;t time in Tibet in the sKar clnmg and bSmn yas in..o:;cription (late

where the

}'ig 11en /as 'das pa and tl1e jig
' rten gvi /ha are called upon as \\itnesses for the swearing of tl1e
( 1 987): 1 88, 320.

oatl1. Li & Coblin, op. cit.
1�

Traditionally it

was taken by another lineage; at present two head men ('go pa) who arc elected for a two-year tenn
arc limited to the responsibility for the duties to be paid to the monastery, which arc

have taken over his functiollS', these

detcnnined for each house by the g11yer pa (manager of the monastery). A "mukhia" (Nepali term) is responsible for tlte

taxes to be paid to the state.
16

Here, in this contex't of popular religion, mam sires, ''consciousness " in tl1c Buddhist

sense,

bla ("soul"), which represenl� an essential, tangible unity for individual life, \\itich can be mobile.
17

Titis

is tltc case,

for instance, if one breaks tlte incc.'i1.-rule, or if one pollutes

whole conununity witllin the reach of tlte demonic powers ( 'dre ).

tltc

corresponds to tl1e archaic

hearth, it

is said; it can bring the
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bringing back the souls of their members if they fall ill or should die outside their native land. In connection
"ith the healing of sick people for instance. he can help the lama to fight against the demonic world in order to

bring back the soul of the sick person, which, according to several examples from Dolpo, is represented in a
shcep.18 The persons in these cases come from that area which stands under the protection of the respective

)iillha. 1ltis means that his function as a territorial protector is in a way an ancestral protection. which again is
not surprising for an original pho /ha and clan god.

The \illagc representation of Jo bo gtsug sa is to be found in a cubic shrine decorated with prayer-flags on a

hill at the western end of the \illage. A smaller shrine ne:-.1 to it is dedicated to his wife (vum), and the entire
place is called yab yum yul /ha. In the run-up to the great spring yiillha-ccremony. the community
circumambulates the hill which in this sense can be regarded as the village equivalent of tl1e holy mountain.
Below the top of tl1e hill. on the topographical "shoulder" of the mountain, is the actual "place for tlte offering

to tlte yi.i.llha" (vu! /ha gsol .�a). which is conspicuous by its unusually clear tectonic shape of an enclosed
rectangular place "ith a stone altar of tlucc steps. on which the sacrificial offerings arc laid dO\m (see photo,

Fig. 1 ).

This is where tlle great communal yul /ha gso/ takes place. held annually every second and eightlt month.

These arc the dates when tlle cattle is driven to and from t11e mountain pastures respectively, and iliey mark the

cycle of the agricultural year (tl1e vegetational cycle fzhing kha ::la tho] of sowing and harvest). Not least it is

these functions of the yi.i.IIha - rcleYant for tlte economy of the social unit - which clearly distinguish ilic land

god from the other "lords (and ladies) of tl1e land" being cotmted among the general category of gzhi bdag
according to local classifications.
The ritual

Just as the affi l iation \'•ith the yi.i.llha is determined via the patriline, so the )iillha ritual in a narrower sense

is restricted exclusi\'ely to the male side of society, which in Ringmo is led by the "first clan" of Thab shis
witltin ilie lintits of the ritual. Apart from the Thab shis clan (represented by members of the Zhol la family)

the main protagonists are tlle local ser ba bk.ag mkhan (cf. note 4), tl1e lama of the monastery and his assistant

The text recited by ilic lamas in ilic course of tlle ritual (a locally written prayer entitled Rang gar 'dug yul

/ha gzhi bdag gi bsgrnb mchod) formulates ilie aims of ilic ritual. which can be summed up as follows: the
destruction of any obstacles in ilie way of tlle individual and communal welfare (respectively t11e development

of the laucr. tl1e growth of fields and cattle. etc.) connected \\itlt tlte hope for an accumulation of religious

merits. To achieve all tllaL ilie local gods - which are called upon as "tltc owners of heaven. land and the

rivers" (bar snang sa gzhi chu bo'i bdag (po]) - arc invited (sp_van 'dren) to accept ilic offerings presented to

ilicm (mchod pa 'but ba). All tltis is recited in ilie first person singular by ilie lama who. ultimately in the

interest of lanlaistic objectives, mediates ilic traditional field of relations between ilie community and ilie di'ine

world.

The erected altar. an arrangement of tormas of diverse titles is a reflection of iliis field of relation. It is the

local universe of the Bonpo society of Ringmo. where ilie relevant local mountain gods, t11e yab yum yul /ha

1 8 The b"togrnphy of ti1e Dolpo lama d.Pal l dan blo gros ( 1 467-1 563 ), abbot of ti1e Hrnb mona<;tery in Nam

stcxl, tells how

the apparition of the local yiillha from Nam stod came to the lama and offered to help him cure a sick person. He came with

hi s vassals, attacked the demonic black horsemen and destroyed ti1em. TI1ercupon he brought the

the lama in ti1e shape of a sheep with

ritual

a

soul of ti1e patient back to

reddish-brom1 face. Snellg:rove 1 967: 1 95 IT. - Such report� refer to the well-known

of b/a bslu, "buying back ti1e soul ", in which the hla is rcprcscntCLI in the sh ape of a sheep (or a sheep's

tively) al1Ci/or tw-quoise. Lessing

, F.D. ( 1 95 1 ),

"Calling ti1e Soul: A Lamaist Ritual", Semitic

food,

respec

and Oriema/ Studies 1 1 , 263-

284; Karmay, S ( 1 987), "L'iimc et la tw-quoisc: w1 rituel tibetain", I'Etlmographie 83, 97- 1 27.
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and the superior, great rMa chen spom ra, saints and sacrificial offerings mcct. 1 9 At the end the whole torma
arrangement is destroyed (or conswned and scallercd, according to the titles), so th11t finally all that remains is

the mda' dar ("the arrow with silk bounds"). Tilis ritual arrow. which we will come back to later on. is
consecrated to tl1e central mountain god and �mboliscs t11e male side of the community.
The chronology of the ritual is as follows:
- On the day determined by tl1e Lama the ritual objects for the yul lha gsol and the basic essences for

the offerings arc brought to the place of prayer. Special attention is devoted to the circumstance that the

water needed for the "cup offerings" and for t11c modelling of the tom1as. water which comes from the
lake, is fetched by men from the Zhol la family (in this case the youngest one).
l11c exchange of the prayer-flags by the eldest of tl1e Zhol la family.

-

- Erection of the altar: the first step is to place the ritual arrow (in the tex1 it is called snyug rgod rin

chen mda' dar and is othern·ise kept in the house chapel of tltc ser ba bkng mkhan) in a )Xlt full of grain
on the top step. lt is followed by the modelling of the tormas which are then in turn placed on each one
of the three steps of the altar.
- recitation of the prayer te.\1 by the ser ba bkag mkhan, accompanied by the beating of the drums and
cymbals (mga and si/ snyan) which emphasises the invitation mentioned in the text asking the local
gods to come here. to this place of sacrifice (mchod pa'i gnas).
- /ha bsangs: the incense offering to the local gods at the place nex1 to the yab yum shrine (map 2):

like the water for the torrna sacrifice. so the wood for the bsangs, branches of jumper, must also be
gathered by a representative of the first clan.

- Destruction of the offerings: everyone takes part in the scattering of the cup sacrifices (a b, c of Fig.

1 ) to the winds. One part of the tormas is consumed, the other part is thrown away. Beforehand, the

tormas of the local gods (Gangs chen raJ pa, the six J7ll sa) are placed on the four corners of the yill.l ha
shrine. The Torrna of the main yiillha (yob _vum _wl lha. no. 5) is thronn away by the eldest

- At the end, all participants are gathered on the top of the hill, where the lama hands out corns of

grain, which arc then scattered ,,;th the well-knonn exclamation of kye kye so so /ha rgral lo
proclaiming the gods' victory over the demonic forces.

In Ringrno (just as in Nant mdo in Dolpo, for instance) it is said tl1at during or after the ritual a raven or a
crow (pho rog, bya rog) will come for a

few

days to pick

up

the remains of the offerings.

If the

bird fails to

come, this means that the yiilll13 is dissatisfied and the ritual should be repeated. In Tibet birds are often

considered to be messengers of the mountain gods (and/or of divine ancestors) and have also played a role as
"setters of omen" in divination since ancient times. 20 Here the arrival of the crow is regarded as a "sign" (rlags

dpyad) for the prcsenC(.; of the )iilll13.

19 Some of the tormas are known as finn parts of the lamaistic local god ritual, such as Nos. 6, 7, 8, 1 0, m, a, b, c (Fig.
I ). According to the statement of the ser ha bkag nrkhan, the tormas of the famous East Tibetan mountain and mountain
god rMa chen spom ra (alias A myes rMa chen spom ra) must be put up (together with tl1e torma no. 2 which is unkno\\TI to
me) everywhere in Dolpo at the yul lha gsol (which we did not find confirmed), bec.1.usc "he is the king of all Bonpos in
Tibet". Torma no. 4, sa bzlri giUmr gsunr, is a conical structure of seven slices of cake ( four for the earth, tlrree for tl1e
heavenly vertical line?). The tonna of the gShcn !ha 'od dkar, the primary god of tl1c Uonrxrtheogony, also "contains" tl1e

presence or sTon pa
2°

gShcn rah and or yang ston Shes rab rgyal mL�haJL

Cf Laufer, B. ( 1 9 1 4 ), "Bird Di,•ination among the Tibetans", T'ormg Pao 1 5, 1 - 1 1 0: Stein, R. A ( 1 94 1 ), "Notes

d'etymologic tihCiaine", Bulletin de /'Ecole Fmn9£Ii�e d'Extrr!nre-on"mt 27,

224 .
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Fig. 1 : TI1e arrangement of the tom1as at the yul

lha f.!SOl sa in Ringmo
snyug rgod rin ehen mda' dar)
pom ra ( Yul sa'i rg_val po rma gnyan pom ra)
bsang ( / ) chen ru bzhi
gangs eh en rat pa (= G of map I )
sa hzhi gnam gsum
yah yum (= yul lha [J of map I ] and his w i fe)

I.

d) mda' dar (

11.

2)
3)

I)

4)

5)

=

=

6) bslan ma bcu gn_vis (= snying bcu gnyis and ril bu hcu gnyis) > offering to the 1 2 bsTan ma

7) phyc mar > tsampa-butter - offering
8) g.yag lug ra gsum > offering of yak, sheep. goat
9) gshen /ha 'od dkar > "gShen god. white light"

I 0 ) rg_vun glor m a > the "ordinary" tom1a offering for the Bon skyong srung m a

1 1 ) _vu/ sa > 6 minor mountains surronding mTsho ylll (Brag yll khungs, Lug stong nya kha gShong

pa stong, rTa ga stong. Gangs ehen mo. gCang mar)

Ill. m)

mar me (lamp)
1 2 ) gzha ' chon (t.�hon .? ) gros legs gtor ma (= gong ngu gshams pa'i glor ma) > torma offering for all
the Sungma's protecting the !Ha chos (/ha elms hsf..yongs srung ma rnams fa mchod pa 'i gtor ma)
a) sman >"medicine"� b) dkar gsum > the " 3 white (substances)" ( 'o ma, mar, zho); c) mngar gsum >
the "3 sweet (substances)" (ka ra, shrang rlsi, bu ram)
1 3 ) glud > " ransom" (= the cl ient and sbyin hdag of the ceremony)
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The ritual which we have outlined here is lite recording of a "private" yul lha gsol which every houshold in

Rin!,'lllO can order from the lama for an appropriate fee. But its order of events and lltc altar depicted in Fig. 1

hardly differ from lite great communal rercmony, with the exception of the glud ("ransom"), which is placed in

front of llte llucc steps of the altar (no. 1 3). lt represents the "figures" of the donor's household and lite clients

of lite ceremony. As we know. there arc different formations of lite glud ritual (which goes back to pre

Buddlust Tibet). 21 Actually it is based on a conception of exchange. in which lite redemption of the body (sku),

spirit (thugs) or soul (bla) represented by lite figure in the glud shall be achieved by handing over a substitute

of lite client to lite demonic powers. What is released by the demon. due to the "deception" of lite glud, is
supposed to be the equivalent of whatever the donor is L1cking or nussing for his welfare and general prosperity

(Kamtay. op. cit. [ 1 99 1 ] : 3281T.). Usually it is lite

soul

which is held responsible in these cases. and which is

either "redeemed" (bslu) or called back C��ugs) in these glud rituals. Dearth lx:comcs abundanre again. In lite
case

given. lite glud of the household is offered to lllc gods of the local universe of Ringmo, so to speak. Here

lite altar (like the mdos. the "thread- cross", elsewhere in lltc glud ritual) is lite vehicle for this exchange. which

shall bring about a renewal of lite ,;tal power of lite household.

But what applies to lite i ndi\idual household here, basically applies to tlte entire_yu/ /ha gsol, whose purpose

for lite layman is the anainment of g.yang (good fortune, prosperity). The communal sacrifice at lite yii.l lha
altar presents one of lite fomtS of g.yang 'gugs. lite ritua! for "calling back (or increasing) lite g.yang", and it
must be added litat litis concept does not remain limited to the sphere of lite individual, but is generally linked
to those principles wluch are the basis for the gnmth of cultivated nature and the course of lite vegetative cycle.

The spring ceremony of the .vu/ /ha gsol pertains to the g.yang of field and cattle lite natives say, and in ll1e

winter it is for lite people.
Every household in Ringmo keeps a g._vang sgam, a "g.yang-chcst", filled '"illt symbolic objects (grain,

butter-faL tsa tsa. wool ribbons. etc.), which symbolises the wcalllt of lite household and which must be

preserved and (�1nbolically) refilled. The key to tllis trcaswy is guarded by the household-mother. In the last

instance she is lite guardian ofllte riches and resources and is responsible for litcir distribution witllin lite limits
of the household body. This leads us to a second cuitic uadition of the lake country, wluch is as much opposed

to the mountain god as it is complementary. and wluch is connected \\ith the female side of society.

Ill. The lake story
Let us return to the histmJ of llus area. The settlement which took plare in the course of the migration of

Tibetan clans actuaUy means the conquest of the respective area, and that does not only mean according to the

technical aspects of its utilisation, but also to the effect of the ritual banishment and "cultivation" of the

demonic world connected with nature. Thil> process is a never-ending one, and it accompanies lite calend:uy

rhylitm of the agricultural year - lite di\ision between the brighL abundant and the dark. dangerous season -

just as it applies to tltc cure of disease. for example. It signifies lite assertion of an original occupation of land
through a social group. which. on a par \\ith the nurnina, appears as the "lords of lite land" (sa bdag).
In tlte given

case

of mTsho yul lite world of demons which had been the original aim of conquest is

represented by lite demoness (diimo [bdud mo)) of the lake. In oral tradition tllis figure is often depicted as an

old woman (i wi) or as a snake (shrul) and in a way presents the demonic side of the lake goddess (mTsho

21

C f Karmay, S . ( I Y9 1 ) . "L1mnune et l e boeuf l e rituel de g/ud (rnnc,; on)", Jormral Asiatique 279, 3-4, 327-38 1 .
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sman rgyal mo), which is reflected by the fact that the lake is regularly worshipped but also symbolically
=�
destroyed over and over again.
l11e story of the diimo is documented in a local "lake story", which is part of a connected series of lake and
flood stories which arc prevalent throughout Dolpo (but also in parts of Rong phyogs, such as the enclave of

Dri chu rong in the Sarong valley). These stories deal with the appearance of a succession of flood-bringi ng
demoncsscs (one of the stories mentions an original number of four diimo sisters
persecuted by tl1e two cultural heroes
appearnncc of Gcsar is

(bdud mo spun bzhi]) who are

Gcsar and Guru Rinpoche (Padmasa.mbhava). I n this conte:\1 the

restricted to tl1e central valley of Nang khong (i.e. Nam mdo, Nam stod) where, due to

ll1e i mpassibility of the road. he and his army had to give up the pursuit at the racecourse of Ne I de gsum
(map I )

mdo
23 Then the Guru Rinpoche took up the pursuit of tl1e dilinos. who he killed i n each place where they

were intend on flooding ll1e respective area (in Ban tshang, Nang khong, rTa rab and finally mllJSo yul in

Phoksumdo). In spite of certain dissimilarities - for instance concerning the "teclmic" of the creation of ll1c

flood and its averting - ll1c recordings of the lake story at our disposal. which come from different areas in

Dolpo!Phoksumdo present a unity and arc based on a common local tradition.
l11e fol lowing is the slightly abbrC\iated quotation

(with some complements from other recordings) from

that section of the tape recording ofNyisal which contains the creation of the lake of mTsho ba (Ringmo):
( . . . ) One of the four diimos ran dO\m to Phoksumdo and filled

(bsJ.:vi{) the mTsho ba lake. It is said that

on her way ll1ere, ll1e dilino met a shepherd woman whom she forbade to tell Guru Rinpochc. who was
follo\\ing her, that she had passed by. With that she gave her a "counterpiece"

(mgan pa).

"a turquoise of

the size of a goat's liver" (_�._1·71 ra'i mchin tsam zhig). When Guru Rinpoche came along. he asked the
woman

if anybody had passed her by. She lied and claimed that no one had come by. Whereupon he told

her to show him her waist
2

2

(rked pa).

There she carried tl1e turquoise, woven into a belt

The heal ing of a sick person in connection \\;th the destruction of the lake of Phoksurndo is impressively documented

in the bi ography of dPal Jdml blo gros:

a femal e

seer

made the prognosis that the lama would contract

numerous experiments he found out the reason for ti1e disease in
Ringmo, transformed into
cause

for his

a

smal lpox.

After

vi sion. He flew down to the 'dre mo mrsho (evil lake) of

Vajrnbhairava and thru..� an enormous

completely evaporated. He asked

la.�

(skn rags la ril).

rock into the lake, whose waters then boiled

and

the goddess Vajravaralu (rDo rjc phag mo) \\110 appeared to him for furll1cr support The

disease he saw in a giant snake v•hich blocked his way back. He transferred into bya rgyal (alias kh_1�mg)

and devoured her.

Sncllg:rove 1 967: 1 92-1 94 .

ln Pho�l.IIlldo people are i n great awe of the Dilmo lake and ti1ey fear the gso11 'dre m a (living female demons, mtches),
arc

v.110

said to have a mysti cal relation to the dangerous side of the lake. TI1c

emanating from the klu (klu nacl), in particular all those illnesses whi ch

dangcn; harboured by the lake arc diseases

manifest ti1crnsclvcs in furu.nclcs or rashes that - as

reported by the story of another /Ju attack - take the shape of fish, Sllakes or frogs (nwm 1/rar of bSod nams blo gras, 1456-

1 529, SncJigrove 1 967: I 08 ). ll

is a life-threatening state of defi lement

(gn'b) which goes hand in hand with klu nad and

wh ich corresponds to the ambivalent position society holds towards the female organism: its blood a.nd juices

are

just as

much regarded dangerous, as ti1ey arc testimony of fertility. Both conceptions are closely connected \\;th the picture of the

lake.

Yet the rea..<;ons for /Ju nad are not restricted to a defilement of the lake, instead the danger generally exists in the sphere

of the cultivation of the ground and ti1c li\ing space. The bdud mo of the
covers the entire lake country underground. - On klu

ti1e lake

lake, the snake which is devoured by the bird,

nad or leprosy (nuize) and lake respectively compare our discussion of

story of Kharta: Diembcrgcr, H. & Hazod, G. ( 1 994 ), "M.achig Zhama s recovery. Traces of Ancient History and
'

M�1..h in ti1e Souti1 Tibetan Landscape of Kharta/Phadrug", h1 Powe1ji1l Places and Spaces in Tibelan Reli�.:ious Culwrcs.
17u•

Tibet ./ouma/ 1 9, 4 , 23-45.

2�

At thi s pl ace

- a place of a fonncr Diimo lake - ti1c great horscracc of Dol po gru bzl1i is held rumually in ti1e

monti1 and carri ed out

si>.i.h

to the greater glOI)' of the epic hero (and of ti1c local A pha-�ii11lw mentioned above, who is regarded

a� one of the 1 3 dgm /ha ofGesar).

Theyul lha gsol of

Whil e G uru Rinpoche tried to untangle
water (this version

makes

mTsho

yul
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the knot (mdud grol ha), the diimo filled the valley below with

no mention of the exact procedure, others speak of spitting [mchil bor]. or

tipping over a pol full of water).
When

Guru Rinpoche came here, he saw that the entire village had been submerged by the lake (mLvho

nang thim). with the exception of a tree with a flagslalf (dar shing) protruding from the water, upon

which a crowing cock was sitting. Thereupon he thrust the kha khram into the heart of the di.imo2� (bdud

mo'i SJ�ying kar brgyab) and with the phur pa pierced the rock}' darn25 (today this hole is identified with

the smaller of the two waterfalls in Ringrno). Tims the water flowed off (chu sags) (to the present level of

the lake).

It is said that every year in winter one can

see

the ritual staff (kha khram) protrude from the middle of the

lake. At the end of the universe (kalpa) the lake will flow off (brdol) and all of Rong phyogs will be
flooded again. This will happen. when tl1e kha khram sinks (nub pa).

This story fits in \\ith a widespread tradition of flood and drainage myths which can be found in varying

configurations throughout the entire Himalaya as well as in Tibet proper. As Nick Alien recently stated in a

comparative work on tltis issue. their common factor is that each represent a kind of local cosmogony. a

24 Kha klrram (or klrram kha) is identical with khmm siring, "tally stick", a wooden magic weapon with notches, Y.hich

appears as the attribute ofnumerous dei lies. Cf Nebes1:y-Wojkowitz, R. de ( 1 975), Oracles and Demoru ofTibeL The Cult

and Iconography of the Tibetan Protective Deities. Graz. Akademische Druck-

u.

Verlagsanstalt (repr. ): 358fT. On the

denotation of the kluum shing in the larnaistic ritual, especially the "ritual of closing !he earth door",

see

Waddell, LA

( 1 895), Tire Bruidlusnr of Tihet or Lamaism. London: 484-488; Stein, R.A ( 1 939), "Trcnte-trois fiches de d.i\ination
tibelaines", Han•ardJournal ofAsiatic Studies 4: 3 1 &-32 1 ; Dollfus, P. ( 1994), '"Porte de la terre, porte du ciel

',

un

rituel de

ran�ton au Ladakh", In Tibetan Studies. Proceedings ofthe 6tlr Seminar of dre JA1S, vol. 1 : 1 7&-196; on the origin of the
"wooden khrnm" and its relation to the cult of iHa mo and gShin rje (Yama)

see

R6na-Tas, A ( 1 956), "Tally-slick and

Divination-Dice in the Iconography ofLha mo", Acta Orientalia Hwrgaricae 62: 163-168.

25 h1stcad of the plmrpa other versions also mention the sword (ra/ gri) or arrow (mda'); it is usually also U1e plmrpa or
used for the

plmr IJII, respectively, Y.hich is sunk into the d!imo's body. The three-sided magical dagger (plnw bu) is

stabbing of U1e demons in the exorcism ritual. As is generally kno\\n the forms "p/mr brtlpa!ba"

are

frequently exchanged,

and plmr bu is also identified with the planet Jupiter (cf Wa)man, A [ 1 98 1 ), ''Note on the Phur bu", 77re Jounral of tire
Tibet Society 1 : 79); but the original

meaning of the magic dagger is that ofplrur (pa) in tl1e sense of Sanskrit k17a ("nail")

wiU1 U1e co!Ulolation of nailing down, binding (cf also the form sa 'ip/Uir pa, "nail of the earth", which we will find further

down). The downward force - as Wa)man calls it - of the dagger and demon banisher descends from Ulis original nail.

The introduction of U1e magic dagger goes back to Padmasambhava, which is documented in the Tun-huang manuscript

Pelliot tibelain 44 which is at the same time regarded as the oldest existing record of the legendary life of the master.
Blondeau,

Sources

",

AM. ( 1 980), "Analysis of U1e Biogmpllies of Padmasambhava according to Tibetan Tradition: Classification of

In Tibetan Studies in Honour ofHuglr Richardson. (eds.) M Aris & Auung San SW! K)i Westminster. 47. In this

tex-t, which was edited and translated by Bischoff and Hartm:mn (Bischoff, FA & Hartmann, C. [ 1 97 1 )),

"Padmasarnbhava's Invention of U1e Phur-bu. Ms. Pelliot Tibetnin 44", In Etudes tibetaines dediees a la memoire de

Marcelle Lalou . Paris, 1 1 -28), we encoWlter the plrur bu righl from the start in CO!Ulection with the suppression of the

dem01lic world which he fust meeL� in the shape of four bse'i lha mo

,

or

"one telr!H:Iemoness" (bse'i lJra mo bzlrr· grlrig), to

be more precise. TI1e motif of the picn::ing of the rock and banning U1e water is also already contained.

As far as U1e bse goddesses arc

concerned, we would at least like to remark U13.t they remind us of the aoove-mentioned

original four bdud mo siblings (bdud mo spun bzlri). On bse (se) as a class of earth and \Wter dcnlons cf Tucci G. ( 1 949),
Tibetan Painted Scrolls.

Part IL Rome. Librcria dello stato, 714.

,
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description ofthc origins of the cultivated world: the waters were originally "primal waters" and the dcmiurgc
likc act of drainage made the "cosmos suitable for human habitation"?6
The remarkable characteristics of our story. the appearance of the dcmoness. the flood itself and the tree
grD\\ing out of it as well as the moment of banishment arc all to be found on cultural-historical ground that is
well-known to us. It cannot be separated from the classical picture of the beginning of the highland. which the
Tibetan historiographers impart to us: in the very beginning Tibet was one single ocean. After it had
witlldrawn the juniper forests emcrgcd.27 Many of the Tibelan lakes arc considered to be remains of the
original flood. At first this land was the realm of a demoncss (...,·in mo), whose limbs, as we know, later

represented the borders of the civilised empire - in the shape of a "nailing dO\\n" the lxxly \\ith the twelve
temples (ascribed to Srong btsan sgam po). with the Jo khang in tl1c place of the demoncss' heart. This spot is
marked by a stone in the temple. which covers tl1e hole to tl1e subterranean water of tl1c fom1er '0 thang lake.'R
A "killed" demoncss can be found under quite a number of Tibetan stupas. a kind of offshoot of tl1e original
.'i'l'in mo. who is banished tl1rough tl1c .'i'l·og shing in her lxxly . tl1e tree of life and tllc central axis of the stiipa.
This. for instance, is tl1e case witll tlle three great stupas of mOo (farap. in Dolpo). which ·were erected upon
the head and arrns of the lake demoncss - the place of today's settlement - after the flood had drained off.29 In
Ringrno. tllc diimo personifies the lake counll)·. witll her heart in the middle of the lake where Guru Rinpochc
had tlm.Ist tl1c ritual �taff to avert tl1e flood.
Such foundation histories often carry tllc seed of an apocalyptic prO\idencc of tlle end of the world which
necessitates a renewal of tJ1c local cosmos (Alien. op. cit . in press). When the kha khram sinks in Ringmo and
the ban is thus lifted. the flood wi l l set in again and the \illage be inundated. Similar stories arc told of the
.

26

Alien, N. (in press), "'And the lake drained awa)": an essay in Hi.malayan comparative mythology", In Landscape and

Mar:u;bla.

(cd.) A .W .

Macdonald,

Delhi, D.K. Printv.'Orld.

water, tl1erc are also "drought myths" where

Side hy side \\ith lake drainage myths where there is too much

there is not enough water (Alien. in press). This dichotomy of flood/drought

motifs in these legends of origins only seemingly exclude each otl1cr. in both cm;c.s tl1e

issue is the adequate procurement of

tl1c basic rc.o;ourcc of water, ''hich precedes tl1e origin of tl1c culti\'atcd land (cf tl1e discussion hy Charles Ramble [in
press] , "l11c creation of tl1e Bon Mmmtain of Kongpo", In Landscape and A faiJ(_bla. [ed.) A .W. Macdonald.. Delhi, D.K.

Pri.ntworld).

A special form of "Tibetan lake story" shall not remain w1mentioncd here. Its particularity is tl1at tl1e local demiurge, or

lake banisher respectively, is no t male as ll'il.l.lll , but female. Two examples are kno\\11 to me: t11e one is from Kharta, \o.i1ere

tl1e cultivation oftl1e valley goes back to the Soull1ern Tibetan khandro Machig Zhama ( I I th century), and tl1e second one is
to be found in tl1e well-Jmown institution of tl1e female abbots of the Bodong convent of Samding (bSam lding chos sde)
located to the West ofYar 'brag g.yu mtsho. Sec Diernberger, H. & Hazod, G . , op. cit . , ( 1 994) and note 30 in this paper.
27

"lake

·n1e according passages of tl1c chronicles have been put togetl1er hy Stein; in this context one speaks of mtsho na,

beginning", followed by spiV na, "monkey beginning", which seL� in after tl1e emergence of tl1e forests. Stein. R.A.

( 1 972 ), Tibetan Civilization. Stanford, University press , 37ff
lR On
tl1e twelve lenlples (for the "taming of the border and

discourse, based on tl1e report in Mar;ri bkn' 'hum: Aris, M.
Warrninster, 3-33; also see
ccntrnl temple in Ra

sa

the area beyond the border" [mtha ' dui Jrnrg 'drll]) see Aris
( 1 979), Bhutan. the Ear�v Hist01y of a Hinrai(TIWI Kingdom,

the passages in tl1e rGyal rabs gsal ba'i me long, where it is said tlmt before the erection of the

(alias

bo ) . Sorcn�cn, 1'. K. ( 1 994 ),

Lhasa) "in tl1c four directions armmd tl1e lake ll1c 'kila-Ritual' \\'liS carried out (sa plmr gtab
The

Min-or illuminating the Royal Genealogics. An Annotated Tronslation

Cenlllrv Tibetan Chronicle: tGyal robs gsul ba'i me long. Wicsbadcn. Harnt�soY.itz, 26 1 -266.
20

llus story is also

Im...ntioncd by

.le.<;! ( 1 975:

41 ).

of the ,\'!l'ili
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central Titx:tan Dilrno lake (the so-all ied "inner lake" of Yar 'brog g.yu mtsho), but wi th a more global
consequence: its banishment averts the flooding of the whole ofTibcl.30
Here we arc confronted with a characteristic that was not given Special prominence in Nick Alien's work,
but wh.ich is of the utmost imJX>rtancc for an understanding of the Titx:tan "lake history" : the banishment (or
the killing. respectively) of the flood bringing demoness. And yet the arising connection to Buddhism (or the
BonJXl tradition) is by no means the original version of this story. More truly it can be said that this
characteristic rather corresponds to the far more fundamental factor of the killing of the demonic world, which
we can generally observe in connection with the original occupation of a living space. TI1cn the motif reappears
in relation with the Buddhisal.ion and com·crsion of this world by the religious master or one of his successors.
Our lake story unites these two elements: Guru RinJX>Chc takes the place of an original (local) demiurge, and at

the same time his heroic deed - the draining of the threatening waters - explains the arrival of Buddhism in

this region. Now the question is: Who is this original local "demiurge" and what is the connection of all this

with the tradition of the yul /ha gsol?

The centcr of the lake and the conquc.q of the diimo

According to BonJXl tradil.ion. both the water of the lake (which is primal water :\5 much as threatening

flood) and the central tree protruding from the water (which. in the case of Ringmo, is a juniper, shug pa), are
the creation of the great goddess gNam ph�i gung rgyal who - like the diirno of the lake story - brought these
elements into tx:ing by spitting on the ground. 31 In this context the juniper is specified as /ha shing, as a

tree

for the /ha di\inilies (often called /ha shing shug pa g._vu lo, "tree of the gods, turquoise leaved juniper"), which

- like the medicinal substances (bdud blsi) equally created by the goddess - is considered to be an antidote and

instrument against the demonic poison and pollulions and which (as is known) prO\ides the basic essence for
the important purification ritual (bsangs) (c( Karmay 197 5: 206).

Titis holy tree marks an imagiruuy centcr surrounded by water, which is characterised by the demarcation of

a quadrangular surface with four old k/u sacrificial places at the four corners, each consisting of one juniper
tree

\\ith a small place of sacrifice made of stone beneath it (map 2).32 Together with the significant motif of

the piercing of the

dam ,

the contours of this sacral geography show remarkable similarities with the

mythological BonJXl ccnter of '01 mo lung ring. Tills is surrounded by an

ocean

and a wall of mountains (the

dan1 of the lake), with an "arrow path" (mda' lam), shot by gShen rab. leading towards it (cf. Karrnay 197 5:
1 73). Similarly the hole of the waterfall of Ringmo (testimony of the drainage by the religious hero) is not just

an opening SCr\ing as a drain for the flood and the lake, but at the same lime also offers an ideal entrance to

the secluded area of mTsho yul.

In the first place this domain is the domain of the klu (water-spirits). 1l1e four klu are considered to be the
treasure guards of the lake,

30

which

is also called a sbas _vu! in the local trcldition, as a hidden place where life

At least this is how it was reported to S. Ch. Das: its banishment is ascribed to tl1e spiritual power of rDo Jje phag rno,

which is reincarnated in the female abboL� of Samdi.ng (cf. note 26 ). Das, S. C. ( 1 902 ), Journey ro UUJSa and Central Tibet.

London, 1 36.
31

Kanna\ 1 975: 205, 2 06, ac.:.cordi.ng to the text Ge IJuxi gsang ha drug chen gvi sgrob skor, published by Tenzin

Namclak, Tex1 no.
32

3, fol. 65, Delhi

1 973 .

·me names oftl1e four klu (klu 'b'VGI ngs, klu brom ze rigs , klu dmangs rigs, k/u gdo/ rigs) are in accordance witl1 the

cla�si licution in the gT.mng nra k/u 'hum, where they arc related to the turtle-motif of creation . Nebcsl.:y-Wojkowitz,

( 1 97 5 ) 290.

op.

cit.
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pr()jccting substances come from. 33 This

is where the turquoise comes from which the diimo gave to the

shepherd woman who hid it at her "waist". As is known, the turquoise is generally regarded as a life protecting

object (.�rog skyob ). and represents tl1e

soul in ritual or rather the female part of the soul of the community, the

power which comes from the lake 3"1 The turquoise plays no leading role as represent.1tive of the soul in

the

genealogical conception of the tribal (patrilinear) tradition; there the "male" soul is represented by the sheep, or
the f!l�van spirits respectively. 35 With

the turquoise, on the other hand, we find a trndition whose content is a

kind of inner relationship between woman turquoise, water, and fertility. It is said that the turquoise
omamentcd be rag headdress worn

by

the women of

Ladakh represents snakes; in this conte:-..1 S . Ch.

quotes the case accordi ng to which tl1c women arc not supposed to take oiT their headdress as long as

Das

U1c

arumal i rrigation lasts� tllis is the time when UlC klu arc in tunnoil . 36 1 do not know tl1e source Das quotes from.

but it emphasises the abo,·e-mentioncd close relation of the female side to the water which also comprises
protection (note 22).

their

ln Ringmo. the transference of the turquoise to the community is accompanied by a water cult assigned to
the women which

finds its e:-.:prcssion in a communal offering ritual (a

klu bsangs) i n honour of the above

mentioned lake goddess. The ritual regularly takes place in early surnn1 cr at tl1c shore of the lake, and has its

household correspondence in the klu bsangs which the women hold at ful l moon (and other "holy days") on a

special place. a conical stone alta�. next to the entrance of tl1e house.
One can say

that., in the course of the "cult of tl1c territory", ilie rituals connected with ilie lake (the lake

goddess and klu spirits) form a complementary clement to ilie yul /ha gsol. whose access (in contrast to
"female" k/u bsangs) is - as we know - regulated \ia the principle of patril inearity.

the

But. of course, this cultic separation of roles according to sex., given as it is ilirough the opposition of yiillha
and klumo, does not signify any distance in tlle sphere of symbolism. The symbolism of the local urtiverse is
rather the e>..-pression of a constant gearing into one anoilier of the male and female principle. which again is
the basic precondition for tl1e "crcati,ity" of the ritual itself.
Thus tl1e yul /ha gso/ cannot do ''ithout reaching for tl1e "female" elements of the \\'ater and the essences
(equally created by the goddess) of the /ha bsangs (the bdud rtsi).

As we have seen, the men of the first clan

bring water from the lake and the material for the incense offering up to the mountain. This is no trifle, but
significant

expression

of a

fundan1ental

mythological

relation

of water and

mountain

the

which is,

characteristically enough, mediated by the "tribal" clement of the first clan. Though ilie mTsho sman rgyal mo
is not the declared

wife of Jo bo gtsug sa - hisyum is not specified any further - here, \\ithout any doubt. she is

a kind of "classificatory" partner of ilie mountain god.
Starting with the earliest Tibetan tex1s.

we

find tl1e relation between mountain and water (between heaven

and earth in the \\idest sense) in t\vo diJJerent forms of interpretation: one is that of an occupation
of tl1e killing of the demonic

by force and

aspect of the earth, while the other is described in terms of a positive relationship

in which ilie lake goddess appears as tlle partner of the mountain god?7

�3 lt is said, Utat U1e sba.s _l711 was discovered by the cow of a lama in the course of a circumambulation of the lake, and

one can
34

35

see

Cf.

her footprints on the rocks armmd the lake.

Kannay, op. cit. ( I 987): I 00, I 0 I ; Jest I 993: 5.

Sec Karmay, in this volume; in U10sc mo;es of"soul rituals" where the turquoise is attached to the sheep (or b/a ri<ang,

"soul foot of the sheep", rc�-pcctively) the stone rcpre:scnts the female clement in the creative procedure of the ritual. Cf

Lessing, op. cit. ( 1 95 I ): 265.
Jo

Das, S.C. ( 1 989), A

Tibetan-English DictiOIWry. New Delhi, Asian Educational Services ( rcpr. ),

875.

Indirectly these motifs are alreadv contained in the report of the coming dovm of the ftrst king (the royal

ancestor
g,Nva' khri btsan po). ll1c king descended to earth as master and conqucrcr and as the rain which fertilises it (according to
37
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As cWferent authors have al ready demonstrated, tl1ere i s a close analogical relation between the holy
mow1tain (if it is defined in a social contel\.1. as in the case of tlte yill lha) and t11e central pillar of tl1e house

(ko

ba) (or post of the tent) and, in Ringmo, also \\ith the dar shing (flag sta1I) of those great houses which

worship the yilllha as tl1eir family god. This central main pillar connects the middle floor, the level of the
hearth and of fanlily reproduction, with tl1e roof and tl1e stables. two levels which are identified here l ike

elsewhere witl1 tl1e divine and the Wlderworld sphere, tlle male and female. rcspcctively.38 In tllis case the

ha is regarded as a "heavenly pillar" (gnam gvi ka ha) and

as a

"phur pa (nail) of tlle

earth"

which is conceived l ike a tent post sunk into the groWJd. and which should - l ike tl1e kha

ko

(sa'i phur pa)

khram (alias khram

shing) of tlle lake SlOT)' - prevent tl1e demons from access to tl1e domain of tlle humans.
ln tl1eir work on tl1e Sham'3 of Amdo

whe

re quite similar conditions for a "yiillha commWJity" can be

foWld. Karmay and Sagant refer to the pillar of tlle yow1g epic hero. who tllfUSt his tent post into tl1e heart of
the black demoness "at tl1e jWJction of tluee valleys"

(Karmay & Sagant

1 987: 252). This is tlle way yoWJg

Gcsar fixed his new territory (after his flight from Gling): tl1e pillar awarded to him
him the " master of tlte earth"

by the moWJtain god made

(sa bdag) and master of tlle demoncss spreading herself out into the four cardinal

directions.

So the "fixation of the eartll " is a basic motif which is closely linked to tlle first settlemene9 taking

possession of the land and tl1e general establi shment of a new order, be it social, political or defined in terms of
religious power. On tlle symbolisrns of tlle royal pillar set into tlle groWJd (with or witllout inscription), Tucci

writes: "( . . . . ) in that way tlle forces moving Wldemcatll tlle soil . .. . the waters e:-.:prcssing tllc primeval chaos and
tlle devils arc subdued: a new order is so established and the

way to heaven is opened: the pillar is in fact at the

same time the way leading to heaven, it is tlle axis mWJdi perforating tl1e planes of existence; it is therefore the
royal COWlterpart of tlle work WJdertaken by Padmasarnbhava
This "work" of tlle great magician is continued

(. . . . )" . 40

in the later e:-.:pansion of tlle Iamaist tradition. The Ya ngal

gyi gdung rabs (op. cit., fol. 20b). for instance, narrates that when the great Yang st.on Shes rab rgyal mtshan..
tlle father of the foWtder of Klu brag (cf. note 4) arrived in Blo stod (upper Mustang), his first deed was to stab
his phur

bu into the groWld. tlle abode of a klu mo. in order to get water for irrigating the fields i n that area.

The same thing is told regarding tlle foWJdation oftlle Samling monaster)'. Cases like tllesc are numerous. But

these latter examples lead us to a second signification of the killing of tlle diimo: the perforation of the soil not
the account in the Tun huang chronicle). C( Hazod, G. ( 1 990), "Die 'Hen:unft' w1d die 'Ankunft' des tibetischen Konigs. Zu
den Momcntcn einer ldeologie der Souveranitat in dcr Legcnde von '0 !de spu rgyal", In Tibeto11 History a11d La11guage.

Studies dedicated to Uray Gcza

on

Iris sewmtieth bi11hday. (ed.. ) E. Steinkellner, Wien, Aibeitskreis filr Tibctische und

Buddhistischen Studien Universiliit Wien ,

1 93-220. The

f!I5l direct relationship of equal status with the earth (water)

(Dri) gum blsa!1 po, i.e. the king after the rupture of
/cam, a "klu-spousc". That such relationship is not v.ithout Janger.> became apparent to

makes its appeanmce within the complex of the royal genealogy ofGri
the heavenly rope. His wife is a klu
king 'Brong gnyan !de

ru

v.i1o contracted leprosy from the meals ofh..is wife, a klu mo from Dwags po, which led to the treat

of being buried alive (l11e dilTerent ver.>ions of this account

arc

quoted in Haarh, E. [ 1 969], 17re J'arlung Dyna..�o--. Keben

havn, C.E.C. Gad's Forlag, 335-338).
JH

39

Kannay & Sagant 1 987: 234/f.; Stein, R. A ( 1 987), Le mondc en petil. Paris, Flamrnarion, 1 79-1 98.
We have to note, that such stories

arc

not limited to the process of peasant colonisation, but

can

also be found among

nomadic traditions. According to a legend of the nomads of sPo rong, a tribal federation to the West of Dingri, the bounda

ries of l11cir common territory have been fixed by making a number of earth holes by means of the phur hu on different
places armmd the country, into which the tent posts were set up. The top of tl1e tent poles encompass the land of the Lords

(1jr dbon) of sPo rong. Interview witl1 Tsering Darncho in Sv.itzerland (October 1 994) who used to be a lama of tl1e Bodong
monastery of sPo rong Pad ma chos lding.
�0

Tucci, G. ( 1 950). 17re Tomb.� ofthe Tibetan Kings. Roma, Is. M.E.O.,

34 .
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only destroys the demonic, undenvorld earth, but also activates iL to ·wiL i ts divine, spiritual side, whi ch muSI
be fertilised and which promises water and growth.
In tllis contex1 Tucci. elsewhere in his work, speaks of a "sacred nuptial" in

the ritual of dog

rn.

the course of his discussion of

where we find the "opening" of the dog mo. the goddess of the sacred soil (dog ra).

through the dog /ha (represented in a stone put upright).41 As the songs sung on this occasion illustrate. the

opening of the earth signifies an im-itation to the dog mo to come to the dancing ground of dog ra, wllich is a

mirror of heaven (verse 70, p. 1 00). In fact the connection of the two is a heavenly engagement and after

travelling to dog ra, the dog mo will in the end be identified with the heavenly mother (A phyi gung rgyal, p.

1 0 1 ). Tilis is an impressive example of how an earth goddess becomes tllc panner of the mountain god: the

dog /ha is none other tl1an tl1e local yullha (p. 1 0).

In accordance \\itl1 tl1is we can state tllat the killing of tl1e demoness (tlle dangerous aspect of nature) and

tlle awakening of tlle powers of nature arc expressed by one and tlle same e>..1emal symbol. It describes a

"ccnter of the world" which is olniously upheld by tl1c conception of a unity of death and birth in tl1e domain of

creative and regenerating proceedings.

Returning to tl1e i maginary ccntcr of the lake country. we can sum up the follov.ing analogies: holy tree. the

magician's kha khram (and tlle stick protmding from the \\i nter)' lake) and yii.l lha (or pillar and dar shing of

tlle sa bdag house. respectively). There is a deep correlation between tl1cse elements appearing in causal

succession in the lake story: stabbing tl1e diimo's heart \\itll Guru Rinpoche's magic weapon (together \\ith the

bursting of the danl) led to an opening of tlle lake counlf)' and created the preconditions for its settlement. At

the same time the story illustrates that t11e counlf)·'s ci\ilisation and its maintenance (keeping the flood and the

dcmoness at bay) arc closely connected to tl1e religion introduced by Guru Rinpoche. The community requires
tllc lamaistic

ritual.

all

lamaistic classification.

tlle more so as the yiillha llimself (as 'jig rten fD'i /ha) has moved into the world of

But this obscures the original position of tlle mountain god. This position goes back to the history of the

arrival of the ancestral deity of tlle first clan, which once, as new land god. granted the people coming in the

authority to establish tllemselves as lords of tlle land. And this necessitated (as in the case of the epic hero) the
killing of the demoncss, so that tlle land ruled by her (and her body) could be cultivated.

One of the original instruments for holding the demons at bay is the arrow, as it is ex-pressed in tllc account

of gNya' khri btsan po's descent. It is stated that his arrow, the "arrow tl�at shoots itselr' (mda' rang

'phangs)

(and other "self-acting weapons") turned against tlle demorlic world of the srin after he arrived in the land of
men.42 This weapon represents (among others) the classic ancestral weapon and ritual instrument which is

dedicated to tile mountain cult (cf. Karrnay 1 975 : 2 1 �2 1 2) and wllich we find in the dominant arrow of the

yul lha gsol sa. It seems tllat its introduction into mTsho yul is closely linked to the local history of tlle arrival
of the pho /ha of the first clan, which. in this sense, represents the original story of the derniurgic opetling of

41

Tucci, G. ( 1 966), Tibetan Folk Songs from Gyantse and Western Tibet. Ascona, G J -68; - dog (sa dog) is also re

42

At ti1e place of Shing mu le grurn shing in rKong po (i.e. one of the twenty-seven places of the arri val of the king),

garded a� one of ti1e places of arrival in the accounls of the descent of the flrst king. Ha7oo, op.
"the srin demons appear

tion of Karmay, op. .

2 1 4JT.

as

his enemies"

cit. ( 1 990): 2 1 OJT.

(srin gvi dgra mdcmg b:mng re). llJe'u clros 'byrmi[. 23G, 11ccord.ing to ti1e t.ronsla
tl1e VCJ:;ion of tl1e hS/md nrdzodyid bzhin nor bu, published in Haa:rh.. op. cit.,

cit. ( 1 994 ) : 4 1 9·. cf also
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the lake counuy. The male arrow not only refers to the tribal factor of the mountain cult tradition, but even

points to the factor of the story of the lake, the "primal water" .43

43

The relationship between the pho

/ha of the first clan and the act of opening U1e new land is clearly expressed within

U1e Tamang history concerning the clan settlement at Sailung. One of the five ancestors "stabbed the clru gri ('water-knife')

into the rock and water came out of the rock". The chu

scher, G . , in Uus volume�

11_vrmg 1 987: 236.

-

gri is considered to be the

this knife is also mentioned

as

"sign" of the first

ms

(clan). See Taut

one of the magic weapons of gNya' khri btsan

po. /De'u chos
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M OUNTAIN HIGH, VALLEY DEEP
The yul /ha of Dolpo
by
Christian Schick.Jgruber, Vienna

High up in the mountains the gods live. down tl1ere in the valleys man lives. High up it is clear and pure.
dmm there order and protection arc tl1e conditions for sunival. High up tl1c gods dv..'Cll. TI1e stars, the sun and
tl1e moon circle up there. down tl1ere the evil demons must be feared. Man living in the deep \'alleys needs the
sacred high mountains - the yuf !ha - for protection, the fertility of all living bccings depends on tlteir
goodwill. 1
Renc de Ncbcsky-Wojkowitz has supplied a fundamental work on the classification, iconographic
description and methods of worship of the tutelary gods ofTibct (Ncbe�·-Wojkowitz 1 975). I shall anempt to
go one step further and cast light on tl1e importaac:e of these gods for tl1e construction of a specific society on
:
the fringes of influence from tlte ccntr.al state - how do tlte inhabitants of Dolpo sec their holy mountains.
A shon survey of the history of Dolpo is followed by a description of the recent political structure. After a
general and geographical portnlyal of the "land god" (vul lha) of Dolpo, the local gods arc presented in their
connection to the social organisation. Once the traditional picture has thus been created, it is then confronted
\\ith the most recent developments. These include the incorporation of the "old" yuf /ha into Buddhism and the
monastic life.

I.
The Holy Mountains and Society - the relation between these two is not founded in

itself,

but will only

become evident from tlte historical and political conditions of Dolpo. Therefore. let me call these conditions to
mind in a few words. before I introduce the holy mountains in detail.
The term Dol po is mentioned for the first time in tcx1s on the history of western Tibet When King sK)id
lde Nyi ma mgon divides his kingdom Ngari (mNga' ris) among his sons, the middle one, bKra shis mgon

(950-975). received the areas Purang (sPu hrangs) and Dolpo (Dol po). Purang also comprised the area of
Mustang (sMon thang). Tims Dolpo entered into a relation with Mustang, which was to last until the recent
past. When, under A me dpal, an inaepcndent monarchy was established in Mustang in the 14th-1 5th century,
Dolpo placed itself under its tax sovereignty (Jackson 1 984).
Beyond the tax liability and religious influences Dolpo \\'35 always independent in regulating its internal
conditions. When Mustang was subjugated by the kingdom of Jumla ('Dzum tang) in the 1 8th century. Dolpo's

1 J'ul lha arc not the only

of pilgrimage. TI1e

�1lpralocal importiUlCC here.
1

holy mow1tai.ns of Dolpo. There arc also g11as, \\i1ich arc regularly circlUnambulated as places
serves as the dri\ing force in this. I wiU not deal with 1hcse aims of pilgrimage wiU1

im.Iividual kwma

111c data presented hL"fe arc n.:sulL� of !icldY.'Ork carried out in the swnmcr.; of 1 992 and 1 993; U1c research

financed hy the Austrian Fo11d.� zur Forderwrg der

lf/.umsclmjiliclren For:'lclrwrg. I thank Mr.

"iS.
patience aJl(] fnendship which made fieldwork a pleasure and suca..

was

Sonam Gyatso for his skills,

)
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dependence, too, was transferred to this country situated to the west. At the end of the 1 8th ccntlll') Jumln
and Mustang fell to the Gorkhas, and thus Dolpo came under a new tax authority again. Since then Dolpo is
part of the Nepalese state.
'

11.

Dolpo is structured into "Four PrO\inccs of Dolpo" (Dol po gru bzhi). which arc themselves di vided into
"The Three Districts" (t.,1w gsum). Originally, according to Sncllgrovc (Sncllgrove 1 992 : 1 5), the designation
"Four Provinces" (_r:ru bzhi) included only the valleys of Nankhong (Nang khong) and Bantshang (Ban
tshang). Today Tarap (rTa mb) and Barong (Bar rong) also belong to the four.
Oral tradition, which is still very much alive on the subject, tells us that each of the four provinces was a lax

unit '1\ith collective taxation.

The ta.x

burden of each pro,ince (gro) was divided among the districts (tsho) and

beyond that among tl1e villages. In the vi.llages taxes were collected in proportion to t11e amount of seeds per
household. Cattle and people were taxed separately.
The internal political organisation that structured tl1e relationship between persons and ilieir access to land

was

tl1roughout history left to the inhabitants of Dolpo. On the village level the traditional political structure
seems to have remained unchanged tllroughout all periods of integration into superior political circumstances.
Here :it is l11e political and religious positions set up in ancient times, which determine "everyday politics".
TI1e power of the "province leader" (gru dpon), which corresponded dircctJy to his position, was limited to
the fiscal aspect. He was a product of the ta-..: administration. His office was not hereditary in a certain lineage.
Wealth and personal prestige were decisive for tl1e appointment to this post (Snellgrove 1 992: 1 5) .

It

supplied

its bearer with prestige and a voice which could not be ignored in tl1e discussion of problems. But his influence
restricted to informal gan1es of power. Witl1 the low tax burden existing since ilie political panchayat
system of tl1e Nepalese state in 1 962 and its collection tllrough Nepalese go,·errmlent officials, the position of
was

the gro dpon has ceased to exist.
Decisions which concern the concrete social life of the inhabitants, were and are made on ilie village level.
At the head of each ,.;llagc stands a "major" (_tQas po), in whose hands ilie ,.;Jlage's administration and

jurisdiction rest. He has the power to administer justice in cases of quarrel s between the \illagers and to impose
fmes. He preserves all t11e documents concerning the village. Thus he keeps all ilie records on land property
and t.a.-..: assessment. Beyond ilie power directly bestowed on him tllrough his position, it also confers such great

prestige on him. that his voice .cannot be ignored in decision-making assemblies. The position is hcreditaJy.
Since the introduction of "democratic" elections in ilie panchayat era, the one who is entitled to the leadership
according to the trnditional system, is regularly elected into the positions of the Nepalese political system.
Just as the voice of the "major" (gras po) cannot be ignored, so the voice of ilie ser ba bkag mkhan, the
"preventer of hail", must be heard. Ser ba bkag mkhan is the designation for iliat (married) Buddhist or Bonpo
lama of the village. who has exclusive access to the adoration of the "land god" (vul lha). His ability to induce
t11e yul lha to grant protection from the hail by means of Buddhist liturgy, is responsible for h.is name.
Thus, shortJy before ilic harvest tl1c ser ba bkag mkhan is not allowed to leave the ,.;nage. Should
ha.ilclouds threaten the village, he must be on the spot to avert the inuninent danger. And just so he is present

with his prestige and influence. whenever decisions concerning the whole ,.;IJage are made in assemblies of
important men, or when hearings are held in cases of conflict between indi\iduals.
Summing up, we can say that the power of tl1e gras po is institutionalised. whereas that of the ser ha hkag
mkhan takes elfcct on an informal level in verbal discourse. Botl1 positions arc hereditary in direct male descent
Iincs.
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The position of the gra.� po, just like the one of the ser ha bkag mkhan, does not only entail political power,
but also economic advantages. Each one of them is entitled to a field from the c.ollccti\'e village property,

amounting to about 30 litres of seed.
Apart from their ta.x liability to tl1c superior unit, t11c villages arc autonomous on the level of the political
organisation of cvetyday life, witl1 a clear sense of uniqueness and a separate identity. Quite often neighbouring
villages arc a walking distance of several hours apart. And yet there is a red thread throughout this COIIDI.I)'.

lll.

mtshcr monastery I found two short manuscripts with a general description of Dolpo and its
"sacral landscape" added to each one of them. Both te:\15 arc refered to as Gu ru 'i gcer bsangs writings (Gu ro'i
gter bsangs zah mo ma rig mun se/ and Gu n /i gter bsangs shin tu rgya� pa cig. further called GT.I and
GT. Il)3 and arc read at hsangs -, gser skyems - and of course _,. .ut /ha gsol - ceremonies.
In t11c g.Yas

.

! 'late 1 : 'll1c route tmvcllcJ hy tl1c G .T. - ·nu: symbohscJ mow1tains are iu these texts mentioned as gzhi bdag. On

village level tllC)' \\iU tum into-��•/ lira.

�

No colophon

was aJdcd to tl1c tc>..ts.

Diverging spellings of local desi[!llations arc an indication of two autl10rs.

tile
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The recit..1Lion takes us on a journey through Dolpo. The text closely follows the river valleys of the ull'Cc
prO\inccs - Nankhong, Bantshang and Tamp. The journey starts and ends in Shcy (Shcs).4 From here the IC\1s
three

mentioned in their gcogrnph.ically
correct succession. TI1e westcmmost province. Barong (Bar rong). ,,;th tile main village Tsharka (Tshar kha).
closely follow the river valleys of the

provinces. The localities

arc

is mentioned in neiti1cr of t11e te:-..15. Instead villages in tl1c Phoksumdo (Phug gsum mdo) area arc mentioned,

which. according to all oti1cr sources and tl1e estimation of the inhabitanl'> of the "Inner Provinces" (gru nan�).
lie outside ofDolpo (cf. Hazocl map I . in ti1is volume).

The rccit.:1Lion evokes tile sacredness of space. <lS every name of tl1c villages - and. rarely. also of p:-�sturcs

_

is related to the supernatural being residing there. This may read. for example, as follows: "I bum incense [to
honour) ti1e [divine) land 0\mcr residing in Saldang. tllc Jo bo Brag nag" (.Jo ho brag nag la sags pa sa ldnng
gnas pa'i hdag hsangs:. GT.I. f. 2). After 113\ing tiJUs imaginarily erected tl1c Dolpo province in a detailed
description of space and local numina. botll texts enumerate characteristics of the landscape as such.
harbour numina: high mmmtains. deep \'alleys. torrential rivers. sprouting trees. dense forests. green

which

meadows.

silent lakes. \\inding patlls. blm,ing \\inds, etc. Finally a request for the protection of tile Buddhist doctrine,
ti1c fields. the cattle and of course tile people is made.
Most of the deities listed in titis "register" are neitl1cr iconographically described nor arc any characteristics
allocated to then{

IV.
In tile GT-tc:-..15 ti1e numina do not take on any specific contours.

They

are addressed i n their capacity as

mmcrs of certain localities, as gzh!_ bdag. or as gn�� srung respectively. A more c:-..1ensivc specification

and

classification i n tllc pantl1eon of Dolpo's religious world remains to evolve from the specific, concrete relations
between the nurnina and the people li\ing in their sphere of influence.

Nurnina adressed as gzhi hdag in tl1c GT-te:-..15. can become yul lha. pho /ha. sJ..:yes /ha. gnod, btso ba, gnynn
or dgra /ha. The designation used to classify tllc numcn mirrors tile social and political organisation. and at the
same Lime i t specifics ti1e speaker. Depending on the situation a fanner, a monastic l:lma

:1 ser ba bkag mkhan,

or a gras po can refer to "his" god in dillerent ways. But we "ill look at this in closer detail later on.

At tllis time I just want to give two cxan1ples of multiple classification. In the GT-texts rGya ring blon po

lha btsan is tile gzhi bdag of tlle village Shimen (Shing srnin). He is the yul /ha for all the \illagers. while for

the line who. historically, were tl1c first to immigrate he is tllc "male god" (pho /ha), and for the l anm who

worships him he is also tlle "god of birth" (sJ..yes /ha). At tlle same time he is seen as one of the body of "one
hundred guards" (so pa hrg�'a) installed by Guru Rinpochc. His adoration text (Shing smin lha btsanjo bo rgva

ring btsan /ha bsangs) also presents him in tllc shape of a gnod sbyin, g1�va1l, bdud and. at the end of tlle te\'l

as yul lha. The second example to be mentioned is the A pha yul lha. Also a gzhi bdag in the GT. he is tlle yul
4 ll1c mowllai.n there, the She! ri, is ti1e most important "holv place" (gnas) in Dolpo. It is venerated by all inhabitants of

Dolpo, pilgrims even come from

Tibet proper. It is

said, She! ri is

ti1c broti1er or Kailash in Tibet. 1l1c second g11as

mentioned in U1ese texts is sKu la tlpal bsang in Ule Bantshang valley. 1l1is mountain "serves" as a _ml lha for two villages,
too.

� The only exception arc ti1c yul lha of Namdo: A ma Ri nag

is distinguished by a moU1erly kindness (ma ltm· nyar11s pa),

A pha yul lha is wortl1y to be relied upon (ntm par 'os pa) (GT.l, f. 3).
" Here we fmtl again

a com1cction of ti1esc god� to tl1c clanic organisation of society. gNyan originally designates a wilu

sheep, in ti1is context tl1e term is IL'>Cd for clan
contrihution in this volw11C)
.

deities in

form of animal s (Kannny, personal conunw1ication, and

sec

his

Mountain hish.
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/ha for the Namdo (gNam mdo) area. He is evoked as a Nwarrior god" (clgra /ha) in the ritual. while the

lama

in the monastery says that he belongs to the chos sku Kun l1J bzang po. but that he actually is a fonn of Buddha

(rNam 'drl'n). which he assun1cs as one of the six forms of wordly existence (gro ba ngs drog) for the benefit
of mankind. As in all texiS describing .u1l /ha, A pha yul lha also appears in this te"1 as the "protoctor of the
holy doctrine" (clws skyong).

V.
TI1e existence of the yul lha is the precondition for li\ing in

a

ccnain locality. He holds the evil powers at

bay, which lie in wait cvel')where to ambush man or beast He graniS and guarantees fertility. "SWl and moon

circle aroWld his head" (lfla btsan smug po ran?, gi bsangs mchod. f. I ). he is the lord of time. protector of the
foundations of life, harvCSL cattle. and t11e "Holy DoctrineN.

'

'

/�

('c
:
.,.

\<;:' .... ;
'

SHES

.

Plate 2:

Villages and theirJ111 /ha
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One of the gzhi hdag from the "numina-fund" of the GT-texts rises above each of the villages as its special

_111/ lha.

TI1ey all appear in the shape of mountains. Is the yul lha the mountain, or is the mountain just the residence

of the god? Snellgrovc states that the .vul lha reside in palaces inside the mountains (Snellgrove 1 992: 15). TI!e

ellmographically ascertainable reality allows allinnative as well as negative answers to bol11 parts of the

question. I n response to my question concerning a ritual figurine made of dough (gtor ma) for the yu/ /ha

during his adomtion ceremony (vul lha gsol), the lama of Shimen pointed out to me that he did not need such a
8
figurine. as l11e .m/ /ha himself was standing there anyw<�y. 7 The people of Phijer (Byi gccr) point at l11e sMug
po rong mow1tain adding l11at their _vul tha had already been l11cre before t he arrival of man - the mountain is

eternal. On the wall nex1 to the entrance of the local Glang monastel)' the god is iconogrnphically depicted as

an anncd horseman. llms emphasising his mobile and martial aspect.

TI1e portrayal does not differ from the depiction of war-gods (dgra /ha). And still, when you look at the

mountain. everyone in Phijer says, "Tilis is sMug po rong" and not "ll1is is where sMug po rong lives". And
does the mountain then go chasing demons on a fast horse. with its bridle merrily tinkling? But maybe I simply
have too secular a 'iew of a formation of space - for someone who lives l11ere a mountain. as a pronlinent

phenomenon of nature. is obviously more than just a heap of rock and rubble. With my modest means of

perception I will thus leave it at that and turn to matters I can talk about with some more certainty.

Let us regard the yul lha as l11e one who watc�es over t.llc s��a�_c>l}l�. or, the other way round. let us look at

how social order is ex-pressed in tenns of the god. For the inhabitants of Dolpo the yul lha acts as the one who

demands the adllerence to social order. If the social harmony in his sphere begins to falter, he becomes angry
and sends hail and other misfortunes.

A proverb says: "When the people are not happy, the god is not happy; when the people are distwbed, the

god is distwbed" (mi ma dga' na /ha ma dga'; mi 'IJ11-ugs na /ha '/Jwugs) . "Happiness" (dga} is best ex-plained

by its antonym "defilement by conflict" ('khon grih). "Defilement by conflict" designates a state ofbroken social

order or refers to a smouldering quarrel between individuals. When a society lives in such a state the god turns

his back on them. With this the road is open for the constantly pressing powers of evil, not only to harm the
indi,idual but the whole society. Thus llle preservation of "harmony" is the key to safeguarding the social life.

Let me give an example from Phijer's most recent past to illustrate such a situation of conflict: should a man

die "ithout any male descendants, his "clan-brothers" (brgvud spun) are entillcd to his land, i .e. if his widow

wants to give up cultivating il she must offer it for sale to them on favourable conditions. A few years ago a

childless \\idow wanted to sell her late husband's land to a stranger. This gave raise to heated discussions in the
village. One side claimed that according to Nepalese law such a sale was perfectly legal, while the other side
held that it was totally impossible according to the traditional order of the patrilinear clans. The conflict was

solved by the .vul lha. When the ·widow and the prospective buyer were taken scverly ill. everyone attributed
this to the _vul lha, who was punishing l11em both. The land was not sold.

To abide by the traditional order is only one of the conditions which must be met to ensure the _vu! lha's

protection. In addition he protects the area only i n exchange for re_�ular �orship. This ex-plains the pragmatical

; In the yu/ /ha adoration

ceremony (vu/ /ha gsol)

figurine with a general "holy land owner"

of most other places, however, the yul /ha has to share a dough

(gzili bdag) portrnyal.

Some larna-infonnants ell:plained that at the ceremonies,

during the recitation, it would suffice to mention the yul llra togeti1er v.ith tite rel;pe.ctive tutelary deity (vi dam) and the

great guardian deities (s111ng ma) of Tibet, by name only.
P

Snellgrove transcribes Phijcr, Bi cher

( 1 992: 2 ),

or Phyi mtsher ( 1 98 1 :

282 ) .

A locally written text spells

Uyi gccr. This spelling corresponds to the founding m)1ll of ti1c place, according to wh.ich a lama shot
mountain pass and founded the village on the very spot

where his arrow had speared a mouse.

tite

an arrow

village

from a

M<'untain high,

approach of the villagers to

vallc,· deep
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ll1eir yul lha. The yul /ha is attributed with almost "human" ch.1J'3cteristics. An

'

informant described him as being .. .like a child. moody and greedy. When he gets something. he is delighted.
"

But he gets angry just

as f.1st.

If the yul

/ha is not regularly worshipped. he can bcoome angry will1 the people.

Several times there were epidemics in the village. sometimes hail or not enough rain. The h.1ilstoppcr

bkag mkhan) can make the.vul lha ceremony (vul /ha gsof)." (fapc recording. Namdo, august 1 993).

(scr ha

VI.
From what has been said so far the impression may ha\"e arisen ll1at each of the yul
alone and lonely above the darker sides of life. But some
plate

3).

/ha of Dolpo stands

socialit..c in groups, others have C\'en brothers (sec

Plate 3: Relations between thcyul lha

Do these genealogical links simply correspond to socio-politic:al links, or do people feel attached to the

neighbouring village

because the yul lha are related?
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In the following I will concentrate on tile "inner provinces "

(b'111 nang) - Nankhong and Bantshang. The
9
to}Xlgrnphy of the northern part of Dolpo shows three valleys clearly separated from each other. In the
wcsternmost of them the largest village is Ph.ijer. Its yul Iha, sMug po rong. is connected to three other holy
mountains. The whole group of four is located according to the cardinal directions. 1 0 Three of the four
mountains arc worshipped as .m/ /ha by one village each. sMug po rong is in the East. in the North rnDzes po

rong Y.'<ltches over the village Ku (sKu) and in the West the village Po (Phod) renders homage to rGyal
rong. During the old pol i ti c.'ll stmcture these

thang
three villages formed one district (tsho) out of the three that make

up the Nankhong province (_�m). Only Zhi bde rong in the SoutJ1 towers over a deeply jagged area whi ch is
uninhabitable. It ca.Imot even be used for alpine farming. Tllis is tJ1e only one of the four mow1ta.ins which was

never "opened" by a lama. All others were conquered by a lama's

help t11e peop le .

magic powers and had to swear an oath to

rGyal ring blon po I ha btsan. ilie yul lha of Shimen in the province Bantshang. also belongs to a

group of

four features of t11e landscape. whi ch are ascribed to one cardinal direction each. In contiast to all

other

connections tJ1 is group of four reaches across the borders of Dolpo: Ding ri sGang dmar lies in t11e East in

Tibcl Dol JXl rGya ring btsan (ilie local one) to

the Souili, Klu brag Chu m.ig in the western Kali Gandaki

Valley and Ka kar mThong nag to t11e North in Tibcl too. All the four belong to the "outer body of one

hundred guards" (phyi'i so ba brgya), wh ich was installed by Gu

ru

Pad rna 'byung gnas t o

watch over this part

of the world. But t11e _w/ /ha of Shimen is also a brotJ1cr of ilie two most prominent yul /ha of the prmince

Nankhong, Lang mkhyen in the North and A pha yul !ha

in t11e south.

For the three villages i n the Doraswn (rDo ra gsun1) area Lang mkhyen is not only regarded as their
11
protcctor. but even as the "king of the yul lha" (wl lha'i rgval po). Oral tradition reports that Lang mkhyen

was the ideal centre of 311 old kingdom whose ruler resided in t11e village Lhori (lHo ri). From an interpretative

point of \·iew one might guess that the holy broiliers of Lang mkhycn mark the space of this kingdom. But ·we

must leave this in the realm of speculation since iliere is no "hard" data on this kingdom.

A

pha yul lha has, apart from his broiliers, also a large

entourage ( 'khor), consisting not only of his wife

(yum), A ma Ri nag. but total ling an impressive eighteen numina. 1 2

Till today Lang mkhyen and A pha yui lha only accept worship performed by descendants of ilie old

nlinisters of t11e king - the sons of t11e !Ho ri dpon po clan.

11lis leads us to the connection between .!!!2._Wltain. mow1tain cult, and po_P.tJc:ai_or:g<l!li sation.

I

0

These vall eys are not identical with the political structure, which only consists of two provinces (gru) in tltis area

10

The grouping of four mountains in the cardinal directions lets one think of a map�la construction (Ramble, this

vohune). But I could neither find a record in the 1n1s of this ac;swnption nor was told anything about it in inteniews.
11 A
� such he had pitted an anny against the king of Lo's (Gio) forces, when these were at tl1e gates of Nyisal in

mythological times. Of COW1lC the divine anny WaS superior to the human one which took flight.
But ti1e god
·

Nyi sa l
12

as

was

not witi1oul fault for this danger: he had alxlucted the king's daughter from Lo, who

titis king's bride. Even today some people

still

sec

was

on her way to

her as ti1e queen in the valleys around Lang 1nkhyen.

Here differences hctwren the GT.l-tex1 and his pcrronal adoration tex1 (Nam stod yul gvi a pha yul /ha'i

mchod)

become apparent. While A

bsang

pha yuJ lha counts as g;zhi bdag of Dachcn (Da chen) in GT.L the sMug po mched gsurn

siblings are listed as gzhi bdag ofNamdo. Now in the A pha yul lha tcx1 he takes the position of ti1e yul lha of Nan1d0, so

all the gzhi bdag of Namdo, Dachcn and Dachung (I.Y.I'<:hung) are counted among his

'kho1·. These contradictions betwcell

the texis concerning ti1e geographical allocation, the attribution of the category of the munina and their relations among each

oU1er. show to whi ch ex1ent the munina of the landscape elude ultimate cla�silicalion.

Mountain high, valley deep
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VII.
We have now met lhe _vu/ /ha, or ralher his regular reverence and supply wilh offerings. as a precondition
for lhe habitableness of cenain territories. Tius is connected witl1 tl1c organisation of society.
1l1e ritual approach to the yul /ha is Iinlited to a certain descent line (brgvud). In Dolpo lhc concepts of
"Male (tutelary) God"

(pho /ha) and yul /ha intersect in lhc intcrprct.1tion of holy moWltains. l'ho /ha is.

speak, lhe personal protective deity of a single given descent line.

so to

As long as lhcrc is only one clan living in an

area, a pho /ha caimot be distinguished from a .vul lha in Ius actions. Only when several male descent lines live

in one and lhe same area a diiTercnce emerges. Then lhe pho /ha. according to his definition. concerns one line

only, while the yul !ha is responsible for all of them. In such a case lhe pho !ha would loose i nfluence,
importance and attention to lhe.vul lha.

But in conversations and prayers the temlS arc almost used �11on�mously. It is explained that the _1-ul /ha

had originally been the pho !ha of lhat descent line, which was lhe first to settle in a certain territory. 1l1e

question of that transition from pho !ha to _11tl !ha raises several possibilities which are open for di scussi on: did
lhe protagonistic line, with reference to lhe yul /ha - pho /ha issue, inunigrate first? Or did a ccnain lama lay
lhe foundatiOJlS for the rulership of his descendants through lhe su�jugation of a local deity? Or did everyone,

by oalh, settle on the pho !ha from lhe highest lineage as lhe _vul lha?

Be that as it may, the specific approach legitimises the ideal claim to the position of tl1c gras po and/or lhe

ser

ba bkag mkhan. In some places a single line claims both positiOilS, in others there are two lines claiming

one position each.
The example of the village Phijer shall e:-..-plain lhe attitude of tl1c two lines towards each olher and of both

of lhem towards lhe yul lha. Oral tradition tells us, that lhe Kh)1lllg lhod dkar p<Klan brought sMug po rong
13
as its pho /ha from Tibet. Lama Yang ston rGyal mtshan rin chen defeated the moody god through magic

and made him protect all lhose, who would be born in this area Then lhe lama appointed the original pho /ha

line as gras po-holders, and since lhen his own descendants have been worshipping lhe god as ser ba bkag
mkhan. 1 4

VIII.
The divine eternity of the yul lha grants an external pcnnanency to common beliefs and thus lhe stability of

a social framework. ln Dolpo it scclllS as if lhe ser ba bkag mkhan had been established since the beginning of
time as lhc only ones who can prompt the _Jtu/ !ha to protect the village. lllC)' had been lhe only bridges

between hWllans and gods.

13

lbis lama came from the Ya ngul h1ln.ily, \\ilo were residents ofLubra (K/u brog), a village of southern Lo in the Kali

Gandak.i valley. In

tl 1e 12t11 century, he was brought here from Tagtsc (sTag rt.sc), by his uncle, U1e celibate Bon lama, bla

ma sNgags pa, to found a lama lin�ge in Phijer. He is regarded

(Snellgrove
1�

as

tl1e fmmder of the Samling (bSam gling) monastery

1 980: 4).

The interesting tl1ing about tll.is idealistic construction is that it does not strain any notion of ancestral souls (bla).

WiU1 the _m/ /ha of Dolpo it is (by Uris time?) almost U1e otl1cr \\a)" row1d: unlike in the Tibetan early history, the soul

neitl1er comes do\\11 from tl1e mountain nor does 11 return there. On tl1e contr.uy, during the fWJcral ceremony, the lama

must Wdtch out that tl1e_m/ /ha does not send out Ius scn•ant (g.yog po) to catch the soul in a haskct and bring it to him
slave.

as

a
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Now. there arc two monasteries in the place between yul lha and society. which of right should belong to the
aforementioned persons. and in a third local ity a monastery and a ser ba bkng mkhan respectively worship the

yul lha according to
ce

the wishes of the \illagers.

In l11c Hrnp monastery for the \illage Namdo. and l11c g.Yas mtshcr monastery for the village of Nyiscl a

l i bat e lama of the respective monastc�· perfom1s l11e periodical adoration ceremony for the yul /ha (vul lha

gso/). 1 � In Phijer l11e .vul lha can be worshipped both by the traditional interlocutor and the lama of the Glang
monaste�·. Accordi ng to l11e

vi

l lagers.

they themselves asked the head of l11e monastery to perfonn the

periodical .1m/ /ha adoration ritual for them. Out of respect for the great religion laid dov.n in wri ting?1!.;
Impressed by the pomp of l11e monasti c ritual? In any case a greater efficiency in manipulating the yul lha is

anri but ed to a monastic lama in l11e centre of the ritual l11an to one's "own" ser ha

bkag mk.han.

Until now we have seen to what c:-..1ent the holy mountain comes to life and lakes shape through those who

(have to) live "ith h..i m. But we can also sec how much t h e still remain in a di alectical relation to l11e social
y

and religious practice. Through th eir employmen t by the srr ha

hkag mkhan l11ey have been endowed with a

specific meaning. llteir empl0)1llent by the monasteries has changed their meaning.
How does the yul lha appear i n a Buddh ist monastery

- l11e "local centre for scripturnlisation"

calls it (Gingrich. this volume) -, how is he d�scribcd in the tc:-..15 produced there?
Tite only tc:-..15 e,_-plicilly refe rri ng to the yul

as Gingrich

lha whi ch 1 could find. were located in the \i llages of Namdo,

Phijer and Shimen. They arc read at the height of the adoration ceremony. The folio of the worshipping te:-.1S
shall be 5)110ptically mentioned:

Namdo - A pha yul lha
A pha �ul lha is described in five loose leaves called ,\lam stodyul gyi

a pha yul lha'i bsang mchod. The tc:-..1

is kept in the Hrap monastery.

1t starts v.ith an instruction as to which figurines (gtor ma) shall be constructed and which mantra recited to

imite the A pha �ul lha. When he is prcscnL he is described as the reason for happiness and peace. Then

his

by nan1e. This is followed by an enumeration of the offerings. which
of grain.. flowers, i ncen se, the pla)ing of musical instruments, a lake of blood and nectar. melodious
sounds and sweet smells. domestic and \\ild animals et c .. etc. This perfom1ance closes with the request that he

body of followers ( 'khor) is called up
consist

sho uld be satisfied ,,;th all this. Then he can

as the spiritual sphere. Now Buddha (1"j:1am

be called upon to forgive all the defilement in the material as well

'c!:!_ �n) is called, as the one who manifests himself here and no� �
-

the shape of the A pha �ul I ha. Thus he multiplies the peace and happiness of all the li\ing beings. With

a

fUrther iefere�ceto the ofrerings the requests arc now enumerated: the protection of religion, the prevention of
hunger,

war. d..iscases, l11understorms and

weeds in the fields. The rain should come

in time and everything

should grow in the fields and l11e cattle breed . One should remain unaffected by badwilling spirits (dgra hgegs
and shad

..; -· L"ti.v

'cire) .
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In these localities the old "hailstoppers" lost their claim to the cultivation of the village field In Namdo the Hmp

monastery collects a ta.x from each household for iL-> services. The amount is calculated from tl1e size of the fields.

1" Even irrespective oftl1c imporumcc of tl1eir contents, relig i ous power is attributed to texts. Thus it is already sufficient

to put religioll� ''Tilings in a basket, togetl1er wiU1 other ritual objccl�, and cany them around the settlement, in order

induce tl1e local num.ina to ahstain from withholding tl1e long-desired

rain.

to
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Mountain high. v3lley deep

The colophon concluding the fi ve sheets ascribes the tex1 to the lama 'Jigs med phro rgyal from the g.Yas

mtsher monastery, who has been asked for it by the lama Rin po che Pad ma phrin las from

monastery. The I 7th rah hyung is given as the elate of origin.
Phi.ier - sMu�

po

.-on�

�

_

- - �

j_fia htsan �nug

_

the Hrap

_

9

�

/ha �f Phi jer is cscribcd on SC\·cn sheets \\ilh the ti1lc
po r'CJl
i hsang mchn .
:
The sheets arc ued With a nbbon and thus kept by the \illage lama of the Ban religion, who reads ihem in the
respective rituals. TI1e folio were wri tten by a lama in the bSam gling monastery.
The yul

The tex1 starts with a physical description of the mountain kn0\\11 as sMug po rong. llus is followed by the

iconography of the god: his body is white and radiates aU the colours of the rainbow. The sun and the moon

rotate around his head. In Ius hand he holds a spear \\itl1 a white flag set upon iL He rides a horse whose saddJe

and bridle are made from gold and turquoise. 1l1cn he and his enumerated followers of \\ifC
daughters. ministers. servants.

gzhi hdag, klu htsan, hdud btsan and )ul sa dpun dgu
,

.

are

(wm). sons and

invited to come to

tltis place. With an offering of ritual objects. the first part of the food and a "sheep of tl1e god"

(!ha lug) he is

rcmin�� � �c:_ o��· which he had entered into \\itl1 lama Yang ston rGyal mtshan rin chen. 1 7 1l1en
- -mentioning his caring and compassionate character, t11e sacrifices are listed Here and in the follo\\ing
_
_

requests. the tex1 does not significantly differ from t11e one described before. The texl. ends \\ith the call to crush

all tl1e enemies and demonic powers

(gnod pa'i hgegs) to dust.

No colophon.

u

ng gi(.s'} bskang ba. These

sMug po rong is described on the tl1ree fw1her folio. entitled IHa htsan sm g po ra

sheets arc stored together with the aforementioned ones. They give a more detailed descriptions of the followers

of sMug po rong. His .vum is called sMan btsun

'Od gsal bzang mo rgya.L He is followed by four ministers (blon

chen): Klu btsan listens to lama Ya ngal 1 8 and is the source of tl1e wealth and thriving of the countiy, sMug

btsan

bears the \ictorious standard of Buddha (Sangs ®'as). bDud btsan buzzes about catching demons ( 'dre)

and ghosts

(bgegs). and lHa btsan protects tl1e doctrine. The tex1 ends \\ith the demand not to transgress the

enjoined order (bkn) of Yang ston rgyal chen.
Shimen - Jo

bo r�·a

The Budd11ist ser

l:g:Y'G ring btsan

ring

btsan

ha bkag mkhan of the \-illage keeps three loose sheets entitled Shing smin tha btsan jo bo
.

/ha bsangs. which describe the yul lha of this place.

The tex1 starts \\itl1 an insuuction on how to prepare the site of the ceremony accordingly. A reference to

sPyan ras gz.igs puts everything in a Buddhist light Then Jo bo

rGya ring btsan is described i n his different

forms of appearance and with his body of followers. He is the lord (gtso bo) of this land. He has the appearance

(cha lugs) of gnod sbyin nor /ha, surrounded by millions of dngos grub gter bdag. Then he is called a mighty

dge bsnyen. Against hostile breakers of oaths he takes action in the form of a black bdud. After this description
-he is imitcd to take a scat and consume ltis offerings. These consist of the first

u

part of the nour:islunent (zas

ph d) bsangs and gser skyems. Now he can be addressed \\ith the usual requests for rich harvests, cattle, good
.

\\'eather etc. Called upon as

/ha btsan. he is then asked to forgive (bshags) all transgressions of his wishes. He

should also forgive any unsettling of Ius position and the defilement of water and fire. Then he should destroy
any thoughts of causing harm to others. as. quite generally. any altruistic motivation should

17
18

Sec note 1 3 .

·ntis lama name is

an

abbreviation of the name of the noted fmmdcr of the

bSam gling monastery.

history of U1c monastery narrates how the lama snatched a\\ay a source from U1c water spirit (k/u), mtich
for the establishment of the monastery.

be

protected.

The fowlding

was

Utc condition

C. Schicklgruber
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Finally. all those who do not adhere to his order shall be destroyed. And ultimately the doctrine of Buddha and

t11e prestige (dhu 'phang) of the "TilfCC Jewels" (dkan mclwg g.\71111) shall be protected and heightened.
A colopho� ascribes this text to rDzogs chen bla ma dpal Khmgs 'byung dga' ba. No indication of the time

of origin.

The texts all follow a basic pattern. The .vu!

/ha is called upon by being iconographically described. The

description is then succeeded by a listing of his followers. When this group has been set up, cWfercnt sacrifices
·
arc offered to him. Then he is supplicated for protection and for tl1e granting of all kinds of requ
.

� TI1�

range from the safeguardi ng of Buddhism or Bon to the preservation of the basis for physical survival.

The relation of the yul lha to a certain descent line is not mentioned \\ith a single word TI1ere is not a single

reference in any of

t11c tc.xts to tl1e social or political relevance of t11e yul /ha. Only tl1e sMug po rang te>.1s

mention the encounter with lama Yang ston rgyal mtshan rin chen. but t11ey do not deal with tl1c socio-political
organisation. wluch

-

fol lowing the oral tradition - is rooted in this mccting. 1 9

The mountain cult's connot.1tion of the ancestral cult has been overlaid by the monastic connotation. In

these cases of monastic worslup of the mountains tlle genealogical-mythological descent as the basis for the
special relation to the god is of no importance.

In tl1e pantheon of the "local centre of script11ralisation" the p/ /ha is tl1e one who protects the religious

doctrine wluch concentrates on spiritual techniques on tlle road to the liberation from the circle of rebirth into
worldly existence. For the one working in t11e fields and tending animals on high pastures tlle yul /ha gr.mts

the:_ ::_xi�':_nec in this very world.

Thus tl1e most widely ramified tasks and characteristics arc united in the yul lha. This can clearly be seen

from the entourage of sMug po rong. As mentioned above, the yul !ha handles tlus multifUTJctionality in the

tex1 1Ha btsan smug po rang gi(s) bsknng ha tllrough the choice of his mirllsters: Klu btsan is tlle source of the

wealth and thriving of tlle COUTJ!Iy, sMug btsan bears tlle victorious standard of Songs rgyru, bDud btsan

buzzes about catching demons ('dre) and ghosts (bgegs), and lHa btsan protects the doctrine.20

TI1e incorporation into tlle monastic world, together witll the adoration by the monasteries for tlle benefit of

tlle villagers - or, as Gingrich calls iL "the relationship between regional scripturalism and local cultures"
(Gingrich. this volume) - shows various effects on tlle perception of tlle yul lha.

On the monastic-religious plane he is raised from the realms of the "people's religion" (mi chos) to the

higher level of the monastic one. which can go so far that A pha yul lha appears as a form of tlle Buddha

(r.•v·am 'dren). The lama of the Hrap monastery cx'])lained tllat Buddha can appear in one of the six forms of
worldly existence ('gro ha rigs drug) as yul lha for the benefit of mankind. At the same time the yul /ha does
. not seem to impress this l�a vel)' much. In our conversation he UTJderscored that yul /ha are all "\vorldly
gods" (j'ig rten pa'i /ha) and nothing but servants (g.yog po) of the great gods?1
On the plane of socially detemlined interpretation the connection of the yul /ha to a certain descent line
dwindles. A lama of a monastery can conduct tlle yul lha ceremony witl10ut even being born in the area of his

19

It is the successor of this lama who maintains the leadership in the village. The te�:t

successors

was

written by one of his

in the bSam gling monastery, \\ruch is only a two hotmi walk away from Phijer. A brotl1er of the author \Vas 1he

ser ha bkag nrklum in the village.
2°

Finding Klu htsan, \\110 hrings about fertility, in first place and IHa bl<;an, who protects the "Holy Doctrine" in last

place, reflecl� 1l1c tripartition of the cosmos, where the gods (/ha) reside on the highest level, and tl1e water spirits (klu) on
the lowest level lrihctwccn, on tl1c m i ddl e levels man must manage his life.
�
21 With this h adviscd me to devote myself prcfcrnbly to ll1e important things, such as meditation.

Mountain high. valley deer
/
/

rule. The current lam.1 in tl1e g.Yas mtsher monastery, for inst<mce. original ly comes from

Shimcn and

only

took up his present position after his predecessor had died. Now, four times a year. he worships Lang mkhycn,
theyu/ lha ofNyisal (N)i gsa.l ).

·

-·

A certain genealogical descent is no longer t.l1e criterion for caiT)ing out the adoration ceremony, if it is

taken over by a monastery Frequently tl1c highest lama of a monastery entrusts one
.

task.

For t.l 1c yul

lha

of his assistants

this brings about a change from t.11c pho /ha-connotation connected to

to being a "protector of the holy doctrine" (c/ws sl.yong)
of\\ishcs.

a nd

\\ith this

the descent reasoning

a ge neral dei ty b7f3Ilting protcdion and fulfilment

As a t.l1ird component in t.l1is development tlle modem Nepalese state also plays an ever i ncreasing role. The

political changes emanating from Katllmandu do not pass Dolpo witllout a trace anymore. During tlle time of

tllc centralistic panchayat-system its representative (pradhan) was only a peripheral figure, if t.l1c posi ti on was
not occupied by a gras po or ser ba

traces.

bkag mkhan,

whcras

tlle democratic

In August 1 993 all three of tlle above-mentioned autllorities

multiparty system leaves more distinct
ser

ba bkag mkhan monastery democratically elected functionaries - contributed to a scenario in the Glang monastery of Phijcr. In tlle course
of a conflict witll tlle vi llage rs t.l1e ser ba bkag mklwn had not offered tlle yul /ha tlle sacrifice which was his
-

gras po

·

-

due. As a result many people i n tllc Yillagc became il l . Since tll is was of course attributed to tlle yul lha's anger,
the ,;uagcrs asked t.11c lama of t.l1e monastery for a big ceremony t.11erc. which should �

�_thcyul lh!! f�om
_ _

_

_

_

_

,.

his harmful doings. At tlle close of the ritual performances t.l1c elected representative of the Democratic Party

intC""rrupted-tllcc;C;cmony to announce to t.l1e assembled village community

tllat from

now on all tlle financial

aid from the government would be used for t.11c i ntended purposes and not disappear into the pockets of
notorious persons.

"Mi ma dga' na /ha ma dga"', when the people arc not happy, tllc god is not happy. This realisation exists

nitllout regard for the respective rung in tlle ladder of tlle development of politics and systems of power.

C . Schicklgruher
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Plate I : Like !Ho n does \\ith Lang mkh)cn, cm;h VJ!Jag..: nestles against iL� yu/ 1/ra
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Plate 2: The Motmtain sMug pa rong guards over the village ofPh.ijer

Plak J: 1\ local "hmls lopp<.."T "

(ser ha hkag mkhan ) pcrlonns tl1c rcgul;u .111/ iha ritual

in Ius pm•atc chapel

111

Plate 4: llte whole village attends Ute yul lha ceremony in the mona�tery of PhlJer

Plate - : I �u mL� or the

l lrap mona.�krY \\ Orship tlte_\711 /ha

C. Schicklgrubcr
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Plate 6: With

a horserace men pay homage to the wMlike aspect oftheyul /ha

M ON G O L I A N M OUNTA I N D E ITI ES AND LOCAL GOD S :
EXAM PL E S O F R I TUALS FOR T H E I R WORSH I P I N TI B ETAN
LANGUAG E
by

Amy Helier, N y on

There is a Yast corpus of studies on the beliefs and religious practices of the Mongolian ethnic groups.
1
including the means of conversion used by Tibetan Buddhist missionaries. Yet the study of Tibetan
texts for the worship of Mongolian mountain gods have not recently been juxtaposed with current rese
arch perspectives of Tibetologists concerning Tibetan and Himalayan mountain gods. In view of this. we
propose to discuss some information gleaned from a few te:\.15 written in Tibetan language for worship of
Mongolian mountain deities. Sky. rivers. and mountains played an important role in Mongolian folk
:
religion since early times. The transmission of their cult was largely maintai ned through oral literature.
However, due to the increasing influential role played by Tibetan religious masters in the empire of
Kubilai Khan as of mid-thirteenth century, certain Tibetan religious texts were translated while rituals
were perforn1cd in Tibetan. This eventually led to compositions written in Tibetan language for worship
of local Mongolian deities, particularly from the late 1 6th to early 20th ccntUI)'.
A few remarks on the source and contex1 of this material before we discuss the tex1s. At the Norway
seminar of the International Association for Tibetan Studies in 1 992. our esteemed colleague Geza
Bethlenfalvy presented a paper entitled "Golden Libation

(gser skyems) to the Altai Mountains, a Tibe

tan text from Western Mongolia". This text had been found in 1 9 9 1 by the first "Mongolian-Hungarian
Expedition" di rected by Alice Sarkozi and assisted by Geza Bethlenfalvy and A gnes Birtalan. They
intend to publish this material. under the projected title

Folk Culture, literature and beliefs in Western

Mongolia. and their first findings should be in press soon. 3 The expedition is the result of close relations
- political and economic - between Hungary and Mongolia. particularly since 1 950. Academic ties were
strong allowing formation of major ethnographic and manuscript collections. The Oriental Library of
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences comprises some 4000 manuscripts obtained from Mongol ia. as well
as printed books or xy·lographs. Most have not been catalogued, however access is permitted for foreign
readers. There arc literally hundreds of rituals of bsangs for klu,

sa bdag, 'go ha'i /ha lnga and mountain

deities. In addition. there is a substantial private library collection of a foresti:'' engi neer who learned
Tibetan during many years work at various sites in Mongolia. Due to his interest in botany, he has se
veral illustrated manuscripts on plants as well as pharmacological texts, and many rituals. It is thanks to
the generosity of Dr. Tibor Szab6 that I obtained the texts discussed here. In many respects, tlle findings
1 In particular see the numerous studies by R. Hamayon at the Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Ve Section

(Annuaire 1 977- 1 989), and Hamayon, R. ( 1 990), La chasse a lame. Nanterre, Societe d'Ethnolog.ie. Cf. also
Bawden, Ch. ( 1 987), "Chamanisme et lamalsme en Mongolie septentrionale. Tcmoins et documents", Etudes man

gales et si/}(!riennes 1 8 , 7-32 and Even. M. D. ( 1 992 ) , "Chants de charnanes mongols", Etudes mongoles et siberi
emJC•s 1 9-20, 1 1 -4 27.
l

3

er Heissig. w

( 1 973 ), Les H.ehgiOIIS de la Mollgohe. Paris, Payot.

To be published by the Ak adcm i a i Kiad6, Budapest. The present study only brieOy summarises the results of

this expedition which will undoubtedly provide material and analysis which go far beyond the scope of this article.

A llcller
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presented here arc forcibly quite limited due to the very few texts consulted, the highly repctitious con
tents of the ingredients, and the lack of concrete observation in Mongolia. Eventually the Hungarian
Mongolian Expedition will publish its field work providing much more information than this brief and
purely textual account. which is merely presented as a contrapunto to our colleagues research on Tibetan
and Himalayan mountain and local gods.

I . The M ongolian context
The context of this Tibetan la nguage material is of course the synthesis of Mongolian local gods with
in the conceptual framework of Tibetan Buddhism. Libation ceremonies

(gser s!.yems)

and fumigation

(bsangs) arc most common; there arc even hsangs texts in Mongolian language. As Sarkozi summarized
her preliminary findings very briefly. the most salient factors were as follows: I ) all local deities could
be "worshipped" by a shaman or by a lama (this despite the commonly found history of animosit)"

ex

pressed by eminent specialists such as Heissig). 4 2) The mountain gods in the Mongolian language ritual
texts were described as ordinaf)' women. dressed in robes - this contrasts strongly with the few dcscrip·
tions in Tibetan language rituals where we found Mongolian mountain gods represented as male,

whe

ther warriors in armor or men in robes and turban. Among the data only in Mongolian language,
kozi and Binalan found many short stories about the

Sar

oho, said to be the souls of deceased shamans, who

have become the forces of spirits of the mountains. lakes, rivers and forests. 5 As they explained, the

obo

may be represented by lone stones or branches. as well as by felt dolls. Birtalan found instructions on
how to clean the

oho. what to do to make it a good residence for the nature spirit, which spirit resides

where. and what to do if the spirit is killed- contrary to central Ladakh where the local people believe

yul /ha to be "immortal".6 I n one case of Birtalan's research in Western Mongolia, the god had been
transformed into a snake (because its residence had become unsuitable) and killed. The instruction then
called for the

obo to be rebuilt elsewhere where it could again be "inhabited". The obo could become

accumulations of stones, branches. and fabrics around the principal stone (similar in this respect to
Tibetan custom of

the

/ha tho) or a carved isolated stone.7 Crutches might be abandonned beside such rocks

to show recovcf)· (in part attri buted to curative resources of the spirit residing therein). We must also
recall the classes of gods called

tengri. 8

Some

tengri

arc related to the sky, while others are associated

with "good fortune" residing in valleys. hills, plains or mountains; still others arc represented as pro
tective deities, said to be warriors dressed in armour. generally having a horse and weapons. This group
of tengri in particular has a close parallel with the iconography - and perhaps with the function - of
certain Tibetan mountains gods as well as Gesar and protective deities such as Beg tse and Pehar.9
The warrior

tengri lead us to the well- known hypothesis

that Tibttan protective deities such as these 

which have no direct parallel in Indian Buddhist sources - would be reminders of Tibetan non-Buddhist

4 Cf. Hcissig
5

Salan-Aitai " ,
6

1 97 3 : Chapter 4 , "La Repression Lama·ique du Chamanisme" .

Cf. H am ayon 1 990 and Djakonova, V . P .

L 'Ethnographie

"L'oho, monument du culte de la nature chez l e s peuplcs du

1 1 8, 74-75 , 93-99 (special issue Voyages Chamaniques).

llti s remark was made by Pascale Dollfus during the seminar based on her informants and lsabclle Ri aboiTs

findings in Zanskar.
7

( 1 977),

For photographs of such stones, cf. Scr-Od]aV, N.

3/1 2 , 30-37.

( 1 986 ),

"Les trcsors de la Mongolie", Le

�

Heissig 1 97 3 : 40:-l-4 1 7.

0

Slides i l lustrating these iconographic parallels were shown during the Paris seminar.

Corm"ier Unesco

Mongolian mounlain deities and

Inca) gods
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deities, perhaps mountain deities, related to the cull of the ancient royalty. The theoretical fra mework
linking the cult of the mounta ins and the royalty was particularly studied by A. Maedonald-Spanien in

1 97 1 , and both critically assessed and rei terated by R A. Stein in 1 985. 1 0 Such were the thoughts behind
our exami nation of Mongolian mountain deities and the cults as described in these rituals: to what de
gree can one identify i ntegration of a "foreign" deity into the Tibetan Buddhist pantheon? How far was
Tibetan Buddhism able to adjust itself to local cults and absorb them at the same time. l11ese were some
of our questions but the answers obtai ned from the material at hand do not provide the a nswers - far
from it!

2. Localisation o f sites
The texts examined here concern three distinct regions in Mongolia, vi z . :
- Altai Mountain range. Southwest Mongolia. textually described a s a group o f 1 3 summits. The altitude
is approximately 4000 meters. The two deities named are AI thas rgyal po. and AI this rgyal mo
11
tha'i rgyal mo, literally Altai King. A l lai Queen. Both. male and female, arc mountain goc1s.

I AI

- Orkhon river basin. central Mongolia (south section; Karakorum), a region of plains and hills. The
god's name is Od hong ten ke(/gc) ri, etymologically derived. no doubt, from the Mongolian term tcngri.
But it is a fortuitous philological coincidence that ri

=

(Tibetan) mountain is apparent nonetheless and

emphasised by the spel l i ng of the god's name.

Od hong teng gc ri is also named gzhi bdag dgc bsnyen chen po. One ritual has a preambule e:-;plai
ning the h istOI}' of this name: once he had sworn an oat11 (dam tshig) i n front of t11e B uddha, he was
called dge bsnyen chen po, the "great upiisakn". This term is prominently Buddhist, the procedure of
"sworn oath and Buddhist name" occurs frequently in the literature, and this category is common to
many mountain deities once they ha\'e been subdued and bound by oath. It is of course important to
distinguish the catcgoi}' dge bsnyen from the name of ancient gnyan deities of Tibet, whose memOI}'
'"

survives in such names as the gNyan chen thang lha range.

- Darigang region. Eastern Mongolia. The god's name i s given as T a ri gang ga, which seems to be
transcription of the Mongolian ethnic group which lives there. The ritual text however provides the
explanation of the name, implying a relation where the gnas bdag, "master of the region", has his task
10

Ma cd ona l d, A ( 1 97 1 ), " Une lecture des P.T. 1 286, 1 287. I 038, 1 047 et 1 290. Essai sur la fonn ati on et l'em

ploi des m)1hcs poliliqucs dans la rel ig ion roya le de Sron bean sgam po", In Etudes ribetaines dediees a

la memoire

de Marcelle Lalou. ( cd. ) A M acdon al d, Paris, Adrien Ma i smUJ euve , 1 90-3 9 1 and Stein, R. A ( 1 985), "Tibclica

Antigua IV. La tradition relative au debut du bouddhisme au Ti bet" , BEFEO 75, 1 69- 1 96.
11

Cf.

infra, where

text

5 gi ves both spell ings for the female god's name, the male god's name does not occur. 1l1e
a/ tha'i lira clren mclrog/ rgl'al po yum sras phyi nang g.mng ba 'i blon . . . " the

text 2 discusses the whole fam il y :

great god( s ) of the A l ta i , king, wife, son, and three categ ori es of ministers: exterior, interior and secret."
1�

C f. our recent s tudy of a rock inscription dated 8 1 6 A D . where occurs the phrase sku

bla dang ma gnyan po

'di fa/ plryag 'tslra/ zlring nrchod pa byas mu, for which the proposed translation "when one makes o fferi ng s and
pays hom a ge to the sku b/a and U1e [ lira) gnyan po" . Helier, A. ( 1 994 ), "Ninti1 century Buddhist images carved at

IDan ma brag to commemorate Tibeto-Chinesc negotiations", In Tihetan Siudies. (cd. ) P. Kvaeme, Oslo, Institute

for C ompa rati ve Research in Humw1 Culture. 3 3 5-349 and Appendix volume, 1 2- 1 9 .
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explai ned by the ep i t het

sa 'dzin,

"

t he earth-holding". appl ied to the mountain Ta and the river Ganga. n

As far as we ha,·e been able to determine. the specific summit and river are not indicated on maps, al

though the region is shown. While it is possible that the textual explanation is an etymological con
struction m i xing Tibetan and Mongolian names. future comparison with other rituals from this area

provide more information. The god is also called !Ha chcn dge bsnycn dgra !ha chcn mo
might expect to find

dgra /ha ch en po. i t

is surprising to find

-

may

while one

dgra /ha chen mo. dGro /ha is the well

knO\m category of gods who protect agai nst enemies. In addition. the name !Ha chen dge bsnycn skycs
ri c h c n po is found. which perhaps we may translate as "Great god, Upiisaka. Great mountain of the

b i rth" . This l a tt er term reca l l s the ,·cry incorporation of Ti be t a n gods into Budd hist cult, the skyes /ha.
and the h o n o r i fic form. the

3. Survey and
I.

'khrungs /ha. 1 •1

A n alysis of texts

Bo no songs / gang tsug gu sangs yang 'gug fol . 4.
'

2 . .4 / thas zhes grags pa'i yul gyi g:hi bdag rnams la bsangs mchod 'bul tshul zhes byo bal fol. 6.
3.

/Ha chen Od lumg theng ke ri 'i bsangs gsas don lh un grub zhes bya bo 11 gzh i bdog dge bsnyen

chen po la hsangs mchud bu l tsh ul I! fol . 6 .
'

4. Blo ma yi dam chos skyong srung ma'i dpo ' bo mkho' 'gro 'i la 'but spos spyod spyir rdzos I fol . 6 .

5 . Ri a/ this rgyol mo bsang I al tha 'i rgval mo gser skyems I fol . 4.

6. A I

tho'i hsangs gser skyems zhcs h.va ha I fol . 1 5.

7. /Ha 'i skyong rgyal po la b sangs mchod 'hut 'dod po I fol . 4.

8. Bla ma yi dam songs rgvas byang sems dpa ' bo mkha' gro chos sJ..yong bsrung mo rnoms la gsol
'

'dcbs bsam don lhun grub ccs bya ba I fol . 7 .

A few additional tex1s from the I ibra!!· o f the Academy o f Sciences were rapidly consulted.1
the above texts arc well nigh useless for me: Tex1 no. 1 . Bo

.

Bla ma yi dam hsangs. . .

kno\m Indian Bu dd hi s t d eit i es.

13

Two of

no songs. fol . 4, copied i n the hope that it

might shed light on Ladakhi Bo na rituals: 1 6 this tcx1 consists purely of
comprehensible for me. Also. text no 8.

5

mantro, and is completely in

which is essentially lists of maj or well

1l1is text i s i n the library of Gcza Belhlenfalvy, entitled Sa 'dzin ta ,; gang ga 'i g11as bdag dge bsnyen 'klror

bcas kyi mngon rtogs spyan 'dren bskang bshags sags cha tshang ba'i gso/ mchod kyi rim pa, fol. 1 -9_ The frrst

evocation begins sa 'dzin ta ,; dang c/111 bar gang gar grags pa 'i g11as bdag dge bsnyen chen po (di) . . . Further

analysis will he forthcoming in the publication of the Mongolian-Hungarian expedition_
14

For discussion of the 'khnmgs /ha of btsan po Khri srong !de btsan, cf. Macdonald, A. ( I 976 ) "Sources ecri tes
,

et orales conccmant la !Cte du second mois au Tibet", Am111aire de /'Eco/e Pratique des Hautes Etudes, /Ve Section,

979-984. For discussion of the 'khrungs /ha of several Dalai Lamas, linked to their birthplaces, cf Macdonald, A.

( 1 977), "L Origine et dcveloppement du thCatre au Tibet. II. Histoire du monastere de Gnas chm1 et des mediums

qui s'y sont sucecdc", Am111aire de I'Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, JVe Section, 1 009- 1 0 1 I ; and Helier, A.

( 1 992), "Historic and Iconographic aspects of the Protective deities Snmg ma dmar nag", In Tibetan Studies. (ed.)

S. ll1ara and Z. Yamaguchi, Nari ta , Naritasa:n Shinshoj i , 479--492.
1�

The Hungarim1 /\cademy of Sciences. Oriental Library inventory numbers as follows: No. 365

bsangs, sa bdag hcu g.wm hsangs, btson[: ri 'i bdag po'i gso/ mclwd t1en 'hu/; No. 3 6 1

-

(fol. 3 ) htsong ri bdag po cho ga (fol . I )_ rlrmg 11a hscmgs ( fol. 3 ); No. 504 - r/ung r1a bsangs (fol. 2 ).

16

,

Cf. Brauen , M. ( I <J8 1

)

.
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The remaining texts arc all bsangs, accompanied sometimes by libations and other offeri ngs. In each
case, the l i st of certain indispensable ingredients (such as something to provide fragrant smoke: juniper
branches. and

tsampa flour. as well perhaps as some butter) is provided as well as the procedure for
making the substances to be used in the bsangs and the gser s�yems. In fact, such descriptions usually

just discuss the preparation for the ritual, not the private or public ritual acti\'i tics. The texts generalize
the recitation throughout except for no.

4,

"The ingredients for general practice of smoke offerings to the

lama, meditation deities. protective deities. guardians, mighty ones

(dpa ' ho) and giikini. " This text pre

cisely focuses on the i ngredients indicating great range and variety - but was this eve!")· time the case?
Was it ever p racticed as such? We cannot know to what extent the required ingredients were strictly
respected or whether substitutions were made. 1 7 Among the ingredients, for example.

mi sha and sha
chen. human flesh. are listed. As expressed by Fcmand Mcyer, "En cc qui conccrne mi sha ou sha chen.
je pense que, du point de vue rituel, comme du point de vue

medical (cmploi toujours rare. aujourd'hui

incxistant). la plus grande eflicacite doit etre amibuee aux substances authentiques. mcme si, probable
rnent le plus souvent, on se contcnte de substituts. " 1 �
I n this text there are seven divisions:
dients for general offerings,

bsangs i ngredients for meditation and protective deities. i ngre

gtor ma ingredients. gser skyems ingredients. contents of consecration vase
mi kha rdzas 19 and again a gser skyems descriptive l ist.

ingredients. ingredients tem1cd

The text begins very abruptly with the sentence: "Concerning tl1e practice of smoke (offerings) for
Mahakala . . . " There is no discussion of the place for the ritual, nor indications of who will perform it.
The colophon attributes the composition to the

siddha Maitripa. while the goals of tl1e practice are resi

stance against epidemics, general hi ndrances and harmful influences such as those of gza',

rgval and klu

classes of deities.
Now for the ingredients as stated for Mahakala: aconite plant, white mustard, garlic. black frankin
cense.

mi sha. 20 Yama's ingredients are fish and frankincense, offered separately. !Ha mo receives black

frankincense, black aconite, white radish, garlic, blood and flesh, fat. all made into round pills and
burned. Vaisravat:�a should have white smoke from white sandalwood, black eaglewood. camphor and
special juniper wood. Beg tse receives frankincense. camphor. flesh

(sha chen), white mustard, blood

(khrag chen, human blood), special blood from a red goat, beer - again all combined into pills and
burnt. The lists for the general group of protectors is vel")' detailed i n comparison: black and white fran
kincense, red and white sandalwood, flesh (again

sha chen). bezoar, bamboo juice. cloves. pomegranate,

cardamom. saffron or marigold, aloe wood, cinnamon, nutmeg. deer musk. several types of camphor.
black aconite, white garlic, mustard grains, honey - all to be mixed together and formed into clumps,
whether the size of charcoal or small pills. The beneficial effects are against epidemics, against attacks
of epilepsy or delirium, and in general to combat all that is harmful including classes of Buddhist minor

1 7 For an attempt at identification of ingredients, cf. the l ists of Materia Medica compi led by Parfionovich,

Dmjc,

G . and Meyer, F . ( 1 992),

Y.,

Tibetan Medical Pai11tings, London, Serindia. Beyer ( 1 975: 1 58- 1 59 ) discussed a

visualisation of fi ve Oeshes and five ncctars, where the practi tioner had in front of him a small skull bowl filled

with water, cf. Beyer, S. ( 1 975), The Cult ofTiirii. Berkeley, University of California Press.
18
Personal communication, letter of 9.3. 1 995.

1 0 "JngredienL� to counteract the nri kha". On this category of 11unrina linked to calumny and jealousy, cf. Kapla
nrikha au Ladakh et le mikha specha (nri kha dpe cha)", In Tibetan Studies. (eds.) H. Uebach

nian, P. ( 1 981!), "Les

and J. L. Panglung, Munich, Bayerischc Akadernie der Wissenschatlen, 209-2 1 8 .
20

Mi sha is indicated as an ingredient by Parfionovich et al.

were practiced, cf. note 1 7 .

( 1 992 ):

table 227, item 43. However substitutes
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numina. This instruction is attributed to another author. possibly also a mnhiisiddha, Grub chen Khyung
po.

21

The glor ma preparation is analogous: red and white sandalwood, nutmeg, camphor and frankincen
se. saffron. five sweet smells, rice. wheat. peas, sesame and barley, gold. silver. pearl. lapis lazuli, coral.
moonseed plant. blackberry, orchid. elm·cr. the plant "snakctongue". yoghurts, molasses. fruits. honey
and butter. There is no special purpose explicitly stated. it is just a general recipe. The lists of ingre
dients continue in simi lar fashion for the liquids to use for libations or for filling the vase of consecrati
on for certain ln111ra initiations. This text. as far as I can tell. is not specifically Mongolian. There is
seemingly no indication whatsoever of an adaptation imposed by the change of context from Tibet to
Mongolia. l L would seem possible. perhaps probable. that this is simply a Tibetan text used i n Mongolia.
Concerning such lists of ingredients. Fcrnand Mcyer has stated. " l l n'est pas justifie de tracer unc
fronticrc nellc qui separerait. d'un cote. les ingredients pharmaceutiques auxquels on prctcrait une em
cacite biologique empiriquc. des ingredients rituels dont l'efficacite serail d'ordrc symbolique. En eiTet.
lcs mcmes produits son! souvent util ises dans lcs deux contextes. et il est probable qu'un certain nombre
de produits furcnt d'abord des ingredients ritucls 3\'ant d'entrcr dans la pharmacopee ou lcur cmploi
continue, d'aillcurs, a avoir des connotations symboliqucs. Ainsi, un meme fruit peut entrer dans une
figurine de glud comme substitut du foie et se rctrouver dans la pharmacopee parn1i lcs drogucs em
ployees dans les maladies hepatiques. n::

In the three texts of bsnngs dedicated to the Altai Mountains. a certain degree of adjustment to local
considerations may be perceived. For example, four specific summits within the Altai range arc named
i n the texts: !Ha ri gnyan po Er tc ni her han, sPo ro has ri han. Ba yan ha ri han and Ung la'ang kol.
The ritual is to be performed in front of a tenl while in the lists of animals offered, the camel and the
horse are evoked in the "usual contex1" of goats and sheep - while the yak is absent. In the liquids used
to mix the bsangs. there is chang, beer. a rag, distilled grain alcohol, and some sort of Mongolian be·
vcrage (hor dza) whose substance remains to be identified. Weather considerations and agricultural
safeguards are the desired results to be gained - such as stopping of hailstorms or reducing the strength
of great gusts of winds threatening livestock and people. In the next sentence, the offering is directed to
avoid general i llness and war. to promote luck and long life. The gods evoked are the male mountain
god (rgyal po) and the female mountain god (rgval mo). his \\ife. There is no description per se. but
explicit listing of the members of their entourage. composed of son(s) (sras) and ministers (nang gsang

b a 'i hlon). This is an adoption of a group or family perfectly familiar from other Tibetan Buddhist ritu·
als. The mountain is referred to as nor 'd::in. "upholder of wealth", as well as gzhi bdag. and yul /ha,
which terms are used alternatively here. both qualified as gnyan po, "wild". The term nor 'dzin corres·
ponds to the notion discussed by Dollfus and RiabofT (cf. above) where the mountain is viewed as the
source of the riches of the area. i .e. water, be� ause the melting of snow and channeling of i rrigation

routes ensures the success of the crops, hence the prosperity of the village or the group of tents. A chro·

nological indication is provided by the appearance of a gun (me mda') among the weapons i n the general
offering. Two of the three texts arc dGe lugs pa texts: one colophon mentions the sGo mang college in
the Lhasa monastery of 'Bras spungs, where the author. like many Mongolian monks, was trained.

21 Perhaps of Tibetan nationality? His name certainly recalls the well known Tihetan clan K.hyung po, from
which stemmed, for instance, the religious master K.hyung po mal 'hyor (fl. 1 1 th century, founder of the Shangs pa
hka' brgyud pa lineage).
22

Personal communication, October 1 994, and letter Y.3. 1 99 5 .
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bJ·angs
gnas bdag: one face, two arms, right hand holding a long arrow of

In addition we were able to consult two texts for the god Tariganga. TI1e first of these is a
which provides a description of the

white cr)'stal and the left a jewel, a silk turban on his head. a silk robe on his body. The yum has a tur

ban of jewels; she holds arrows and bows. They arc accompanied by son(s)

(sras), minister(s) (blon).

gencra l(s) and army. The Potala mountain is evoked as a comparison of the Darigang summits. The
second text is a

gtor ma offeri ng, where the god is more succinctly described: wearing white silk robes

and turban. he holds a banner and vase.
The last region is the Orkhon river basin, where Od hong tcng ge ri is cal led

bstan snmg dgra /ha

chen po. The texts describe an invitation with music, where he is invited to come to be rejoiced on the
precious throne situated in t11c space in front of the officiant. Here offerings of h.mngs and gt or ma will
be made, accompanied by

mudrii and mantra. By virtue of the hsangs of sanda lwood and juniper

tltc

lives and prosperity of all inhabitants of the region will be increased. I n several other texts of which
unfortunately l did not obtain copies, when the
group of the 'go

dgm /ha is offered bsangs. tlle contc),.1 was within the

ha'i /ha lnga. "3 This is not the case here. where the dgra /ha is i ndependent and accom

panied by his own m i nister and aeol)tcs. Their entire group is considered as part of indeterminate
quanti ties
ly: !.ye

ofyul lha, g::hi bdag and gnas bdag. After requesting prosperity for all. the ritual ends abrupt

J...·ye so so /ha rgyal lo!

From these examples, it would appear that we observe almost verbatim adoption of Tibetan rituals
and adaptation to Mongolia by the inclusion of names of local gods. I n several cases, the name of the
target Mongolian god or group of gods is simply inserted in tllc midst of a list of names of deities be
longing to Tibetan Buddhist pantltcons. Because tllc recitation of names is held sacred, the Mongolian
gods' names function as part of the l itany, punctuated by ''arious offerings. The recitation acts as the
means for ritual i ntegration of the otherwise foreign deity into the constituted groups within tlle pantltc
ons. The adoption of Tibetan iconographic models of protective deities is total. tllere is seemingly no
i nput from Mongolian iconography in tllc examples studied here.
To conclude, I would like to present a contemporary example which raises questions of verbatim
adoption of rituals from Tibet as opposed to a process of adaptation of such rituals to a different location.
Unexpectedly, I had the opportunity of observing a

bsangs for tllc appeasement of an a nonymous gzhi

bdag in Bascl. Switzerland. A Karma pa centcr had moved to a new building beside a river in the Base!
suburbs. A Tibetan lama visiting from Nepal came tllcre for a few days of teachi ngs. As he spoke almost
no English. I was requested to translate for him during three full days. Prior to the public session on tlte
third afternoon. he explained that the

gzhi bdag should receive offering and prepared a mixture of ho

ney. flour, butter, tea leaves, crumbled i ncense, quite similar to the ingredients textually described. He
then requested that a pile of wood - including evergreen branches - be prepared near the river and made
a blazing fire into which the

bsangs was burned, while he recited from memory.

I later learned that there is an annual

bsangs ceremony every september since five years, on a hill

overlooki ng Lake Geneva facing tlte Mont Blanc. This is conducted by a Karma pa lama now living in
Geneva, son of the lama for whom I translated. Here two fires arc made which last from noon until the
evening. Prior to the actual burning. a flag is hoisted, the ground purified by scattering

tsampa. and

stones are placed to form a triangular support for the wood which is piled in a circle upon the stones.
The lama makes a long explanation of the ritual and the different classes of deities who are the target of

2:\

1l1is group of gods always counts live members whose names and locations in relation to human or animal

bodies may vary somewhat. Cf Helier, A ( 1 9 85),

"

rKyal 'bud. An early Tibetan ritual", In

Civili.<ation. (eds. ) Il . N . Aziz and M. Kapstein, New Delhi, Manohar. 257-267.
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the offering . With
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mantra, mudrii a n d cymbals, the lama feeds one fire with meat (at least seven or eight

kg. of red meat) and one fire is exclusively burning fru its. cakes of flour and su gar. The i ngredients and
ceremony arc in many respects analogous to the textual accounts discussed earlier. In the context of
Tibcto-bunncsc people now settled i n Nepal. several researchers attending the "table ronde" (cf. infra)
have di scussed m i gration of the gods in parallel with human migrations from Tibet several centuries

earlier - while here. due to resettlement in Switzerland. there is apparent recognition of an anonymous

gzhi hdag of the Mont Blanc! It is to be hoped that future research will yield answers: whether these gzhi
bdag i n Switzerland arc conceived as having accompanied the Tibetan refugees in their exile? Were they

protective gods of particular sites from Tibet transferred to a new "home" abroad. or were they "foreign
gods" adopted by the Tibetan popu lation in their new place of residence? Can one determine how, when,
and with what materials Tibetans have created new deities in their pan theon?

We gratefully acknowledge criticism and comments by A . -M. Blondcau.

PATTERNS OF PLACES 1
by

Charles Ramble, Kathmandu

One of the problems that ethnographers of Tibetan-spcaking societies commonly encounter is the
tendency of the gods they find to deviate from the categories and functions assigned to them in textual
:
descriptions. For example. in a case from Nepal that will be discussed below, we find that a certain pho
/ha is regarded as being female, while Chos rgyal is not only a divinity linked with water, but also the

recipient of blood-sacrifices. Sometimes, the initial reaction of the fieldworker who receives information
of this sort is to wish that he or she had not been told; and then, if subsequent inquiry confirms that the
description is not merely the idiosyncratic opinion of an individual informant, to attribute it to the
degeneracy of the local Buddhist tradition.
Another possible response would be to propose that there is considerable local variation in the
classification of gods. and that this flexibility is not necessarily reflected in mainstream religious works.
It is possible that the association of divinities with certain situations - whether attributes, or forms of
behaviour, or places - is itself a more or less tenuous affair; and that. in certain cases, the primacy of
these situations is such that the gods are dispensed \\ith altogether. In the following pages I shall
examine the nature of this attachment between divinities and situations (for want of a better, sufficiently
general, term) by exploring a number of geographical representations that utilise gods of place.
Individual gods or classes of divinities are often attributed with distinctive traits: the kind of benefits

they bring, the type of harm they can be expected to inflict (frequently diagnostic of their presence) and

the measures that must be taken to appease or remove them. However, it may be that gods of place are
associated with distinctive categories of activity not just insofar as they are individuals, or belong to
classes. but to the extent that they form different configurations.
The examples to be discussed here will be drawn mainly from the domain of sacred geography (or
topography). but it is worth emphasising that landscape and territor)" do not comprise the only situation
to which the hypothesis suggested above might apply. A particularly clear illustration of the problem is
to be found in the Tibetan tradition of sortilege and trials of ordeal. A legal document from the
community of Kag, one of the political centres of an old Tibetan enclave in Nepal's Mustang D istrict,
specifics that, in order to resolve certain disputes, recourse should be made to "the Triratna". As the
translator of this document remarks, "the reference [is] obviously .. .to a throw of dice" (Schuh in press).
The divine agency in this case is the Triple Gem, but there is not. as far as I am aware, a particular
god or category of gods that is responsible for making decisions through sortilege. The abbot of the
Bonpo monastery of sMan ri is traditionally selected by a system of lottery known as rtags ri/, literally
"name-ball", in which t11e candidates' names are written on slips of paper and enclosed in dough. At the
1

The enquiries on which this arti cle is based were conducted during the course of a research project generously

financed by the Dcutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
2

The l i terature contnins numerous examples of such taxonomic evasiveness, but Franlj:oise Pommaret's

contribution to the present volume provides a lucid exposition of the general problem.
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close of a lengthy ceremony. the vessel containing the names are shaken. and the candidate whose name
is the first to drop out becomes the new abbot. The divinities responsible for selecting the candi date arc

the goddess Ye shcs dbal mo and the four classes of protectors: the ma mo. bdud, btsan and rgya/ po
(Ccch 1 98 7 : 1 1 2: Ramble 1 993 : 295. 300). Gclugpa tradition uses a similar procedure for choosing the

junior tutor of the Dalai Lama. In this case, the choic: is made by the "Buddha statue or a painting of 3
meditational deity" in front of which the names arc placed ( Shcrpa Tulku et al. 1 977: 68--69 ) .

A short distance north of Kag. in the village of Tc. different systems of sortilege are also used for the
recmitmcnt of officials. The annually-serving vil lage constables arc chosen by means of the
manipui::Jtion of a set of notched sticks. called rol. The headmen themselves arc selected by an intensely
complex procedure. which essentially amounts to the chance coincidence of nominations made by

subdivisions of the electorate. In these two cases. however. no divine agency is attributed to the outcome
of the lottery.
In his celebrated study of play, Homo Ludens. Huizinga maintains that. in trials of ordeal in general,
"The winner as such is, for the archaic mind. proof of truth and righteousness", and proposes that the

idea of divine intervention is a later i nterpolation (Huizinga 1 95 5 : 8 I -82). A certain amount of caution

may be appropriate here. It may well be that, historically, sortilege and trials of ordeal were devoid of

any divine component (in fact. the probable Chinese origin of Tibetan trials of ordeal does suggest that

gods were i ntroduced at some later stage). But i n the case of Te. at least. we have no way of knowing

tltis. and it may wel l be that an earlier notion of divine i nvolvement was subsequently abandoned: it is a
commonplace that ritual survives into secular societies where religiosity does not. The point is that,

although sortilege usually contains a supernatural element. this element is not a necessary part of the
process.

The remainder of this essay v.ill explore the possibility that. in the same way as divinity is not a

primary component of statistical exercises such as sortilege, supernatural beings are an equally flexible
idiom for the representation of geographical space.

Defining a cultu ral territory: a libation text from Southern Mustang
It frequently happens that place gods are "created" i n the course of the process whereby a tract of land
becomes a political territory. Typically - a number of biographies and foundations m)ths could serve by
way of illustration - a lama who is about to found a community encounters hostile opposition from
" lords of the place" (sa bdag, gzhi bdag). He defeats them and secures from them commitments to serve
his cause. and the community is duly founded. Quite often, these entities explicitly undergo an
ontological change and are thereafter referred to as yul /ha, "territorial gods".
An area of land can be several things simultaneously. It may be that a political territory is also

regarded as a sacred country. In this case it is l ikely to be represented as densely populated with

supernatural beings. Zhang zhung, for example, is sometimes represented in Bonpo sources as such a

sacred land (see for example Ramble in press). The category of site that is unquestionably subject to the

most elaborate representation in the Tibetan tradition is the sacred mountain (gnas ri). Typically, the

visionary accounts of these places describe them as three-dimensional ma.ry9alas densely peopled by
tantric divinities and bestowing various spiritual benefits on visitors who perform prescribed acti\-i tics at

their location. The naturalness of the topography is comprised to the extent that. however much the
details of the diiTcrcnt descriptions vary, they all correspond to the same basic form : snow mounta ins a rc
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the lakes and streams around them contain not water but healing nectar, the

subsidial')' sites arc organised according to idealised patterns or numbers. and so forth.

But the same sites may also be conceived of as having a signi ficance quite different from that implied

by their identity as gnas ri. Ti se (Kailash), Tsa ri, La phyi and Mu le gangs (Dhaulagiri ) arc all the

subj ect of several visionary descriptions along the lines summarised above. Each of them, in their
respective guides. i s also presented as having mystical connections - usually in terms of relative

positioning on a vast

mal}ifala

- with other sacred sites. These four mountains also feature in a list of

sacred places recited during the course of a libation (gser skyems) ceremony from Southern Mustang, a
recitation that is worth examining briefly. The libation is performed as a prelude to all liturgical
ceremonies conducted by a family of Nyingmapa lamas of Tshognam. a priestly community of three
houses and a temple attached to the large settlement of Te (see map). The recitation does not exist i n
written form. but i s transmitted orally within this priestly lineage. To faci litate my comprehension of the
text, however. one of the lamas kindly undertook to transcribe i t for me.3 I hope to undertake a detailed
study of this and other local libation texts elsewhere. but for the purposes of the present enquil)' it is the
overall structure of the work that i s i nteresting.
The text is divided into eight main sections, each one naming a group of places in conjunction with a
number of named and unspecified divinities connected with each.
The fi rst part comprises: The three divisions of sTod mNga

·

ris; the six snow-mountains of sMad

mDo khams; the four horns of dBus and gTsang in the middle: and Nyang po.4 Dwags po and Kong po,
those three; Kashmir in the barbarous lowlands; the white snow-mountain Kailash; the New and the Old
rTsa ri, and La phyi chu dbar.5
This set i s followed by a l ist of named protectors and the unnamed hosts of supernatural beings under
them:

/ha, klu, btsan, bdud, ma mo. rgyal po, gza', gnyan

and sa bdag.

The second part focuses on Upper Lo, naming the principal temples and the main protective divinit)·

of each: and then i nvokes the (unnamed) /h a

klu, etc.
left unnamed.
,

and nunneries (jo

sde),

which are also

of the kingdom's palaces, monasteries (chos sde)

The third part brings us to Southern Lo. The first sites to be mentioned. but not individually

identified, are the monasteries. nunneries and palaces; the sacred site of Cong gzhi rang 'byon (which is
associated \\ith Padmasambhava), and the main territorial gods of four settlements to the north of
Tshognam.
The fou rth part concentrates on the village of Tshug, situated at the junction of the Narshing Chu and
the Kali Gandaki (see map). The range of divinities invoked here is considerably expanded: not only are
there the three chief territorial gods of the community but also the principal divinities contained i n two
of its temples. including the five Buddha families

(rigs /nga).

At this point, instead of moving directly eastwards up the Narshing Chu to Tshognam, the recitation
turns west. This fifth part comprises a set of sacred sites - temples, caves and other locations - the
3 ln the excerpts that arc quoted here, the text provided by the lama has hccn amended to conform with standard
Tibetan orthography.
4

this is a
The tcl\.1 actually reads byar where one would expect to fmd nyang. On the assumption that

straightforward error I have adjusted it accordingly in the text given helow.

sTod mnga ' ris skor gsrmr I smad mdo klram.� gangs drog I bar dims gtsang ro bzlris / nywrg dwags kong gsum
' lho mon kha clre / gangs dkar ti se / ma spang g.yu mtsho 1 r·tsa n· gsar rnying I la plrvi elm dbar I
�
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sequence of which describes an anticlockwise arc through Dolpo, down to the Thak Khola, across the
Kali Gandaki and up the cast side to end in Muktinath, a short distance to the south of the Narshing
Chu.

The sixth part follows a roughly similar trajectory to the fifth, but i n this case the loci are the

surrounding snow-mountains: Mu le gangs (Dhaulagiri) to the south, on the west side of the Kali

Gandaki: Si ri gangs mo che (Nilgiri) on the cast, Chu mig gangs to the east of Muktinath (Chu mig

brgya rtsa) and. moving northwards, three peaks on the eastern boundary of Lower Lo. The gods of these
glacial mountains arc a pho /ha. his wife and son, his minister, cavalry and other minions.
The seventh part names the territorial gods of Tc (of which we shall have more to say presently), its
main temples and two auspicious sites. a spring of gaseous mineral water and a salt mine.

In the eighth and final part the recitation reaches the temple of Tshognam. invoking its main

protectors and. as in each of the previous parts, the different classes of supernatural beings.

The importance of Ti se. Tsa ri and Dhaulagiri in this recitation is not primarily that they arc gnas ri,

distinguished by all the qualities usually attributed to these mountains. They are above all landmarks
that serve to put the temple of Tshognam on the map. The effect is not to delineate a political entity but
to locate the terminal point. where the speaker himself resides. i n the sacred-geographical setting to
which it belongs, "zooming i n", as it were, from the main sections of the Tibetan plateau and the lands
beyond its frontiers. passing through stages to the valley where the temple stands.

Now after each set of places and accompanying gods has been i nvoked, the celebrant addresses them

as fol lows:
You arc the hosts. and we are the guests: abide by your promise of hospitality! Establish [\\ith us]
an auspicious relationship of teacher and student. We pray you. provide your abundant help with

activities to be accomplished according to the wishes of the devout. When we go forth. be our

escort. and receive us when we return; if we follow you, be our companions on the way; if we go
onto the crags. be our steps and ladders; if we pass through water. be our bridges; if we walk on the

trails. be our props: if we travel in darkness, be our lamps: kill our enemies who are hostile to us;
6
subdue the obstructive demons who harm us: rcYerse the misfortunes caused by hindranccs.

One of the significant features about this address for our purposes is the difference it reveals between

the qualities for which the sites arc i nvoked here and those attributed to them when cast in the role of
gnas ri. The same may be said about some of the temple divinities cited here, such as the Buddha

families. The mountains are not envisioned as mal}f}alas or CI'}'Stal stiipas. and the hosts of tantric gods

that populate them i n their dkar chag are not mentioned. What is demanded of them, moreover, is not
the healing, blessing and salvation that arc routinely bestowed by gnas ri, but something closer to
straightforward civility. The protection they are asked to provide relates largely to mishaps that are

l iable to occur as a direct consequence of the landscape. In short. the attributes of the gods i n this case
are not very far removed from the natural characteristics of the landscape that they inhabit.

6

khyed mam.� ni gnas po yin i bdag mams ni mgron po yin / gnas mgron gvi dam tshig bsnmgs I dpon slob kvi

nen 'brei sgrigs zhes chos /don yid bzhin du gmb pa 'i 'phrin /as sdong grogs rgva chen po mdzad du gsol lo I
,

phar 'gro no sJ..yel ma mdzod / tshu1· /a yong 110 bsu ma mdzod I IJCS s11 'gro no lam grogs mdzod I brag la gro na

them skras mdzod I elm /a 'gro na zam pa mdzod I mun la 'gro 1w sgron me mdzod / sdang ba 'i dgra sod I gnod pa'i

hgegs thul

/

bar chad kyi skyon zlog I
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This particular gser skyems, a s it happens, i s less " politicised" than some. An interesting contrast is
provided by a libation to the gods of the kingdom of Lo, which lies a short distance to the north of Te.
Since 1 have discussed this work elsewhere. only a few relevant fcaures of it need to be mentioned here.
The text begins with an invocation to rDzong lha dkar po, who resides in the royal city of sMon thang.
asking him and his entourage to receive various offerings and, in return, to protect the kingdom and its
inhabitants from unspecified enemies. The gods of other setllemcnts, inhabited and abandoned, are then
invoked in turn. The order of the invocations follows the settlements outward in a spiral (or possibly
concentric circles) to the outermost villages of the kingdom (Ramble 1 995). The incidental - or perhaps
primary - consequence of reciting the text is to draw an imaginary map of the kingdom defi ned in terms
of its principal villages. Sites outside the kingdom arc not included.
In both cases, the supernatural population that is linked to place provides the idiom for the
geographical definition of the area with which each is concerned. To emphasise a point that has already
been made: the sites invoked in the gser s/..yems of Tshognam are not importuned for their sotcriological
properties (although four of them arc gnas ri): and furthermore the text does not have such an obvious
political dimension as the gser s!..yems of Lo. The relative proximity of the attributes of the divinities
invoked to the natural features of the land renders the divine aspect of the territory almost redundant.
This raises an important question: arc supernatural entities intrinsically necesary to the ritual
demarcation of an area of land? The examples that I shall consider now suggest that they arc not.

Protecting the fields
A community's awareness of its territory is frequently expressed in terms of sacred space. Between
seed-time and har;esL usually at a point where the crops are considered to be vulnerable, it is customary
in much of Tibet ritually to walk around the perimeter of the village in order to protect it from possible
nocent i nfluences. Such circuits are sometimes called chos skor, "scripture circuits", since the
participants will carry around with them sacred te:-..15, as well as images. to accomplish the protection. It
is probably more accurate to understand the purpose of the texts as reinforcing, rather than alone
achieving. the protection. In Mustang. at least, the circuit is more commonly referred to as klungs skor,
" encircling the fields", since the route usually encloses only the cultivated area (klungs, which is opposed
to ri, uncultivated territory). An important feature of this circuit is the propitiation of various place-gods
that lie on the route, and the group will duly halt its progress to perform the appropriate fumigation
ritual (bsangs).
A typical example of this ceremony is the a nnual circumambulation of the village of Kag, a
community in Southern Mustang that has been referred to earlier. The ceremony takes place in early
summer and all the able-bodies monks and laypeople make the two-hour journey around the fields.
There arc indeed a number of permanent sacred sites that lie on the route, and these are duly venerated
by the walkers. They include: the "Grandfather" (meme) and the "Grandmother" (iwi), two protective
clay images situated at the entrances to the settlement: and two reliquaries (sku gdung), locally described
as mchod rten . One site is marked by a permanent cairn and two others by boulders. The sites are
named. and the markers venerated. but they are not believed to represent the dwelling places of any
particular supernatural beings. But the circuit of Kag comprises a total of sixteen halting places
corresponding to named areas of land (some of these areas may include two halts, as in the case of the
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walkers stopping at both ends of a certain bridge). Most places arc not distinguished by any permanent
landmark at all. whether stGpa, cairn or rock. How, then, are these places marked? Early in the morning,
before the main group sets off on its itinerary, the village constable (ro/ po) makes a round of the fields
and sets up a small pile of three stones, called tho bo. at each of the sites where the group is to stop, and
daubs them with a wash of auspicious red clay (b tsag dmar).
Let us make some general observations about the examples we have considered so far. In the case of
the Lo gser skyems, a political "map" of the kingdom has been drawn in terms of the divinities that
distinguish the settlements listed. There is no particular category of divinity that serves this purpose: the
l ist includes htsan. klu. chos sJ...yong and others, depending on which class happens to be most

promi nently associated with each indiYidual location. A uniformity of divine categories is not imposed

on the k ingdom as sometimes happens in more idealised representations of politics (the example of

Zhang zhung has been referred to earlier): the recitation makes do with what is there.
The di\'inities who are named in the Tshognam libation cover a range of supernatural categories. In
many cases. howc,·cr. particular gods arc not named in connection with the places listed: the text refers
only to the /ha, klu, btsan etc. as a somewhat nonspecific supernatural realm that is given shape and
substance by the places in the recitation and the order in which they are i nvoked.
The klungs skor of Kag i ncorporates into the definition of the perimeter of the fields whatever
explicitly sacred sites happen to lie on the way. These include protective effigies and reliquaries constructions that are not in themselves connected with the notion of place or territory but are
nc,·crthelcss used in the ceremony as sacred landmarks. The majority of landmarks are. however, in no
sense religious sites; they are, so to speak, "sub-sacred" markers that serve as the focal point of the areas
on which they arc placed. rendered merely auspicious by decoration \\ith a clay wash.

Narrative journeys and the creation of relevant space
I think it is worth pushing the point even further by comparing these examples with rituals in which
territories are defined without recourse to supernatural beings at all. The two cases which will serve as
i llustrations are drawn from Tibeto-Burman societies of Nepal. One of these, described by Martin
Gaenszle. involves a ritual. called ma:mangme, that is periodically perforn1ed by the Mewahang Rai of

Eastern Nepal. The procedure in the ritual is briefly as follows: a priest and his assistant narrate an

i maginary journey that roughly follows the perimeter of part of the Mcwahang territory, and continues
down the Arun River to a point regarded as the group's "Place of Origin " : "The two practitioners
proceed from one valley to the other, naming particular c/i.ffs and river sources" in the region (Gaenszle
1 99 3 : 263 ; emphasis added). The purpose of the rite is summarised as follows:

The first part of the journey is a circling, almost a circumambulation of this territory with the aim
of searching [for] the spirit[s] in its fringes, thereby clearing the area of their malevolent presence.
The second part of the journey then leads straight down to the Place of Origin: this time the
purpose is to dispose of the spirits, to distance them by putting them at their proper place (ibid: 265;
emphasis added).
The second example is taken from the Kham Magar of Western Nepal. and concerns a ritual known
as man khyane. " rejeter les malcfices" (de Sales 1 994 ) . The rite is usually performed as part of a healing
ceremony, but may also be employed on other occasions such as the i nitiation of a shaman. The search
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for malevolent influences begins in the immediate vicinity of the village, with the shaman describing the
route he follows on his imaginary journey:
Cc premier segment. . . . prccisement dctaille, transmet bicn la vision d'un marcheur attentif au
paysngc et aux accidents de terrain; parcourant villages, hameaux et licux-dits, retournant sur scs
pas. traversant pants et gues, s'arretant aux places de rcpos, ces larges banes de picrrcs construits en
l'honneur des ancetrcs au bord des chemins, reprenant son ascension vers lcs paturagcs ou lcs
cretcs: avanl de redesccndrc dans les plaines (ibid. : 109).
The second part of the journey takes the shaman outside the area inhabited by Magars. a departure
that the author explains in terms of archaic political connections with this region: " Cc passage . . . rcvclc
unc fronticre non seulcmcnt gcographique, mais aussi sociologiquc et historique. . . (ibid. : 1 1 0).
•

In all the examples considered here. individual places are not named or evoked in isolation but as part

of a series, and these series form a particular pattern. More may be said about the fact that, for example,

the libation to the gods of Lo - essentially the celebration of a polity - begins at the capital and spirals

outwards to the hinterland; whereas the gser skyems of Tshognam, which is more akin to a cultural

postal address. spirals inwards from the general to the particular. However, the more modest observation

I wish to make is that the areas represented are all disposed aJong a horizontal axis. Many of the sites

arc vertical - cliiTs, mountains and the tho bo themselves (which are, l iterally, " high places") - but
insofar as the only real relevance of their vertical character in the overall configuratio n is that they are
all the more "conspicuous" as markers, the general plan in all cases is horizontal (cf. Gaenszle 1 994 :

257). A conclusion that might be tentatively offered at this point is that horizontal representations of
geographical areas are simultaneously a means of defining a cultural or political territory and a
technique for assuring their safety.

The vertical dimension
The markers on the klungs skor of Kag and the territorial gods invoked in the gser sl..yems of
Tshognam do not account for the entirety of sacred sites in these communities. There are other divinities
who form the focus of ceremonies at other times of year, and it is to these gods and the cults surrounding
them that we shall now turn.
The village of Te has three main territorial gods, who receive periodicaJ animal sacrifices. They are
invoked on a number of occasions, such as the swearing of oaths. During times of drought they are
offered juniper i ncense and besought for rain. They also figure in the following song, which is sung by
the villagers every year during the principal festivaL called the Lama Guru. In this case the request for
rain is addressed specifically to the highest of the gods, but fertility. prosperity and good health are
dominant themes throughout:
Jo bo Shar btsan rgyal po
Dwelling at the peak of the snow-mountains.
M ay our auspicious prayers

For timely rain be fulfilled:
May our auspicious prayers

For the eternal health of our cattle be fulfilled.
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Pho lha Yon tan dkar po
Dwell ing at the top of the village
(or: (Dwelling] in front of our blessed village).
May our auspicious prayers
For the ripening of the crops at the proper time be fulfilled;
May our auspicious prayers
For stopping the recurrence of illness among people and caLtle be fulfilled.
Mo lha Chu btsan gnyan po
Dwelling on the bank of the river.

If our enemy. the demonic Lord of Death

Does not come, it will be good;
If we do not see demonic evil people, the black ones,
It will be good.

0 Door-god. whom our houses hold,
Dwelling in the inner room of the house,
We have prayed to you in the past;
Look upon us now, too. with compassion.
Blessed village,
Prosperous ,·illage
May our auspicious prayers
For an abundance of people. cattle and happiness be fulfilled.
May our auspicious prayers
For abundant food. wealth and cattle be fulfilled.
The water from the slate crags, and the water from the high meadows
Flows into the i rrigation channels;
These green shoots

Sprout from the spaces behind the sacred vessels of our ears. 7

7

gangs su t1se na bzlrugs pa Ijo bo .vhar btsan rgyal po / cl�ar chu dr1s su

I nor phyugs rtag tu

du) I plro

legs pa'i / bkra

lira yon tan dkDr po I 'bras

slris .�nron lam t.vlrang I yul

bu dus su

smin nrclris

gvi

'bab pa'i I bkra shis snron lam tslrang

dbu na bzlrugs pa

[or pa'i?) / bkra

nod 'ID'��" chad I bkra shis smon lam tshang / gtsang po'i 'gram na bzhugs pa I

bo 'clri bdag, hdud po I nra { le) yongs na dga l bdud l.yi
'

na bzlmgs pa I khyim

gl'is

brten pa'i .vgo /ha /

mi nag nag po I nra { le)

sngar l.yang gsol ba

brab

sh is pa 'i lung pa I g.yang, { la} clrags pa 'i l11ng pa I m i nor sl.yid gsum

nor phyugs g.vum 'dzom pa 'i I bkra siris snron lam tshang / rdza
/jang pa manr rgyal bum pa I .myan gvi bar na.v 'klrrrmgs I

(or: bkra slris yul gyi mdun

slris snron lam IShang I nri nod ph,wgs

mo

/ha clru btsan gnyan po I dgro

m thong na dga ' / khyim gyi phugs

pas I da yang

thugs rje gzigs I bkra

'dzom pa i / bkra siris smon

chu spang clru

'

{la)

lam tshang I zas

gnyis po I yur ba 'i nang la zlmgs I

RedWJdant s�·Jiables that do not contribute any semantic meaning to the text have been omitted, with U1e
exception of a fe\\' that arc required by the metre. ll1ese arc presented in brackets { . . . ) . The confident rendering of
the TihcLan text gives no indicalron of the uncertainties posed by the !ape-recording, and 1t is likely that some
interpretations may need to be revised.
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The last sentence is a reference to the practice. at the festival during which this song is sung. of the
participants to tuck barley sprouts behind one car. It is uncertain whether the "sacred vessel" is meant to
be an epithet of the barley or, more logically, of the wearers' ears. There are funher verses, eulogising
the willow and apricot trees of the village and so forth, but they need not be considered here.
TI1e territorial gods of Kag, like those of Te. form a triad: Pho lha at the highest point Pho I ha sde
lnga in the middle: Jo bo chos rgyal by the river. These gods were also, until recently. the beneficiaries

of blood sacrifice. The officiant in this case was a priesl known as the a ya, from a Tibeto-Burman
community south of the area. The ritual with which we are especially concerned here is the Lo yag
ceremony, performed at a time when the growing barley is considered to be most vulnerable. A dough
yak is now used, and the ceremony is performed not by the

a ya but by a monk. Elsewhere I have

discussed the political implications of the changes in this rituaL but they are not relevant to the present
paper (see Ramble 1 992-93 ).
On the day of the ritual an unblemished bull yak was sacrificed at the site of the Chos rgyal. The

a ya

would examine the entrails and, on the basis of his findings, make predictions concerni ng the
community for the coming year. These predictions related to a number of areas of community life, such
as the health of different categories of villagers (children. young men, and so on), but a particularly
important aspec• of divination concerned the amount of rainfall that could be expected and the success of

the harvest.

The remainder of the performance has apparently continued unaltered in spite of the abolition of the
yak sacrifice. One of the most significant aspects of this ceremony is that the Chos rgyal is not
worshipped in isolation, but in conjunction with Pho Iha and Pho lha sde lnga. The group of people that
has allended the sacrifice to Chos rgyal proceeds slowly up the hill to each of these two gods in turn.
singing the song that features through the region in rituals for the accumulation of prosperity

(ph_va 'gug

g..vang 'gug). Each of the two gods is worshipped with incense offerings: their turn for blood sacrifice

came at a different time of year, during a ceremony that has now been abandoned.

A third example may also be i ntroduced here. Dangardzong, the southemmost Tibetan-speaking

settlement on the west bank of the Kali Gandaki. has two main village gods: the

pho /ha. called Jowa
Lhabtson Gyalo (Jo bo lha btsan rgyal po?) situated on the ridge above the village; and the mo /ha. Ama
Dzamgama. close to the village itself. The two are worshipped twice a year, once for each of the two

crops grown by the village. Until recent times. the

pho /ha and mo /ha would receive blood sacrifices,

respectively of a sheep and a goat, on each occasion. Dough figures representing these animals are now
used as substitutes. The officiant was known as the

lira bon. Following the offering to each of the gods.

all the men of the village - women are excluded - make this invocation:
May there always be harvests
May the timely rain fall
May grass grow on grassless ground
May water flow in waterless places
8
May the fields grow well .

/o tog rtag tu l<'gs shag 1 char pa dus su 'bab shag I rrsa med .m la 11sa s!..:ve shag I chu med sa la elm 'ong
�hog I zlring dj!.a ' sky<' shoj!. /
R
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Now let us examine some of the more obvious inconsistencies between these three constellations of

gods. Numerous authors have dra\m auention to the association that is found in Tibet (as indeed in a

number of other cultures) between male mountains and female bodies of water - usually lakes, but also
rivers. Tibetan geographical l iterature itself makes frequent reference to such combinations. Tc's triad
conforms agreeably to this model. The three divinities of Kag do not. First, Pho lha is regarded (at least,
by the people whom I questioned on the matter) as being a female divinity; Jo bo Chos rgyal, in spite of
the fact that he stands near the water. is male. The Pho lha sde lnga is their oiTspring. We could
speculate on the possible reasons for this surprising i nversion. In the gscr sJ..yems of Tshognam. as well
as in certain documents from Te. the water goddess of Tc who is popularly referred to as Chu btsan
gnyan mo appears as Chu rgyal gnyan mo.9 In the case of Kag. might Chu rgyal (as the contraction of
some water-spritish sobriquet like Chu rgyal gnyan mo. Chu srinlbtsan rgyal mo or whatever) be the

original name of a di\'inity that was subsequently changed to Chos rgyal by the preferences of Kag's
influential monastic communi�·? If this were the case, a previously male pho /ha would perhaps have

had to undergo a change of gender in order to remain the spouse of a new Chos rgyal. whose maleness is

assured by canonical authority. A development of this sort is quite conceivable. but it is only a guess. In

any event. the people of Kag seem to see nothing strange about the arrangement. Dangardzong differs

from Kag and Tc to the extent that only two divinities arc involved in the complex. and the mo /ha is
nowhere near water.

So much for the conspicuous differences between the three cases. What common characteristics do
they exhibit? First. concerning the topographical arrangement of the divinities, the most obvious feature
is that the component sites i n each instance arc dispersed along a vertical axis. I n the case of the song
quoted from Te, the relative elevations of the three principal divinities are specifically mentioned as

distinguishing traits. Secondly, the theme that emerges most clearly from the rhetoric of each cult is that
of fertility: more precisely. fertility of fields and hillsides as a consequence of sufficient water.

That the fertility of the earth should be a preoccupation in the area with which we are dealing is
hardly surprising. Tibet and the part of the Himalayas lying north of the rain shadow are notoriously
barren, and the need for water in the form of rainfall or snow-melt is a matter of real concern to
villagers, something that will be evident to anyone who has visited these areas, especially in years of
drought. The amount of precipitation affects the fertility not only of the cultivated land but also that of
the pastures, where the abundance of grass is the factor that determines the numbers of li\'estock that can
be kept.
Another cautious conclusion may be proposed at this point: that it is the vertical axis itself, rather
than any particular god or class of supernatural beings inhabiting the l andscape, that is linked to notions

0

The identity of the other two members of the triad also appears to be somewhat flexible, although it is

uncertain whether this is a matter of change over time or the parallel existence, in the past, of two traditi ons . A

brief historical work from Te, undated but certainly over a century old, mentions the three gods as follows (original
orthography is presented in square brackets):

plm ro pho /ha shar btsan [rtsen] gnywz [.myen] po I bar [ 'ba1·] du yul lha yon tan [ten] dk.ar po I mdo [rdo] 111

mo /ha elm rgyal gnyan [snyen] po /

Shar btsan gnyan po, located "at the head of the valley" (phu ro), is described here as a plw /ha, whereas he is

now invariably entitled fa

as

bo.

Yon tan dkar po, si tuated "in the middle"

a plw /ha. but appears here as a yul lha.

(bar du), is referred

to in songs and prayers

l'nllcms of pla�-ca
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of fertility. 10 There may be a certain measure of conformity in the categories of gods that comprise such
constella tions. but the most important thing about the gods is that they mark plots on a vertical li ne.
(This may, incidentally, provide a certain rationale for the location of Chos rgyal in Kag. While it is
slightly alarming to find him in the role of water god, his position at the base of a vertical axis is entirely
consistent with his identity as a god of the underworld.)

While I do not wish to exaggerate the claims for what is, at this stage. a rather tentative hypothesis

that needs to be tested in other ethnographic contexts. it may be worth pointing out other areas of
coherence in the scheme. The associations of verticality in Tibeto-Burman societies have been discussed
by various authors. notably N.J. Alien, who explores the manifestations of this dimension in the
la nguage and culture of the Thulung Rai (Alien 1 972). Since a similarly comprehensive study among
Tibetan-speakcrs would require a certain degree of l inguistic technique, I shall limit myself to one
unadventurous observation concerning the relationship of the vertical dimension to Tibetan notions of

time: namely, that the concepts "upper" (stod) and "lower" (smad) are also used respecti\'ely to designate

tl1e earlier and later periods of chronological sequences. such as a year. a night or a person's lifetime. 1 1

Implicit i n these terms i s the idea of a progression from high to low; and i t is true that popular
representations of elevated landscape commonly begin at the top and work down (see . for example,
Ramble in press).

A particularly i'nteresting illustration of downward-bearing verticality is contained in the fol lowing
song, from Dingri in Southern Tibet:
If the sun with its fair clouds does not shine in the cast,
The white snow-mountain in the west cannot melt;

If the white snow-mountain in the west does not melt,

TI1e blue river water cannot run in the valley floor:

If the blue river water does not run in the valley floor,
The sandalwood tree cannot grow;

If the sandalwood tree does not grow,

The cuckoo. queen of birds, cannot alight:

If the cuckoo, queen ofbirds, does not alight,

Tibet cannot have a good harvcst.1 �

10

It is probably necessary to draw a distinction between the idea of verticality and that of absolute heighl The

latter, as a number of authors have pointed out, is generally associated in Tibet with martial prowess and political
power. Where it is associated with fertility, it may be primarily in conjunction with sites or ritual activities at the
lower end of the axis.
11

This is also true of Thulung Rai concepts of time (Alien 1 972: 93). In English, by contrast, the synonymity of
tenns such as top/begi1ming, earlier/above, below/later and so forth is usually reserved for written works and
musical scores.
12

shar sprin bzang nyi ma nra shar na / nub gangs 11 dkor po z/111 mdog mcd i nub ga11gs ri dkor P0 ma zhll na I

nrdo guang chu sngon po rgvug nrdog nred 1 mdo gtsang elm sngon po ma brgv11gs na 1 slung lsun dan sdong po
skye mdog med I shing tsan dun sdong po ma skyes na / bya k/111 hyug rgyal mo 'bab nrdog med : bya klm b)�lg
rgyal nro ma babs na I bad so nanr la yag sl..yc mdog nredl

C. Ramble
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Conclusion
The ostensible purpose of the performances and recitations summarised in the first part of this inquiry
- the

gser sf..yems, the klungs skor and the narrative journeys of the Kham Magar and Mewahang Rai

are different

in

each

case.

but they all

share certain

important

features.

They

all

_

constitute

representations of geographical areas through the serial evocation of places. In each i nstance, moreover,
a major concern of the ritual is to establish security within the area specified.
The song from Dingri quoted above is as straightfonvard a statement as one could hope to find of the
direct relationship between the sky. the elevated terrain of Tibet and the fertility of the land. And yet the
conception of the landscape is not completely "natural " : the aesthetic aridity of meteorological and
geographical processes has been offset by interpolating two conventional decorative links - the
sandalwood tree and the cuckoo - in an ecological chain. Neither link is divine, but both are, at least,
auspicious.

They are comparable. perhaps, to the red-painted

undistinguished places on the Kag

tho bo

that mark

the otherwise

klungs skor - a kind of intermediate stage between nature and the

supernatural.
It was suggested earlier that, in the case of sortilege, the outcome of whatever device is employed is
commonly attributed to the activity of gods; but that in some cases, such attribution is not regarded

as

necessary, and the procedure itself is deemed suffi ciently authoritative to legitimi se the result. The

representations of space that have been described here can, I suggest, be perceived in similar terms. A
divine population enlarges the scope for communication with the territory that it represents. There is
unquestionably something more logical in trying to achieve the safety or fertility of an area by enlisting
the help of an indigenous population of supernatural entities than in appealing to a lifeless landscape.
Nevertheless, I suggest that it is, above all, the very act of defining a space that is of primary importance.
The categories of supernatural beings that are associated with different spatial configurations

have

acquired a considerable degree of consistency in Tibetan tradition. The fact that this consistency is not
complete suggests that the characteristics attributed to place gods may not be primarily qualities of the
gods themselves, but of the places.
Only two aspects of geographical space have been examined here: the horizontal and vertical
dimensions. The representations of space in each case cover a variety of divinities, but the qualities
associated with each of the axes remain stable: in the first case. designating a territory and making it

a

safe place to live; and in the second, ensuring the fertility of the ground. Future ethnographic studies
·will undoubtedly continue to reveal i nstances of nonconformity between tex1ual prescriptions of
supernatural conduct and the maverick behaviour of divinities in the field. More important than
providing a mere catalogue of deviancy, such i nquiries may help to reveal other areas of correspondence
between the shape of the land and the demands that people make on it.

Patterns of places
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THE FIVE TAMANG ANCESTORS AND
SAILUNG PHOI SI BDA KARPO
by

Gabriele Tautscher, Vienna

The Tamang arc with 522 4 1 6 1 members the numerically largest Tibcto-Burmesc minority in Nepa l .
They belong t o t h e same language group as the ethnics Gurung and Thakali : the Gurung B ranch o f the

Bodish Section within the Bodic Division of Si no-Tibetan. 2 The main area of seulcment of the Tamang
arc the middle hills of central Nepal. i n the west as far as to the Buri Gandaki river, in the cast up to

Likhu Khola and beyond.

The Tamang of Sailung belong to the Tamang often referred to as the "Eastern Tamang", since living

cast of the B hote Kosi (in contrast to the Wcst-Tamang) and to the "Aihara Tamang" (ncp. Eighteen
Tamang) due to a Buddhist genealogy, the

eighteen great clans.

3

R.uichen Cynpge

(lib.

rus chen hco brgyad).

the book of the

Sailung is seen by the Eastern Tamang as an original Tamang area where they claim to have had one
petty kingdom i n the distant past and where they had recognised kipat4 under the rule of the Gorkha

kings until the Nepal-Tibet war from 1 854 to 1 8 56. Today the caves of the mountains Thulo Sailung
("the big Sailung") and Sanu Sailung ("the small Sailung") are main destinations of pilgrimage for the
Tamang living in the area of Sailung and of the neighbouring Timal, for the laymen to ask for fertility
and wealth and for their bonpo, the traditional healers, to recreate the healing power. On the top of the
mountain of ThUlo SaHung three groups of old Buddhist chorten are the sites for Buddhist rituals to
worship the dead for certain clans of the Tamang living i n the area of Sailung.
These Tamang clans of Sailung together with one clan of Ti mal arc said to have their mythical origin

i n "five ancestors" (tarn.

khe nga) who came from Tibet to

this part of Nepal equipped with five tools in

order to take possession of the territory. The story is recorded in the Buddhist
Kukpa Khachyoi (tib. lkugs pa kha dpyod [chos?J). 5 kept in a village of Sailung.

1

cosmogonic text, the

Statistical Pocket Book, Nepal 1 990. (ed.) National planning commission secretariat, Katlunandu, Central

Bureau of Statistics. ·me population census is of the year 1 98 1 .
2
Sh afer , R. ( 1 9 66 ) , Sino-Tibetan Linguistic. Vol. 2 , pt. l , Bcrkeley. Mazaudon, M. ( 1 973 ), Phonologie tamang.

Paris, Selaf,

p. 36.
3 On
E-Tarnang cf. Macdonald, A W.

( 1 98 3 ), "The Tamang as seen by one of tltemselves", In Essays on the
EtlmolorJ' of Nepal and South Asia. Kathmandu, Ratna Puslak Bhandar, 1 29-1 67. Steimnatm, B. ( 1 987), Les
Tamangs du Nepal - usages et religion de /'usage. Paris, A.D.P.F. On W-Tamang: HOfcr, A ( 1 98 1 ), Tamang
ritual texts 1 . Wieshadcn, Franz Steiner Verlag. Holmberg, D. ( 1 989), Order in Paradox. Wisconsin, Comell Uni

vcrsitv Press

4

Kipnt - communal form of land tenure, \\ith the right to kipa! land by virtue of the membership in

ethnic group and their location in a particular area

Rcl§mi 1 976 .

On the content of the Kukpa Khachyoi

sec

a particular
(in Nepal: Limhu, Rui, D1muwar, Sunuwar and Tarnang). See

footnote 22.

G. Taut<chcr
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The " landlord" (tarn.
(tib.

sibdn.
pho 'i f!Zhi bdag dkar po).

tib.

ghzi bdag)

of the area of Sailung is called Sailung phoi sibda karpo

In the past the deity is said to have appeared in the form of a white deer

which represented a kind of uni�ving force for all the Tamang clans living i n Sailung and which was
responsible for the fertil i t y of Ll1eir territory. Today only the Tamang of Burunga. a village on the nonh
ern fl a nk of Sailung. worship Sailung phoi sibda karpo as a god of the fertility of the soil. and all

the

other Yillages of Sailung have a sibda deity of their own. For the Tamang Buddhist priests Sailung phoi
sibda karpo is a

nycgi dagpo

(lib.

gnas gvi bdaf! po).

(in a Buddhist sense) "lord of the sacred land" of

the entire area of Sailung. who in the rcligous painting is expressed in a great white chorten placed on
the top of Thulo Sailung (see plate I ).
With the sei zure of power of the Gorkhali rulers in Nepal and the growi ng sphere of influence of the
Hi ndu religion the main source of fertility and wealth for all the population living i n Sailung became the
Hindu god Mahiidev and his consort Seti Devi with their seats in the caves of Thlilo Sailung and Sanu
Sailung.
Thus with this central s.1crcd mountain we find diiTercnt religious interpretations which also reflect
the local political history of this area and generally the coming together of " l ittle and great traditons".
Beside these aspects. which will be pointed out here the other issue of this paper i s to present for the first
6
time a study of this local Tamang clan history l'ascd on recent ethnographic data

Geographical setting of Sailung
The term Sailung i s the designation for an area in the eastern middle hills of Nepal and i s s ituated at
the junction of the three politicial districts of modem Nepal: in the north district Dolakha. i n the west
district Kabre Palanchok and i n the south district Ramechap.
The centre of Sailung is "Thlilo Sailung", the "big Sailung", the l ocal ity of many chorten and the
highest point (3 300m) of this section of the Nepalese eastern middle hills. From the top of Thlilo
Sailung looking towards the north the whole range of the white Himalayas. towards the south the range
of the Mahabharata can be seen. Between Sailung and the Himalayas lies the 3 8 1 0m h i gh Kalinchok.
another destination of pilgrimage for the population of this area.
All the rivers in the area of Sailung have their sources on the mountai n of Thi:ilo Sailung and

flow

like the branches of a star into all directions. Sailung stands for the flat grassland of the top - "Thlilo
Sailung" - as well as for the area of the inhabited valleys along its rivers with the boundaries formed by
the big rivers with their sources further north into which the rivers of the Sailung a rea flow: Sun-Kosi in
the west and south. Tama Kosi in the east and Charanawathi Khola with its source on Ka l i nchok in the
north. This makes "Thulo Sailung·· a natural centre of the entire area.

6 Since 1 99 1 I

conducted

extensive fieldworks in the area of S a i l ung . I thank the Austrian Fund for Scienti fic

Research to finance my research on Sailung since 1 993. I also want to express my special thanks for valuable in
forma tion to Kanna Siddhi Lama from Risiang.ku, chairman of Lama Conunittce, Nepal Tamang Ghedung, to Par

shu Ram Tamang . central chaimtan of the Nepal Tamang Ghcdtmg, to Lama Thubten Gyaltsen, a Buddhist intellec
tual from lltiilo Sailung, as well as to Utc many anonvmous infonnants from Sailung. For company during many

field trips 1 thank Decpa Lama, the daughter of Kam1a Siddhi Lama and Boras Tamang from T imal . I am very

grateful to Prof. E. Stcinkellner, A.M. Blondcau for Ute thorough checking of Utc manuscript and to Prof. A. Hofer
for his valuable conunenls, to G. Hazod for his inspiring commcnl� and to Bill fis her for his encouraging critique.
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An old footpath coming from Kathrnandu leading to Solu Khumbu passes through Sailung. Evidence

of the old relationship between the Tamang of Sailung and the Sherpa of Khumbu is the still existing
grazing right of the Sherpa from Solu Khumbu for their cattle in the forests of Sailung. The old trading
route from Tibet through La phyi and Dolakha, a former Newar kingdom. continued over Thillo Sailung

to Kathmandu, or to Janakpur and India. Since the construction of the road to Jiri in 1 978 many of the

routes have changed and the new footpaths start from the newly developed market towns on the road.
The form er important footpaths. however, are easy to be recognised since they are marked with old
chorten.

History of Sailung
The present historical study of Sailung is still preliminary. The historJ of the origin and migration of
1he Tamang clans who settled in the area of Sailung is based on the oral tradition. on the written genc
alogies of one Moktan l ineage found in Doromba (tarn. dungrap, tib. gdung rabs) and of one Yonjon
lineage found with a Buddhist lama family of Risiangku. It is the history as the Tamang of Sailung see it

themselves. clearly indicating their Tibetan roots and affiliating themselves with the Tibetan cultural
tradition and with the Tibetan Buddhist religion.

It is difficult to trace historical documents v.ithin the area of Sailung and the documents which I
could photograph regarded the transfer of land rights by the Nepalese government of the 1 9th century,

i.e. after the Gorkhali conquest. An i nscription on a copper plate of the year 1 855 A.D. is found in the
old Tamang gompa (tib. dgon pa) of Pongdi today belonging to the Drukpa K.argyud line (tib. 'Brug pa

bluJ brgvud).
'

An important source for the history of this century is what old people remember of their o't'n past (life

histories) or what they had learned from their old relatives. The actual distribution of the Tamang clans

and other ethnic groups in the area of Sailung as well as the distribution of land properties describe the
present situation.
According to the written genealogy of the oldest lama lineage of the clan Yonjon from Risiangku who
consider themselves as the direct descendants of the founder of Risiangku, it was the ancestor Ru wang
chu who came from Tibet to Nepal 50 generations7 ago. Hunga raja is one of their ancestors going back
45 generations and according to oral tradition it was in his time that the Tamang dispersed to many
different places within Nepal and many Yonjon took him as their first ancestor. 8 In another myth. re
lated to the spread of Buddhism among the Tamang, it is said that Hunga raja was a learned lama who
had received his teaching in the south and who had become the teacher of many of the Tamang priests.
This is said to be another reason why he became an ancestor for some of the lama lineages. According to
another legend Hunga raja is supposed to have had eight sons who were the founders of the first eight
Buddhist gompas of the Tamang of Sailung, one of them being Pongdi Gyang.

7 I have information of a Yonjon genealogy (tarn. dungrap) with 78 generations. Another genealogy of the Yon
jon contains the same names, but many of the persons are classed as brothers, thus making 28 generations. It is
difficult to estimate n time, except that it was n long time ago.

8 H unga riijii also appears ns a tutelary deity of the bonpo of the Eastern Tamang.- Hunga is a very atypical
Tamang name and has similar features to the Hansa raja of the Thakali, in that he is also considered to be the foun
der of the Tamang Timkali and is a prominent figure regarding the introduction of Buddhism. See Vinding, M.

( 1 978) ,"TI1 e local oral tradition about the kingdom of the Thin Garab Dzong", Kailaslr 1 4/ 3-5, 1 67-2 1 2 .
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Until '3 7 generations back tl1c Yonjon settled in dilfcrcnt areas. Lama Chyoidup Dewa was the first
Yonjon to settle in Risiangku and to build the first solid house. The name Risiangku derives from "to
circle (tarn. siang) in the forest (tarn. ri) in a valley between two mountains (tarn. ku)". He married Pun
tarigi, the daughter of the Tamang king of Timal from the clan Bal.
Another mytl1 of origin tells about five brothers from the clan Moktan who came from the cave

Chhiriwa9 north of Khasa (or Kyirong?) in Tibet. They came through Khasa to Balaphi (close to
Barabhisc). from there to Jalbire and up the mountain Dempa Gang. Close to the place of the present
Gensing gompa. the five brothers are said to have scpcratcd and formed the five first Tamang clans, Bal.
Ghising. Moktan. Brokchan and Yonjon, the same clans as mentioned in the Kukpa Khachyo i, who
migrated cast and founded the first Tamang settlements in Sailung and Timal. One of the five. the Brok
chan. turned back to Tibet. The name Brokchan is associated with the Tibetan word 'brag pa for no
I O In an oral tradition un
mads and a reason for their turning back. it is said, was their being nomads.
der the Buddhist influence. also recorded from the Yonjon of Risiangku. all the Tamang clans of the
Atharajat are said to go back to the ancestor IDong 1 1 in Tibet.
According to informants of Sailung. l 2 the first settlements of Tamang in the Nepalese eastern middle
hills were:
- of the rui Moktan in Andarbung in Sailung.
- of the rui Yonjon in Risiangku in Sailung.
- of th e rui Ghising in Taleju in Sailung.
- and of the rui Bal in Bhara Ti mal.
Thus. three Tamang clans, Moktan. Yonjon and Ghising, settled in the Sailung area and the rui Bal
in the south of Sailung in Bhara Timal, across the river Sun Kosi. The Tamang clans present today in

the area of Sailung, except the clans Gole and Thing, 1 3 go back to these three clans and these are:
- Moktan and the brother clans (nep suage bhai) Pakhrin, Thokar, S hyangtan, Rumba,
.

- Yonjon and the brother clans Bomjan. Lopchan. Dumjan.
- Ghising and tl1e brother clans Gyabak, Lo.
9 An interesting etymological parallel \\ith the W-Tamang sec in Hbfcr 1 98 1 : 93; C:l'iwa in old Tamang language

is a ritual mentioned in a nak/e mang ceremony of ti1c lan1hu where "the golden pole leaned towards ilie earth when
ilie Man1ba and Dimdung clans came do\\n to Serdung country, a village in ilie upper Ankhu Khola". TI1e golden
needle is ilie attribute of ilie Mokt.a.I1 of Sailung who open tile earili.
l 0 Interesting is also tite fact that the phola and place of origin of the rui Brokchan given in ilie Kukpa Khaclryoi
is ilie same

as

s..ated for ilie rui Bomjan, the brother clan (nep. suage blrai) of ilie Yonj on in ilie Ruiclten Cyopge,

the book of the eighteen great clans.
1 1 Also in tile myth recorded by A.W. Macdonald (Macdonald, A. W. [ 1 980], "Creative Dismemberment among

the Tamang and Sherpas of Nepal", In Tibetan Swdies in honour of Hugh Riclrardson. leds . J Michael Aris and

Aung San Suu Kyi, New Delhi, Vikas Publishing House Pvt. Ltd . , 1 99-208. ) it is lDong chen po who dismembers

ilie corpse of a yak and distributes it among his 1 8 sons, and, accordin g to which part of ti1e body they take, iliey are
given the clan name.
1 2 The informants were
old Tamang fmm difTcrent villages on Sailung; their accounts arc quite corresponding.

13

It would be interesting to find out more on the clan history of the Gale and Thing. Go le may derive from the

name Golmo and the Golmo rajii of tlte legends told in Sailung. Gale is the brother clan of Blon (b/on also means

mmislcrs). Both clans have been integrated into Tamang society. Thing are broti1er clans of the Tamang clans Sy
angbo and Nyasur, and in anoti1er area Syangbo is considered a brother clan of the Blon.

The live Tamang anccstol"6 and Sailung phoi sihda karpo
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Most of the local influential, rich, or lama Uncages of the Tamang of Sailung today belong to these

three main clans: Moktan, Yonjon and Ghising. It is from the three settlements Risiangku, Andarbung

and Talejugang that the Yonjon, Moktan and Ghising clans had migrated to different parts of Sailung
and founded new villages. The population of all vi l lages are of mixed clans today. but there i s always

one predominant clan who also was the founder of the village. Roughly summarised the expansion of

1hcsc three clans to the main villages of Sailung arc as followed: the Yonjon from Risiangku settled in

Doromba, Pongdi and Dhading, the Moktan from Andarbung settled in Phasku, Phulashi and Burunga,

the Thokar split from the Moktan and settled in

Phedbu and the Ghising from Talcjugang settled in

Gyang.
At the time of Prithvi Narayan Shah, the Tamang of Sailung had no central political organisation.
The different Tamang vi llages had been organised either around the main patrilineage and their eldest

(tarn. choho) who claim to be the direct descendants of the founder of the village, as in Risiangku. or

around a Buddhist monastery.

the gompa and the lama l ineage in charge of the monastery, as i n Pongdi.

Phulashi and Gyang. Only Talejugang was known as a petty kingdom of the Ghising where the Gh ising
king Jived i n a fortress (tarn.

photang,

tib.

pho brang)

the remains of which can still be seen near the

village of Doromba.

The gompa Carigyang near Charikot, the new market tow n and administrative centre of the district

Dolakha. is said to be the fi rst and oldest Tamang gompa of the Nyingmapa school of the districts Ra
mcchap and Dolakha of, maybe, the l Oth century A.D. The old gompa was destroyed during the earth
quake of 1 93 4 and was rebuilt thereafter. it is situated just north of the a rea of Sailung.
There must have been a tension between the clans Yonjon and Mok.-t an over the religious supremacy
which must have been an issue between the old tradition of the Bonpo and the Buddhist Nyingmapa
school and the lama. A " surYi\'al" of this tension is found in a legend explaining the etymology of
Sai l ung (cf. below).
Before the founding of the Nepalese state, neighbouring powers were threatening the territory of the
Tamang of Sailung. A legend tells us that the Ghising king of Talejugang had a dispute with a Golmo
king whose domain was supposed to be the territory along the river Tsauri Khola, the south-eastern
borderline of Sailung. l 4 In the same legend the Golmo raja also had seven sons who formed new ethnic
groups (nep. jat ) . Only four of them are remembered: Thami, 1 5 Badi. l 6 Majhi, 1 7 Pahap 1 8 - an indi14

One version of this legend see in the article of B. Steinmann ''Mountain deities, the invisible body of the

society" in this volume.
15
Thami is an indigenous Tibeto-Bunnese etlmic group; cf. Gaborieau 1 978:
Kiranti. Tite Tharni live to day in the area of Dolakha, nortlt of Sailung.

1 1 2. He counts them with the

!6 Gaborieau 1 978: 223; Badi, an Indo-Nepalese untouchable caste of musicians and dancers: "Le Nepal central

connail une autre caste du meme type, celle des Badi, qui sont peut..etre venus a une epoque recente comme les
Gaine: leurs femmes sont repulces pour leur vertu facile; leur musique, inspi.ree des airs indiens a la mode, est

parfai tement insipide; ils se spccialisent aussi dans l'apprct des tambours et la fabrication des petites pipes de terre
destinees a fumer le tahac ou le hashish".
17
they are
Majhi, an indigenous tribe (ea. 6000) who live along the rivers of the Terai and the middle hills;

fishermen and boatmen (see Gahorieau 1 978: 87).
18
Pahiip, an indigenous tribe of Nepal; they are farmers who, according to Gaborieau 1 97R: 2 04 , had lived at

the fringe of the Newar society or had
Bista, D.
em

( 1 976 ), People of N�pa/.

been assimilated by it.

Kathmandu, Ratna Pustak Bhandar, 52: "TI1e Pahari live in the area of the East-

Tamang and possess similar customs".
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cation of an early settlement of these peoples in or near the area of Sailung. The present Tamang clan
Gole may be the result of an assimilation of the Golmo people, but I have no evidence except the simi
larity of the name. The Gole are neither included among the khe nga of the Kukpa A"hachyoi, nor are
tl1ey a brother clan of the clans mentioned in this book.
In the north of Sailung. the Hindu kingdom of Dolakha with the mighty god of Bhimsen was located.
Dolakha was a fully fortified city in the 1 4th century ruled by a dynasty with the mythical descendance

from the moon (skt. somamriJ.\'avatiira). The kingdom was under the sovereignty of the Malla regime of
the Kathmandu valley which at that time extended up to Nuwakot in the west and up to Dolakha in the
cast. According to an inscription of 1 545 A.D., Dolakha was ruled by five brothers (nep. panchobhaya).
did extensive trading with Tibet. and issued silver-coins. At that time, Buddhism became prevalent to

Hinduism and was promoted with the help of the Bajracharyas from Swayambunath. From the rulers of
the Kathmandu valley the lords of Dolakha received the title of "Bharo", a Newari term normally used to

address an illegitimate son. Starting from 1 595 A.D .. Dolakha was ruled by administrators from the
Kantipur kings Shiva Sinha Dev. Pratap Malla, Mahindra Singh and Jagajaya Malla. When Prithvi
Narayan Shah conquered Dolakha in 1 744 A . D .. he handed Dolakha to Ranajit Malla of Bhaktapur l 9
before it came under direct rule of the Nepalese government.
The size of the territory of Dolakha is never mentioned in any of the stone-inscriptions found in Do

lakha. and it is therefore unknown whether it actually included land of Sailung, but it definitely had an
i nfluence on the area of Sailung. Near Phedbu. a Tamang settlement on the northern side of Sailung.
stands a temple - Phunde Mandir - dedicated to a man of the Tamang Thokar clan, a brother clan of the
Moktiin, for winning a fight against a Gole and a fight against a Newar from Dolakha. This is another
evidence that the Gole originally were not integrated in the Tamang society of Sailung. The Gole could
settle near Phedbu through a marriage relation with a woman from the clan Thokar and thus became
part of the Tamang society, whereas the Newar could settle as their tenants and as merchants, but re
mained a seperate group.
According to what people tell, the kings of the Kathmandu valley must have had some direct political
i nfluence on at least part of Sailung. Some Tamang also claim that the oldest monastery near Swayam
bunath was originally a Tamang gompa and they still call it the "Tamang gompa". Today this gompa
belongs to the Drukpa Kargyud line whose highest authority in Nepal is Kusho Tsechu Lama living in
Kimtol, Swayambunath. It is also the only Buddhist monastic school that recently built two monasteries
i n the area of Sailung not affiliated to the Tamang village lama lineages of the Nyingmapa school, in
1 97 2 Rajvir gompa near Thiilo Sailung and in 1 990 Doromba gompa in Doromba.
During the time of Prithvi Narayan Shah, the founder of the Nepalese state, the kingdom of the
Ghising in Talejugang is said to have been destroyed. The land of the Tamang was confiscated and
given to army members from the Hindu Chhetri caste and to Magars who had fought for the Gorkha
rulers as soldiers. The Tamang land was categorised into kipa�. birta or guthi. Mter the conquest of

Prithvi Narayan Shah and the formation of the Nepalese state the lands of the Tamang received the
status of either chohoko gu�hi. gu�hi or birta Iand, 20 i.e. land of a monastery or it became land with

1 9 On the history of Dolakha sec Dhanabajra Bajracharya and Tck Bahadur Shrestha

( 1 974 ), Dolakhako Aitilra

sik R11p Rakha. Historical Publication No. 8, Kathmandu, Tribhuvan University.
2 0 Gu!hi was a land donation of the slate to a religious institution, a land title which could not he withdruwn

( maybe except in the case of the Tamang); birta was a land donation by U1e slate to a religious institution which

could be withdrawn

by tl1e state at any time. Regrni 1 976: 1 6.
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comm unal rights, i . e. a kipa�. According to documents found with the lama family responsible for the
Buddhist gompa in Pongdi during the reign of Rana Bahadur Shaha ( 1 832 - 1 855 A.D.) six Buddhist
gompas within the a rea of Sailung of the Tamang had been given to Deva Dharma Lama of the M i n
druk pa Kargyud school from Bhutan: Carigyang in Charikot, Risiangku Gyang. Bangthali Gyang.
21
Another document held by the same family but
Pongdi Gyang. Nagarje Gyang and Dongma Gyang.
unfort unately partly destroyed. states that these gompas were taken back from the Drukpa Kar!,')'U d mo
nastic institution by the Nepalese government under the rule of Jang Bahadur Rana ( 1 846- 1 877) and
were given to Hindu religious i nstitutions or to members of the army: Carigyang came under the gu�hi of
Dolakha Bhi msen, Risiangku Gyang under the guthi of Tautali Mai, Bangtali Gyang under ?, Pongdi
Gyang was given to the Basnet family of a military officer. Nagarje Gyang under ? and Dongma Gyang
was given to the guthi of Kot-Timal in Bara Timal. The gompas were returned to the Tamang with the
first democratic government of Nepal in 1 956. At the time of the Rana regime and mainly at the time of

the Nepal-Tibet war ( 1 854- 1 856) many other Tamang guthis and birtas were transfered to the Hindu
temple guthi of Bhimsen in Dolakha and part of the kipat. mainly situated in the northern part of
Sailung, to the same Bhimsen guthi or to army members of the Ranas. The Tamang had to settle else
where since the Nepalese government was afraid that in this war the Tamang might ally with the Tibet
ans.
The transfer of the land rights also meant that the oiTering rituals of the Tamang to the land gods
were now directed to the gu�hi of Bhi msen in Dolakha and indirectly to the Nepalese government. The
government also i ntroduced a new compulsory offering ritual, the dasain.
Sailung's population nowadays is mixed: Chhetri. Newar, Magar and Tamang. The holy sites of
Sailung became seats of H i ndu gods. Sailung became the abode of the "naga raja " . where the jewels of

Vishnu lie hidden in the interior of the mountain. The caves of Thlilo Sailung and Sanu Sailung became

the seats of Mahiidev and Seti Dcvi. Kiili temples were built by the ponds and Kiilinchok Dev1 came onto
Thlilo Sailung in the manifestation of a rock whose main priest for the offering rituals is a Newar sha
man.

Khe nga - five ancestors of the Tamang
The same Tamang clans who, according to oral m�th. came from Tibet and settled first in Sailung,
arc named in the Buddhist religious text Kukpa Khachyoi (tib. lkugs pa kha dpyod). " language (of signs)
of the dumb" . 2 2
is written in Tibetan script in a mixture of Tibetan and Tamang language. It
was found with a family of the main Moktan lineage in Phasku and the text is said to originate from
Andarbung, the fi rst Moktiin settlement of Sailung. It is the fi rst (known) written Tamang te"1 mention
ing five ancestors (tib. mkhas? /nga) from the clans Moktiin. Yonjon, Ghising. B rokchan and Bal. cornThe

21

Kukpa Khachyoi

Gyang is an old Tamang term for the Buddhist gompa.

1l1e
On the content and meaning of the Kukpa Khachyoi of the Tamang see also Macdonald 1 975: I 34.
Piikhrin
Kukpa Khachyoi of this article was photographed in l'hasku by the author and translated by Lama Padan
and G. Tautscher, 1 99 3 , Kathmandu. ll1c text has chapters on: the creation of the world, the creation of human
22

-

mankind, the first five ancestors (tile khe nga), a list of place names starting with Uisarnyc (Lib. dBus bSam yas) in
Tibet and ending \Vith a long list of Tamang settlements in Nepal.

G.
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ing from Tibet to the area of Sailung and Timal - a schematic classification of the clans besides the
classification of the Tamang into

12

and

1 8 clans. This group possibly refers to the same "grand corpus

of the Tamang" coming from the mountain Kerung as stated in a Tamba song of Timal translated by B.
Steinmann. 2

3

Tamba
Tamha Kaiten, and it indicates that it comes from the Tama ng

The formal beginning of the text where a person talks to an aud ience, can be compared to the
songs coll ected by Santabir Lama in the

oral tradition and was written down in Tibetan script in the last two or three generations.
Of i nterest here arc the chapters on the myth of creation in order to show the importance of mountain
caves which are the main destinations of pilgri mage besides the chorten of Thlilo Sailung. the polarity
rock and water and the importance of alcohol in the conception of the source of l ife and fertilit}' for
Tamang. Of special interest is the chapter on the

khe nga.

of

the

the five ancestors, where it is reported that

each of the ancestors brings a tool along and the set of the five tools is the prerequisite of the settlement
thus binding the five clans together.

M�·th of creation:
The myth of creation of mankind \'aries in some ways from the Tibetan versions recounted, for ex
ample, by P. Kvacrnc. 2

4

but shows the signi ficance for the Tamang of the holy caves of Thlilo Sailung

and Sanu Sailung : the life source of the monkey, a manifestation of Avalokitcsvara, are the dew-drops,
which he found in the cave - the equivalence of the water-drops from the stalagmite in the caves of
Mahiidev or Padmasambhava on Thi:ilo Sailung and Sanu Sailung.
Dasin Dolma. a manifestation of Tiirii. was using the ferment of alcohol to seduce the monkey mix
ing it with the dew-drops to produce alcohol to make him drunk in order to make him consent - besides
the consent of the Buddhas, and the "group of eight gods and spirits"- to the "mutual i ntercourse" and
the creation of mankind. The "white substance" and the "milk" coming out of the stalagmites of the
caves of Thlilo Sailung and Sanu Sailung at the full moon of December-January (nep.
August (ncp.

siiun)

pus)

and July

are considered as the equivalence of the substance of procreation. The substance is

collected at the time of pilgri mage to get a child, a son, or wealth against an offering of flowers, fruits,
and coins to MahiidC\·. The bonpo of the Tan1ang bring back the "milk" from the cave to the villagers in
exchange of grain.
Among the Tamang alcohol is the product of the women, and it is the gift of the wives and sisters at
all offering ceremonies and communal festivals. The ferment of alcohol plays a crucial role i n the

doi/a

ritual of the clan Bal i n Timal and is related to death and recreation.

Khe2 5
line of

is described to be the first ancestor or the very first meme (tarn., lib.

meme. Khe

2 3 Steinmann 1 987: 226.
24 K vacme, P. ( 1 98 5 ), "Croyances

tome IV,

25

akhe,

in Tamang language of Sailung (tib.

that the Thakali have a similar word

festival.

populaires et folklores au Tihct", in

1 5 7-1 69.

" grandfather" ,

mes po)

of a genealogical

is a term never used in colloquial Tamang language and even in the text

ke

for ancestor,

Katlunandu, Ratna Pustak Bhandar.

derive from tl1e Tibetan word mkhas

-

I

(pa), scholar.

am

see

a

klm)

Mythes et croyances du monde entier,

has the same syllable; interesting is tl1 e fact

Vinding, M.

( 1 992), U1a Phewa: the Thalwli 12 Year

very grateful for ilic suggestion of A. HOfer that

and the

Kukpa

khe /nga could

also

be

khe might

intcrvreted as the "five scholars",

i .e. the five cultural heroes of the Tamang. In this article I use the translation "ancestor" for the term khe, since they

are put at the head of tl1e (written) genealogies of grandfathers

(tarn. meme) of the Tamang clans.

ll1e five Tamang anca;ton; and Sailung phui
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J.:hachyoi, khe is only mentioned in the title of the chapter on the five ancestors, whereas within the text
khe is substituted with the title "rinpoche".

In the Kukpa Khachyoi the clans (tarn. rui ) are created (tarn. dzuwn, tib. 'dzugs pn?) one b)· one. To

every rui a first rinpoche is assigned of whom the phola

origi n (tam. lhn 'babsa,

v.

(lib. pho /hn) took possession

at the pl<tcc of

lib. /ha 'bobs pa). Every khe is equipped with a sign or a tool, and the five

tools of the five rui put together make it possible to take possession of a place and to scule, to practice

agriculture and to live a cultured life. The five rui thus form a necessary entity.
Description of the khe 11ga, the fh·e ancestors, in the Kukpa K/zachyoi

The Moktiin: The first rui established was of the Moktan.

The first Moktan rinpoche is Sem chiu rinpoche.
he carries his phola that is called tsan (lib. btsan).
Where did his phola take possession of him (tam. /ha 'bnb)?26
The phola came with him from Mako gyaltsa.
The sign of the Moktan is the big golden needle (tarn. sergichuri): 27
when he looked into the future he stabbed the sergichuri into the rock,
and water came out of the rock.
The sign of the the fi rst Moktan rinpoche is this. 2 8
The Yonjon: The rui of the Yonjon comes into being:
The first rinpoche of the rui Yonjon his name is Hunga raja,
his phola is lama Konjyo Mahankat. 2 9
Where d i d h i s phola come from?
With him (Hunga raja) was a black i ron statue (a four handed Mahankal),
the phola came into the statue in Gompo chhasi 30 and thus came \\ith him.

26 Tam. bob sa was explained by the Tamang
came onto

(bab,

Lib.

'/Jabs pa)

informant as "the place of origin

or took possession of tl1e

Sem clriu ri11poclre

(sa) where

tlte phola

(pho /ha)

coming from the sky to the earth, just

like the gods come into tl1c bonpo. "
Prof. Pasang Wangdu, Lhasa, (personal communication, april

1 994) explained

that

/ha 'bob

is a term used for a

kind of meditation through which one can achieve godly power or can become a god himse l f - a tradition going
back lo pre-Buddhisl time and still pracliced in Tibetan villages. For the W-Tamang
become possessed"

(A. HOfer, personal communication, 1 995 ).

27 Tib. gser gi chu gri; ciJU gri is a kind of kn.ife, a weapon.
28 Other sources have the following Mokt.Bn pholas and places
( translated by Steinmann

1 987: 2 1 2 ):

/ha 'bob pa

of origin: in tl1e

is the term for "to

Ruiclren Cyopge

from Timal

"Moktan est venu du pays de Muku (lib. Mu-gu rgyal-sa, Mugu a l'ouest du

Nepal?) - Les dieux du clan: Dabla mi, Yapj e Lahi Gyalpo, Nili cheman Gyalmo, Gapcan Chipcan Gyalpo. " - In

the Ruiclren Cyopge from Risiangk."ll (translated by Euler, C.
Koln, unpublished

U1esis, 8 3 ):

[ 1 982), Orale Tradition der Tama:-rg von Risiangku.

"Dcr Moktan Clan stamml aus Moktan

(bzmog-btan) (jassa

= die Hauptstadl) . Phola

isl der kOnigliche Gott Jaze. Nilizaman (Ni-Ii-mcho-sman) isl ein weiblichcr Clanschutzgotl (Landesgolt, Mutter).
Der Sohn heilll

29

clrib.�-bcan, rgab-bcan ist noch

einc andere Person. "

Tib. dKon mchog Mahiikala; according to Hofer

1 98 1 : 1 4,

Lama Konjyo i s also }mown

as

the clan god of

Blenden, C od:dcn, Galdcn, Syongbo, and he wa� supposed to have been a very powerful tantric lama.
cyagi; Par
3 0 In the R11ichen Cyopge in Stcuunmm I 987: 2 1 1 , U1c Yonjon come from the land Gompo nakpo
suram Tamang (personal communication on Nov. 1 994 ) : "A hove Lamusango U1ere is a monastery with tl1e name

Gompo nakpo cyag.i " .
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Hunga raji\ made a basket (nep. doko) out of bamboo (tarn. chelnu).
it became golden and he put water into it.
The sign of Hunga raja is this.
The Ghising: The rui of the Ghising comes into being:
The name of the first rinpoche is Gobkui rinpoche,
his phola is Changri jyoho.

31

Where did his phola come from?

He took possession of him in Sergang gyallsa. 3 2
He took a cotton cloth and threw i t into the sky.
it became a black cloud and rain was made.
This rain makes better crops possible,
and this allows many people to live together.
The sign of the first Ghising meme is th i s . 3 3
The Brokchan: The rui of the Brokchan 34 comes into being:
The name of the first rinpoche is Saibu rinpoche_ 3 5
He worships t h e phola Dong mar tsen (tib. gdong dmar btsan).

36

He took possession of him in Tsakri tsong.
He made the first fire with the firestone (tarn. mcltsap).
The sign of the first Brokchan meme is this.
The Bal: The rui of the Bal comes into being:
The name of the first rinpochc is Tabal rinpoche.
he worships the Doi phola (tib. mdos pho lha)_

37

He took possession of him in Rang! a gandhiri.
He built the hoc (tarn. to, nep. kodalo) .
The sign o f him i s this_ 3 8

3 1 "Jo bo of the northern mountain" (Lib. byang tijo ho).

32
33

"TI1e golden mountain, the victory sign" (Lib.

gser gangs rgval mtslran?).

ln the Ruiclren Cyopgc from Timal (Steinmann

1 987 : 2 1 2 ) :

du clan: Lugu Canrnar (d'apres le tamba de Timal) serail

1 982: 8 4 ):

(Euler

"Sergong

un

"Gh.ising est vcnu du pays de Scrgon - Lcs dicux

dicu singe". ln the

Ruichcn Cyopge from Risiangku

(ser-sgon) ist der Herlamft.sort der Ghi.>ing (g�is-zin). Der Phola heillt Lugu Zon Mar

( lug-gu-gcan-dmar)".

34 I

have no further infonnation on U1e Brokchan except the assumption that they have turned back to

because they might have been nomads (tih.

Tibet

'brog pa).

3 5 "Precious son of U1e earth" (Lib. sa'i hu rin po clre).

36

"The Red Face

btsan"; in Steinn1ann 1 987: 2 1 1 the Bornj an's phola is dongrnarcan, the clan Bornjan is coming

from Nili Brakar (a gornpa in Kyerong). Euler
chan ist der weiBe Fclsen

1 982: 8 3

writes regarding the Bornjan: "Der Herkunftsort der Bom

(ni-la). Als mimnliche phola ist Do Marbo Tscn (rdo-dmar-po-bchan). Sic verchren den

roten Stein . "

3 7 ln

the

38 A

free translation of the chapter on the five

Ruiclrcn Cyopge o f Santabir Lama, c f. Macdonald 1 98 3 : 1 3 8, the clan god o f the Bal i s Gyalbo Lahibu

Nangsari Mamu.

khc from U1e Kukpa Klrachyai from Phask:u; see note 22.

The live Tomang ancestors and Sailung phoi sihda karpo
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In the creation myth o f mankind of the Kukpa Khachyoi i t i s written that the first king o f the five
countries is Makkorno. The five countries arc the five countries of the first five Tamang clans: Mako
gyaltsa, Gompo chhasi, Scrgang gyaltsa, Tsakri tsong and Rangla gandhiri.
The Kukpa Khachyoi represents the view of the Moktan and the rui arc put into the following suc
cession where each has its role: it is the Moktiin who "open" the place through stabbing the rock with
the golden needle so that water, the source of life, comes out; the Yonjon provide the golden basket to
earl}' the water: the Ghising have the connecting link with the upper world, the cotton, to generate rain;
the Brokchan's tool is the fi restone to make fire. and the Bal's tool is the hoe a prerequisite of agricul
ture.
In this context I would like to mention that the temple of the Sailung phoi sibda karpo is on the terri

tory of the Moktiin. This may either be evidence for the theory thnt they first settled in this part of
Sailung or/and of their former predominance over the other clans in the area of Sailung.
The five ancestors fom1 a corpus of five Tamang clans (Moktiin, Yonjon, Ghising, Brokchan and
Bal). Four Tamang clans have settled in the eastern hills of Nepal. Three clans - Moktiin, Yonjon, and
Ghising - have settled in Sailung. They are the ones who worship their dead on the top of Sailung and
have built the chorten on ThUio Sailung, and it is their bonpo who go on pilgrimage with the villagers to
the cave on Thillo Sailung. These three clans and their brother clans do not construct ancestral figures,
the mdos. 39 The Bal have settled in Timal outside the area of Sailung. On one side they are part of the
corpus and also part of the marriage alliances. on the other side they are seperated from the other three
clans. They do not worship their dead on ThUio Sailung. they construct an ancestral figure, the mdos,
and the place of pilgrimage for their bonpo and laymen is the cave of Sanu Sailung. Even today there are
very few of the clan Bal who have settled in the area of Sailung.
The Bal and their brother clans Dong and Gangthan have another feature which separates them from
the other Tamang clans: their members are not allowed to cook pork on their fireplace inside the house a feature which nobody can explain. and it is said that it is the phola of the Bal who does not tolerate
pork. It is often attributed to the influence of the Hindu religion. but it would be i nteresting to know
more about it. In an oral account of the history of migration of the clans, the Bal are said to have mi
grated a long ti me ago to the south as far as to the river Ganges and from there back up north to the
middle hills of central Nepal. Some Tamang today even claim that the Bal were the first settlers of the
Kathmandu valley and refer to the old Tibetan name of Kathmandu, Balpo. The Bal is the only clan
which also calls h imself Don g. Is this to emphasise to be part of the group?

The sacred mountain Sailung as an abode of the dead and as a source of fertility and wealth
Sailung is described by the lama of Risiangku of the Tamang clan Yonjon as the most sacred place

(lam. nye. tib. gnas) for the (Eastern) Tamang within their 0\\11 area of settlement.

In a Tamba song from a Tamang in Timal. the chortcn of Sailung are stated to be the only destination
40
Santabir Lama who has collected many Tamang songs
.
.
41
(tarn. hvai) writes that the topic of many of them IS t he mountam s a1' 1 ung.

of pilgrimage in Tamang area for the Tamang.

39

Regarding the ancestor ritual of the clan Bal of Timal see Steinmann, B. ( 1 992), "Doila tamang et rites de
In Tihctan Studies, Vol . II, 75 1 -772.
40
The following places of pilgrimage are mentioned for the Tamang Buddhist tradition (see Steinmann 1 987:

mdos",

204 and Macdonald 1 91\3: 1 59-1 60, footnotes R4 and 85):
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Et�·mology of SailunJ!

as

The name Sailung i s explained by the Nepali speaking population (Brahmin, Chhetri, Magar)

"hundred mountains" : sai i n Nepali means hundred and lung is explai ned as an old Tamang word for
42
This i nterpretation was given to me by Tamang not learned i n the Tibetan l anguage, and
mounta i n .
si nce it refers to the Ncpali language it can be taken as an explanation given after the conquest by the
Gorkha rulers in the second ha lf of the 1 8th centm)'.
Another etymological explanation of Sailung is more related to the Tamang society in this area and
refers to a struggle for more i nfluence among two of the resident Tamang clans. the Moktiin and Yon

jon. It also revea ls the presence of a former supernatural power found on the mountain of Sailung which

had died. but sti l l is regarded to be connected with the healing powers of the bonpo and to be responsible
for the welfare and fe rt i l ity of its population and cattle. It was told in Doromba within the following
m�1h:
"A long time ago there was a bonpo from the clan Yonjon, who had come to the top of Thiilo
Sailung. There he found a crystal with a fire in its centre. He took the stone in his hand and due to
the crystal he started to shake (nep.

dunga shakti tyo),

l ike the bonpo shake when getting possessed

by a spiri t. For six generations the same Yonjon family kept this crystal in thei r possession. The
sixth generation used to throw the crystal at people and committed 'sinful work' (ncp.

gareko)

papko kaam

with it. This caused a thunderstorm with lightening and thunder, which k i lled the healthy

cattle. The Yonjon family got no more sons and the crystal was passed on to a Moktan nephew. In
the fourth generation of this Moktan family. the Moktiin bonpo went to the other side of the Tama
Kosi to heal a sick person. When he came back over the river to Sailung the crystal had lost its fire
and with i t its power. Today this crystal i s still i n the possession of the same family, i n the hands of
Padam Bahadur Moktiin. of the seventh generation, Jiving in Daduwa, below the Rajvir gompa.
Sailung received i ts name through the stone of crystal:

syel yungba (tarn.,

tib.

she/,

'crystal'). "

The crystal is explained as a bonpo symbol for the abode of the dead, it's fire being the symbol of the
souls of the ancestors. The possession of this crystal with the fire means prime access to the (power of
the) ancestors. I n this legend the fire of the souls of the ancestors has been extinguished by trespassing
the borderline of the river Tama Kosi. And referring to this legend the Yonjon claim to be the original
owner of this mythical power.
The Buddhist priests of the Tamang do not possess a religious guide text. a neyig (tib.
Sailung. They say there exists only "talk of the sibda" (nep.

sibda

of

gnas yig),

kura). And a Buddhist priest from

I. the primary places of Buddhism: (in India) Samath and Bodhgaya (tarn. Dorjedin, Baranasi, Camjedung),

(in

Tibet) the monastery of bSam yas (tarn. Uisamyie).

11 Carigang (tib. Tsa ri gangs ri ): in Monyul,

as an

expression of belonging to the periphery of "greater Tibet",

as

descendants of the !Dong? The oldest Tamang gompa of U1e area of Sailung, near Charikot, is called "Carigang".

m. Lapchi Chyukar (lib. La phyi chu 'bar): north of Sailung on the direct path to the plateau of Tibet; known as a

site of meditation of Milarepa.

IV. three holy sites in U1e valley of Kathmandu where the former kingdom of the Newars had its centre and
under whose domaine at least part of Sailung had been before the consolidation of the Nepalese State under Prithvi
Narayan Shalt Swayambu (SwayambtmaUJ). Bauddha (Bodnaili), Namobuddha.
41
Macdonald 1 98 3 : I 33 quoting Sanlllh ir Lama: "In U1e Tnmang hvai (songs) are found jostled together de
scriptions of the mountains of East No. ! , 2, and 3, and of West No. I and 2 (numbers of districts in Nepal), of
Yolambu (Yolmo) in the north and of Mades in tile south . "

4 2 Compare to Macdonald 1 983: 1 33.
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Risiangku explained that the term Sailung derives from sa (tarn . , tib. "earth") - yi (genitive) lung (old
tarn., tib. "inhabited valley") meaning "the valley of the carth(god)"_ 43 He painted a thangka (lib. thanJZ
ka) of Sailung44 where the white top of Sailung is explained as the scat of the "Sailung, the white mal
-

�

lord of tl1e earth". and is represented by a white. proportionally oversized chorten on the white summit.

The two neighbouring mountains arc lower in altitude and t11cir land gods (tarn. sihda, tib. gzhi bdag)
are also lower i n rank. The caves of Thlilo Sailung and of Sa nu Sailung. pilgrimage sites of the bonpo,

have been omitted. The large, beautifully drawn houses are the gompa of Pongdi and the modern gov

ernment school of Dhud Pokari.
Sacred sites

of Sailung

Facing south on the very top ofThillo Sailung and at the main old footpath there arc three huge rocks
called "tiger rocks" (nep. bhag dunga) outstanding in a very unusual way. They arc connected with the
myth of the creation of the earth:
"A long. long time ago when the earth, the moon. the rocks. and the sky were still one. the king
of the tiger (nep. singha riiji) lived on top of the mountain. At the time when the earth was created.
when gods, men, and animals were seperated. the sacred stones (nep. si/a) came into being. A cow
was grazing on the meadows of Thillo Sailung. The king of the tigers followed the cow. He wanted
to kill her. The cow ran and the tiger jumped after her. Suddenly a snake (in other versions a crab)
appeared from tlle soil between the tiger and the cow and all three of them were tranSform� i �to

stone and thus the cow was saved from the tiger. "

Anotller version of the myth has tlle fol lo\\ing ending:
" When men appeared on Sailung for the first time, a cock crowed, and the tiger. the cow and the
crab turned i nto the three rocks. "
The fossilisation of tlle tiger, tlle cow and the crab i s a m)thical prerequisite for the human settlement
of Sailung.
The Buddhist mark of victory over Sailung and its chthonic gods are the footprint of Padmasambhava

\

o

and the imprint of his sword on two rocks on top of Thillo Sailung (according to the monks of the Kargyudpa monastery in Rajvir, of Rangri Kreba, a pupil of Milarepa). In Bigu, north of Kalinchok, tll e
corresponding handprint is assumed to be seen.

On tlle grassland of the very top of Thi:ilo Sailung three clusters of chorten can be seen, partially in

ruin. They are tll e places of lamaistic offering rituals sponsored by individual Tamang families for tllcir
dead relatives: facing south-east are tlle chorten built by a rich household from Doromba, tlle place
where the Tarnang from Doromba and near villages situated on the soutll-eastem side of Sailung wor4 3 The etymology of Sailung (sa yi lung) and the rituals for the dead of the Tamang on 1biilo Sailung remind
very much of the

sa yi gonrpa,

the entrance of the "land of tl1e dead" on the Oble rock dome in the traditional lands

of the Gurung described by Mumford 1 989: 1 86-1 9 1 .

A common origin of the Tamang, Thakali and Gurung in Serib ( a petty kingdom south o f Mustang lirst men
tioned in the Tun-huang Annals, when it came under Tibetan rule in 705) is suggested by Jackson, D. ( 1 978),

Kailash 613, 1 95-227, Ramble, Ch
of Mustang District", Kailash 81 1 -2:

"Notes on the History of Serib and Nearby Places in the Upper Kali Gandaki " ,

& Vinding, M . ( 1 9R7), "The Bem-chag village record and U1e Early History

5-4 7 and Htifer 1 98 1 : 6.

44 Painted I 994 on request of the author.
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ship their dead. ship their dead. Facing north arc the chortcn built by a household from Burunga (o r

Phasku. people do not remember well). It is the place where the Tamang living on the northern side of

Sailung worship their dead. Facing west are the chortcn built by a rich woman from Risiangku for her
dead husband. the place of worship for the dead of the Tamang from Risiangku and the other Tamang
settlements from the western part of Sailung.
Sailung is almost 500m lower in allitudc than Kiilinchok. the mountain in the north which is the scat
of the female deity Kalinchok Miii or Kali and the other destination of pilgrimage for many Taman g. It
is said that the top of Sailung lies higher than the top of Kalinchok, this is, however. said to emphasise
the high status of Sailung for the Tamang. Titis is also confirmed by the following myth :
"A long time ago when the wild hen flew from Kiili nchok to Thlilo Sailung it could not land on

its top. Flying for a long time made her Li rcd and thus it was unable to fly upwards and i nstead of
landing on the top it landed on the slope below. Today this spot is marked by a stone. However,
when the wild hen flew from ThUio S<1ilung to Kiil inchok it could land on its top without any ef
fort."
Below the chorten on the same northern slope of Thlilo Sailung which faces Kiilinchok. i s the scat of
Kiilinchok Miii. Some people just call it Devl, encircled by stones and tridents stuck in its ground. The
bonpo and pilgrims who cannot travel the long way to Kiili nchok can give their offerings to Kiilinchok
Miii here. And the bonpo also come on full moon of May/June (nep.

)het)

and offer a female goat or a

hen.
On the mountain of Sailung arc two sacred caves which are the destinations of pilgrimage for the
bonpo. They are the seats of Mahiidev. a form of Siva. and of Seti DC\i

as

his consort who is respec

tively Padmasambhava, when he - as is explained by the Buddhist Tamang - had the face of Siva and
d rank no alcohol and ate no meat. One "cave of Mahiidev" is on the north-eastern side of Thillo Sailung,
the other "cave of Mahiidev" is on the western side of Sailung above Pongdi and is called Sanu Sailung,
"sma l l Sailung". Both caves have stalagmites and stalactites and they are said to have "milk" oozing
from their stalagmites/stalactites at the full moons of July/August (ncp.

siiun) and of December/January

(nep. pus). The cave of Mahiidev on Thlilo Sailung contains a rock which is supposed to be the manifes
tation of a cow. When a yogi meditates for five years in front of this rock an invisible door to the interior
of the mountain is supposed to become visible to him. Near the cave there is another, smaller cave with
a second.very small outlet, the door of dharma (nep.

dharma dhoka)

or "door of sin" (nep.

pap dhoka).

All the pilgrims squeeze themselves through this door and it is said that only those who committed no
sins in the past are able to get through. This is done to get rid of the malevolent forces in the body and to
emerge from the cave like ncw-borns. Next to this cave there is another small cave, the Godavari cave
where ever}' twelve years at the full moon of August!Septembcr (nep.

comes out in which the pilgrims take a bath. 45

badau)

white water. i.e. "milk".

The cave of Sa nu Sailung contains a big stalagmite. the manifestation of Mahadcv. Behind this rock
i s a narrow passage, the

dharma dhoka.

with the same function as the

dhan"a dhoka

of Thulo Sailung.

Near the cave is the source of the river Sailung Khola which is supposed to swell at the times of
festivals.

t11e

4 5 In lhc valley of Katlunandu there is also a famous Godavan cave, wh ere a big festival takes place every

twe l ve vcars.
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Rituals for the dead

The Tamang do not call Sailung the mountain of the dead ancestors, but its flat top ThUio Sailung is

very well the place where the dead of the Tamang from the area of Sailung are commemorated.

At the death ceremony gewa (tib. dge ba) of the Tamang. an effigy of the dead (tarn. shiba gur. tib.

shi ba'i gur) is built, the affi ncs and the relatives of the deceased give food offerings, and services. A
long white cloth (tarn. lamden) is used to guide the soul on the "white path" to the land of the dead. A
goat is sacrificed and eaten among the relatives and a cow is donated to the lamas as a ransom for the
soul (lib. thugs glud). The consciousness (tib. rnnm shcs) of the Tamang is led by the Buddhist lamas to
the paradise (nep. sorga), to samsaric existence and rebirth. The gewn of the Tamang is a Buddhist
ceremony to gain merit for the dead and to ensure a better rebirth. The name of the dead person which
originally had been given to him by the lama after birth, is written on a small piece of paper and is burnt
at the end of the gewa ceremony. Similarly the last bone which was in the effigy is mixed with butter
and burnt in the form of a butterlamp either in front of the Buddhist altar by the son-in-Jaw, or it is
brought to a chorten near the village originally built by the family of the deceased, or up to the chorten

ofThiilo Sailung. 46

With the arri\'al of Buddhism the phola of the Tamang clans received a new interpretation and, ac
cording to a Tamang Buddhist lama from Risiangku, it is tl1e Buddhists who introduced "the way" to
lead the soul into the land of the sorga and to be reborn. In the pre-Buddhist time the souls (tarn. bla) of
the deceased are said to have stayed where they were during their lifetime and could become evil demons
and a threat for the living beings.
A m}1h says that the bonpo was the original performer of the death ritual, the gewa. This myth is also
sung by the bonpo during the pilgrimages to Sailung:
"Naru Boo and Cari Lama had the same grandfather and both of them had died in Carigang.
Naru Boo and Cari Lama were competing in Carigang for the sole responsibility for the ceremony
of the gewa. Originally it was the bonpo who carried out the gewa. After the corpse was burnt an
effigy of the dead (tarn. gur) was built and the bonpo gave it the ability of speech. When Cari Lama
came, he quietened the effigy and it was not able to speak any more. Since that time the gewa
ceremony was taken over by the lamas who brought the books. "
Just like the fire o f the crystal extinguished and with it the fire o f the souls o f the ancestors, th e ability
of speech of the dead was silenced and replaced by the Buddhist texts. Today many of the Buddhist la
mas belong to the clan of the Yonjon and many of the bonpo, known as the traditional healers of the
Tamang, belong to the clan of the Moktii.n.
On Thiilo Sailung the Buddhist Nyingmapa lamas perform at the chorten belonging to the village of
the dead person's origin the offering ritual "kilkhorla tsho phulba" (tarn. ; tib. dl.yil 'khor mchod 'phut
ba), or ngowa (tib. bsngo ba) for the dead, a "m3.Qc;lala offering" at the full moon of July/August (nep.
siiun piirnima) and at the new moon of November/December (nep. mankshir auiisi). The recited text is

46

The G urung death ceremony earned out by the Ghyabre Shaman where an effigy of the dead person is built

and where the relatives ( focusing on the relationship between affine) together with the priest ensure that the soul

(bla) \\ill

fmd the path to ti1e land of the dead, resembles the gcwa of the Tamang as well as the bonpo royal death

ceremony described in a manuscript found in TWl-huang and translated by Lalou, M. ( 1 952),
funerailles royales", JormJGI Asiatiq ue

240, 339-36 1 , and may go back to the same tradition.

"

Rituel hon-po des

The difference lies in

tile destinations of the souls. TI1e Gurung soul enters a white bird and flies off into ti1e land of ti1e ancestors. The
soul of the Tamang is led by the Buddhist lan1as to tile paradise (tarn.

sorga).
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mDo mang),

a selected collection of sutras needed by the

Tamang village lamas for the vital rituals in village life. Eatable offerings
lamps (tarn.

marmin).

and spirit (tarn.

(mchod),

flowers, I 08 butter

a mixture of ground cereals (ever)' kind of cereal except millet) (nep.

airak)

sadbi u),47

arc given in the ceremony. The family of the deceased in whose honor the offer

ing ceremony is given, circumambulates the chortcn three ti mes with the length of their body and at the
same time throw the

sadbiu

into the air.

The new moon of November/December is also named the "new moon of sadbiu" (ncp.

sadbiu aumi )

by the enti re population of Sailung, not only the Tamang. The Tamang of Sailung are the first to come.
They come the day before the new moon to camp for the night in the cave of Mahiidcv where they sing.
play cards and gamble inside the cave for the whole night. All the other peoples living on Sailung follow
the next night and day. In the morning. after having spent the night in the cave,

sadbiu

is thrown at the

top of Sailung for the dead relatives who have died in the preceding three years. And the top of Thiilo
Sailung is called "the mountai n where
after the death of a relative this

h

sadbiu

is thrown" (lam.

sadhiu duaba gang).

And for three years

sad i u duaba gang has to be circumambulated three times. At the sadhiu

muisi of the third year after the death a pole (nep. mehe) is erected on the sadbiu duaba gang in honor of
the dead

48

and this time the pole is ci rcumambulated three times.

No bonpo come to Thlilo Sailung with their ritual outfit on this new moon. The Buddhist priests who
come to Thlilo Sailung at

sadbiu auiisi

in order of a family, perform the

ngowa

ritual at the chortcn and

do not go to the cave of Mahiidev nor take part in the erection of the pole.
The new moon of November/December and the full moon of July/August are the times of the biggest
festivals and fairs on Thulo Sailung.

Pilgrimage for fertilit�· and wealth
The caves of Mahadev of Sailung are the places where the Tamang pray for a son or for wealth. They
have to absta i n from eating meat for two days before they enter the cave. First they o ffer flowers, coins,
milk, incense, and red powder to Mahlidev then to Seti Devl (others say Sailung Dev'i) and then collect
the " milk", the substance of "life force" . Afterwards they spend the whole night in or around the

cave

drinking and singing songs alternating between men and women.
The bonpo consecrates his ritual attributes on an altar the night before he leaves for the pilgri mage:

sortat

(La m . ) - the headdress \'ith white cotton. feathers of the pheasant, needles of the porcupine

and shells of the Kauri,
m ala (nep . ) - chain of the rudracche nut,

syang syang rolmo
phurba (tarn. ) - the
nga

(tarn., nep.

(tarn . ) - chain with bells.
ritual dagger.

dhyangro)

- the drum of the bonpo, with a carved phurba as the har.dle and a

drumstick in the form of a snake made of bamboo (nep.

gajo),

tarwar (tarn., ncp.) - the lance,
bumpa (tarn.) - the sacred vase,
jam a (ncp.) - a long white skirt.

47 Skt. sat (?)- "very good" .
48 Among
the Gunmg a pole (ala) is struck during the death ceremony into the earth in front of the house a s a
symbol of the cosmic marriage of a Ghale king and an underworldly demoness (Mum ford 1 989: 1 82).
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gu11J), his tutelary god� ,

the ancestors (tarn. mcme), Sailung Mahii.dcv, Seti Devi, Kalinchok Dcvi , Gancsha and many of the
terri torial gods and goddesses of Nepal and also India. The Tamang bonpo recalls the spirits of his
teachers who are at the same time his ancestors, his grandfather and father. Thus the Tamang bonpo
ack now ledges a realm of the souls of the dead from where they can be recal led, a view controversial to

the Buddhist beli ef.

On the way up to the mountain Thi:ilo Sailung he continuously plays his drum. A male helper carries

his lance (tarn.

tanl'ar)

as a sign of victory. One bonpo told that the lance in earlier times had been

given to them by the kings. The pilgrims of his village accompany him in groups. He stops at mountain
passes. at rock crevices, in front of chonen to play his drum in a faster rh)1hm until his whole body

shakes. When other bonpo coming from different directions meet. they formally greet each other, play

their drums together and proceed their way up together.
On the full moon of J uly/August (nep. siiun) the bonpo and the pilgrims. mainly of the Tamang living
in the area of Sailung. first go to the cave of Mahadev of Thillo Sailung and then make their way further

up to the chorten of Thi:ilo Sailung. Here they circumambulate the chonen with their sounding drums.

The place of the chorten on the highest point is at the sante time the place of a fair v.ith lots of tea stalls
where hundreds of people get together and enjoy the festival. The following night is the night of the
alternate singing between men and women, mainly practiced by the Tamang.
On the full moon of December/January (nep.

pus)

the bonpo (here without the lance ! ) and the pil

grims go to the cave of Mahii.dcv of Sanu Sailung, camp in the near forest at the small brook. the
Sailung Khola, and sing during the night the alternate songs. Tamang from Sailung and Tamang from
Timal come to pilgrim to the cave of Sanu Sailung. The next day everybody descends to Pongdi, where
the fair (nep.

me/a)

takes place in front of the Buddhist gompa.

Sailung, the white male gzhi bdag, "lord of the earth"
The land god or "lord of the sacred land" of Sailung (tarn.

Sailung nyegi dagpo, tib. Sai/ung gnas gi

bdag po) is Sailung phoi sibda karpo with his spiritual domai n over the entire area of Sailung. His tem
ple (nep. thiin) is situated in a forest above Burunga, an original Moktii.n settlement on the northern side
of Sailung. It is the largest temple of a sibda deity in the area of Sailung with many tridents (nep. trisuf)
stuck in its ground and thus it is outstanding compared to the sibda than (nep. bhume
every other village on Sailung and most of Nepal. The main offering ceremony (tarn.

gzhi bdag mchod pa)

thiin) belonging to
sibda choppa, tib.

to Sailung phoi sibda karpo takes place at the full moon of May/June (nep. jefh 

plir�rima). It assures the right to cultivate its lands and to use its pastures and forests, as well as the fer
tility of the crops and the well-being of its population.
According to a myth told in Burunga. Sailung phoi sibda appeared in the form of a white deer:
"In fornter times when the people did not have enough i ron and copper pots and kettles for the
communal festivals, they could go to the place of today's temple and ask for the required pots. They
received the pots on the spot. they did not see anybody but they could hear a voice which told them
to return the pots clean. Once a Tamang took a pot from there and brought it back dirty. Since then
no more pots were available from there. no voice was heard and nobody ever saw the white deer
agai n. "
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Sailung phoi sibda does not possess a specific name. it merely means "Sailung, the white male lord of
the canh". The Tamang either said they had forgotten the name or they gave no imponance to it. Unlike
the Tibetan mountain deities, this deity does also not represent a specific ancestor of a mighty family or

::1 ruling clan. but, as the legend shows. it was in charge of a group of people who came together at large

communal festivals where the food was shared. A possible intcrprctntion of this is that the group of
people were the Tamang clans of the Kukpa Khachyoi

-

Moktiin. Ghising. Yonjon and Bat who had

thei r settlements there and were allied through marriages (Lib. gnyen 'khor). The communal fcsti,·als
where the food was shared and the copper pot was needed took place among the families who had matri
lateral marriage relations (lam. gnyen hrelba. tib. gnyen 'brei ba). bilateral or direct exchange of women

(lam. gn_vendap. tib. g��ven 'dohs) within the gnyen 'khor. The pots of the sibda might have been polluted

with the breaking of the marri::�gc rule and thus the power of the gnyen 'khor and of the Sailung phoi
sibda karpo could have been broken.

Today only the name of the sibda and the myth of the white deer a re evidence that this specific sibda
with his scat in Burunga probably was the only sibda and had the supremacy over all the area of Sailung.
Nowadays every Tamang village of Sailung has a sibda deity of its own and the people of every village
carry out their own sibda offering rituals. The sibda with his scat in Burunga has become one of many,
although its temple is the largest.
The deities at the sibda thiins of Sailung arc put into a hierarchical order reflecting the hierarchy of
the pol itical order. In Risiangku. for example. the place of the sibda deities is marked by eleven stones.
the manifestations of deities. lt is situ<1ted on the hill above the village and is called Lajyang. The hierar
chy of the sibda deities reflects the political supremacy of the Gorkhali rulers in the state of Nepal. The
central stone is the head sibda (tarn. mu/ sibda) which is the "sibda of the hill-peoples" (nep. pare jhatko

sibda), also called the Gorkha deity (nep. Gorkha deuta). The ne"i is Tangjo Mai from Dhading. an old
Moktiin settlement. Only then comes the Risiangku sibda. The other sibdas are classified as "sibdas who

are friends of the Harasiddhi" (nep. Harasiddhiko sathi sibda). In the month of May/June (nep. }het) the
offering ceremony Lajyang choppa i s celebrated by the dhami, the ritual specialist for fertil i ty rituals of
L11e Tamang under the leadership of the mu! dhiimi of the clan Yonjon.
The sibda offering rituals are given a chronological order and have to begin with the alTering to the
Gorkha deity of the Nepali government, only then can the offerings to the other sibda deities start: on
Saturday for Tangju Gyalbo. a Mahadev from Dhading. on Tuesday for Risiangku sibda neda (Lib. gzhi

bdag gnas bdag), on Thursday for Andarbung sibda neda, on Friday for Bantali sibda neda.
The story of the khe nga of the Kukpa Khachyoi puts five Tamang clans into a unit binding them
through the (mythical) tools, the prerequisites for the settlement and cultivation of the area. The m)1h of
Sailung phoi sibda karpo, in which the deity appeared as a white deer, expresses the responsibility of the
sibda (through the copper pots) for all the people living i n the area of Sailung and (to some extend) for
the Tamang of Ti f11 al. The population of Sailung mainly are Tamang groups and the Tamang of Sailung
_
and of Timal historically belong to the same clans as stated in the Kukpa Kh achyoi . Today the white
deer is said to have disappeared and the ancestors of the Tamang have lost their power or the crystal of
Sailung no more possesses its fire. respect.ivcly. Thus the myth of the white deer describes Sailung phoi
sibda ka rpo as a unifying force of the entire area of Sailung and of the Tamang clans i n the past. This
force is recalled i n the Buddhist i nterpretation of the mountain as "lord of the sacred land" (nyegi dagpo.
represented by Padmasambhava) a nd in the Hinduist god Mahadev. Their seats (the choncn and the holy
caves) have become the site for death- and l ife-source rituals. Sailung phoi sibda karpo's power as a
fertil i ty deity of the soil is reduced to the level of one village. Burunga. which may be the first Tamang

ll1c five Tamang nncc:ston; and Sailung phoi �ibda knrpn
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settlement of Sailung. The offering ritual for fertility to this sibda is carried out by the dh.ami, a ritual

speciali st of the Tamang. whereas the ritual function regarding death ceremonies lies in the responsibil
ity of the Buddhist priests. The sibda of Burunga was integrated into the hierarchy of the sibda gods
(ncp . bhumc dcuta) of the Nepalese government and of the other sibda gods of the area.
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chorten of Phoi sibda karpo

Bhag Dun!!,a, the three rocks o r thc cow, the crab and the l l gcr on Thulo Sailung (photo · R.

Slratka )

l ?R
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Plate 3: 111 c temple of Sailung phoi sibda karvo in Burunga (photo: R. Stratka).

Plate 4: Tamang bonpos on pilgrimage to Thulo Sail ung (photo. R. Stratka)

MOUNTAIN D EITIES, THE INVISBLE BODY OF THE SOCI ETY
A comparative study of the representations of mountains by the Tamang and the
Tha m i of Nepal, the Lepcha and Bhotia of Sikkim
by

Brigitte Steinmann, Montpellier

In this paper, I compare the representations of mountain deities of several populations of the Himala

yan border areas living in more or less close contact with high mountains. I Among them, one finds a

widely shared notion of an invisible k i ngdom of the summits that is ruled by powerful Lords who dwell
on various levels of the Universe. These Lords are, according to Tibetan cosmology,

gnyan, gzhi bdag,

and

sa bdag.

yul /ha, btsan,

They are deities of the land, rocks and i nhabited places, and a re related

to powerful male and female deities of water and lakes:

They are worshipped and rec
ognised everywhere among Tibeto-Burman-speaking populations of the H imalayas. 2 It is difficuiL how

mtsho sman. klu.

ever, to find a single principle by which these gods are linked to the real and visible mountains they are
supposed to inhabit.

1. Description of the populations compared
The Tamangs

In the past the Tamangs of Nepal , who live mainly in and around Kathmandu Valley, were called
Murmis and Bhotias, "people of the Tibetan borders" . Settlers of the highest terraces along the ri\'ers,

1 See their locations in Nepal and Sikkim on the map. During my various periods of fieldwork ( 1 980- 1 995)
among the Tamangs of the Eastern Kathmandu Valley, I came in contact several times with the Tharnis of Sailung
mountain, when accompanying the Tamang shamans

(bompo) on their pilgrimages.

In 1 98 1 , I conducted research among the Bhotias of Walungchung gola, on the north-east frontier of Nepal. I also
began some research among the Sikkimese Bhotias, on the other side of Kanchenjunga. As well, I came in contact

with Lepchas of Sikkim and people of the villages of Lachen and Lachung in August 1 99 1 , during the celebration of
the Pang !ha bsol ritual in honour of Kanchenjunga. Since then, I have stayed several times in Lepcha villages of the

Western and Northern districts of Sikkim, and in Lachung village on the north-east frontier.
These are areas of difficult and limited access because of the tightly restricted access to the Tibetan border.
Indian policy progressively transforms these populations into new Indian "tribals", in the same way as these same
border people were considered as savages (klo klo) not so long ago, by the more northern Tibetans.
All these research tieldtrips were made possible thanks to the help of the French Foreign Ministry and the
CNRS

2

(liRA 1 229), which I gratefully acknowledge here.

The yul

belong to the

lho, btsan, gzhi bdag and sa bdag are recognised and worshipped throughout the Himalayas. Titey
�·;g rte11 pa 'i snmg ma class of deities, but there are more specific guardian and local protective deities

in Sikkim� for instance, the mtshams snmg ("border-protecting deities") of Tibet, which

the male"),

can

be

pho /ha ("gods of

dge bsnyen ("protective order of deities"), rgval po ("kings"), lha ("gods") or btsan ("ferocious and

armed gods of the mountains"). See Nebesk-y-Wojkowitz ( 1 975 : 5 , 237-242).
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they are still considered the impure neighbours of the Brahmins and J ndo-Nepalese castes. 3 Among the

Tamangs. some

yul /ha

and

btsan

are distinctively named and identified, and related to cenain clans

originating in Tibet, while others are generic beings of the mountains and rocks. Tamang myths place
the origins of human marriage in the alliance of htsan and

klu

gods. Models of marriage ties, kinship

descent and government arc therefore inscribed in a landscape both mythical and real. This landscape is
reproduced in microcosm during ccnain clan rituals, with the construction of a mythical mountain,
Mount Ri rab. or Ri rgyal lhun po, supposedly Mount Su meru. But this ritualistic mountain has no im
mediate countcrpan in the vici nity.
The Thamis

What is true for the Tamangs is also valid for the Thamis, their immediate nei ghbours, among whom
I stayed several limes when following the Tamang pilgrimages. The vision of the mountain of Sailung
by the Thami shamans is based on the image of a fonress, an invisible kingdom inhabited by the kings
of the

naga. There, animal spirits and gods interact. The Thamis are called mTha' mtshams k-yi mi

("people of the frontiers") by their immediate neighbours, the Tamangs. They are also described by them
as people living in the forests and eating wild products like poisonous mushrooms, which they make
edible. and raw plants. They are said to be adepts of the black Bon and arc also called mTha' 'khob yul,
" [people living in] the barbarian endings of the world", primitives, without
They are also named

kla klo,

dharma

and religious Jaw.

"barbarians " . The Thamis I met in villages of the Sailung area are grouped

in small village-units of twenty houses, located down the slopes or at the vel)' top, at the limits of the
forest. Other vil lages are close to Sherpa and Tamang settlements. Thamis a re poorer than these latter
two. The Tharnis say that there are seven exogamic clans, distributed in two kinds of household, the
Tharnis of white houses

(Masanthali) and the Thamis of red houses (Thang Thonmi). Their main priests

arc the N cpalese jhakri, who worship li neage deities

guru

(ku/deuta)

in the houses. The jhakri are also called

or purohil (Skt. ) . I shall relate below the vision of Sailung mountain by a ninety-year-old shaman,

Korende jhakri,4 who is also a medium that practices divination with a rosary.
The Lepchas of S i kkim

Third. the Lcpchas of Nonh and West Sikkim. where I undcnook some research since three years ago
represent the high peaks as a supreme paradise, from where imrnonal beings provide all the necessary
cereals and good health. But these peaks are inhabited by both gods

(rum)

and demons

(mung).

which

must be constantly tamed and pacified. The Lepchas, pejoratively named thus by the Nepalis (Lapcha
means "vile speaker"), call themselves Rongba or Rongkup ("son of the country Rang"); Rang also des
ignates cliffs and precipices. They are the inhabitants of Mayel Lyang - or Renjyong Lyang - the name
of a m�tho-rcal country on the south-eastern slopes of Kanchenjunga. For the Lepchas, Mayel is a divine
counl.I}· where ltbo Rum, the creator of the Universe, made the Lepcha progenitors. The Lepchas de
scribe their own country as being in the centre of the world. The history of the Lepchas is i nterwoven

with that of the Limbus of Nepal. 5 In 1 686, the third Sikkimese king Phyag rdor rnam rgyal defeated

a

Limbu king and brought back his daughter as wife. The Limbus named the Lepcha's land Suhim, which

3 l shall not linger here on the description of the Tamang settlements and social l i fe, as UJcy arc well known and

more studied U1an the oU1er groups I mention.

4 I v.ish to express here all my gratitude to llmbtcn Gyel tscn bla nra of Sailung, who helped me WJdcrstand

Korcnde's evocation of the mow11Din, and his words, mixing the Nepali and Tiumli languages.
5
For the following, my main sources arc K.P. Tamsang 1 982: 2-3, and 1 98 3 : 44 -4 5 , and G. Gorcr 1 967: 3 5 .
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means "house" or " residence", the new residence of the Limbu princess. Later, when the Nepalese set
tlers came to Sikkim, they mispronounced the word Suhim to Sukhim, which was further corrupted by
the British in Sikk.im. The Lcpchas are still considered as the aborigines of Sikkim, although their his

tory has long been mixed with that of the Limbus, Tibetans and B hutanese. They arc now grouped in a

restricted and reserved area, Dzongu, in the North district of Sikkim, limited on the south-east by the
Tccsta river, on the north by the Talung river, and on the west by the Kanchenjunga range. There were

4330 inhabitants in Dzongu in 1 987. Arable land is scarce and is situated far from the rivers on narrow

terraces surrounded by forests. The climate is extremely damp - an average annual rainfall of 3 50 cm.

This zone was considered the private property of the queen before the coming of the British who

changed the status of the Lepchas considerably. Darjeeling, Kurseong and Siliguri werr formerly part of
Sikkim, until the 3 1 st of January 1 83 5 ; these three tmms were then annexed to British India and the

Lepchas were converted en masse to Christianity. There were also Lcpchas in Ham district, in Nepal,

who. after the treaties of Sugauli on the 2nd December 1 8 1 5, mediated by the British, fell under the
sovereignty of Nepal . The Mechi river became the boundal)' between Nepal and Sikkim. Finally, there
are many Lepchas in Kalimpong which was an independant Lepcha state under the Lepcha king Gaebo
Achok Pano. This king was defeated and killed at Daling fort in 1 780 by the Bhutanese who atmexed

Kalimpong to Bhutan, until. in 1 865, Bhutan was defeated by the British at Daling. and Kalimpong was

annexed to British India. There arc also Lcpchas in Western Bhutan, in a place called Zaongsaw by the
Lepchas. They are the Promo ("those belonging to 'Brug counll)• or Bhutan").
The Dzongu reserved arca6 is divided into two parts and thirteen taxable areas, controlled by Bhotia

type village leaders, the brgya dpon. The Lepchas were once governed by a mandal, installed by the
British, who depended directly on the king in Gangtok. The mandal could seize lands and confiscate
them for the benefit of other village leaders, the powerful kazi. The ,;nages (busti) are dispersed on the
slopes. Some villages are grouped in the centre and west of S ikkim but nevertheless seem isolated
among Bhotia and Nepalese settlements. The dispersed and peripheral distribution of these villages
make them resemble strongly the Thami villages (see plate I ).
The Lepcha dgon pa are at the centre of religious life. The most important is the Talung (rDo lung)
monastery, in the higher part of Dzongu. which shelters the relics of the saint lHa btsun chen po. Each

busti gathers clans (pu tsho)7 and kin groups (a git) whose households are not strictly organised into
lineage groups. Each pu tsho cultivates some nine to ten hectares of mixed cereals and cardamom plants.

The people depend vel)· much on the single market of Mangan ,;llage and on the one main motorable

road linking the capital to the North district of Sikkim.
The Bhotias of Sikkim

Finally, the Sikkimese Bhotias ( 'bras /jongs pa), the general population of Sikkim. and particularly

the people of the Northern Frontiers (Lachen and Lachung), celebrate a royal ritual in honour of the
tutelary mountain deity Kanchenjunga (Gangs chen mdzod lnga). the name given by the Tibetans of
gTsang. He dominates and protects the country. This mountain-deity with five different peaks has both a

6D
zong u is classifi ed as a reserved and restricted area and is mainly inhabited by Lepchas. Several scholars
went U1ere before the annexation of Sikkim to India. For a recent description, see Bhasin 1 987: 1 1 0-- 1 2 1 , who did

fieldwork in this

area in 1 98 1 .
7 For the transcription of Lepcha words, I follow Siiger 1 967, ll: 1 4 whenever possible, or I keep the transcrip
tion given by the quoted authors. for general works on the Lepcha language and linguistics, see U1e Dictionary of

the Lepcha Languag e by Genl G.B. Mainwaring ( 1 898), and R.K. Sprigg 1 9 94 : 20-25.
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warrior and a family life, being represented as surrounded by servants. army and kin. The discoverer

(gter ston)

who opened the hidden country

(sbas yuf)

of Sikkim proposed a fabulous vision of the

coun

t!J', which interferes with the Lepchas' mythology but which also bears various Buddhist features. The
Sikkimcse Bhotias. who arc Buddhist and Tibetan speakers. represent about 1 5% of the total population

of Sikkim. 8 They have intermarried largely with the Lcpchas. The rest of the population is divided
among Ncpalis. Sherpas. Li mbus-Subba, Tamangs, Newars-Pradhan and other lndo-Nepalesc castes. 1

shall consider here mainly the Sikkimcse Bhotias of the border areas, also called Hapopa, the i nhabitants
of Lachen and Lachung villages - the most northern vil lages - who play an i mportant role in the festival
of Pang I ha bsol. They originated in Western Bhutan, coming from the Val ley of Ha. They speak a Ti
betan dia lect and have an agro-pastoral economy. They arc, among tl1e Sikkimcsc. geographically and
linguistically closest to Tibetans. In 1 676 , the Bhutanese invaded the Chumbi Valley, to the southeast

of

Sikkim. The Lepcha king was killed, and the Tibetans invaded Bhutan in their turn under the reign of
the Fifth Dalai Lama. The Hapopa were at that time among the richest Bhutanesc. C. White 1 984 : 1 1 3
writes: " they took evil ways and started to live in caves, like thieves, in P)·ak che and Au ?)·ale, from
where they terrorised merchants . " They occupied both sides of the border, paying taxes to Tibet and
Sikkim, just as the Walungas did in Nepal. Some Lachcnpas also come from the Chumbi Valley, for
merly a residence of the Sikkimese

eh os rgyal which, however, came into the possession of the king only

a hundred years ago as the dowry of a Tibetan princess. Lachenpas and Lachungpas were and still are
people of the frontiers, who have now submitted to the rules of the Indian army. The closing of the bor
ders with Tibet in 1 962 i nitiated a difficult isolation for them. The children of the vi l lage l eaders

dpon)

(spyi

now live in town, i n Gangtok.

Thus. these four populations share a few identical representations of a certain mountainous border
land. Let us now examine which features of these different representations of the mountains can be com
pared.

2. Elements of the comparison and methodological approach
The mytholo�- in social life
Among these populations, the social rules of alliance, descent and power all seem to refer to an ances
tral and/or divine mountain-body in the same way. Mountain ancestors of clans or groups are married to
women or serpents of the lakes. The mountain is inhabited by invisible gods or kings who became in
visible because of a degeneration of tlte people's practices, often ex-plained by the mass conversion to
foreign doctrines (Christianity or Buddhism). The organisation of the mountain deities is described by
the people in the same terms tltey use to describe the organisation of their own society. This amounts to
saying tltat society can work only if, for i nstance, the order of the alliance between gods i s respected.
People must maintain this order by offering fumigations and sacrifices to the gods of the soi l and of the
mountains.
Eve!J'Where, a central doctrine has covered the local and folk mythologies. It converted these moun
tain and water beings to another kind of activity which is now to preserve Buddhist law instead of inter
acting directly with human beings. These supernatural beings, say

the shamans, no longer speak directly

to men as they used to do. If the old representations of the mythical and ancestral mountai ns are still
8

There were 320,000 inhabitants on an area of 4276 km 2 , according to the 1 98 1 statistics, which means about

4 00,000 today.
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alive, they are nonetheles s differently framed in the rituals, starting now from otl1er doctrinal and scrip
tural meanings. There are always blood offerings but they are explained differently within the logic of
the exchanges. Mountain gods appear in a less concrete way in daily and ritual life. Divine and human

Jaws are inscribed in a new historical relation, and we can find, for instance. dates of the Buddhisation
of the kingdoms concomitant with the spread of scripturalisrn and the systematisation of certain socio

mythological corpora.

Through a detai led analysis of elements borrowed from these corpora, in each group, I try to describe
a common model of the passage from the notion of an invisible mountain kingdom where divine and

social body are identical, to the notion of a new centralised and hierarchical Buddhist kingdom where

the old supernatural beings are fixed and separated from the social body.

The role of history

This comparison of representations of mountains by the above four groups relics on a model of social
and political integration of inhabited space with mountainous space. We must therefore consider the
particular history of the integration of the Tarnangs. Thamis, Bhotias and Lcpchas i nto their rcspecti\'e
Hindu and Buddhist kingdoms. Yet, here we can evoke only hints of such hi story. For instance. when I
ca

me to study the Bhotias of the Nepalese-Tibetan border of Walungchung gola in Eastern Nepal

(Steinmann 1 988) after studying the Tamangs east of the Kathmandu Valley, I observed that the
Walunga Bhotias were more sophisticated than the Tamangs in acknowledging their ethnic status and
their identity with the Rana government. They became beneficiaries of an exceptional historical status
thanks to the role of a vil lage leader, the gowa ('go ba), who obtained the donation of lands for his
community while also acting as go-between in the Nepali-Tibetan border war. While keeping the de

spised ethnonym "Bhotias" - a word i mplying marginal Tibetans - they were able to remain free because

of war and trade. At the same time, the Tamangs, who were nonetheless called Bhotias and Murrni s

("people of the borders"), were asking for recognition from the Nepalese state. But in general, the
Tamangs and B hotias are still closely linked by common locations at \'arious political and religious
frontiers. Their mutual identity is expressed more clearly through the construction of a marginal space
encompassing both their name and their mountain border location.
In the same way, the Lepchas of Sikki m can be compared to the Thamis of Nepal. a border population
living on the slopes vel)' near the forests and speaking a language not understood by their neighbours.
They were considered as barbarians, although many were converts to Christianity and Hinduism.
It is not a question here of drawing a global comparison of these groups, but of distinguishing, among
their ritual practices towards mountain deities and in the socio-m�thical corpus underlined, a number of
common features a llowing the comparison. This is, more properly, a prel iminary analysis for a further
comparison, which can start with the analysis of the different characteristics of ritual practices for
mountain deities among the Tamangs, Tharnis, Lepchas and Bhotias. and be illustrated. secondly. \\ith
the content of each chosen corpus, in relation to the different characteristics considered. Let us first
outline these characteristics.

Characteristics of the relationship between society and mountain kingdoms
The first characteristic of the relationship betv;een the two types of kingdom, social and mountain, is
determined by various exchanges based on sacrifice, ransoms and offerings. Typically, a person offers
flowers, cereals, meat and blood to the yul /ha and the btsan to obtain benefits. One can see apotropaic
type rituals among the Tamangs, the Lepchas, and the B hotias. These exchanges arc now modified due
to the attenuatio n of the
practice itself. There are various causes of this diminution. mainly the changes
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i n government and the growi ng i nfluence of Hinduism on the nature of the sacrifices. For instance, the
royal ritual of Pang Iha bsol (Sikkimcsc Youth Association's formal rendering for c!Pang !ha gsol) in
honour of Kanchcnjunga i n Sikkim, where the two masked gods mDzod Inga and Yab bdud dance, has
been modified and reduced since the annexation of the kingdom to I ndia and Indian democracy's an
tagonism towards Buddhist kingdoms. Lcpchas who live in an inaccessible restricted area in the north
west part of Sikkim. as well as those who have undergone mass conversions to Christianity in the towns
of J-.:.alimpong. Darjeeling. and Gangtok, have introduced into their prayers to the mountai ns and the
texts apocalyptic elements. describing the disasters of the earliest times, monotheistic elements and bib
l i cal narratives. As for the Tamangs, they represent their Tibetan origins as increasingly distant from
prestigious centres of Buddhist doctrine. Money and modernity have made celebrations of ancient clan
rites more rare. and vegetarian offerings of the Brahmanic type have replaced the ancient blood sacri
fices. A new logic of exchange now dictates ransom and sacrifice.
A second characteristic of the representational rclationship with mountains comprises a specific con
tradiction. The mounta i n is at the same time a heavenly abode (Lepchas, Thamis) and a ferocious btsan
or whimsical yul /ha and g::hi bdng which have been converted to Buddhist Jaw (Bhotias, Tamangs). In
sum. the mountain i s a barrier and a passage. an i ntangible space, the sacred body of a god, but the place
of possible trespass by shamans and hunters. This is a place where social equilibrium i s defined and

created. We must go beyond the contradiction between divine abode and divine body. I consider here the
word mountain in its wider context of social space, as defined for South East Asia by G . Condominas

( 1 980 : 1 4) : "I'espace social est determi ne par !'ensemble des systcmes de relations qui caracterisent le
groupc". The space is l inked to an ecological reality consonant with life in middle- or high-mountain
levels based on agriculture and husbandry. It is also consonant with a linguistic reality - the historical
phenomenon of Nepali as a lingua franca in Nepal and Sikkim - and the multiplicity of basically oral
languages. Finally, there i s a political reality: the social l i nks based on kinship and clan models. These
different realities are to be distinguished from m)1hical and real space, which form a continuum of time
and space. 9 Both m)1hical and real space, visible and invisible, are confused. The individual l ives in a
relational network that encompasses other individuals but also supernatural beings: generic yul /ha and

btsan which represent specific kings, chiefs and ancestors, and which are a part of real social space. 1 0 It
is this concept of social space, understood as a system of dynan1ic relationships, which allows a com
parative study of social groups. close i n certai n aspects. different i n others, but sharing several aspects.

To illustrate these different characteristics which l want to compare, l have choosen several elements of
the wider socio-my1hical corpus: shamanic songs and representations of the alliance among the
Tamangs. Thamis, and Lepchas; theatrical and masked dances of the Sikkimese Bhotias, with the de
scription of the

piija of mDzod

lnga: and revealed gter ston scriptures taken from guides of holy places

i n Sikkim (gnas yig).

9 M . Granet ( 1 9 5 3 : 1 4 8- 1 5 0 ) described, for instance, this continuity between time and space among the Chi

nese: "ni I'Espace ni le Temp� ne furcnt jama i s rcgardcs par les Chinois commc formant chacun un tout homogi:ne".

One finds tl1c s<�me iJeu devel oped by R. A Stein 1 987, regardin g t11e representation of the garden and the house
a nucrocosm .
1 0 G.
Condominas ( 1 980

[IS

1 4 ) al so recalls t11al, according to M. Mauss and E. Durkheim ( 1 90 1 -2 : 70-7 1 ),

mvthical space and perc e i v ed space arc very close to ea ch

other and arc concrete productions of consciousness.
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3. The Lepchas
Rep resentat ion of alliance amon� the Lcpchas
The patri li neal

pu tsho

claim to have originated from the alliance of a mother-lake and a
father
mou ntain. The lake of Luksom Partam, in Dzongu. is supposed to have been the lake of origin. The king
of demons. Laso Mong Pano (Tamsang, 1 98 3 : 40). who haunted the valleys, was murdered by the Lord

Tamsanthing, who thus delivered the country. Each male pu tsho links itself to various snowy peaks and
each female pu tsho to lakes. For instance, the members of the Hcmo clan v ·l-ol) reside in Hcgyathang. arc
11
(see plate 2) female deity called Kyungmo, who dwells in the
said to have come from a mtsho sman

Liogdo lake. Once, according to legend. she appeared in a human shape and shook the water from her
clothes when coming out of the lake: fish fell onto the ground. The male god of the place, a btsan saw

her and raped her. From this was born a son. Thing kung bhu, who produced descendants. The inhabi
tants of the lake have since refrained from eating a special fish from this lake which is said to ha\"e a
mouth on its back.

To marry, Lcpchas must find out the respective names of their pu tsho snowy peaks and lakes. which

then assures their entering into heaven after death. Some Lepchas say that, i n the same

way that the

snowy peaks of the Sikkim H i malayas are closely bound together throughout the Himalayan range, so

are the Lepcha clans knotted together with the " 1 08" peaks, as one part of a whole. The Lepchas also

claim to have originated from two primeval beings, Fo grong thing and Na zong nyu, who are at the root

of the bilineal kinship organization (Siiger 1 967: 41 ) .

Influence of Buddhism among the Lepchas and persistance of the indigenous religion

In their religious life, the Lepchas are as much influenced by Buddhism as are the Tamangs of Nepal.
The role of the lamas, the participation in Buddhist rituals and the importance of the cult of the relics of
!Ha btsun. show this Buddhist heritage very clearly. But in the surviving practices of the Lepchas, they
also address two kinds of spirit beings:

rum

and

mung, who have their natural abode in the forests and
bong thing, male, and the mun, female. From birth to

mountains. Two kinds of priests worship them, the

death, mun and bong

thing celebrate the important rituals of the life

tural life are mainly the concern of the mun. The bong

thing

cycle. Offerings concerning agricul

i s in charge of curing illness and celebrates

purification rites. He acts also as an intermediary during marriages and makes the funerary ritual by
burying the dead in a sitting position. facing Kanchenjunga which Lepchas call Kongchenbu. or Kong

chen cyu. Besides the rum, the Lepchas also worship the Mayel beings, who supposedly provided them

with cereals and who bear different names of rum, linked to their functions: sa kyu rum is the god of

paddy rice (Siiger 1 967: 37), sa vi rum is the god of millet and sha rung rum the god of maize. Twice a
year, at the time when the rice fields are prepared and after the harvest, people worship the

sa kyu rom.

The auspicious day is indicated by the song of various species of migratory cuckoos sent by the Mayel
beings (Bhasin 1 989: 3 1 9). Paddy and millet are considered as members of a family, the new millet

seed

being a daughter-in-law and the rice, a son-in-law. The crops to come are their respective children: the
II

mtsho snran

belong to the sma11 goddesses of pre-Buddhist origin, subdued by Padmasambhava. They dwell

in lakes (Nebesl-:y-Wojko"'itz 1 975: 200-201 ). See plate 2, a klu nro with the coiled tail of a snake, painted in

Sangha Chtiling Monastery (West Sikkim).

Tite bilineal kinship organisation of the Lepchas, which means that both

parent� are members of the same group as their child, allows a certain kind of double descent system: everyone is

equally in solidarity with one's patrilineage and matrilineage, which are linked, respectively, to mountains and

lakes.
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kinship rules are projected not only on mountains but also on the cultivated land, in the same way as the
seven M:-tyel beings arc considered to be benevolent brothers sheltered by the mountain Kanchenjunga.
Vision of Mount Kongchcn b�· the Lcttchas

The Lcpchas celebrate the cherim ritual to thank Kongchenbu for his good deeds (Siiger 1 967: 98). It
is a rather bcnc\'olcnt god. although surrounded by an ambiguous retinue: cyn dung rnzo is his wife and
the other surrounding peaks. his brothers. arc the abode of hostile mung, incarnated in wild animals.
Lcpchas address themselves to the main peaks. as for example Mount Pandim (Pa dim), to block the way
of the malevolent mung. Mount Pao Humri (dPa' bo hli1h ri). to the northeast of Sik.k.im. is also a young
brother of Kongchcn and bears the name of a mung. so is Mount Kabru which the Saint lHa btsun chen
po is said to have miraculously reached in the seventeenth century and where he composed the ritual for
the worship of Kongchcn (Siigcr 1 967: 98-99).
Christian inn ucnccs in Lcpcha mythology arc as pregnant as Buddhist elements. Myths of creation
and m�1hs of deluge seem to be associated with mountains where the a ncestors of the primeval Lepchas,
dwel ling in the \'icinity of such sanctified High Places. were bclic\'cd to have found refuge when the
Mayel country was cataclysmically submerged by the great deluge. Many Lcpchas were drowned when
the Tecsta and Rongit Rivers fa iled to meet at an appointed place and returned to the Himalayas
(Tamsang 1 982: 4). Mount Kongchcn and Mount Pandim are places of the origin and end of the world.
This is where Fo grong thing (or Thakbo thing) and Na zong nyu were created from the pure virgin
snows of Kongchcn's summit.
The Lcpchas address themselves to the mountains with such respectful terms as thing or a thing -

Lord. master, noble, chief - or tsung, god, which can be those living in higher places, tu/ sa tu/, or those
living in lower places. tu/ mo chul mo (Siigcr 1 967: 1 23 ) . The general term to designate mountain as
high peaks is the word �vu, which is suffixed to the name of a mung, and which means the mung so-and
so. or the mountain so-and-so. The priest addresses petitions to these mung, courteously named "rum ".

Mung influence people. Everyone is supposed to be followed by mung, who sit on their shoulders, like
the pho /ha of the Tibetans. One of the main roles of the bang thing is to guard people against the evil
influence of the mung. On the contrary, an�thing which is done against the priest is supposed to hurt the

"rum spirits". The bong thing identifies himself with rum or mung, sometimes speaking i n its place, and
then reverting to fi rst-person speech. The slaughtering of animals is considered as an exchange, a ran
som to appease the mung and the rum. These mung dwell both i n mountains and lakes. Around Talung
monastery, one of the most revered dgon pa of Sik.k.im, one fi nds i mportant mung, as well as around
Pemayangtse monastery i n Western Sikkim. I n the dgon pa, the mung are of a superior type, and called

dut (Tib. bdud). the superior type of mung. Lusingi Karpo is a mung of lakes, near Tashiding monastery

.
(Siiger, 1 967: 1 23). The divisions between higher and lower mung is indicated by injunctions in the
Lepcha mythology; for i nstance: "Those who i nhabit the higher places, [Kongchen retinue], go back! "
"Those dwelling i n lower places, g o back ! " And so , everyone must return t o his proper abode.
The Buddhisation of the Lcpchas

The i ntroduction of Buddhism among the Lepchas took place around the beginning of the 1 7th cen
tury, simultaneously with the crowning of the first Bhotia king of Sik.k.im, Phun tshogs rnam rgyal, in
Yoksum. 1 2 The religion of the Lepchas has been, since then, intimately mixed with Iamaist rituals and
1 2 R .K. Sprigg ( 1 98 3 : 3 1 , note 1 2 ) explains that Yoksum can be yak-som , "top bridge"; but Mainwaring ( 1 898)
2
uses yuk-sum, "three lamas", therefore, "the place of meeting of the three larnas" to choose a king for the Lepchas.
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dgon pa

in Sikk.im are rN)ing ma

pa. while in Kali mpong, under the Bhutanesc infl uence in 1 780. they are bKa' brgyud pa. Yoksum i s a

historical place for the Lepchas. They say that. after the coming of the first intruder into Sikkim. ho

Khebu Bumsar, three lamas of the rN)ing ma pa school who were disgusted by the predominance of the

dGe lugs pa school in Tibet came down to Sikkim and conYerted the Lepchas to their own faith and

anointed Phun tshogs mam rgyal as the first Tibetan king of Sikkim in 1 64 1 . The reincarnations of two
of the lamas who were there, mNga' bdag Sems dpa' chen po. the introducer of the rDo rje brag tradi

tion. and Kaf:l thog Kun tu bzang po. are considered to be the head lamas of Pemayangtse and Tashiding
monasteries. The construction of the Lcpcha

dgon pa

reflects the schema which is shown on the national

t!rangka: the saint IHa btsun Nam mkha' jigs med (b. 1 597. female-fire-bird year, tenth cycle) - who

introduced the sMin grol gling tradition in Sikk.im 1 3 among the five different rNying ma pa schools

-,

and the king arc above. on each side of the Buddha, and below them, the two lamas are on either side of
the image of Ye shes mGon po (Ma ning}, the protector (NebeshJ'·Wojkowitz 1 97 5 : 44). In the most
important

dgon pa.

these four historical personages are usually also represented by sculptures at the top

of four pillars, or paintings above the wall of the door. But the Lepcha

dgon pa

is more often a s i mple

room inside a house where an altar supporting the main lama's paraphernalia and two or three copies of

Tibetan books are surrounded by ritual drun;s of

walls (see plate 3 ). On the Sikkimese

thangka,

bong thing.

as well as pieces of meat drying on the

there is a total of nineteen different images of the found

ers of the religion in hierarchical order (see plate 4). At the top is Chos sku Kun tu bzang po. Under

him, from left to right, are Chos rgyal Phun tshogs mam rgyal and IHa btsun Nam mkha' jigs med, the

�vad of the saint and the king. Thereunder, in the middle. the Guru mTsho skye rdo rje; to the left.,

mTsho lha yab yum and rDo rje phag mo. Thereunder, on the same leveL mNga' bdag Serns dpa' chen

po, Ye shes mGon po (Ma ning}, Kaf:l thog Kun tu bzang po: thereunder, S ri n po Langka mgrin bcu.

Dam can rDo rje legs pa, Klu bdud Mun pa nag po, Ma mo Khrag raJ nag mo; then Thang lha and

Mdzod lnga; thereunder, dPa' bo Hum ri and Pad

can gri mtsho sman: at the bottom, Yab bDud and

Rong btsan. The main founders of the kingdom and companions of lHa btsun chen po who were present

in Yoksum., near the monasteries of Pemayangtse i n Western S ikkim., when they swore to protect the
Buddhist kingdom, are represented on this

thangka.

The main ritual for Kongchen gathers all these Buddhist and non-Buddhist elements, closely inter

woven. The Lepchas build cross-thread effigies and celebrate

mdos rituals i n

honour of the deity. I could

not yet attend Lepcha rituals to Kongchen, but, i n the southern part of the Dzongu reserved area. near
Tashiding monastery. I attended the

sa gi

ceremony l 4 i n the village of Gangyap. This ritual was cele

brated on the full moon day of the month of December. The

bang thing

officiated at night, addressing

bdag gling pa, see The Nyirrgma
1 3 On the great treasure-finder of sMin g.rol gling Tradition, Rig 'dzin gTer
life of !Ha btsun, ibid.: 8 1 8-820;
the
On
.
825-8
IT:
School of Tibetan Buddhism. its Furrdamentals and History,
34
see

also below, note 1 8.
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S i iger 1 967: 86-88, has also recorded the song of a

sa gi ceremony, which is much shorter than the version I

was able to record, and which contains only invocations to a nyu

tiring rum, a goddess of ancestral aunts.

I could not record the entire sa gi song, which lasted the whole night. I provide here only the tnlns1ation of the

song, which first had to be transcribed bv Mr K. Lepcha, the official translator of Lepcha language in the Assembly
.
House of Sikkim, and then translated by Mr and Mrs Tarnsang in Kalimpong. I thank them for their great kindness
and care in helping me to understand the words of the bong thing.

B. Slcinmann
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himself to the creator of the Lepcha universe, a god of the Hi malayas that he called Thukshe Takbo ("the
name of a great rum " ) I S

_

A Lcpcha shamanistic song

The hang thing erected an altar made of various samples of crops, bamboo baskets and flowers (see plate

5 ) . He sang and danced, in a trance, all night, making himself the master of creation and the resources
of the Universe:
"Oh god and goddess

(rum ) of the mountains, please,

listen to my worship, I am your priest. I am

nm\· starting my prayer. I am the descendant of the a ncestor Neothing, born in the same place, the
blessed fertile land where Thukshe Takbo the Creator was born. I am the path of Heaven and I am
the end of the world.

I am the guard and the wanderer of the world. If you are the master of this world, I am the crea
tor of the Universe. I am the master of the resources (iron and gold). I am also a devotee, the master
of knowledge and the master of power. I teach all, all of you are under my protection. I live at the
end of this world. I am the i nhabitant of mountain ridges. I am a fortune teller. I have the power of
descendance. I am the collector of everything. Oh, human beings of this world, where the earth
stands! I blessed you 'vith cereals and fruits. You are the master of all the people. Seeing a l l t11at, I
feel unhappy. I am the blazed Heaven of your world. I am the creator of your world. I have already
explained evef)thing. I have already taken all the plants that you have grown. Now, the world is
free . The Heaven, the Hero like the wind (?), where will it reach?
Oh, creatures ! Now you will have peace and happiness. I was able to decide and have already
done what was i n my power. I have al ready explai ned the happenings of this world. I have al ready
purified "ith blessed water. I was born from the lake and grown as clusters of bamboo; I am as tall
as the mountains; with the eye of knowledge (?) I look upon this world. [Here is what he saw] :
The Lcpchas were worshipping with lamps on leaves (?). I am the god and goddess. I blessed you
with good blessings. Let us continue the worshipping with our descendants. Please, keep us safe, oh
god! You are full of powers, with my power of knowledge I knew that you have many enemies. My
power comes from ancestors and passes through them. I

am

the born god. I have the power of all

my ancestors. "
[God tells the human beings] :
"Now, evils have been created in this world. you were put asleep. Oh, human beings, continue
the rituals, worshipping and customs that were carried by your ancestors. I feel unhappy although I
am the powerful creator myself. I have already explai ned the problems of future times that will
come to the people of Mayel Lyang (Lcpcha Paradise). Oh, various kinds of human beings ! I have
already done my best for you and ex-plained evef)'lhing. You are the best kind of the various human
beings. Now,

I am going to the places of the evils who followed me in the past. Nothing will hap

pen to you. But if you become clever and cunning, there will be jealousy among you. Seeing you,

people, Rongnyi and Rongnyit [ rivers] will also repent and eT)·. If you live in peace and unite,
nothing will happen to you. Now, I have received eve!"} thing. I am going back. Let us meet again."
[The bong thing says] :

I S Tak bo thing is the name of a primeval rnythological ligurc, also recorded by Siigcr 1 9, 50, 5 3 . Would Tak bo

be equivalent to bdag po in Tibetan?
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"I am not a liar, I am a human being. Oh, creator. god and goddess of calamity, god and goddess
of strength, I worship with my pure heart. Please, listen to my prayers. Please, visit us when we call
you. We are your devotees .
Oh god, I am now whishing you farewell. You, creator. you. ancestors, god and goddess, I am
going back with all your offerings. All of you came and ga\'e us a good lesson of knowledge and
wisdom. You arc the king of kindness. goodbye to you alL goodbye our master, please, sit on your
own throne; please. accept your own abode. I did not do any \\Tong thing. Oh god and goddess. I
did not insult you. Please. return to your own abode. Now. I have placed you on your own throne.
This is the end of this prayer today. "

The

bong thing identifies himself to various spirits and talks to the Lcpchas i n the name o f the creator

of the Universe. This song has an apocalyptic tone, and tells about how Lepcha descendants (a git) are
threatened by extinction as before. when the same Mayel land was also on the point of disappearing
because of the flood. The dispersion of the people in a land they no longer own, and the great split be
tween Buddhist and Christian Lcpchas, make the

bang thing bitter. The fundamental changes in agricul

tural life, like the i ntroduction of irrigation in the cultivation of rice, the introduction of fire-arms in
stead of the traditional Lcpcha bows and arrows, and the limitation of hunting by the government.
caused the Lepchas to be abandoned by their Mayel spirits. They are supposed to have retired to their far
abodes. New rites have been introduced in favour of a goddess of the cardamom plant a crop introduced
by the Nepalese settlers. This retirement of the spirits is also concomitant with the centralisation of the
government in Sikkim and the bureaucratisation of the Lepchas. The influence of Hinduism made them
abandon their ancient funerals and burials which were accompanied by the slaughtering of a pig. Then,
the spirits of the dead were supposed to go back to Kongchen through subterranean passages l i nked to
the male or female pu

tsho. Now, the bodies are burnt and the ashes dispersed in the rivers. It is the b/a

ma, instead of the priestess

mun, who became the main officiant for the dead, but the ambivalence be

tween pre-Buddhist and Buddhist rituals remains very strong among the Lcpchas.
It is through the agrarian rituals and Lepcha myths l inked to them that one can understand the real
nature of the representations of the mountain and its importance for the general well-being. Behind the
mountain l ived the Mayel brothers. ancestors and progenitors of the Lepchas, created by the first being
who put cereals in their baskets. These i mmortal beings were supposed to pass in a single day through
different ages of life, children in the morning, adults at noon and old people in the evening. They were
provided with enormous goitres, signs of their prosperity, and wore the traditional Lepcha suit woven
with nettles. I ntermediai)' between gods and human beings, their abode was far away behind Talung
Valley and they were accompanied by guardian spirits, keepers of the ibex and the musk deer. Previ
ously, the way to their abode was open, writes Gorer

( 1 967: 237).

Now, it is said to be closed and pre

cipituous. Some hunters found the way in ancient times and the Mayel beings helped the Tibetans to
build a fort, near Pemayangtse, where the king of Sikkim resided before the war with Nepal. At that
time, the Mayel ate and talked like ordinary human beings. But when they were brought back to their
abodes, they kept their human form until they reached a certain mountain, then, they disappeared. Once.
a hunter met the Mayel's children in a field and picked up some rice. He threatened the children ·with his
knife and was driven away by the Mayel. Since this time, a boulder blocks the way to the Mayel land.
The mountain is therefore described as the master of eternal life. According to Gorer (ibid. ), old peo
ple also say that in spring. t11e Maycl go to Lhasa, Tibet. to sell their crops. When the Maharaja of Sik
kim resided in the Chumbi Valley, the Lepchas who accompanied him said they had seen the Mayel. But
once recognised, they disappeared.

n. Steinmann
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Let us examine now. in counterpart. ll1e vision of the mountain by the Nepalese Thamis whom we
considered as sharing certain common ecological and political features with the Lepchas.

4.

The Thami's vision of the mountain
I did extensive fieldwork in the Sailung area when I joi ned the Tamang shamanistic pilgrimages to

the mountain and I came into contact with an old Thamijlul'kri who assured me that he was ni nety years
old. After giving my Tamang lama companion and me a seance of divination with his necklace, he gave
this particular vision of Sailung mountain:
"King and queen Golma, king and queen Shyu Shyu, king and queen Kal)<;lu. king and queen
Piii;�<;Iu. king and queen of the middle of the sky Tetlisko�i [or sun and moon), Vasu.ki the king of the

naga (piitalko vasuJ.a). the three lakes, abode of Vi;;ryu on earth (shcsnag), all of them worship
Sailung which is the residence of glhi bdag, the master of the soil, the Kali

naga,

the black snake.

There are five different colorcd snakes. The black one comes from the nine mountains and from
Nagpur. in India. The offering to glhi bdag starts with the nine mountains. Everybody makes the
oiTcring. Some people say that a fish i s the master of the Universe above; but me, I say no, it i s the

naga which

i s above. How do we do his

pi1ja?

The king Bhume Sime [Nepalese gods of the soil],

ll1c king of earth called gZhi bdag. Arsidhi or Tanjyo (Mahakala), the king of rocks (btsan), the

king of heaven (Tcttiskoti), the king of naga, all of them do the piJja. The Shibda of Sailung i s yel
low. He rides on a white horse and holds a conch in his hands.

On top of Sailung (see plate 6). there are also king and queen Shinga (tigers). The biggest rock is
the cow. t11e smaller one is the tiger [tile jh akri here i nverts the normal order of size of these rocks
given by tile people. the cow normally being tile smallest rock] . What was there above? Before, on
tile mountain. one could find paving stones to build up the mane-mchod rten. Eastward, there were
orange trees. To the north. one could find incense. To the west. tllere was the bombax (padma

davke). To the southeast, what was there? Many snakes played together. There were three springs:
the springs of king and queen Bipai . What does all that mean? In this place, tile kings and queens
became invisible. As they were invisible, tllcrefore, it was impossible to see an)thing anymore.

King and queen Golma were bigger than the universe. If tllcy are not respected, the British come,

the tiger and the cow die. [Indicating my tape recorder, he says:] This is "durbin" (magnifying
glasses). this also, tllcy can destroy it. In Sailung, there is a huge snake, as big as my house. But he
is also imisible. He stands tllere, unseen. Parameswari ("My god ! "), here is the real place of the

bhume [the altar or god of the soil]. Sailung is the navel of the world, one cannot destroy it, one
cannot reach it. Even the Chinese, if they come, cannot reach Sailung; the planes will also be di
verted."
According to Korcnde Jh akr 1: the mountain is a lost paradise, the natural abode of divine kings and
tile huge body of a black snake. Willl tile break in the relations between the visible and i nvisible worlds,
in part because of the coming of foreigners and pollution from raising pigs, tile spring of wealth has
dried up. The natural altars of tllese mountain divinities arc i n the rocks and lakes. We have seen al
ready a breaking of the contact between men and heaven, among the Lepchas. Here the idea is also ex
pressed of the retirement of the gods and divine kings, and consequently the loss of what was a natural
storehouse, full of food and basic ingredients for offerings_ This Thami cosmology underlines the impor-
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tance of the water-snake, which reminds us of the mythology of the Kathmandu valley, the natural site
of !.he naga. as much as of the importance of the pre-Buddhist klu. D. Gcllncr ( 1 992: 1 9 1 - 1 96) describes
the importance of the presence in the valley of this niiga king, Vasuki, to the Adya mahiidana ritual. a
mllf}(ia!a scheme which is invoked at the beginning of every Buddhist ritual. The Valley is shaped like
Sa mvara's mar.ujala. It was the natural abode of snakes. But in the vision of Korcnde jhakri, the snake

lives on top of the mountain. The

niiga is the true fi rst king.

Around his territory various villages were
settl ed. The whole universe and the shaman's house itself arc confined within the space of the naga.
which is also the tribal space. Note here that the world of the niiga is analogous to the human world:

they have ki ngs, brahmins. k�atriyas, vaisyas and sudras. They arc sa hdag (or Skt. k�itipall). When
offended, they can punish men with bad harvests. diseases. and epidemics. I n the legend. they tackled
their fierce enemies, the Garu�as. and were convened to Buddhism by Subhuti. If the gods in the stOI}'
became invisible, this is largely due to the impurity of men raising pigs. The jhakri does not need any

implement to talk with the gods: he secs his own body as a natural vector of the spirits.

5. The Tamangs
The mountain, space of the dead

On the eve of the full moon of the month of July-August

(saun). the Tamang bompo prepare them

selves to go on pilgrimage to the same Sailung mountain to guide the Yillagers in worshipping the dead
near the

mchod rten

(see plate 7). The way towards tltc mountain is fi lled with klu,

altars in the bushes, by the rivers, and under the trees. The

bompo

btsan

and yul

/ha

are the guides and mediums i n

transmitting the offerings o f the laymen t o these natural altars. In a trance. they beat the d ru m (see plate
8) all along the way and the people follow them around the

mchod rten.

At the top of the mountain.

!here are ancient mchod rten dedicated to ancestors. with footprints of Guru Rinpoche in the rocks. Two
holy places, a cave in Siino Sailung ("the Small Sailung"), rising in the middle of the forests like a

lingam,

and another one in ThUio Sailung ("the Big Sailung"), arc the dwellings of Mahadeu. who ac

cepts vegetarian offerings only. On top of the mountain. three huge rocks representing three animals - a
tiger, a cow. and a crab - are supposed to have flown there from the monastery· of Namobuddha in the
Kathmandu valley. Here one finds an example of the phenomenon of flying mountains or holy shrines
(see K. Buffetrille in this volume). The most ancient funeral monument in the main village (Doramba)
below the mountain. is a

mchod rten erected by the Yonjan

clan. The rNying ma pa lamas come here to

worship the dead, l ike shamans do on top of Sailung mountain. The lamas represent the Three Protec
tors (Rigs gsum mgon po) with

gtor ma and dedicate to them offerings of cereals and vegetables,

mainly

corn at this time of the year. Many butter lamps are l ighted on the altar, while men and women prostrate
themselves in front of the
drinks the beer offering

mchod rten. Alcohol and bread arc offered by the laymen and evel}·body
(syalgar, sochang). All the offerings, symbols of crops to come and to be ex

changed in the village, are shared among the assistants. At the same time. inside houses, the lamas build

an altar for offering gtor ma and butter lamps. They do this to celebrate the single-day clan ritual, the
thanh a, offered to the clan gods Jyoho-Jyomo. It is normally the master of the house who celebrates

phui

th i s

piija_ 1 6 While the bompo go i nto their trances on top of this mountain. and mediate the cull of the
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"01ere arc three kinds of clan rituals among U1e Tamangs of U1e Temal area: one large ritual of seven days,
based on a mdos-type ritual; a ritual of three days where one celebrates .Tyoho-.Tyomo (male and female clan deities)
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dead for the laymen, the lamas officiate inside houses to the lineage and clan deities. Buddhism among
the Tamangs acts on two distinct levels of dialogue between dead and living beings. One level passes
through the bodies of the shamans who recreate constantly a physical link between the group and the
abode of the dead. This physical link requires elements taken from the living nature around (trees, bam

boo clusters, "natural altars" of the gods). Another level. involving the lamas, relates to the idea of the

dissolution of the dead in the

mchod rten.

The dead are relics, and only memory has to be evoked.

When the hompo guide the people to the caves and in the mountains to allow them to bring back any
resources they wish. their idea is that this is possible because the dead arc in contact with the source of
the invisible divine blessings. They say, at the same time, that the fountain of youth and well-being has
dried up. The Thami shaman's words evoke the decay of the times which condemns even \\ild animals
and all of creation . The Buddhist karmic model has superimposed its notions of suffering and test in the
practice of pilgrimage. Before. say thejhakri, the snakes on the mountain bathed freely and the tiger and
cow fought each other. Now, they have become rocks and emanations of the holy shrine. These are Bud
dhist stories which say that. in the same way, at the center of the l ineage, among peaceful images, the
spirits of the dead are controlled near the temple and inside houses by the lamas. For the shamans, the
mountain still conta ins ferocious (uncontrolled) aspects of

blsan and dgra /ha, hunting deities. The sha

mans are potentially transgressing while playing in these \\ilds and these worlds of the dead. Some

m}1hs, common to the Tamangs and other Tibeto-Burman populations, express this break between the
world of the dead and the world of the living beings. between visible and invisible kingdoms. Such a
m)th is told by the old people near the mountain of Sailung, where in the past one could find ancient
Tamang forts:
"Once upon a time, there were two kings. Gyising and Golma. The Gyising king usually grazed
his buffalo right on the border of the two territories. In order not to be recognised and to avoid
making hoof-prints, he would carry the buffalo on his shoulders and would return home the same
way. One day, the Golma king became aware of this. He saw the yellow prints of the buffalo in the
muddy rice fields. Because he could not guess the original direction of these prints, he took up a
position in the field the following night. As usual, the Gyising king came with his buffalo on his
shoulders. The Golma king saw him and became angrJ \\ith Gyising king. The Golma king threw
the buffalo off, and the kings decided to engage in battle to solve their dispute. They decided to
shoot arrows towards the border of their fields. The king who would reach the furthers! point would
decide where the boundary of the fields should be. They took positions at the same level and shot.
Both arrows reached exactly the same point, thus not allowing a real demarcation. They tried

in

vain t o come t o a n agreement. The G)ising king had a drum that he always carri ed with him. The
Golma king cast a spell on it, and water filled the drum. The Gyising king could not play any more.
In his turn, he sent forth a

manfl·a that burst Golma king's eye; and Golma king became blind in

one eye. Mutually affected, they agreed to tie a ritual friendship

(mif)

but yet could not cure each

other. And so, they went their way, one blind and the other silent. The Golma king had seven sons.
Everyday, he went to the mountains to collect honey. One day, while suspended from the cl iffs, he
was attacked by ennemics. His sons were worried and came to rescue their father. But the old king,
tired of warfare, refused any help. The sons decided to prevent their father from climbing back up
again and cut the rope that held the king to the mountain. The king fel l down but was able to grasp

and eliminates the pollution in the house caused by the

ma mo and rgyal po; a ritual of one day, the phui thanba,

with a simple puja to the clan deities in the house. Sec Steinmann 1 9 92.
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a protrusion in the rocks. Thinking that the father was dead, the sons returned home and decided to

elect a successor. They decided to shoot arrows inside the palace. The one to hit the target would be

the new king. They tried several days. in vain. In fact, the father was still alive in the mountains. A

vulture came, and the king asked to be carried all the way back to his palace on the bird's back. The
king promised to show the vulture where food could be got. They flew together to the palace, where
the queen was washing clothes. Surprised, she explained to her husband what the sons were trying

to do. The king went into the palace: he understood the game, took an arrow and immediately hit
the target. Appalled, the sons scattered, and later sired the Thami. the

Badi, the Majhi and the

Pahari castes. "
Let us now interpret this story. Two Tamang kings. half-real, half-mythical, both hunters (bows and
arrows) and kings, have the same power of casting spells. Their power does not allow them to decide a
winner. The resources are still shared as communal property. although the daily use of the fields remains
problematic. This story shows clearly a break between Heaven and Earth, through the severing of the

rope which linked the old king to the top of the mountain. Kingship becomes terrestrial and, at the same
time, degenerates: the descendants, who fail to come to an agreement between themselves, scatter. The
youngest ones, Thami, Badi, Maj hi and Pahiiri castes. are born from this victory of the eldest ones and

from the fall of the ancient celestial king.

Other stories originating from the same area show how ancient shamans had magical power that

came from thunder stones in the mountains. They lost this power progressively because of misuse and

clan disputes. As a consequence, the practice of black magic caused the people to lose their descendants.

More than the practice of Buddhism, it is the severing of direct contacts with Heaven that made the
people abandon black magic and blood sacrifices.
Here, we see the passage from a concept of power acquired through the possession of magical formu
las

(mantra), to a concept of power gained through the gro\\-th of the State constraint; passage which is

made possible outside the ancestry descent and because of a territorial dispute between the kings. Both
kings, who play with

mantra, are equal. They fail to differentiate themselves and to measure the land

with traditional archery competitions. It is their fall from the mountain that obliges them to deal now

with the law and the right of their descent to rule. The old divine and hunter-king transforms himself
into a clan chief, who can be legitimised inside the new space of the Palace, and who becomes the mas
ter of the division of land. In the terrestrial palace, the time-space relations are reversed. The new link
between the king and the society changes from a vertical axis (heaven/earth) to a horizontal one
(demarcation of the territorial limits with arrows). The king must pass through a state of pseudtHleath,
like the shaman. in order to be reborn as a chief after a competition that he wins. In the same way, the
Lepchas of Sikkim adopted a model of their origins that shows how the first living beings, the Mayel

brothers, wandered freely all over the country, coming from their abode behind Kanchenjunga, and
going up to Tibet, and then suddenly disappeared after the act of transgression of a hunter. Here also, an
access to paradise is broken and human order can be established. A new conception of time is introduced

with the story of the invisibility of the Mayel brothers and the introduction of new cycles of crops (the

Nepalese cardamom plant), resources that can be sold in the markets. and bought with money instead of
lime and labour. This time is no longer controlled by the reproductive cycle of the seasons, announced

by the migratory birds. It is now submitted to production.

B. Stcinmarm
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While I have not yet found any Tibetan written version of this myth, if there is one, one could sec in
this story one of the innumerable versions of the disappearing of the Golden Age, when men and gods
lived together.
M ountains as model of alliance
In his study of the opposition between forest and village, in the ideology of Brahmanie I ndia. C. Ma
lamoud ( 1 989: 95-96) explains that "the sanskrit word

aiwJya,

from arana. 'strange'. also linked to the Indo-European root

a/ius, alter, ille. " The

which was translated by forest derives

a/- ol-. itself at the origin of the Latin words

al71{1ya. before becoming a territory distinguished from t11e village space by certain

material characteristics (unpopulated area. covered with trees) designates in these societies "the other" of
the village. "The other" of the ''illage. says Malamoud. is what stands beyond the limits. given the fact
that "it is not the limit which defines the village. but the village which creates the limit". So, it is in this
"other-space". in opposition with the inhabited space. that networks of alliance between men and super
natural world can be created. Among the Tamangs. the earth- and water-spirits,

btsan and klu, are taken

as witnesses for human marriages. They are these "others" of the alliance, third party that the Tamba [a
religious practitioner who sings) takes as an ultimate reference in the succession of riddles that he pro
poses to the people during marriage ceremonies.
One of these songs is called "marriage of the

klu and the btsan " (klu dang btsan bihiiwan), these
(klu) . "At the origins of mankind. when

deities being synonyms of patrilincage (btsan) and matrilineage

klu and btsan got married. who ate the offerings (siigun)?" asks the Tamba. This beverage is usually
offered to the bride's parents. Thus. the riddle amounts to asking who are the sires of waters and moun
tains. The answer to the enigma is: the Demoness of the Rocks, Ma brag srin sgrol ma [the mother of
mankind] and Klu Pram Sot Lhamo (the mother of the

klu). The alliance between two exogamous clans

must be reduplicated by an alliance between two different species, rock and water,
enigma, iliere remains an an1biguit:y about ilie real nature of ilie
nating from a

btsan and klu. In this

btsan, presented by the Tamba as origi

brag srin mo, a demoness of the rocks. Among ilie Tamangs, the b tsan are always linked

to women and shamans and lose their Tibetan ferocious aspect. In the Tamang myth, the Demoness of
the rock is pictured as a wild and huge lizard, stretching lazily in the middle of the rocks. Her nature is
made of a snake as well as of mineral. This primeval being is tamed by a monkey, which disturbs the
order of ilie offerings made by the Demoness to the gods. At last. iliey join and give birth to the
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Tamang clans. This story of the origins of the clans is, in fact, a Tamang version of the famous Tibetan
myth of the origins of the Tibetans in its Buddhist version.
I n the writlen version of the m�th. a Tamang cosmology called

!Kugs pa kha chos (sic: "teachings for

those who are dim-minded"), ilie Demoness of the Rocks and the monkey are said to have emanated
from the meditation of Lokesvara after he received orders from the Buddhas. The monkey, Pha spre'u
byang ehub sems dpa', is also described as a

bodhisattva and a form of Avalokitcivara. What is i mpor
tant in the construction of iliis clan genealogy is that the htsan and the klu are the "other" of the clan,
like the forest is the "other" of the village. The female mountain itself becomes a referential space, Ti

betan, and measured in dimensions of a huge and lazy lizard which is i ntroduced between the clan and
the question of its existence in form of a riddle. It remains an ambiguity among ilic Tamangs concerning
the divine or human character of their clan ancestors, and the loss of their ferocious aspect by the gods
of the rocks

(btsan). It is as if Buddhism, with its growing level of abstraction, had introduced a lot of
confusion in people's minds about the real nature of their gods of the place. These btsan deities. which
arc

so important in the social organisation of the Tamangs, as well as of the Bhotias of Sikkim and of

the Tibetans, are a class of minor deities (sec note 2). They are classified among the

jig rten's gods, like

Mountain deitie.. the invisible body of the �ncicty

the guardians (srung

ma )
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and the divinitie s of the soil

(gzhi bdag, sa bdag). They arc always in the
karmi c wheel and are only partially devoted to Buddhist tasks, although converted to Buddhist law. In
the Tibetan popular pantheon , the yul lha arc the gods of the country which arc worshipped with bsangs
and gser sJ..yems. The Tamangs recognise all eight categories of guardian gods (/ha, bt.�an, bdud, gza',

srin po,

dmu, rgval po. ma mo), which are all indigenous and on a higher level than the gzhi bdag. The
two last deities, rgyal po and ma mo, surround the effigy of the ancestor and mythical mountain Rirap

(tib. Ri rab) when the Tamangs celebrate the Doila (a mdos ritual) in honour of their gods of the clan
(see plate 9). The owners of the soil, the gzhi bdag and the sa bdag, more or less assimilated with the

Sime Bhume deities of the Indo-Ncpalesc castes. are located in fixed places and are rarely separated
from them. They have very different status. One worships them through erected stones which could be
rests of megalithic shrines.

Let us examine, finally, the representations of the mountain deities among the S ikkimesc Bhotias.

6. The Sikkimese Bhotias
From the mountain to the temple: the role of scritlture
The history of the coming of Buddhism to Sikkim is inscribed. in part, in the revealed gter m a which

give us an idea of the ancient i ndigenous representations of the country. The gter ston Rig 'dzin rGod

Idem can ( 1 3 3 7- 1 408) wrote the first guidebook (gnas yig) describing the hidden country (sbas yu{) of

Sikkim. N. Levine ( 1 99 3 : 1 1 7- 1 1 8) reports that:
"Rigdzin Godemcen recovered the Northern Treasure. containing the keys for many sacred places
and lands. Later in his life. Godemcen followed the Guidebook to Sikkim. also known

as

'Bras mo

ljongs or 'Valley of Rice', and entered an abundant valley. a Garden of Eden where flowers, fruits,
nuts, crops, sugar cane, mushrooms and medicinal herbs were growing effortlessly. There were
precious stones and healing waters. The fi\'e peaks of Kanchenjunga contained the treasures of salt,
of gold and turquoise, of dharma, of weapons and of fruit and medicine. Sword-shaped waterfalls
cascaded into ponds. sandalwood trees blossomed. and there were more than one hundred lakes
with fish jumping i nto the air. Deer, tigers, bears, leopards and peacocks roamed freely. There were
also strange animals with a mythological aspect which represented the protector-gods of the land:
some with two heads, or one head and two bodies: some \\ith a bird's head and four limbs; a mon
key with a horn in the middle of its forehead; and animals with twisted horns. These were real ani
mals, and until quite recently there have been people in Sikkim to testify to their existence . "
Therefore, the description o f the slopes of Kanchenjunga

as

an Eden d oes not seem

proper

to the

Lepchas; if it was not a question of fabulous beasts and other monsters, one could simply see in the de
scri ption of this Sikkimese Eden the mere wonder of a Tibetan native of the barre n plains of gTsang
encountering the damp and lavish vegetation of the Sikk.i mese forests. However, it is tempting to see as
well in this vision a Tibetan replica of the Lepcha paradise, both visions. the highly literate one and the
indi genous one, being contemporaneous.
Written religions. more often than oral ones. take an universal form. In the 1 5th century Si.kki m,
where highly litteratc gter ston keep close to aboriginal hunters. hierarchy is elaborated through scrip
tu re whose aims are not only to elaborate less particularist behaviours, but also to draw iconographic

order in the swarming local pantheons. Yet this universal is! direction of written religion of the gter ston
operates on a different level than societies \\ith oral traditions: the local m)thological context may be
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maintained although written code has spread already beyond the territorial l i mits of a particular country.

It is this kind of tension which seems to persist in the representation of the mountain deities i n the dgon
pa. In Sikkim, as i n Tibet on each temple. the guardian deities. srung ma, btsan, and the genii loci are
pai nted on the outside walls, usually on the right side of the entrance door. They are worshipped with
alcohol and blood offerings. They receive more or less honorific names (see plate

1 0). The local demon

of Darjceling hilL in Ging, is called Chos lding mam rgya l . In Pcmayangtse, West Sikk i m, rGyal po
Shugs ldan is represented with a brown face and rides on a white elephant. He was formerly the lama

bSod nams grags pa. accused of having had a licentious life. The Sikk.imese mountain Jo bo Nam rin is a

btsan associated with a mtsho sman deity of the lakes. The mtsho sman are said to provoke abortions i n
women. and the Mount dPa' bo Hum ri is the scat o f a

btsan called bDud btsan

dPa' b o Hii!h r i (Nebesky

Wojkowitz 1 975: 2 1 9-242) who wears the dress of a rNying ma pa. The btsan and yul /ha are the tutelar
l
deities of the Lachungpa shamans dpa' bo, and speak through them. 7 The most i mportant of these
S ikk.imese country-gods became the defenders and guardians of Lamaism. As in the case of Kanchen
junga (sec plate 1 1 ) they were represented as ferocious forms of Vaisravai)a with a red lance (rNam lhos
.

sras mdung dmar can). Indian god of wealth. but i n Tibetan dress and riding on a lion, with a banner of
victory in hand

(ibid. : 2 1 7). They are also represented as demonesses, for instance the twelve bsTan ma

of Mount Sagarmalha. tamed by Guru RinpC1che.
We have seen that Kanchenjunga was previously a place of worship among the Lepchas. The name
"Five Treasure Peaks" was given to this mountain by the Tibetans of gTsang, who also revered the

mountain. The saint !Ha btsun chen po, 1 8 or Nam mkha' � igs med, the i ntroducer of Buddhism to Sik

kim (see plate 1 2). gave his m�1hological sense to Kanchenjunga: "thanks to the Saint - says Nebesky
Wojkowitz 1 9

-

the mountain Kanchenjunga became the abode of the deity of the same name, while the

Five Storages of Health became the real divine chests. " And so, the god was really represented as the

god of wealth, red and armed \\ith a banner of Yictory, mounted on his white lion. He has a rather good
nature, but well tamed and so less famous than other more active gods l ike rDo Jje legs pa or even Pehar
(see plate

1 3).

demon of the class of kings and chief of the army of the four guardians. The god becomes

the mountain by a magical effect which operates through semiotics.

I?

See the study of some Tibetan dpa '

bo

Lachung village, bu t I could not follow him

by

as

P.A.

Berglie 1 976. I came in contact \\ith one of the

dpa ' bo of

he was going into restricted parts of the country to cure a sick

woman.

18

His collected works were reproduced from the collections of manuscripts in Sikkim and Daijeeling, by J.

Drakpa, in 1 974:

"!Ha btsun, (also called Kong smyon and Kun bzang

mam

rgyal ), was born in

1 597 in the lineage

of the ancient

Lha dynasty of Tibetan kings. The particular branch of the family was the Byar yul Lha Btsad po. From his early
childhood, he showed remarkable intellectual, spiritual and visionary capacities. Tibetan tradition regards him to be
the reimbodiment of Pan chen Bi

ma

la mi tra and Klong chen Rab 'byams pa Dri med 'od

zer.

He studied at Gsung

snyan R.i khrad with Sprul sku 0 rgyan dpal 'byor. He received the precepts of the Snying thig practices of Rdzogs

chen from Rdzogs chen pa Bsod nams dbang po. He studied also with the teachers of TI1ang 'brog Grwa tshang. He
exchanged teachings with the great Rig 'dzin 'Ja' tshon snying po, at whose behest he wandered to 'Bras ljong Lha ri

'od gsal snying po and opened the sbas _v11l. He panicipated in tl1e royal consecration of the first Chos rgyal of Sik

kim of the Rnan1 rgyal

d)1lasty.

known the exact year in which

19

His most famous visionary

teachings arc tl1c Rig 'dzin

srog

sgrub

precepts. It is not

he passed away. "

Nehcsky-Wojkowitz 1 975: 2 1 7 and 402-404. See also U1e description and

Sikkimesc 'chams ylg, in Nehesky-Wojkowitz 1 976: 2 1 -26.

U1c

translation of the

text

of the

Mountain dei lies, !he invisible hody of !he society
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The Pan g lha bsol ritual in honour of mD7.od lnga

The annual Buddhist

'chams which is danced in honour of the gods mDzod Jnga and Yab bDud, in
of
Sikkim,
palace
recalls that the mountain god of Sikkim was submitted to Buddhist taw and
royal
tl1c
became, himself. the active messenger of the religion. He sent a bird ahead of !Ha btsun chen po who

had come from Samyc to preach the Dharma, with fifteen other disciples. To thank him, the saint made
an offering to the mountain which is repeated in the 'chams during the Pang !ha bsol festival . Around

this dance, the abbot of the monastery, the sgom c.hen lama of Pemayangtsc and the dignitaries of the
Bhotia villages of Lachen and Lac hung arc gathered. Effigies of mDzod lnga and Yab bdud are raised in

the dgon pa of the royal palace. Here also, we sec effigies of the gods of the place, but now representing
figu res of wealth and protection for the whole country, unified and central ised by the Buddhist elites.

The choreography of the dance was established by the third king of Sikkim. Chos rgyal Phyag rdor rnam

rgyal ( 1 686- 1 7 1 6), i n a vision. The festival happens on the eighth day of the seventh month of the Ti

betan lunar calendar. It starts with invocations to mDzod lnga and a dance of the warriors surrounding

him (sec plate 1 4) . The mountain is reminded of its submission to Buddhist law. The dance represents
the dramatic liberation of the 'Bras ljongs country from the demons who lived there before the coming of

Buddhism with the saint lHa btsun.

The frame of the cult to mDzod lnga is codified in the book entitled 'Bras ljongs gnas gso/. 20 The

abbot of Pcmayangtse monastery·. the most ancient Buddhist shrine in Sikkim, plays the role of the

rje slob dpon

during the dances. He animates the dancing masked deities. as the

rdo

tantric master does

during the New Year festivals. The mountain is said to have three different names: an external one

lhan): /ha btsan,

an i nternal one

(nang lhan): dge bsnyen

and a secret one

(phyi
(gsang ba): gnod sbyin.

Around the god of the mountain mDzod lnga, many other mountains of Sikkim are also evoked and

asked to protect the country.

Scripture teaches that it is the word of the Buddhist saint which tames the naturally threatening
mountains. To understand how Buddhist words and scriptures can cure the evilness of these mountain
beings, we must d iscover in what way Buddhism considers them as malevolent. Through the different
examples analysed, it becomes clear that the most dangerous aspect of these mountain deities is identi
fied with bordering territories and linked with populations of the frontiers considered as barbarians.
addicted to blood sacri fices and dangerous hunting practices (poisoned arrows of the Lcpchas). People of
the frontiers have always been a problem for growing centralised states and religions. The only real way

to conquer them, for the Buddhists, is to organize a control from within: it is from the inside part of the

mountain itself that this control can be progressively established. It is with the Lepchas' consent that
Tibetan settlers occupied the country. The dangerous

btsan agrees to be

pacified and sends a bird ahead

of the saint. Pre-Buddhist representations and descriptions of mountains, for instance the Lepchas' vision

of Kongchen, contrast with a Buddhist doctrine centered on the image of a theocratic kingdom, super
posing ferocious figures on the pacific deities of the inhabitants of the forests. The ambivalent mung of

the Lepchas arc transformed into ferocious bdud or btsan. Being ferocious is the necessary· condition for

their conversion into tamed and Buddhist creatures.

20 In

the 'Bras /jongs gnu.t gso/, Gang� chen mDzod lnga is described as

bdag. Many

u

gzhi bdag or gnas skyong or gnas

of South
Pehar rgya l po, the twelve bsTan ma and other local gzlri bdag
end of
the
At
orders.
receive
and
sC'r skyems . The gzhi bdag are exhorted

rnowllain deities, such as
Sikkim, are mentioned and are ofTered g
UIC book , U1e lama gives the benediction of mDzod lnga to the laymen.

B. Steinmann
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Finally, let us take an example from t11e textual tradition of the revealed guides of holy places

(gnas

yi[!). which il lustrates the process of the construction of a hierarchical cosmology that reorganises folk
visions.

The Sikkimesc gnas yig

One of these Sikkimcsc guides concerns a secret cave. Lha ri rNying phug2 1 locatcc! to the north east

of Pemayangtse and Tashiding monasteries. This guide was written by IHa btsun Nam mkha' � i gs med
and d iscovered by the

gter ston

R.in chcn gling pa. A part of this gnas yig has been translated in Gang

tok by Ringu Tullm ( 1 993 : 25-26):
"In the north-eastern direction of the inner Sikkim there is a rocky mountain called Lhari Ny
ingpo. There are three caves in this mountain all facing cast. Naturally appeared figures of the
Prajnaparamita surrounded by the Buddhas of ten directions are found in the south end cave. The
images arc as clear as painted with colour. If one goes there and makes offerings and prayers, it will

create an auspicious situation so that the Dharma could be preserved in the land of Tibet ( . . . ) .

"

"In tlle north-end cave arc tlle figures of Vaj ra Kilaya [D01je Phurpa] surrounded by the ten
Kilayas and Trathaps. If one visits this place or writes down the names of the persons with the
ending of Raksha those persons will become free from diseases, obstacles and enemies ( . . . ) . I n the
west ( . . . ) are the Deity of Deatll and his retinue. Below them is a triangular fi gure (Homkhung).

If

one writes down the names of persons who have done great harm to the Dharma or any demonic
persons who make obstructions to visit this sacred land, and put it inside this triangle, those persons
whose names are in the list will go to the place of the Lord of Death within one year. Near that are
three amulets of stone. In those amulets in metal caskets are the ·wrathful mantras for destruction of
past. present and future enemies. If one recites these

mantra

seven times the results will be seen

within one week. To be certain of this place one would find a rock i n the shape of a donkey as soon
as one enters the place. On the surface of that is a red cross. If one digs at one fathom below the
sign. a casket made of a metal called Se

[bse]

will be found below a pile of coal . I n that casket will

be found the documents on how to open the Sacred Land, the content of treasures and almost all
instructions on how to create right conditions for the land of Tibet. "
"Pray to me and perform Tsog and Tormas. The compassion o f Padmasambhava will be more
swift as the time becomes worse for people. Especially for those who are in search of Hidden Places
I will inseparably be with them. Do not have any doubts. "
Still today, i n Lachen and Lachung, people perform a ritual of exorcism resembling th e homkhung
described above. When a public enemy is recognised in the village, people gather at the junction of three
rivers. There they put three stones, upon which an earthen pot is placed. Then, the name of the enemy is
written on a piece of paper and put inside the pot. The

dpa' bo

invokes the malevolent beings and the pot

is destroyed by his assistants with stones and fire. In the same way, the Tamangs, when they celebrate

the three-day clan ritual in tlle house, put the
bolizing a

yantra

gtor ma

of the evil

ma mo

inside a wooden triangle sym

and destroy it. A similar exorcism is performed during the

doila

ritual, inside an

earthen pot. These classical - botll Buddhist and Hinduist - ritual actions are, nevertheless. accompa
nied by sacrifices of animals (a goat among the Tamangs) and ransoms offerings. The local religious

2 1 Thi s cave is one of the high places of discovering of revealed gter

ma.

It is also a secret place of pilgrimage

which gathers Lepchas, Sikkimcsc and Nepalese in the month of November. The access through
to the nortl1 of the Lapdang

area

is particularly di fficult.

the

forests located

Mountain deities. the invisible body of the society
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models arc still there, but rei nvested by new doctrinal contents. In the tex1s. this ambivalence persists
under the compassionate figures of the high doctrine. Images of gods arc "naturally" printed on the rock.

D i scerni ng these images allows the initiate to accede to the scriptures buried in the depths of the coun

try. The inscription of the doctrine in the la ndscape inverts the relations between visible and invisible

worlds. The hunting shamans said they really could see the supernatural beings in the forests and the
mou nlain s. In the guide. an internal vision, created through meditation, is proposed to the reader. Con

versi on to the new religious law resides effectively in this new insight into the surrounding gods. 22

Conclusion
One could first draw conclusions about the ancient Lepcha and the new Bhotia representations of the
mountain: in fact, for the first inhabitants of Sikkim, the mountain and its surroundings are a paradise

on earth, a real and d i rectly accessible storehouse. It is also the last resting-place of the good dead. Dia

logue with the spirits passed through regular and tangible contacts. Nature was generous as long as

hunters made exchanges with the beings of the forests. This vision of the mountain sheltering seven
benevolent brothers with human faces differs considerably from the Tibetan description of the same
Mount Kanchcnjunga, as a powerful king surrounded by his ministers. In both metaphoric i mages, the

idea of wealth is underlined but mDzod lnga, the Tibetan btsan god of Mount Kanchenjunga represented

in the Buddhist rituals. no longer participates directly in agricultural exchanges, although he is a tutelar

deity of the kingdom.

The supernatural origins of kingship are linked to the mountain. seen as a divine body. The degen
eration of the sacred space of the mountain into a " political" body comes from the breaking of the model
of exchanges between men and mountain spirits. The shamans

(jhakri, dpa' bo, bompo, bong thing)

remain the seers and the mediums of the gods of the place, keeping contact with the abode of the gods,
and consequently, maintaining the source of well-being.
Secondly, concerning the characteristic of the mountain as a model for the rules of alliance, we saw,
particularly among the Tarnangs, that to constitute itself as a clan with a territory and cultivated land the
group must identify itself to a mountain-body

(btsan, yul /ha). This mountain-body is composed of those
(/ha, btsan,

who dwell higher and lower. or those who dwell on one of the three levels of the cosmos

klu). Therefore, the mountain deities are a referential space where this other body of the society, neces
sary to its constitution, can be shaped. We found in the various examples the same process of projection
of social forces and kinship ties onto the mountains. With the coming of Buddhism to the country, the

various mountains become. reall)', chiefs, ministers, and kings. The ancient supernatural inhabitants of
the mountains disappear and the mountain is, therefore, completely integrated into the cultural and
social space, as in the case of Kanchenjunga in Sikkim. The organisation of a centralised religion dis
places the centre of gravity of the mountains: the Demoness of the rock is pinned down and the temple
replaces the natural altars of the rocks and the lakes.

22

Another kind of appari tion of the gods is described in the meditation process called

bskyed rim. R.A.

Stein

( 1 9R7b: 1 22 ) writes: "on raconte ( . . . ) qu'aprc':s une ( . . . ) evocation par la meditation, les divinites representees sur la
pcinture en sont sorties, ont fall un tour et y sont rentrces: on put alors constater que !curs vetements et accessoires

ctaient en desordre sur la peinturc". Here also we can sec thal, even in the highest process of meditation, popular
belief is always necessary for the hability of the model.

D. Slcinmatm
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A new claim for Buddhist identity

Many of the Lachcnpas and Lachungpas of the border areas who now live i n Gangtok often go on

pilgrimage to the different monasteries of Sikkim. Since the beginning of their political claim for iden
tity, the sons of the village leaders,

spvi dpon (sec plate 1 5) . have organised political groups under the

Buddhist banner to fight for their autonomy. They engage, nevertheless, in I ndian democratic parties.
Many of them arc present in the Pang lha bsol ritual which is performed in front of the royal palace. In
1 993. this ritual was threatened with suppression by the Indian authorities. The patronage of the old
protective figure of the mountain deity i n the ancient Buddhist kingdom is an i mportant symbol of po
tential rebel lion for those who consider themselves as living in an occupied land.
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Map

I.

Sikkim with the names of places and people quoted in the text
( reduced copy of the State map of Sikkim, I 98 I )
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Plate I Lcpcha houses in Norlhwestcm S i k k i m, Lingi ami Gan gyap areas
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Plate 3. 'll1e Lcpcha d�m1 pa, \\'1tl1 tl1c boo!.. s of the lamas anJ the Jnun of the
Some meal is JT)·ing on the \\·a l l

num.
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Plate 4. ll1c national
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Plate 6: 1l1e three rocks on Ute top of Sailung mountain: the cow, the crab and the tiger,
which came nying Crom Namobuddha monastery
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Plate 8: The shamans beating the
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t11e way to Sailung, near the altars

of t11e yul /ha
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Plate l 0. A htsan (Gyang I]<.: blsan po'?) anti a gdud on Lht: OLLL"IUC or the \\ails or Photlong
S 1 k k nn

-

btsan anJ dgm /ha in

l'emayangtse dKOII f'O , West S 1 J.. k tm

dgon pa, �outh Fast
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Plate 1 1 · Red and \\ hitc m.J)1od l nga surrounding I l ia htsun chcn po ( Khrag 'Unmg nam m.kha' � 1 gs met!), first store
of Samtcn Choling dgon pn, Lac hung vil lage, North Sikkim

MOlll1lain d�il l.os. the im ts1olc b<,dy ol the soct�l)

Plate 1 2 ·nm.:c tlt f1crcnt statues or Il ia htsun eh en po
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Labnmg dgon pa (Eas t Sikki m), Mangan dgon pa (North

Sikkun ) anJ Sangha Chti l t n g c(�o11 pa t West .'tU i m )

ll_ Sicl!llllallll

Piu le 1 3 : Pchar rgval po (above) ,mu rl)n qc legs pa, pamtcd in the \)ltl dgon pu of l .ubrang. near U anJ;_tok

ang, near Kali mpo ng, India
a warrior in the d[{Oil pa or Phctl
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PO LIT I CAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS OF 1\tiOUNTAI N CULTS I N
THE HIDDEN VALLEY OF KI-IENBALUNG: TRADITION,
D EC L I NE AND REVITALISATION 1
by

Hildegard Diemberger, Vienna

I ntroductio n
I n spring 1 99-t going back t o the communities inhabiting the southern part o f the so-cal led Hidden
Valley of Khenbalung (sBas )1ll mKhan pa lung), I was able to witness amonr 11umerous changes the re
celebration of tl1e yulsang-kark-yong (vu/

bsangs

-

skar sJ.yong) rituals in Scpa (Nep. Shcdua, north

eastern Nepal) . For three years the community has been trying to revitalise the tradition of celebrating
this collective ritual which had been suspended some 1 5 years before following its gradual decline.
Comparing the new forms of the ritual and the accounts of the elders describing the traditional great
event it can be i mmediately realised how the religious and social context has completely changed in tlle
lapse of a few years. The yulsang-karkyong ri tuals, centered on tlle local deities, traditionally were tlle
only events assembling representatives of tlle whole community, and of its ,·arious religious traditions.
Their celebration has always been closely linked to the religious representation of tlle landscape as well
as to the concrete political scenery tlle territory has belonged to. Hence tl1e revitalisation of this ritual
acquires a new sense in a contc:\.1 marked by crucial social and political changes such as the
establishment of a National Park, the demise of the panchayat administrative system and a gradually
increasing i nfluence of the state organisation and bureaucracy invohing land registration, anagraphical
registration of the people etc.
In this paper I am going to outline the ritual and its tradition, the reasons which brought about its
decline and the context of its reYitalisat.i on. Furthermore. on the basis of this case study I will

11}" to

address the political relevance of mountain-cults in the areas of Tibetan culture considering the ancient
historical roots, the various traditional cults which arc still performed and the new forms which have
originated within new pol itical and social contexts in Tibet and Nepal. In fact this case proYides
evidence on how the religious relevance of mountain deities can have general cognitive implications i n
shaping tlle concrete management o f tllc environment, its spaces and times. Religious entities presiding
over the vegetative forces of a territory in their turn affect also tlle political sphere so that religious
syncretism is often tlle product of a "political negotiation" between representatives of various rel igious
traditions as well as of the community and the state.

1

I wi sh to thank A. M. Blondcau. E. Stcinkellner, G.Hazod, C. Ramble and K. B ufTctri l l e for precious comments

and suggestions and Pemba Norbu. Pasang Shcrpa, Tshondrug Bhote and Ani Ngawang Dronkar for their support
during the fieldwork.
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A

community to the south of the "H idden Valley" of Khenbalung
The Khumbo of Scpa arc a l ittle community i nhabiting the southern part of the Hidden Val l ey of

KJ1cnba lung in Nepal . This entity of the sacred gcogr:�phy stems from the Tibetan tradition which

considers Khenbalung one of the "Hidden Valleys" (Bcyul [shas . 1 ·r.tlj ) rc\·calcd by Rindzin Godcm (Rig
'dzin rGod Idem ca n).�

Geographically t l1is entity lies to the west of the Arun-BongchuJ river and to the cast of Mt. Everest

and is cut by the border between the Tibetan Autonomous Region (Chudang municipality of Kharta) and
Nepal (the district of Sangkhuasabha). A number of ctlmically diiTcrent communities i nhabit this area
and share the inherent beliefs: in Tibet the Tibetans of Kharta: just on the state border. the Nawa (or
Khumbo Tcma) of Khcmathanka; in Nepal. the Shi ngsawa. the Nawa or Khumbo of Scpa. the Yamphu
Rai of Hcd:mga. the Shcrpa inhabiting the valleys of the l sswa Khola and Abswa Khola. In this paper I
will concentrate on the Khumbo of Scpa. a Tibetan speaking community on which 1 carried out
extcnsiYe fieldwork from 1 9S2 to 1 99 1 for my Ph.D. thesis and which 1 had the opportunity to re,·isit in

spring I 99�.
Historically the Khumbo stem from a migration from Tibet Yia Khumbu (probably some 300 years

�

ago) '' 1icl1 combining with other Tibetan clans originated a number of communities in the upper Arun

Yallcy.

The society is based on patrilineal exogamous named clans - the "bones" (rii [rus]) - having each two

clan deities. The members of these clans arc scattered throughout the area. Therefore the role of the
"bones" is l i mited to the worship of the clan deities. marriage regulation and a certain number of legal
obligations according to the traditional law. It is rather the community as such under the lead of the
"great people" (mi chc) (mainly. but not exclusively. religious specia lists) which takes care of the
collective i nterests. whereas the households arc highly i ndependent one from the other and cooperation
is often temporal)' and l i nked to the fluctuations of alliances.

2 Alias Rindzin N godmh Gyaltsen ( Rig 'dzin dNgos gru b rgyal mtshan)

Changter ( Byang g t e r ) Lradit ion .
J

( 1 3 37- 1 409),

U1e founder of U1c

ll1 c name of U1is river in Tibet presents vari ou s forms, Ph u ng chu reported by modem maps, !'hum chu

occa s i ona lly used by local peopl e , Dong chu reported by Tibetan texts, e.g.

Sire/ dkar cho.t

dkar clros 'bywrg le[!..� bslwd nor bu'i nre long skal bzang nrgrin rgvan \\T i llcn

'byrmg folio 22a

(Sire/

by Ngag dbang skal ldan rg�·a mtsho

in 1 73 2 . Ma nuscrip t of 1 1 8 folios kept in the monas!CI)' of Shcgar). All forms are present in U1e local oral

traditions.
•

lllis m igra ti on wave is considered to have come to U1c Arun Valley from K.humbu Urrough paU1ways north of

Mt. E v e re st before or at an ear ly stage of the Sherpa m igration towards Solu and Pharak. Myths and Shcrpa

documents mention U1is migration in search of the "Hidden Valley of Kl1 cn bal w1g " , cf. Oppitz, M . ( 1 982), '"lcags

spon sangs rgyas dpal 'byor rus yig'. Text des 'Derichts von den Knochcn' in dcr Originalfassung", In

ilrrr Naclrham
'

Die Slrerpa wrd

! Khumbu Him a! vol . 1 4 ). lnnshruck-Miinchcn, Univ. Verlag Wa gncr, 285-295; Sangs rgyas bstan

dzi n &. Macd on a l d A W . ( I 97 1

) Shar pa 'i clros 'bvwrg .mgon med tslrang pa'i dh,111 gu.
,

Junbesi-l'aris Nanterrc.

·n,e so-ca lled Khumho lema or "upper Khumbo" and U1e Klnunho Ongma or " lower K.humho" are the main
commum t i es they founded in the /\run Valley. ·n1erc is furthermore a link between U1e Khumbo/Nawa of the Arun

and the Nawa who can he found furU1cr cast and who require furU1er studies - Since the recently immi grat ed

Sherpa ( li om Solu and l 'harak via U1c Va lleys of U1c I l i nk.hu and the Honkhu rivers) and U1c Khumho/Nawa
i n tennam·. the distinction between U1ese communities is not ven· sharp hut the l oca l people clearly refer to it when

ta ll-.mg ahoul language, religious Lraditions, naming of people and p la ces e t c .

Political ami rcligiou� aspects of mountain culls in

the

l liddcn

Vallc\

of Khcnhalu ng

22 1

The villages arc situated between

1 800 and 3000 meters above sea-leveL below them arc the
settlements of the Tibeto-Burmese Rai, a few household s of Tamang and Gurung as wel l as some of the
Indo-Nepalese Chettri .
The Khumbo live mainly from agriculture and animal husbandry. Traditionally they used to integrate
their income with trade, but the traditional trading l i nks have all but disappeared due to the radical
political and economic changes i n Tibet as wel l as to the i ntroduction of Indian salt on the Nepalese
market. Nowadays portering for trekking and mountaineering expeditions is acquiring economic
significance, becoming an alternative to additional income.
In the past a few attempts at founding monasteries fai l ed to establish a long lasting Buddhist monastic

tradition. Hence the religious life of the community is at present taken care of by religious specialists
who are also lay householders belonging to various traditions: the Nyingma pa lama

(rNying ma pa hla

ma) following a number of different terma (gter ma) traditions, the ! haven (/ha hon) taking care of the
land and clan deities and the l hakarna

(/ha bka' ma).

female oracles acting as mouthpieces of land

deities. ancestral gods and dead spirits. 5

The divine owner of the hidden valley, the community and the state
The mountain deity Chekyong Surra Rakye (Chos skyong Zur ra rwa sk-ycs) is considered by written
as well as by oral sources6 the owner of the Hidden Valley and the lord of all the local spirits. These
dwel l in the features of the landscape and shape thereby the concrete relationship of the human
community to the territory. In fact they protect springs, woods. lakes etc . . from being conta minated by
defiling acts. Besides this. they are guardians of the territorial borders and the pathways.
The first opening of the Hidden Valley of Khenbalung sti l l lying on the borderline between myth and
history is attributed to Rindzin Godem (Rig 'dzin rGod Idem). I n the l �th century at a ti me of turmoil i n
Tibet this historical figure on a holy mountai n to the north o f the Brah maputra river revealed the guide
texts (neyig

[gnas yig])

to the " Hidden Valleys" in the H imalaya. Khenbalung i s considered one of these

valleys revealed in the framework of the messianic conceptions which came forth at that historical
"
moment.

5

For more details on these traditions cC Diemberger

( 1 99 1 )

,

"Lhakama ( lha-bka '-ma) and Khandroma (mkh a '

'gro-ma): "I11e Sacred Ladies of I3c}1ll K.henbalw1g (sbas-yul mk.han-pa-lung)", In Tih<!ta/1 ffistory a11d Languuge.

( ed. ) E.Steinkell ner, Wien, Arbeitskrcis fiir Ti�tisd1e und Buddhistische Studicn, 1 37- 1 5 3 : Diemberger
" Lovanga (Lo 'bangs pa?) Lama ;u1d Lhaven (/ha

bmr):

( 1 9 92 )

Historical Background S�ncrclism and Social Relevance of

Religious Tradi tions among t11e Khumbo (East-Ncpal )", In Tibetan Studi<!s. (eds. ) S. Ihara and Z. Yamaguchi,
Narita, Naritasan Shinshoj i ,
6

239-273.

A s written sources I refer here t o local ritual texts such a s the various

bsi..wrg gso,

the geographical texts such

as the grws yig and the works by Dzatrul Ngawang Tendzin Norbu (rDza 'phrul :-<gag dbang bstan 'J:;.in nor bu) and
Rating Tcrtiin Sangye Wangdii (Ra greng gter ston S;mgs rgyas dbang 'dus \. Oral sou rces

arc

represented hv

prayers, ritual recitations of geographical names and mvths especially belonging to the oral tradi tion or the !haven.
7

In a period of tunnoi l in Tibet Rindzin Godem, tl1e founder of the Changter ( nyang gtcr) tradition. is

considered to have revealed a number of Hidden Valleys among which is Khenbalung (cf. sllas yul hclunr;yi tlwng

sgang ga r rg

bclwr

nra , Tcrrna of R.indzin Godcm in: A/a 'o11gs lu11g bsta11 gsvl ba 'i sgron me. s.\ !an rtsis slws rig

sp<!n dzod. Vo\ . 3 3 & 34, Leh 1 973� sBas yul ml\lw11 pa lrmg gi lam yig sa spmd hcas pa. text attributed to Rindzm
Godem available as manuscript of 20 folios in tl1e Anm Valley, in Solu Klnunbu and in Katlunamln at the Nepal

Research Center; Ii.)r a transl:�tion c f. Orolino, G.

( 1 99 1 ),

""l11e Tibetan Myth oi" the Hidden Vallev wllh Rc lcrence
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Later the Hidden Valley had been the object of a "re-opening" from the north by Nyidalongsal (Nyi
zia klong gsal) in the 1 7th century when a n i ncreased flourishing of the religious traditions in Kharta
took place and lhe Hidden Valley acquired signi ficance as a place of retreat (cf.

sllyin

rfahs

gter mtslw

fol i o 821T. ) . 3 The traces of human colonisation in the pasture land which constitutes the innermost part
of the Hidden Valley came to have a significant presence around 2 5 0 years ago (according to pollen and
charcoal analyses).9 This time i mmediately follows the time of the reopening from the north by
Nyidalongsai and the ancient migration from Kbumbu. It also corresponds to a time of i ncreased
i nfluence from Sikkim in lhe area.
S ti l l, the i nfluence of lhe state seems to have been quite marginal. According to local traditions
during the Lime when lhe king of Sikkim exercised influence over the area the local people were ordered
to build religious buildings i nstead of paying a di rect tribute . 1

0

Ngawang Tendzin Norbu (Ngag dbang bstan 'dzin nor bu), the founder of the Rongphu monastery.
reports that the happy land of Guru Rinpoche was free from taxes and corvee services until the arrival of
the Gorkhas at the end of the 1 8th century. The local deities were highly displeased with this event
which reduced the honour of lhe sacred landscape (cf. Ngawang Tendzin Norbu's autobiography, fol io
1
368) . 1 In fact at the end of the 1 8th century the upper Arun val ley was integrated i nto the Gorkha
k ingdom as part of the area called "Pailo Kirat". The admi nistration of the area was in any case
organised according to the kipat land tenure system which allowed the local communi ties great
autonomy provided they paid some tributes. This system basically reconfirmed the ancient customs and

the traditional headmen who became a kind of intermediary between local communi ties and state. 1 2 The
documents appointing lhe gowa

(go ba)

of the upper Arun can sti l l be found in their houses. but they

lost their function when the panchayat system was introduced all over Nepal by king Mahendra B i r
B ikram Shah Deva i n 1 962 - Under that rule the Tibetan speaking community of Sepa was admi nistered
.
by a gyinbu (rgan po) paying the col lected tributes to the gowa of Shakshila and later directly to the
administration offices of Chainpur.
The traditional relationship to territory according to which the community admin istered its land
seems thus to have been preserved until lhe nationalisation of forests and the i ntroduction of panchayats.
In this context the access to land was conceptualised and admi n istered accord i ng to a view which
entailed the inherent sacrality of the landscape. This fact can be perceived for example from a document
drawn up in 1 936. This document referring to the pasture land lying in the core of Beyul Khenbalung
(the upper Barun valley) states that the ritual speci a l ists taking care of the yulsang-ka rkyong rituals are
exempted from the tribute i n wool and young sheep due from all the other households. si nce they were
responsible for the yearly fulfillment of this religious task. 1 3

t o the Visionary Geography of Nepal", East and ll'est 4 1 , 1 -4 . I n this context I will not enter into the sti l l unsolved
issue regarding U1e existence of another Khenba1ung (or Khenbajong) i n Bhutan.
8

gCod yul nyon mongs zlri byed /.yi bka ' gter bla ma brgyud pa 'i mam thur byin rluhs gter mt.�lw. by Ngag

dbang bsTan 'dzin nor bu. Blockprint of ! 5 8 folios printed at the Rongphu monastery.
0

I thank the g�.-'Ographer Dr. Alton Baycrs for this infonnation

s tem

ming

from his own on-going research on lhc

upper Banm Valley in the framework of the Makalu-Bamn Conservation Project.
10
11

cr. Fiircr-Haimendorf, C. von

( 1 975 ) , I/imalayan

Traders. London, Murray, I 06tl'.

Dus mthar c/ws snrra ba 'i btswr pa Ngag dbang bstmr 'dzin nor b u 'i nram thar 'clri med bdrul rtsi 'i rol mtslr o 'i

glegs bam gnyis pa. A blockprint of 4% folio printed at the Rongbuk monastery.
ll

O n the kipa\ system cf. e.g. Rcgmi, M . C.

Puslak Bhandar.
JJ

( 1 978), Land Tenure

am/ Taxation i n Nepal. Kathmandu, Ratna

TI1is docwnent is currently kep t by U1c family of lht: Chawa Lama of Tashig;lll g (Arun Valley).
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The worship of the sacred "land-owners" (sadag [sa hclag l ) seemed thereby still pan not onlv of

�

n

cosmological geography of the community but also an clement in the administration of the access t land
ind irectly acknowledged by the state.
The karkyong celebration as ritual opening of the doors of the hidden valley of Khenbalung
assembled the community just before a large number of its members left for the summer pastures. This
was the time for worshipping the sacred land-owners who gave honour and prosperity to the community
and their political leadership and was also an important political occasion for settling community
matters and the concrete schedule of activities. In autumn, aficr the livestock had returned to the
villages, the community assembled again for the ritual closing of the doors of the hidden valley.

The tradition of the yulsang and karkyong rituals
The specific form of the yulsang-karkyong rituals, which are basically a form of lhabsang, are shaped

by two main religious traditions and their interaction: the traditions of the so-called lowanga lama and
of the Ihaven.
The lowanga (/o 'bangs pa) tradition relies on texts of the Changter (Byang gter), Mindroling (sMi n
grol gling) and Guru Chowang (Guru Chos dbang) traditions and sees in Kathog Rindzing Tshewang
''
Norbu (Ka]:l thog Rig 'dzin Tshe dbang nor bu) the original teacher of their specific "spiritual l i neage". ·
The ! haven tradition is basically an oral tradition centered upon the local clan and land deity. The
owner of the hidden valley Chekyong Surra Rakye is considered the ancestor and protector of all I haven
who perform also the animal sacrifices required by this wrathful deity. However, only one !haven is
entitled to perform the karkyong: the one who obtained the title of lochimpa.
The ritual

Early in the morning the Iochimpa performs the "mani" ritual (mani danje). 1 5 He sets up a simple
altar with five heaps of offerings (tsho (tshogs]) addressed to deities of the five cardinal directions.
Turning around this altar he dances singing a "mani" prayer song (recited by hean but based on a text
drawn up locally) and part of the community gradually joins him. In the meantime. some incense is
burnt and the lama starts preparing the main altar. When the loch.impa has completed his performance
he joins the lama in the preparation. The dough-figures embodying the deities (torma [gtor ma]) arc
placed on the altar. the right half for the lama. the left for the lochimpa. To the left of the altar a spear
and a knife, or possibly some sticks representing them, are placed as the scat of the dab la (dgra /ha).
The lama reads the following texts and celebrates accordingly:
The so-called "Thug drub" (thugs sgrub) text is a local combination of the Changter "preliminary
16
practices" (Byang gter sngon 'gro gzer lnga) and the Byang gter thugs sgmb text. This sets the

1 '1 Rindzin Tshewang Norbu was not only a famous Tibetan scholar. /\s pointed out

by Ehrhard he was also one

of the "central figures in the codification and transmission of rNying-ma-pa teachings in the 1 8 th and 1 9th century
from South Tibet to Nepal"; Ehrhard, F.-K.

( 1 993),

"Two Documents on Tibetan Ritual Li terature and Spiritual

Genealogy", Joumal of the Nepal Research Cemre 9, 8 1 . - ·n1e local lowanga tradition rco.:kons in its genealogy
also a local lama as reincarnation of Rindzin Tshcwang Norbu (see also note 5 ).

1 5 TI1is name derives from the common Mantra 01n nw.(lipadme hiiii1.

16

'll1is is one of U1e common ritual text of the Changter tradition. The Thugs sg111b (gsang eh en thugs kyi sgmb

pa /as thugs sgmb /mm gi plrrin /as zab mo) belongs to U1e so-called "gntb klror nam gsrmr

.

,

of the Changter
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framework of the ritual and determines the yidam (yi dam) of the ceremony which is embodied by one of
the two main torma. The other is the protector of the lowanga tradition Lowang Tembi Gompo

Kargyenma (Lo 'bangs bstan pa 'i mgon po dKa r rgyan ma).

The lhabs:mg text17 belongs to the Changter tradition. too. It reports the well-known origin myth of
the worship of the defending deity: it tell s of the origin of the \vorld, the conflicts between gods, asura
demi-gods and spirits of the underground for the possession of the cosmic tree and the fact that the dab la

(dgra /ha) worship allowed the gods to win. It further entails the worship of the gowe !ha nga Cgo ba'i
/ha lnga). the ancient Tibetan gods linked to descendence, residence and defense of every individual.

The kangso (bskang gso) - atonement ritual - addresses the local deities as well as the protectors of

Tibet in general. In parttcular there arc specific parts dedicated to Chckyong Surra Rakye (Chos skyong

Zur ra rwa skyes), Tshcringma (Tshe ring ma) and Ncpawo (gNas dpa' bo), all identified with
mountains of the Hidden Valley of Khenbalung.
The lochimpa invokes the deities according to the oral tradition of the !haven which addresses one by
one all the local deities and the clan deities. I n brief, the ritual entails the purification by water (tu

[khrus]), the purification by incense-burning (sang [bsangs)), the invitation to the gods (chendren [spyan
'dren)), the general offering to the gods (Lsho [tshogs)) shared afterwards among the participants, the
dedication of a peculiar kind of unprinted prayer flags (darshing [dar shing)), the thanksgiving (thanrag

[gtang ragj).
A comp romise between trallitions?

The lochimpa's role is somewhat curious. Immediately, one can realise that his position has a crucial

relevance which i s not completely justified by the religious task in i tself. In fact he is basically one of the
!haven who had received a simple initiation by a lowanga lama on the basis of a specific text. This is
entitled Khro ma zi/ gnon ma I lo chen kyi chos kha shin pa 'i yar 'dren son po'i r!..yen zlog nyis kar zhu

sho (sic)" and contains "the rituals of the lo chen both for letting the dead ascend and for protecting the
l iving". It was locally compiled combining some elements of the Chan!,>ter preliminary practices. the

Byang gter thugs sgrub text and a summarised form of the !haven recitation. The lochimpa recitation for
the first part of the yulsang-kar�·ong rituals is based on this text. The torma and the recitation during
the main part of the ritual correspond to what every !haven performs for the lhabsang rituals in the
single households.
Having received the initiation from the lama. however. the lochi mpa had to renounce the practice of
sacri ficing animals which is a main ritual task of the !haven. Hence the lochi mpa's relevance in this

ritual context can be explained if one considers his role also as an attempt at compromise and ritual
i ntegration between the two mainstream traditions - lowanga lama and !haven - in the context of the
community ritual. This was possibly initiated by the Tibetan lama who tried to found a monastery below
Navagaon in the very place where the community has been celebrating the ritual for generations.
According to the local tradition, in fact, here there used to be a little monastery built by

a

holy Tibetan

lama who came to reside in the holy Hidden Valley. When the building fel l apart. the sacred objects
were placed inside the chorten which can sti ll be seen below the v i l lage of Navagaon.

tradition. ll1is represents a widespread basic body or ritual texts of this trudi tion stemming from the Tenna or

R i mlzin Godem.
17

71nm mong rten sgrig byed pa 'i /ha mams mnyes byed hsaiiKS yig, a common bsangs text c f. N.:bcsky

Wojkowitz, R. de
5 87.

( 1 993 [ 1 958 J),

OraciC?s and Demm1s of Tiher. KQthmandu, Ti wari Pi lgrims l3ook llousc, 3 1 8 1f;
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In the attempt at "Buddhisation" animal sacrifice seems to have been the crucial issue, as possibly it
was in ancient Tibet (this is maintained by the later traditions) and i n many other margin a l Tibetan
,

communities of the present day. When animal sacrifices arc offered to Chckyong Surra R.akyc by the
!haven for " recal ling the soul" (langu [bla gu�s] ) in individual households the lama is present and even
concelebrates. On a collective level the ritual celebrated by the only !haven who does not sacrifice
animals seems an attempt at i ntegrating the !haven tradition in a Buddhist framework and establishing
the supremacy of this perspective.
The ancient practice of sacrificing animals to Chckyong Surra Rakye in Kha na had a collective as
well as an individual character and raised for centuries contrasts between the community representatives
and the Buddhist lamas of the local monasteries. In Sepa this kind of practice seems to have survived
only at an individual level when the l ife of somebody is considered to be threatened. Only in this case
does the lama tolerate a practice which contradicts the Buddhist principle of ''compassion towards all
living beings". With the compromise he accepts also the lhaven's contextual superiority when addressing
the forefather of all !havens, the mighty owner of Beyul Khenbalung. In fact in the lhaven's cosmology
Chekyong S urra Rakye is the ancestral spirit of the !haven to which their "soul" (la [h/a] or shinbi la (shi
ba'i b/a]) returns at death, whereas the lama has as ancestral spirit, Nepou, considered to be the only son
of Che kyong Surra Rakye. The oracle has as ancestral spirit the mounta i n Khandro Tsheringma and
,

,

lies outside the hierarchy. The common people's "soul" goes back to the lower slopes of the Hidden
Valley. This cosmology integrates the lama as religious specialist in an essentially non-Buddhist theory
of "soul" linked to ancestral mountains reflecting tl1e social hierarchy of tl1c human community. It
obviously i nverts, however, the poli tica l relationship between lama and !haven as given in the social
practice.
Ritual space and ritual time

The rhythm of the ritual events pulses together with the agricultural and pastoral calendar as is the
case in many other comparable communities. It marks the access to the most sacred pan of the territory
and the seasonal transition in the life of the community.
A concrete journey marks the ritual "opening of the door of the Hidden Valley" (Be)ulgi go cheche
(sBas yul gyi sgo 'byed pa]) crossing the high pass of the Kongmala : from Rong to Phu, from the v i llage

area to the high summer pastures. from the outer area to the core of the Hidden Valley. The opposite
happens in the case of the ritual closing.
The ritual takes place at any major station:

- called yulsang it takes places in the village area. in a holy wood below the Yillage of Navagaon
,

(close to the above mentioned Chorten);
- called karkyong, it is then performed in the place called "navel of prosperity (yang lhc [g.yang

/te]) in the Barun valley in the interior pan of Khenbalung. finally it is performed higher up in
Lhangmale. Sang (bsangs) and scrkyim (gser s!..yems) arc perfom1cd i n the holy places along the
w

ay

.

I n the ritual itself, the I haven recitation draws an imaginary map of the territory basing himself on the

ancient Tibetan tripanition of the cosmos: above the gods. i n the middle the tscn (btsan) and the human
bei ngs, below tllc Iu (klu). The recitation refers also to Central Tibet with some of the relevant protecting
deities and l i nks to it the local deities. It always starts with Chekyong Surra Rakye. his aspects as god.
tscn and demon surrounded by his retinue of \vivcs. ministers. ancestors. gods and demons and the 360
spirits. It co n tinues with his son Ncpou. Cholingbo (Mt. Makalu) and the snow mountains of the Hidden
Valley reckoned among the deities of the sky: below come the tscn inhabiting the rocky ar�as and the
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pastures accessible to human beings. the lu

Dicmbcrgcr

(klu)

inhabiting springs and caves, the demons (dii

[hdud))

inhabiting the dark cliffs and the dangerous spots etc. The holy mountain of the pregnant mother (Ama
Puchungma), abode of the lu, i s also the place where life originated and Guru Rinpoche subdued the
ancient gods and the landscape giving to the human beings what they needed. The recited journey
reaches the western bank of the Arun river in the Shingsawa territories of Pandok (Hatya). The
northernmost spot is Sakcdeng in the Karmachu valley in Tibet, the southcrnmost and lowest arc the
places bordering o n the Rai traditional territory in tl1e Kaswa and lsswa valleys.
The same sacred landscape used to be crossed by a circular itinerary of pi lgrimage by Tibetans
coming from the north and their perspective is still preserved in the thangka kept by the Khumbo lamas.
This perspective, clearly inspired by tl1e model of representations of Mt. Kailash. is also consistent with
the perspective proposed by the neyig

(gnas yig)

of the Hidden Valley. Both place at the centcr Mt.

Makalu. C hekyong Surra Rakye is merely mentioned by the text as the guardian of the eastern door of
tl1e geographic

mar:uja/a.

We find thus co-existing at least two perspectives corresponding to specific

traditions which were fused - but only to some extent - by religious practice and " negotiation" : one
.
focuses o n Chekyong Surra Rakye, ancestor of the !haven, the other on Mt. Makalu considered also as a
statue of Guru Rinpoche. Later on, with the expansion of the Nepalese state. the core of the Hidden
Valley was also interpreted as the center where the Barun river was born from the hai r of Shiva recal ling
the well-known mythology of the Ganges spring.
Despite this last perspective (fol lowed mainly by Hinduisised "low-landers"), for the Khumbo the
mountains of Khenbalung are the sacred owners of the land whose worship integrates the territory into
an ancient cosmological geography still oriented towards Tibet. Their worship regulates not only the
access to land but also the ritual calendar of the community. They arc the ancestral spirits of the
religious traditions. the gods of birth (kyelha

[sl.yes !ha])

of the community, the bestower of honour and

fertility and the places where "souls" return at death. Furthermore they entail the pawo
khandro

(mkha' 'gro)

(dpa' bo),

the

and the seeds which at the end of time will re-originate the world and remind

thereby of the very messianic mythology of the Hidden Valleys.
Conceived as linking the ancestral past and the messianic future the mountains are not only the lords
of a sacred space but also the lords of time.

Sakedeng, the mysterious place of origin and the link to Tibet
The sacred conceptualisation of the landscape has not only affected for centuries the relationships

within the Khumbo community and between community and environment. H also shaped the inter

ethnic connections, the migrations and the links of the cis-himalayan area with Tibet. In particular a
locality called Sakedcng. closely l i nked to Chckyong Surra Rakye, used to be a pivot in the network of
relations and its relevance is yet to be fully explored.
Sakedeng is the northernmost locality mentioned in the prayer describing the terri tory (ncshc

bshad]).

[gnas

It lies on a pleasant terrace in the Karmachu valley facing the mountain-god Chekyong Surra

Rakye which lies i mmediately south of it. Some ruins witness to the fact that this must have been a
relevant settlement and the same ruins were observed by Col. Howard Bury in 1 92 1 : " Sakcdcng . . . had
been at one time a village of considerable size. but a pestilence sent by the local demon had wiped out a l l
its in habi tants. This demon was still reputed to b e very active, a n d no o n e dared t o re-build the old
houses of which the ruins, overgrown with weeds and bushes. could be seen here and there. During the

summer months there is quite a trade pass ing through this pl:-�cc. the Tibetans bringi ng s:-� l t from the
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North, and the Nepalese coming up from Nepal with rice, dyes and vegetables. which they exchange" . 1

8

The demon referred to is obviously Chekyong Surra Rakye. (This event was also confirmed in 1 990 by
local people. )
In the middle of the ruins lies a half destroyed chorten cal led by the Khumbo of Sepa the Lowang
Choku Nyingpo (Lo 'bangs chos sku snying po), the essence of the Dharmabody of 1he lowanga.
Towards the mountain of Chekyong Surra Rakye two cubic constructions with prayer flags stand as
witness to the uninterrupted worship on the part of the Tibetans of Kharta.
According to the text of the

She/ dkar chos 'byung, Kharta Sakcdeng (Kha rta Sa skya sdeng) was

assigned by the Tibetan government to Shegar around 1 7 1 0 to establish a sub-branch of the monastery. 1 9
It seems thus to have been a place of some relevance at the margin of the Tibetan state.
This place is considered as an ancestral site by the Shingawa and by the Yamphu Rai of Hedanga�0
and up to the recent past it used to be a tradi tional tradi ng place for the transhi malayan caravans. From
here a path towards the south leads to the territories of the Khumbo of Sepa and the Yamphu Rai, a path
towards the east leads to the Khumbo village of Khemathanka and the Shingsa territories, a path
towards the east leads to the pastures in the upper Khannachu belonging to the people of K hemathanka
and Kharta. Towards the north a path crossing a high pass leads to Kharta. The mounta i n god
Chekyong S urra Rakye from time immemorial has been considered the mi ghty owner of this land
including its pathways. These were accessible from the north only between the ritual opening and ritual
closing celebrated in Kharta with an animal sacri fice to this mountain deity. This ritual sacrifice was
performed by the representatives of the nine units (tso [tsho)) which made up the community and \\•as
directly l i nked to the political structure of the community.11
Sakedeng at the northern religious border of the Khumbo territory seems thus to have been also

a

center in the relation between the cis- and the transhi malayan communities of thi s area. It stil l contains

also a hidden key in the understanding of the origin of the various groups inhabiting the upper Arun and

of the religious traditions centered on the mighty owner of the hidden valley. This, in turn. was l i nked to
other mountain cults of southern Tibet. In fact the worship of this wrathful god implying animal
sacrifices presents features which seem to recall ancient Tibetan non-Buddhist customs. I n Tibet this god
is also considered a m i nister of Pholha Lhatsen Gangmar. a major mountain-deity i n D i ngri requiring
animal sacrifices. I n its turn this was related to ancient ancestral deities of the Tibetan kings (Gung
thang gdung rabs 1 3 0 ; Macdonald 1 97 1 : 300) 1� as well as to other local deities requi ring an imal

1 R Howard-Bury, C.K. ( 1 922), Mount Evetl!sl, the Recomwi.�sance. London, Royal Geographic Society, 1 22 .
19 Titis locality i s mentioned in a list o f localities assigned b y the Tibetan government t o Dragpa Gyatsho abbot
of Shegar from 1 7 1 0 to 1 7 1 8; cf. She/ clkar clzos 'b,1,111g, sec note 3, folio 90.
20

llt.is is expressed in local mythology: e . g. one Rai myth I collected in Hedanga reports that one part of the

Yamphu Rai , considered to stem from Tibet, started the search for land from the lJ.ke above Sakcdeng called

Rudamlamtsho (Rus dam bla mtsho), "soul-lake of clan binding". From there they moved further south where the

v i l lage of Hedanga, anciently called Rudam, was founded. Here five springs '\\ilh the water of the ancestral lake"

stay for the live original clnns. Furthermore, according to Shingsa traditions, Sakedeng had l inks with S akya � ·1d
Sekcpa (sa s/..ya pa) is one important clan-name of the Shingsawa.
21

Cf. Diemberger, H. & Hazod, G . , "Animal Sacrifices and Mountain Deities in Southem Tibet: Mythology,

Rituals and Politics", In Li!s /wbitants du Tvit clu Monde, Volume in Honour of Alexander Macdonald

(forthcoming).
22
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,1{\'i me long, by R ig 'dzin Tshe dbung nor bu in: Bod kyi la 'ID"Is deb tlzer khag lnga ( 1 990). Lhasa, Bod ljongs bod

yig dpc rnying dpe skrun khang; Macdonald, A. ( 1 97 1 ) "Une lecture des Pelliot tih<!t.:tins 1 286, 1 2 87, 1 038, 1 047,
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sacrifices such as Takyong, ancestral mountain of Porong worshipped by an ancient - and still surviving
23

- class of Bon priests called aya linked to Zhang zhung.

The Khumbo of Sepa. their religious traditions and their karkyong ritual, can be thus understood only
against the web of relations which li nked the community to Tibet and to the ancient roots of the
mountain cults as well as to B uddhism.

The decline of the religious traditions and the interruption of the community rituals
Why was the karkyong ritual abandoned by the Khumbo of Sepa?
A number of factors determined a general decline of the religious traditions and finally made the
ritual obsolete. These determined a context in which incidental factors such as the death of leading
religious figures were fatal.
As pointed out by most of our informants, the introduction of the panchayat preceded by the
nationalisation of forests had meant a complete change in the administration of the community and its
territory. While traditionally the community administered all the resources, this fact had drastically
changed with the interference of the state in the administration of the forests. Besides, the panchayat
system meant a different territorial organisation so that the Khumbo community became part of a larger
multiethnic entity where other ethnic groups had a hegemonic position. The political representation was
also

made

more difficult by the fact

that

written

Ncpali became an

indispensable means of

communication and that the remoteness of the villages hindered the transmission of information. The
tradi tional rules were suspended including those assigning to certain religious specialists the task of
celebrating the ritual.
The rituals were not abandoned at once. they continued for at least one and a half decade. However i n
t h e long r u n the economic recession and t h e severing o f the m a i n links with the m a i n centers of
religious orientation in Tibet caused a progressive weakening of the religious traditions (a development
which had already been predicted by Fiirer-Haimendorf, cf. note 10. 1 0 6 ff. ) .
T h e old lama of Tashigang (Nep. Tashigaon) in Scpa tried his best t o continue t h e tradition. His elder
son should have succeeded h i m . I n fact he al ready had taken over the celebration of the ritual, when he
was u nexpectedly killed by a drunk during one of those fights which occasionally occur at marriages.
His father was desperate and despite his age tried to instruct the other disciples who were all very young.
The lama's younger son gradually took over the political position inside the commun ity and. though
i l l i terate, became also the official representative (adakshc) in the panchayat administration. However he
hadn't wished to follow the reli gious training when he was a child. now it was too late. So who could
perform the ritual together with the old lochimpa?
Furthermore, other reasonings came forth: the rhythm of the community had anyway been profaned.
According to the traditional custom nobody was allowed access to the Hidden Valley before the
"opening" ritual and after the "closing" ritual. And now all these mountai neers and tourists went there
even in the deepest winter.
Finally it was complicated to gather the necessary material support from all the households if no
official rule regulated this anymore. It was a mere voluntaristic act. The ancient l i nk between religion

et 1 2 90 - [ssai sur la fonnation et l'cmplni Jcs mythes poli liqucs Jans la re l i g i o n ro yalc Je Sroi1 bean sgam-po", In

Ewdes tib,;taines d,;diees a la memoire d" .I force/le 1-aloll. Paris, AJrien Maisonncuvc, l 90-39 l .
23
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and law, between ritual and access to land had been severed. The ritual seemed to have lost its sense. the
community decided not to perform it any more.

The revitalisation
Laid low by a stroke the old lama left his young disciples without a lead and without the final
initiation on the terma of Guru Chowang concerning some rituals of C hagna Dorje (Phyag na rdo rje)
(which, according to the lowanga tradition. entitled one to have disciples and transmit the tradition).
Having managed to receive this final initiation from a Tibetan lama in Kathmandu (in exile since 1 959)
and from an old shepherd who had received the initiations but did not practise, five disciples managed to
complete their training. The Tibetan lama. extremely devoted to the hidden valleys of Guru Rinpoche.
had also offered a statue of Guru Rinpoche to be placed in the Hidden Valley and in the community
gradually emerged the wish to restore the ancient holy places. A little temple had to be built.
The location of the temple originated endless discussions: should it be constructed where once there
used to be a little hul shelter for pilgrims at the foot of the holy mountain of the pregnant mother or i n
the place called "navel o f prosperity" where once the community used t o celebrate the karkyong rituals
(at one hour's walk from the other spot)?
The great men of the community could not reach an agreement. The first solution would have mai nly
supported the pilgrimage, the second would have emphasised the holy places of the ancient ritual
practice. Finally the gods themselves spoke.
The oracle (lhakama) fell into a trance and her guide-spirit dwelling on the mountains of Dingri as
well as the local gods instructed the community to build the temple where once the community used to
celebrate the rituals. The decision was taken. So the little temple was built at the "navel of prosperity" on
a meadow surrounded by rhododendrons, birchs and silver firs at 3800 meters above sea level. The great
mountain of t11e pregnant motlter dominated the scenery from the distance. This was the first step. Soon
afterwards the community decided to re-establish the ancient ritual tradition.
In spring 1 99 1 the temple was completed and the rituals of "opening" the Hidden Valley were
celebrated again. In the village area the holy wood near the chOrten below Navagaon which used to be
the pristine site of the celebration and which had been neglected for years. now had to be cleared up i n
one way o r another. The following years the community continued t o celebrate the opening and the
closing of the hidden valley at the proper time.
In spring 1 9 94 at the full moon of the fourtl1 Tibetan month the community celebrated the karkyong
and subsequently assembled expressing the wish to build a little chapel in the ancient ritual place in the
village area. They made a report and an application to the new authorities which since 1 990 administer
the area: the National Park (Makalu Barun Conservation Project).

Mountain gods versus state and international agencies: struggle or compromise?
New factors. in fact. make up the political and administrative scenery: a wave of politicisation linked

to the demise of the panchayat system in 1 990 and the introduction of democracy:: 1 the intervention in

21

Village panchayats were superseded by Vill::lge Development Areas under the le ad of reprcsenl.ativcs elected

on the basis or lists produced by political parties.
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the area of environmental international agencies cooperating with the relevant Nepalese authorities;25
the great plans of development linked to the construction of a large hydroelectric power plant (A run III)
and a road with the involvement of the World Bank and international concerns.

26

Only a few years have passed since the time in which the Hidden Valley was a navel of the world
echoing the great Tibetan tradition it stemmed from. The world had acquired a different dimension now.
Was there still space for the fascinating traditions of the Hidden Valley or had they become definitely
obsolete?
As soon as the discussion about the temple was over with the drawing up of the document, the same
people started to discuss the issue of whether the foreigners should have access to the most holy places
and of the problems caused by the new land registration. In fact technicians coming from the southern
areas arrive in these remote hills to register the fields. What is not registered is reckoned as forest and
belongs to the state. No tree can be cut there. But what about the slash-and-bum fields which with a very
labour intensive cultivation have been feeding many villages for generations? The fields which had been
left idle for more than seven or eight years were not recognised and, worse, in many cases money and
goods were (illegally) requested for the registration. In the eyes of the local people environmental
conservation had become a threaL despite the fact that as an issue it is understood by the community and
it even corresponds to a number of traditional conceptions. The state, despite the democratic evolution,
had taken on once more its well-known alien and hostile face.
The assembled community discussed possible strategies, and suddenly I realised that compared to the
times of passivity I had known the community now was much more active and aware. It seemed that in
such communities, made up of scattered villages, the revitalisation of rituals and religious traditions
could contribute to spin again the social-web which had been torn to pieces. It thereby represented also
an indigenous conceptual framework for the community as political body for facing general welfare
problems (waterpipes, construction and mai ntenance of schools etc.) considered as religiously worthy
acts as well as the new political challenges.
These groups relying on critically revived traditional values and the concrete knowledge of the needs
of the community seem to provide a basis for a real commitment. Yet, the groups I was able to witness
looked somewhat different both from the party groups as well as from the nice but often abstract concept
of "user's group" propagated by the international agencies (e.g. World Bank, Everest Ecosystem
Conservation Program). The relations with the political parties as well as the offices propagating
initiatives for the "user's groups" seem instead rather cautious and even contro\'ersial. There is an age
old and often well-justified mistrust towards cvef}1hing which "comes from above" .
W i l l the democratic slate as well a s the international agencies operating in the area take i nto account
the local initiatives despite the fact that they arc often expressed in terms somewhat unusual for the
national and international bureaucracy? In fact these terms stem from the very historical and political
2�

1lu: Woodl and s Mountain Institute managing the Everest Eco-System Conservation Program tor the

establishment of National Parks to the south and to the north of Mt. Everest signed an agreement with the Nepal ese

Mini stry of forestry for the control over an area m the Arun Valley which became a National park (Makalu Aarun

Conservation Project).
26

111is huge project with a bUI.Iget of $ 1 082m is currently a controversial issue with m the World Dank itse l f (e.g.

the D1rector of Department,
b1g concems (a.o

ahrond

Martin Karcher, res1gned allcr 2 9 years to protest against 1t). On one side, a number of

Voith, Cogclar ) support it strongly� on the other, more and more critical voices in Nepal and

( representatives

of

the

European

Parliament,

American

Congress

members.

Non-govemmental

organ isat10ns) point out the shortcom i ngs ( the consequent high indebtedness or Nt:pal, the environmental problems
etc. ). F inal decisions on th1s project which wi l l completely change the 1\nm Valley arc sti l l to be taken.

Political

and reli gi ous aspects of mountain

cults in the

Hidden Valley of Khenbalung
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roots of the communities. As such they also imply a claim to be treated as the true active subjects in the
changing present and future and not as mere objects of plans, however nicely conceived of.
Will there be space for discussion. cooperation, even compromise or will the mountain-gods have to
struggle against the new mighty owners of the country? They probably would lose. but the price would
be high in terms of cultural and environmental destruction.
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awareness in both disciplines "that the gap between the normative, reflecting ideas and ideals
manufacturing textual culture, and the actual life people live, or goals people go for, can be dialectically
related in (these disciplines') respective investigations, and productively be used to uncover the hidden
aspects of each material: the philologist may find that the reality described in his texts is quite artificial,
as judged from findings in the field: while the anthropologist may find an additional source for his
interpretation in the area of textualised reflection, if extant within his people's tradition. " (pers.
communic., 5. Feb. 1 995) On this basis, and without dissolving each discipline's specificities, a certain,
basic versatility with each other's competencies is determining the course of large segments of cultural,
historical, and social studies in Asia and North Africa: the present interaction of Tibetologists and
anthropological experts thus is a very healthy sign in that direction.
In addition to the dialogues between regional expertise and comparative anthropology, and between
the Tibetan branches of social anthropology and philology, the current dialogue between the
Francophone and the German speaking traditions inside social anthropology is an element within a
wider, but relatively recent phenomenon. Both traditions share the difficult constraints of today's
scientific discourse, by which it is virtually unavoidable to present at least major research results to each
other, and to the larger scientific community, in a language that is not the mother tongue of most
contributors. Eventually, this will also help gradually to overcome some of the provincial ignorance
which that community's anglophone sections sometimes still are displaying regarding non-anglophone
research.
Beneath this common experience with the linguistic organisation of power in international scientific
discourse, Francophone and German-speaking anthropology of the last decade have also elaborated
certain interests within their respective, pluralistic spectra of research that in some spheres seem to
converge.
As I see it, French anthropology to some extent is combining its older interests in social and
ideological structures (as represented by names such as G. Dumezil, C. Lcvi-Strauss, or L. Dumont) with
a renewed interest in developmental changes and in history. On the other hand, the Austrian, quite
distinctive version of German speaking anthropology has of course left its former dogma of "original
cultures" (Urkulturen) long behind. Since then, it has instead been pursuing an older, general emphasis
on history and cultural history (represented in Central Asian studies by such names as R. de Nebesky
Wojkowitz, K. Jettmar, or - to a lesser degree - Ch. Fiirer-Haimendorf), which recently is often
combined with a younger interest in structural relations.

If this observation is correct, then these partial shifts of respective focus. from structure towards

history in one case. and from (cultural) history towards structural relations in the other provide also a
rich field for methodological and conceptual cooperation.
Most anthropologists \\ill presumably agree on those crossroads of reasoning proposed by Durkheim,
Weber and Marx:: the specific historical paths that were followed by western societies and their
i m mediate peripheries include, as two central assets, an indigenous development of sccularisation and of
market economy. In whatever different ways western societies have elaborated their own notions of time
and space, they are at least to some minimum extent unified by those two common denominators of
western societies, secularisation and the market. These factors provide the homogenising elements for
the dominant western notions of time and space, namely disti nctiveness and measurabil ity. In the
p revailing western conceptions, time rules over space (and money rules oYer time), and both t i me and
space arc conceived as abstract, secular entities (Gingrich 1 994).
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It may therefore serve a s a convenient. general staning point for the subsequent explorations t o state
that registers of time and space in most non-western societies arc primarily not conceptualised as such
discrete,

abstract and unified entities.

Contrary to the fictitious

homogeneity of their

western

counterparts, an explicit heterogeneity of spatial and temporal notions is prevai ling. being itself
profoundly embedded into, and dependent upon the respective, non-secularised cosmologies and
structures of society. E. Durkheim has gone one step funhcr to point out that under such conditions,
societies necessarily have to invest their lime and space markers inside their rituals. Based on other and
subsequent authors, who range from A.v. Gennep to E. Leach, it may be added that a majority of social
rituals construct distinctiveness by separating and putting aside ritual events from everyday life, whereby
temporal and spatial "thresholds" towards the other world are created.
Seen at first from a very wide anthropological angle. the phenomenon of Tibetan mountain cults
seemingly contains few surprises. It clearly belongs to that broad category of threshold rituals that relate
to temporal and spatial markers in non-sccularised societies. But inspected from a closer distance, the
phenomenon reveals a number of thrilling puzzles that directly refer to some of the central concerns of
present research in history and anthropology:
- how can such an extreme and fascinating variety persist in the Tibetan speaking countries and
regions, i n spite of the growing, and mostly destructive impacts of globalisation, of Chi nese
penetration, and sometimes also of Hinduisation?
- how did historical and present centers of religion. of states and literacy affect this peripheral
variety of mountain cults; and vice versa, what can that peripheral variety contribute towards an
understanding of those centres?
- when and how have those few centres and those many peripheries influenced. or even
necessitated and conditioned each other, and under \Yhich circumstances have they met i n
opposition an d contradiction?
- are there any identifiable regularities in the heterogeneous relationship between local mountain
cults and the regional forms of Buddhist and Bonpo traditions, and if so. which of them ha\·e to be
explained historically, and which of them help to explain history?
Any attempt to answer these and related questions will have to explicitly avoid hasty generalisations.
Instead, as Fran<;oise Pommaret quite rightly emphasises i n her contribution to this volume, research
first and foremost has to carefully proceed with the detailed assessment of local ethnographic situations.
their differences and similarities. as well as with the documentation and interpretation of the textual
evidence. The historical and ethnographic contributions in this volume refer to diiTerent phases and
regions of the Tibetan speaking world. ruled today by the states of China. India (including Ladakh and
Sikkim), Nepal, and Bhutan. Based on pioneering earlier works by scholars like Tucci. Macdonald. or
Nebesky-Wojkowitz, these studies represent a first. impressive and yet still provisional inventory of the
ethnography and history of Tibetan mountain cults.
On these grounds, Samten Karmay2 has taken the bold and useful step to propose a working
definition of Tibetan mountain cults that may serve as a guideline through their variety of local and
historical occurrence. He distinguishes culls that arc directed towards mountains as tl1e residence of
local gods

(vu/ /ha, g:hi bdag)

or other spiritual beings. from holy mountains

(gnas ri).

\Vhich have a

more regional i mponancc as centres of pi lgrimage. While the former are more clearly related to local
and tribal patterns of peasant and pastoral economy. society. and their respective oral traditions. the holy

2

If not intlicatetl otherwise, subsequent autl10rs' names rcf"er to their contribution to this volume.
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mountains on the other hand display a stronger relation to the scripturalist traditions of Buddhism and
Bonpo.
This working definition presents the two forms as extremes in an overall spectrum that also entails
combinations of both. which seem to have emerged, however, in more recent times, including cases
where one and the same mountain may be interpreted quite differently, according to various scriptural
and local traditions, as Charles Ramble points out.
Rarely are these mountains conceived as isolated phenomena, but rather as related to other
mountains, sometimes to lakes. always to territories, and in that sense also to its inhabitants. This may
include relations of kinship and genealogy between mountains, and between mountain and humans, as is
testified i n early tex1s and some local cases. to which Karmay refers. But as Charles Ramble, Hildc
Diemberger and Fram;oise Pommaret demonstrate by examples from south-eastern Tibet, north-eastern
Nepal. and north-eastern Bhutan, another important form of that relationship between individual
mountains and their wider surroundings is not achieved by constructing ties of kinship, but by the
construction of sacred landscapes. The relatcdness between individual mountains and their wider context
thus entails the same tensions which pervade the two poles of local mountain cults and sacred pilgrim
mountains - tensions that can best be identified by the notions of the local and the regional, the oral and
the scriptural. the tribal or village and the state or monastery traditions, by the many small peripheral
patterns and the few larger, central influences.
Adopting these notions not schcmatically. but as provisional \Vorking tools. and as overlapping and

intersecting conceptions raises an additional question. lf these concepts arc to be applied in order to
analyse diversities and similarities among Tibetan mountain cults, then how to relate them to structure
and disorder in the present. and to continuities and discontinuitics in history?
I believe that two mutually supporting methods should be privileged to solve that question. One of
them is retrospectively explaining history by structural models. the other one is progressively explaining
structures and disorders of past and present through history. The fi rst. " regressive" method of
structurally explaining historical continuities and discontinuities allows to carefully develop and to apply
to historical problems such models that are derived out of local expertise and of comparative
anthropology. The "progressive" method permits to explain divergent and convergent phenomena of the
present by equal or different developments of the past. which includes a ca reful assessment and sharp
criticism of available sources. of their "deconstruction". and of placing them into social and historical
context. One method is loosely associated with the notions of historical anthropology and regional
cvulution: the other is linked somewhat more closely to those of ethnohistory and philolob'Y· Both
methods. in my opinion. do not exclude each other, neither as general research tools nor in the hands of
individual scholars. On the contrary. each method necessitates the other,

if properly applied.

Approaching our subject from the perspective of comparative anthropology. I shall however have to
resort more frequently to the " regressive" than to the "progressive" procedure. And I trust that readers

will associate the term "regressive" in the given context not with its less sympathetic meanings in the
languages of politics or psychoanalysis. but rnther with an e.\ ploratory pilgrimage in time and space.
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2.
By referring to the notions of peripheral and central traditions, and to their overlapping correlates
(local and regional. oral and scriptural, village-tribal and monastery-state). the "regressive" method can
be pursued on the basis of local and regional comparison. Most contributors to the present volume
already place their own studies in a certain comparative context: on a very elaborate level. Brigitte
Steinmann compares opotropaeic rituals related to mountains among Tamang. Lepcha and Bhotia in the
small Himalaya states and in two texts; Franc;oisc Pommarct presents a fascinating step by step
comparison of various local and mountain deities or beings. and of social and ritual access towards
them, for several regions in Bhutan. Guntram Hazod and Christian Schicklgrubcr, in their respective
papers, analyse cases of regional variation of mountain and territorial cults and their symbolism in
Dolpo and adjoining Phoksumdo. Both areas have a certain cultural and historical alJinity to Lo
Mantang i n the north of central Nepal, which is the primary focus of Charles Ramble's study.
Furthermore, Pascale Dollfus and lsabclle Riaboff provide detailed reflections on the different situations
in Central Ladakh and neighboring Zanskar, where mountain cults are either absent. or play a less
important role than in the central and eastern Himalaya regions. On the other hand, Hildc Dicmberger's
excursions on both sides of the north-eastern Nepali and Tibetan borders. Gabriele Tautscher's inquiry
into the recent history of the Tamang pilgrimage mountain. and some arguments in Sarntcn Karmay's
presentation imply a stronger emphasis on the "progressive" kind of method. Karmay's and Ramble's
examples, apart from the textual evidence. include several cases from the Tibetan Autonomous Region.
to which some of the cases in Katia Buffetrille's article refer. too.

Buffetrille's comparative

considerations on "flying mountains" and related phenomena stand in their own right: they reveal as
much about regional structures as about their history, and in the end. I believe, about Buddhism.
The clearest regularity concerning Tibetan mountain cults. for the "regressive" inquiry to start \\ith,
paradoxically is to be found in a region where these cults do not occur in tl1c most widespread form. but
only as being related to modest elevations, namely in Central Ladakh. This region has been the arena of
distinctive. and comparatively strong. dynastic rule from the 1 5th to the 1 9th century, and of nearly
continuous. direct state influence thereafter. The evidence in political history correlates with the explicit
absence of local mountain cults in Central Ladakh. This i nverse correlation supports Karmay's working
definition of mountain cults. which places them at a social and spatial distance to elaborate systems of
state control in the region.
Contrary to Central Ladakh's own peripheries to the east and soutl1. local and territorial demons in
the centre arc not associated with mountains, but merely with ele,·ated places. where their shrines arc
the locus of annual rituals. These arc closely related to house-god rituals. exemplifying the widespread
interrelation of the yul /ha and pho /ha topic. Dollfus points out several minor deviations from the
scripturalist vision. which even persist in these cases - the "tamed" local demon is locally perceived as
being immortal and ambivalent. while theory would prefer to regard him as mortal and more harmless:
sometimes the annual rituals at his shrine were formerly accompanied by animal sacrifice - here. like in
the majority o f other cases. living animals have been substituted rather recently by animal figurines.
Various ceremonial activities. such as bow and arrow competition or races accompany the ritual. All
these minor deviations from. and additions to the theory display clear parallels to the central and eastern
Himalaya regions. where mountain cults do occur more regularly. often including similar "deviations".
But as opposed to those more peripheral regions. the state and scriptural tradition is a much more
dominant pallcrn in Central Ladakh. The village priest who participates in the ritual is a monk
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appointed by the state. During dynastic rule. it was solely the king's local representative who deposited
one arrow for the whole settlement at the altar, which diiiers markedly from a contrasting, "tribal"
Amdo example, which Dollfus refers to. In genealogical terms, direct relations of an ancestral kind
between local households and the local demon are frequent conceptions in other regions, but are absent
in Central Ladakh. where households themselves are not related with one another on a regular basis.
Of course mountains exist in Central Ladakh. if not always nearby then farther away, but they simply
do not figure as key symbols in local or territorial cults. allhough a number of ritual ingredients of
mountain cults (as known from the central Hi malaya) do occur locally, such as we have seen. Neither
are these ritual ingredients associated with any regional mountai n site for a Buddhist pil grimage.
Whatever symbolic and ritual meaning is associated, in a restrictive sense, with verticality and height it
is primarily i nvested into the shrine's elevated position.
The abstract social model that can be derived from these structures portrays local communities of
non-related household groups. Their communication with spiritual and transcendental beings outside
these individual households is d irected and controlled by state-appointed ritual specialists, who tend to
monopolise the key objects and texts of the ritual process. Even on the most inti mate, local level,
i mmediately outside the domestic sphere, access to spiritual otherness leads through the representatives
of scripturalism and the state. with thei r continuous background of direct forms of i nfluence in this
sphere.
The emerging correlation therefore connects some variants of regional scripturalism with a certain,
de-tribal i sing effect of state control, and a tendency towards various forms of dissolving or fragmenting
local or territorial culls that focus more explicitly on mountains, and not merely on height and elevation.
Two additional observations have to be i mmediately added to this first concl usion. They concern the
notions of "centers", and of "scripturalism".
Out of a l i mi ted set of regional case studies. in the framework of what anthropology since Fred
Eggan's t imes ( 1 95�) has been calling an approach of "controlled" comparison, Central Ladakh has been
chosen as the model type for central influence. Now this model has both its l i mits, and its wider
d i mensions.
On the one hand. Isabelle Riabofl's research in neighboring Zanskar demonstrates that this small
kingdom. a one time vassal of Ladakh. already displays more elaborate forms of territorial and
cults. Some among them arc worshipping

yul rtsa

yul /ha

or village gods. and some of these, again, are

associated with local mountains. Only one mountain in central Zanskar is associated with a mountain
god that relates to a whole group of villages. and who speaks to them through a medium. during his
specific ritual. Zanskar i n one sense therefore demarcates the

narrow limits

of central influence. where

the fragmentation or dissolution of mountain and territorial cults by scripturalism and state control
decreases. S imul taneously. the symbolic meaning which is attributed to abstract height takes on other
forms. being more closely associated with the concrete verticality of local mountains. Their conception.
however, is integrated and transformed into wider, regional patterns.
In the Zanskar case, the regional mountain god is manifest fo r its worshippers through a medium an clement that is compatible as well with the scripturalist trndition. as it is with many local practices.
Regional and local gods in Zanskar also seem to be loosely connected to the admini strative structure of
that political entity.
Another. less "administrative" and more theological forn1 o f tra nsformation and integr:ll i on is
i ndicated by Charles Ramble's example from south-eastern Tibet. or D iemberger's and Pommaret's
" H idden Valley" examples from north-eastern Nepal and Bhutan, or by Tautschcr's case of Sailung. the
Tamang's

pil grimage site.

As Karmav's working definition

has

indicated,

these wider.

literary
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arrangements o f "sacred landscapes" arc one typical form o f integration. which seems to usually occur at
a certain distance from direct, political state influence. Ramble concludes that the dissociation of local
gods out of their autochtonous context, and their integration into

mniJ�ala-,

and other scripturally

inspired constructions, represents a typical procedure of this kind.
The immediate centcrs of scripturalism and state influence thus have their gradua lly weakening
limits, which i nclude vassal states, outside posts of tax collection, and monasteries. I n the vicinity of
these i ntermediate and i ntermittent spheres of state and scriptural i nfluence. mountain cults seem to play
a limited, but less fragmented and rarely dissolved role on the local level, and sometimes they are
transformed or reconstructed into larger, scripturalist symbolic arrangements.
I nspected on a small scale, central i nfluence thus has its narrow limits; but regarded on a large scale.
it simultaneously

embraces whole regions.

which can be conceived of as wide webs and networks of

major and minor positions of state and scripturalist centres, sub-centers and outposts with connecting
routes o f communication between them, and beyond.
These wider networks of spatial and symbolic connotations did of course not remai n immobile over
time, as the examples from B hutan, or Lo Mantang and its neighboring regions indicate. where former
peripheries consecutively became more exposed to central influence, and sometimes developed spheres
of their own centrality. But in view of some recent trends i n British social anthropology, which tend to
substitute a n ahistorical, older functionalism by an equally one-sided historicism, the Tibetan and
Himalaya cases demand more caution. The spatial shifts and changes between central and peripheral
i nfluences seem to have often followed slower temporal patterns. which were not always cumulative. As
I see them, these patterns rather remind of

"longue duree"

rhythms than of continuous. chronological

changes. Of course, some early "peripheries" did become their own "centers" - dynasties in Bhutan.
Sikkim. Ladakh or Lo Mantang are all cases in point. and so is any isolated monastery tradition of some
continuity in the region as a local centre for scripturalism. But on the other hand, some arenas of central
and scriptural i nfluences developed a fairly stable position as such over time. within the overall regional
culture. until the last two centuries while other regions display a relative historical stability i n being
"peripheral" .
Seen from a very wide angle again. the whole Himalayan core regions. after all. preserved stronger
peripheral features until the last few centuries, if compared to central Tibet. or to Ladakh. They went
through later. and often somewhat weaker encounters with the main developments of the Tibetan
religious and literary traditions, while some older and less central among these traditions could fi nd a
better refuge in the Hima laya core regions than elsewhere. The development of stable continuities i n
state administration, too, i s a much more recent phenomenon of the last few centuries. while before it
was mostly limited to intermittent efforts of collective taxation in some regions by monasteries or small
vassal states. The Tibetan or Tibeto-Burmese speaking. peasant and pastoral population of the Himalaya
core regions thus could develop folk cultures that were less exposed to outside i nfluence than
neighbouring regions. However, this seclusion was only of a relative kind, it retarded changes. but could
not prevent them. From their earliest phases onward, the Tibetan states promoted long distance trade
along Transhimalaya routes, connecting Inner with Southern Asia: benefiting from these long distance

routes through their Hi malaya territories included an early, mi nimal necessity for local cultures to open
up towards the wider world. Simultaneously. this could even enforce local political autonomy i n some
pnrts. allowing for a better share i n the regional and international network of commodities and ideas.
For these reasons. the notion of "periphery" can imply neither stability. nor absolute seclusion. nor
dependence. From the outset, it merely i ncluded a different atti tude towards the development of regional
systems of thought, trade and politics, but no hermetic self-containment or passive onlooki ng. S i milar to
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the medieval forms of gradual participation by remaining apart, those other changes during and after the
1 8th century in some cases enforced and produced an even stronger, active dissociation from certain
centres by several peripheries, in addition to the overall impact of regionalisation and globalisation since
that time.
My first additional observation to the Ladakh (and Zanskar) model of central influences on mountain
and territorial cults thus has pointed out a) the narrow local limits and the wide regionai network
features of these centres. b) the differing transformations of mountain cults under central and less central
impact, and c) a temporal /ongue duree perspective for the " regressive" exploration beyond these
structural relationships of central and peripheral forms.
My second additional observation concerns some of the wider, and some of the more specific
implications of scipturalism in this cultural field.
Seen again from a wide anthropological angle, scripturalism rarely occurs independent from state
power (while the inverse is not true), which usually is of a theocratic kind in pre-industrial societies.
Tnis i mplies a hierarchical division of labor between the specialists of scriptural crafts and knowledge,
and other parts of society, whereby the scripturalist specialists arc more closely associated, but not
identical, with the theocratic state, its administration, and the prevailing belief systems. The latter to
some extent is stored. preserved and transmitted by written means. Official ceremonial life is largely
conceived as the performance and enactment of those texts. Written religious texts, by definition, imply
a claim towards durability and in some of their aspects eternity: i n one way or the other, but often
together with the consolidation of political power, dogma and doctrines are one necessary outcome of
the scriptural organisation of religion. and so are their two counterparts. heresy and folk religion (Goody
1 986, 1 990; Gellner 1 993).The distinctive life-styles of the ruling elites and their scriptural experts
make these privileged means of conununication available only to a very limited part of society,
particularly as far as the more peripheral segments of agrarian-pastoral theocracies are concerned.
There, its usage is restricted to the few local agents of power. to those of scriptural religion itself, and of
commerce. The remaining social majority of the local levels is thus encompassed by a scripturalist
tradition which, however, keeps itself simultaneously apart - intentionally for the sake of social,
hierarchical distinction, and unintentionally through technical obstacles for physical i nfrastructure and
communication. The persistence of more or less transformed clusters of folk religion and local culture,
sometimes only superficially penetrated by scriptural dogma. but in the course of time subordinated to it,
is the second cornerstone of scripturalism in theocratic agrarian societies. Placed between these two, and
oscillating between them, is heresy as the third one. The scriptural claim to timeless or enduring truths
never is able to prevent actual changes in belief and social practice. which may lead to internal reform,
but also to the stigmatisation of deviant theological opinions. Wherever these may draw their own
inspirations from. be it intra-theological dispute, theological concern with social or ethnic problems, or
political power alone - heretical opinions tend to dissociate themselves from their origin, and to form
their own dogma. if they are not destroyed. Formerly deviant doctrines, or former dogmas that have been
marginaliscd as heretical. may thus develop their own scripturalist and political centers of some wider
significance, or they may have to retreat at least partially into peripheral areas, where a closer liaison
with folk traditions will be an ensuing necessity. The Bonpo, and to a lesser extent. the rNying ma pa
Buddhist tradition seem to represent regional correlates of this latter comparative pattern. while the
main Lamaist traditions in the Tibetan world arc closer to the notion of dominant doctrines.
But if t hese very general results of studies on scripturalist religions in agrarian states of the Old
World should be utilised in

a

more concrete sense for the Tibetan and Himalaya regions, then a further

distinction becomes essential. It concerns two di iTcrent attitudes towards what western concepts call
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man's " natural environment"; i.e. the tolality of physical and biotic phenomena that mold and shape
humans' lives. The younger. "western" variants of scriptmalism in Asia developed into monotheism,
which in its doctrinal form attributes nothing divine to the cosmos itself: it is merely God's creation, but
external to God's own transcendence; the divine basically is attributed exclusively to the one and single
God. The cosmos, and especially its visible component, become de-sacralised under the impact o f the
"western" (west Asian), monotheist variant of scripturalism (Eder 1 988; Wolf 1 994: Gingrich and
Mader 1 995). In fact, I would argue that this is the basis of any separate, homogenous conceptual isation
of "nature" itself.
Together with the distinctive impact of classical antiquity, this doctrinal tendency of monotheism to
de-sacralise "nature" may have prepared, and contributed towards "nature's" subsequent, cognitive

transformation as a "matter" to be primarily utilised. In any case. this certainly entailed a symbolic

devaluation of nature. Mountain cults had also existed in many variants in pre-monotheist western Asia,

some of which is reflected in ancient textual evidence, in folk religions of those regions, and even i s
echoed i n the Bible (Korom 1 992). B u t the three monotheist religions have not integrated those older
mountain cults into their doctrines, because they could not. How successfully and flexibly monotheist
doctrines ever adapted to local needs, they have been reluctant to even tolerate local beliefs towards
sacred or divine qualities of nature, not to speak of incorporating them into doctrine. Monotheist
doctrines teach to respect creation; but the part of creation that is practically accessible to humans i s
conceived as being not sacred. but in fact a t men's subordinate disposal.
In all thei r rich heterogeneity, the "eastern" variants of scripturalism in the Old World do not share
this devaluation of " nature". It can even be argued that they do not construct any quasi-profane, separate,
coherent and subordinate notion of " nature" at all. Non-monotheist scripturalism i ncorporates humans'
physical and biotic environment under its highest cosmological principles in an internalising manner,
which is close to being the opposite of the externalising notion of God's c reation. "Nature" thus i s
invested with spiritual and transcendent meaning and value, and certain elements o f " nature" are given
more of that symbolic meaning than others.
In the case of Tibetan scripturalism, this non-monotheist evaluation of " nature" has its Buddhist
addition i n the self-abasement of humans. Neither is non-monotheist scripturalism confronted with
monotheism's ontological problem of theodicy: the world's evil is not an a ntithetical dC\;I's making, and
evil's existence as such does not challenge the basic assumptions of non-monotheist scriptural ism.
Both the self-abasement of humans and the absence of theodicy are embedded inside a fundamental.
tripartite hierarchisation of cosmological ordering. This tripartite layering is to a certai n e:\1 ent shared
not only with China, but also with Buddhism's Indian origins. where mountain cults and deities had
some significance, too.
In short, the persistence of mountain cults i n the Tibetan and Himalaya regions is not solely a n
indicator o f local folk religions that have somehow managed t o "survive'' their subordi nation through
scripturalism. The very properties of non-monotheist scripturalisms themselves in general. and those of
its regional variants in particular. require that "nature" is invested with some sacred and spiritual
meaning as well. Or. to put all this into the simplest terms possible: non-monotheist scripturalism. if
compared to its monotheist counterparts. is much more at ease with the existence of other belief systems
on a practical level. Whereas their forceful destruction is a powerful ideological and symbolic postulate,
physical violence against them is rarely requested out of theological reasons. If possible. non-monotheist
scripturalism of course demands local belief systems' subordination and gradual dissolution or
transformation, but they are not seen as the outcome of a single. evil principle. ;-.;on-monotheist
scripturalism therefore does not insist on their practical destruction. and it can perfectly co-exist with
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folk notions of spiritual or divine qualities in " nature", since it basically shares them. This capacity of
hierarchical, internal co-existence, however, does not exclude mutuaL external competition between
different

kinds of (non-monotheist)

scripturalism,

Tibetan

and

non-Tibetan

for

instance,

over

maintaining or expanding their respective influences on fol k religions at their contested margins.
For these reasons, I share Brigitte Steinmann's scepticism towards any wider usage of the
"syncretism" notion, since this is an empty term that postulates something which yet remains to be
analysed and explained: how, and in which ways, have the different traditions of this specific, regional
variant of non-monotheist scripturalism perfonncd their encounters with folk cultures and local
religions, and what were the structural outcomes of these interactions?
For the time being, the Ladakh (and Zanskar) model of state and scripturalist centres, and our two

additional observations suggest a number of propositions to supplement that inquiry, if pursued in a
" regressive" manner. In the course of slow, temporal shifts of tongue duree rhythms, the narrow l i mits
of individual centres, connected within wide ranges of their overall net\vorks, gradually superimposed a

limited variety of scriptural traditions upon local folk cultures. By this very process, which necessarily
had to be non-simultaneous, a plethora of local folk cultures were encompassed i nto wider regional and
scriptural influences. Nothing in these aspects is specific or particular to the region, but stands the test of
comparative anthropology. The specificities lie on the one hand with the features of the prevai li ng, non
monotheist kinds of scriptura lism, and with its association with the state. Outside of the more i m mediate
spheres of influence by stale and vassal state centres, administrative influence was confined to the
collection of taxes and the organisation of long distance trade. Beyond that, central influence was less of
an admi nistrative kind, but primarily took on cul tural forms. The varying brands of scripturalism could
build their regionalising influence upon linguistic affinities, and insisted on a basic acceptance of their
cosmological and ritual ordering which, however, did not contradict some basic folk assumptions of
local cosmologies. Regional scripturalism was capable of merely insisting on ideological and ritual
subordination, and integration of folk religions in the peripheries. by emphasising its own criteria of the
permissible and the tolerable. and by decontcxtualising and transforming the local. Certainly this
changed and altered local cults as much as it left some parts where they were. but the process abstained
from any basic tendency of destruction. The principle of compassion for all l iving beings opposed ani mal
sacrifice, but did not necessa rily oppose the remaining ritual process. The principle of human se l f
abasement did not sympathise with any privi leged human kinship bonds between local communities and
spiritual beings or gods, but if subordi nated and reconstructed i nto the fra mework of scripturalist
teaching by text specialist and vision. the ritual process. its object. and its transformed connotations
could persist.
Gradual dissolution and derealisation of fo lk models related to concrete verticality thus represents
only one option for scripturalist and stale impact. and this is not the most frequent one in Tibetan
history. The path of "central dissolution" seems to be related to those ccnters that arc not directly
connected to Tibetan Buddhism's account of its own origins and its history of heroic figures. The
"Hidden Valley" cases and those of Sailung, or of Kongpo Bonri i n south-eastern Tibet display another.
more frequent variant of scripturalism's treatment for local notions of topographical elevations and
mountains. The constructive

transformation

and

derealisation

illlo

IIW{Jrjala- or other

sacred

arrangements is a second. specific option that is more closely associated to pilgri mage and thus, as a
regional phenomenon. less frequent. The "sacred or pilgrimage" va riant of the second, transformatiYe
form seems to have another variant in a more state-centred, administrative configuration. as we shall
sec, for which the Zanskar case might represe nt first indications.
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The "tami ng" of local objects of worship,

their rcmodeling as witnesses to the triumph

of

scripturalism, the introduction of relevant texts into key phases of the ritual process, a gradual insi stence
on the abandonment of animal sacrifice and of privileged genealogical li nks of locals towards their
mountain, and last not least, the participation of scripturalist special ists in some aspects of the ritual
process, this constitutes the most frequent, inherent pattern of imposition and subordination. lt may have
stood at the begi nning of a Central Ladakh-type development towards dissolution; it usually is associated
with the wider construction of mar�/a-arrangements, and its less sacred and more administrative

variants. But thirdly and most frequently, that general pattern of imposition and subordi nation can be

activated without those two other circumstances by itself, through the agency of local monasteries and
lamas. I n that latter, and most widespread form it has encountered a large variety of different local
cultures at different times. The ensuing encounters have resulted in what may be called

subordination"

"local

of folk cosmologies by scripturalism. Dissolution, transformation, or local subordi nation:

i n addition to these three forms of imposition and subordi nation by Tibetan scripturalism, there arc at
least a few remaining spheres of
subordination or

destruction

non-subordination,

and as a fifth form of growing importance. the

of Tibetan fol k and scipturalist traditions

by

11011-

Tibetan forces.

Contrary

to an older Marxist theology, the first and foremost issue at stake in the course of the first three forms of
subordination was less the economy than loyalty. It is manifested by the contest over adherence to what
scripturalism and local cultures regard as their respective highest values. The multitude of local cultures
was thus embraced by a less heterogeneous, scripturally oriented regional culture. and mountains had
their symbolic places in both.

3.
One symbolic place for mountains in scripturalist cosmology lies in its account of its own origins. The
pre-Buddhist origin myth of the Tibetan ki ngdom is integrated into the Buddhist and Bonpo scripturalist
traditions. and forms part and parcel of these regional. encompassing i nfl uences. B rigitte Steinmann.
Katia Buffetrille and Fran�oise Pommaret quote supporting evidence in addition to Samten Karmay's
textual analysis; Guntram Hazod has devoted his Ph.D. thesis ( 1 990) to that topic: and to A. Spanicn
Macdonald finally goes the credit of having identified this origin myth as the element of a pre-Buddhist
"sacred kingdom" cosmology in central Tibet ( 1 9 7 1 ).
The m a i n motive of this cosmogonical m)th refers t o the first Tibetan king having descended b y a
rope from heaven onto a mountain on earth, and having returned at his death by the same way. after the
unification of nine "feudal" domains into the first state.
Karmay identifies textual evidence that relates these nine " feudal" lords to nine mountain names that

are called upon as witnesses to the establishment of Buddhism as a Tibetan state religion i n the 8th
century, which demarcates the early historical nucleus of that state. In a "progressive" kind o f inqu i ry,

he then demonstrates that later changes i n the composition and names of these mountains by other texts
i ndicate gradual territorial changes of that state.
The early texts present a genealogical l i nk between the fi rst king and those nine mountains in their
spiritual form, whereby the first king stands i n a closer relationship to them than the nine " feudal " lords.
The king's soul and, by genealogical mediation, those of the nine mountains. were worshipped by latter
Buddhist kings as

gnyan

and ancestral spirit. A similar relationship. Karmay concludes. can be infe rred

for the nine "feudal " lords and their mountains.
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This delineates one important symbolic place for mountains in the scripturalist traditions:

the

conception of an ancient sacred kingdom. related to the king's descending on a mountain, often is
superimposed by Buddhist doctrine itself onto folk conceptions of mountains by autochtonous groups in
the periphery - as Brigille Steinmann emphasises on the basis of the Himalaya case studies which she
has i nvestigated.
During the encounter of scripturalism with local cults. two possible connotations of mountains are
therefore meeting. As we have seen, the scripturalist connotation is not necessarily opposed to the local
ones as such. but tends to subordinate and transform them into one of three intersecting ways - gradual
dissolution. transformative ma��/a-construction and its administrative variants, or local subordination.
The fourth possibil ity of no, or of extremely superficial subordination will have become very rare i n the
course of centuries, but should not be forgotten: F. Pommaret, for instance, reports the worship of ph_vwa
mountain gods in some parts of Bhutan. which are neither conceived of as

btsan

(demons), nor are they

integrated in any other way into the Buddhist pantheon. or transformed by it; phywa rituals are the only
ones that are not supervised by Buddhist monks. It can safely be assumed that at least during the early
phases of Tibetan Buddhist expansion, forms of non-subordination were much more widespread than
they are today.
Finally, we have classified a fifth form. for which the increasing subordination and destruction of
Tibetan Buddhism in its scripturalist and folk variants since the 1 9t h century and up to the present by
external forces have to be considered.
Among these five forms, the second and third ones may or may not be combi ned with related
decontex1ual ised local notions of mountains to those of scripturalism's "own" mountains from its origin
myths, or some later variant of it.
This leads us one "regressive" step backward. away from the comparative logic of non-monotheist
scripturalism, from its slowly shifting centres and peripheries. its three cornerstones. and from the five
mai n forms of subordination. The topic of the origin myth, if we follow expert opinion. is that of a
"sacred" or "divine kingdom".
This i s a strictly anthropological notion. which has its regional locus classicus in Africa south of the
Sahara. While it was crucial for J.G. Frazer's evolutionist arguments i n the opening chapters of his
"Golden Bough" ( 1 9 1 1 ) and its conceptualisation was strongly criticised, out of a functionalist
perspective. by E . E. Evans-Pritchard ( 1 96 3 ). it nevertheless has regained an important status in post-war
anthropological theory, especially in its Francophone and German speaking versions. which is at least
partly due to the works of scholars like H. Baumann or W . Hirschberg. L. de Hcusch or A. Adler. As this
latter author has pointed out ( 1 99 1 ) , the concept i mplies both an order of power and magic. and of status
and religion in its wider sense.
A specific kind of social organisation is associated with a more widespread ideological structure
which, according to M. Sahlins ( 1 985). can be characterised as a "quasi esse ntialist" cosmolO!,'Y of a few.
or of a single origin of substances. In the classical Shi lluk example. the sacred king is selected out of a
royal li neage because his personality indicates that he is the reincarnation of that l i neage's ancestral
spirit. This spirit itself is the medium between society, royal lineage. and the remote supreme being.
With regard to this supreme being, it should be noted in bypassing that contrary to E. Gcll ncr's
assumption ( 1 99 3 ) , cosmological transcendence is not a dependent correlate of scripturalism. but may
well exist without it.
The Shilluk king's living presence in this world is conceived as the guarantee for order and fert i lity.
he has power and magical influence on "nature" and its cycles. which thus :�ppear as his own properties.
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For such reasons, the king stands in large parts of non-scripturalist Africa in the centre of social rituals.
being ruler, magician, and priest at the same time, all of which is inspired by the idea of reincarnation.
Titis is associated with a notion of ambivalence between order and disorder. Order h<1s its "source" in the
relationship between the ancestral spirit and the transcendent being, and therefore depends on the king's
- as the reincarnated spirit-existence. his capabilities, and health. Social rituals intervene in order to
either maintain this relationship in

a

condition of stability or, in a circular movement. to accelerate its

condition of disorder up to the point - which sometimes is indicated by "ritual regicide" - where order,
hopefully, is re-established.
A basic premise of comparative antluopology, that demarcates the watershed line towards the major
North American, and the minor European variants of cultural relativism, holds that human societies
under similar conditions tend to have the choice between similar options. Under this premise, several
elements of a model that was derived from non-scripturalist African "sacred kingdoms" in fact do help
to delineate some cosmological elements pertaining to the first Tibetan kings. The apparent parallels in
Tibet include the notion of an ancestral soul that is a medium towards higher beings, and becomes
reincarnated in a royal human. Associated with this central symbolic structure arc a social and a ritual
element (Tucci 1 955).
Socially, such a symbolic structure has some kind of separation between local kinship groups and a
royal lineage as its prerequisite, whereby at least the royal linC<�ge must be organised according to
unilineal principles. Ritual worship, on the other hand. is in one way or the other forced to deal with the
cosmological notion of origins, and of the circular movement of order and disorder.
It is thus fairly safe to conclude that Tibetan scripturalism has incorporated cosmological elements of
an earlier, pre-Buddhist and non-scripturalist, regional variant of "sacred kingdom" into its

mm

cosmogony. And it seems important to note that from the local and peripheral perspectives,
scripturalism thus superimposed further elements that were not strange at all to local cosmologies, but in
fact were quite familiar in many cases. The notions of an ancestral soul that is somehow related to a
mountain existed in unilineal local cosmologies as well, and so does, of course, the notion of a medium,
which has its counterpart in local religious specialists or shamans. But the latter were, as M. Godelier
has aptly put it ( 1 977), humans' privileged representatives towards the other world. or intermediaries
between the two whereas the "descending king" represents the first and lowest representative of the
gods' spheres in this world.
The relationship between regional scripturalism and local cultures thus did not merely include the
superimposition of something new and strange that to some extent tended to keep itself apart, anyhow.
and that to some otlter extent was prepared to be "at case" witlt local differences. In addition. this
relationship also entailed the conjunction and fusion of isomorphous and inverse elements. which
enabled scripturalism and local cultures to "recognise" each other, and to emphasise a hierarchical

process of merging especially in those fields of symbolic and ritual similarity under the condition of
subordination by one to the other.
A potential of hierarchical, gradual and repetitive merging processes along the lines of existing,
structural similarities between scriptural and local cosmologies had the great advantage of representing
an alternative option to violent forms of oppression and resistance. One does not exclude the other at alL
and thus the peaceful Buddhisation and scripturalisation of the region certainly is not merely a "false"
self-representation of today's dominant traditions, but rather represents one aspect of a long process of
conversion from above, and from outside.
Resistance was easier in very remote and inaccessible areas, and prolonged the ,·itality of the
respective local societies and their cultures. Buddhisation came in several wa,·es. which could lie
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centuries apart, as Hilde Diemberger has shown in the "progressive" portion of her inquiry into the
history of the upper Arun valley. Those waves could also represent difTerent versions of scripturalism, as
Guntram Hazod points out for the Phoksumdo region near Dolpo. where a local Bonpo tradition was
preceded by earlier rNying ma pa inlluences: some of today's structural heterogeneity i n fact has to be
explained "progressively", by the differing intensity of tongue duree rhythms, through which various
kinds of scripturalism established themselves in new centres, in close or distant peripheries, or fai led to
do so against local inaccessibility and resistance.
On the other hand, the hierarchical processes of merging created and emphasised similarities that had
not always existed as such before by emphasising similar principles of subordination or marginalisation
in the whole region, and by appreciating and enhancing basically everywhere those similarities with
scripturalism's own cosmos that it found i n local cultures. On the basis of those processes of hierarchical
merging, the construction of continuity between certai n elerrtents inside scriptural and local cosmologies
took place, while other elements were marginalised or disappeared altogether from local cosmologies.
These elements of continuity inside the newly reorganised folk cosmologies related the "tamed" and
transformed local conception as witness to the "original" triumph of the scriptural, and contrasted the
ensuing order to the anterior chaos, which was sti l l lurking around the corner.
From the rise of Buddhism to the 1 8th century, and beneath Tibet's i nteraction with external, larger
powers. these non-simultaneous and contradictory, slow double movements seem to be typical for the
internal development between regional scripturalism and local folk traditions

-

regionalisation through

hierarchical merging processes and the construction of symbolic continuity, and peripheralisation of the
deviant. the i naccessible, and the resistant.
Acting upon these older temporal movements were the different, more rapid ones after the 1 8th
century

(Bishop

1 989).

Gabriele

Tautscher and

H ildegard

Diemberger

present

i lluminating,

"progressive" examples on these latter processes: in the Tamang case, the rise of the newly emerged
Nepali state and the impact of the Nepali-Tibetan war brought their pilgri mage mountain under the
dominant inlluence of Hinduisation. The Sepa case. on the other hand, is one of those many i nstances
where a sacred landscape was cut apart by newly installed state borders, and where local society became
gradual ly exposed to one of these states' new administrative kipnf system. This underlines G. Toffin's
general observation ( 1 99 1 ) on the Himalaya region in that period: the accelerating rhythms induced by
global inlluence, neighboring powers and regional states after the 1 8th century not only attenuated
regional diversity, but in some cases also provoked the contrary.
The "regressive" procedure cannot ignore the impact of these periods before and after the 1 8th
century, which the progressive work of ethnohistory and philology is documenting and analysing i n
detail . It has therefore t o take into account that any given set o f similar or heterogeneous local structures
have undergone at least those two consecutive, large temporal impacts from outside. which by their own,
respective logic created patterns of unity and diversity. Precisely because of the ensuing social and
economic upheavals and changes, however. the cosmological orders i n centres and peripheries were
attributed with a stabilising, conservative claim of continuity, which helped to preserve identity and to
provide orientation for local cultures. Simultaneously, the construction and maintenance of a certain
continuity in the cosmological order offered one i mportant possibility for the rulers to attain legitimacy
and to present their specific interest as those of society, namely by posing as the logical grantor of, and
successor to, the established order.
The representation of cosmological continuity is therefore certainly "artificial" and "constructed" . But
this statement does not imply that cosmological continuity is nothing but a phantastic invention for
which nothing remains but to "dcconstruct" it.
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Cosmological continuity could not be produced arbitrarily, but it had to invent and consLruct precisely
with those elements that were at its hand and disposal during each major. temporal rupture. If the notion
of an ancestral soul, being connected to a mountain. and that of a medium, speaking to believers. were
enforced and enhanced during the medieval. hierarchical merging processes. then in all likelihood this
was accompanied by the gradual devaluation of other elements in folk cosmologies. But simu ltancouslv,
during these processes of mutual reinforcement, those elements that were now emphasised or even given
a higher value, had been there already, in the first place and their transformed persistence is capable of
revealing insights into their past. Therefore "deconstruction" can be no end in itself. but has to be
followed by scientific "reconstruction" of what possibly preceded and followed the t\\<i n processes of
regionalisation and peripheralisation.
Scripturalism seems to have integrated, in the course of these merging processes. a stronger
consideration of the mountain motive than had been the case in its earlier phases. Local cultures
abandoned, or at least subordinated, their privileged genealogical relations towards "their" mountains.
and accepted a n i ntegration of their religious specialists, and of some aspects of their customary rituals.
On the local side, mountain cults had widely preceded the merging process, and were now somewhat
attenuated. On the scripturalist side, the mountain motives had also existed before in cosmogony, but
now they became reinforced from below. Thus the two "poles" of mountain cults were more or less
assimilated and embedded inside one overall, regional Tibetan culture, as Samten Kannay has defined
them, constituting three out of the five main forms between the extremes of internal dissolution and
external destruction.
If it is accepted that on the scripturalist side, the mountain motive as a cosmogonic element had
preceded the merging process, then a specific problem arises. In that symbolic pattern of an older sacred
kingdom cosmology, the reincarnated ancestral spirit of a royal lineage was the medium between gods
and local communities. Its link to the mountain, however, upon which the king descended, and that
king's genealogical connection to nine other mountains. with their more distant genealogical
connections to "feudal" lords - all this is not i nherent to the comparative model of the sacred kingdom.
Elements of the sacred kingdom cosmology stricto sensu are, in the case of this old Tibetan cosmogony.
confined to the connection between royal lineage. ancestral soul as a medium to the gods. and its
reincarnation in the king as their representative before humans. Associated to this stricto sensu model
are the two prerequisites in ritual and social l ife - the ambivalent and circular dealing with origins, with
order and disorder, and the prevalence of unilineal principles at least in the royal lineage. But the
comparative and abstract model of sacred kingdoms has revealed absolutely no necessary link from an
ancestral spirit (and the king) to a mountain symbol whatsoever. Tibetan scripturalism transported that
link between ancestral spirit and mountain symbol together with its own cosmogony, but structurally this
link was not necessarily related to the older, sacred kingdom cosmology. At the very core of
scripturalism's cosmogony thus lies a symbolic connection that not only precedes scripturalism itself, but
also the sacred kingdom cosmology. from which scripturalism has taken it over. The symbolic l ink
between ancestor's soul and the mountain refers not only to pre-Buddhist. but also to pre-state societies societies, similar to those that scripturalism encountered at its peripheries. This implies that those
peripheries are capable of providing certain insights about the centres' inner genesis and developmental
logic, even while their contemporary ritual practices and cosmologies are Sl'bordinated. transformed and
largely supportive of the dominant doctrines. On the bottom of the doctrines' highly specialised and
elaborate l iturgy and its literary cosmogony and cosmology. a notion is situated that refers to their own
tribal origins. as a contrapuntal paradox. Perhaps those hierarchical merging processes were i ndeed
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facilitated by the surprised, or mocking laughter of the subordinated. who recognised their own
silhouette mirrored in the glamorous scripturalist other.

4.

These considerations permit one further. and final regressive step backward, for which we leave
scripturalism's cosmogonic element of a sacred kingdom for a moment behind, move away from those
two temporal patterns before and after the 1 8th century, with their differing modes of creating local and
regional similarity and heterogeneity; while keeping in mind that the earlier temporal pattern of
regionalisation and peripheralisation included hierarchical

merging processes with

elements of

constructing cosmological continuity. Inside that continuity we may now focus on the one symbolic
pattern that was alien to the comparative model of sacred kingdoms.
Luckily, the link between ancestral spirits and mountain symbols has remained extremely widespread
ethnographically until the 19th and 20th centuries, and even better, the main areas of this occurrence are
Tibet's adjoining regions of Inner Asia3 and southern Siberia. This symbolic link is often associated with
notions of " heaven" and "sky" on the one hand. and with a number of ritual and social correlates.
Based on her own, extensive studies of Siberian cultures ( 1 990) and on earlier research results on that
region, Roberte Hamayon has chosen the case of the Buryat west of Lake Baikal as a model example for
a certain variant of (pastoral or agricultural) tribes living at the outer fringes of Lamaist influence in
Inner Asia.
"A mountain that looks down on the pastureland of given descent groups (segments of clans) is
considered the geographical mark of these groups' territory and the dwelling place of their
ancestors. For these descent groups, such a mountain constitutes a token of their legitimacy as such,
establishing them as having rights over their lands, and it also provides a concrete place where they
can get into contact with their ancestors, to ask them for evel)1hing that favors successful grazing,
especially rain, and for all kinds of protection from rival groups. The ancestors, though human, are
often assimilated to the mountain itself (and considered to be its spirits) ( . . . ). Together with the
mountain, the ancestors constitute a category of life giving supernatural entities. However, what
they give is not subsistence as such but the conditions for producing it. They favor their descendants
in as much as these take part in the collective ritual performed on the side of the mountain. They
punish them for transgression of patrilineal rules and ethics, by sending them diseases ( . . . ). The
collective ritual dedicated to the ancestors abounds in invocations, offerings of milk products, and
sacrifices of domestic animals. All these marks of worship of the ancestors are offered as a
compensation for the 'grace' implored for them. ( . . . ). Furthcnnore, rituals to ancestors arc not as a
rule conducted by shamans, whose only specific role concerns the sacrificial meat ( . . . ). Invocations
and offerings are usually perfonned by the elders of the groups involved or by specialists closer to
priests than to shamans. In this field, the shamanic institution, while still having a specific
function, is as such submitted to clan law.
However, another supernatural category plays a part in the life giving process. This is the
founder of the tribe. who is animal by essence but human by function. inasmuch as he begets the
forefathers of the clans. He originates from the animal part of the supernatural world and takes a

3

·n,c term "Inner A�ia" i� applied in the sense used by Humphrey

( 1 994 ) .
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place above the ancestors i n the human pan of it ( ... ). The shaman is specifically entitled. on his

behalf, to transmit fenility to the community" (Hamayon 1 994: 82-84: my omissions, A. G.).

The availability of sources left aside, Hamayon also depicts this well known case as being exemplary

among a wider range of variations. because it fits best into her evolutionary approach, which 1 do not

necessarily share as such. But disentangled from its sequential implications. and from the spccificities of

pastoralism, both of which I have omitted in this quotation, the case may serve well as a comparative.

structural model: it has a wide. but not general application for South Siberian tribes, which are not
primarily hunters and gatherers there, but semi-pastoral or pastoral groups. In addition, the strong
regional association between patrilineal tribes, ancestral cult and mountain tokens relates to a much

more widespread phenomenon. As R. Hcine-Geldern has pointed out ( 1 959), the ethnography and

archaeology of sedentary pre-state societies in large pans of Asia and Eurasia indicates traces of the
"megalith phenomenon" ("Megalithwesen"): according to Heine-Geldem. these symbolic arrangements
of large stone blocks arc, or may have been, frequently associated with ancestral cults. The broad,
heterogeneous variety of mountain cults in Central Asia and beyond thus has a symbolic association
among sacred mountain, ancestral cult and tribal society at its very core.
The model therefore contains an inherent link of mountain cult with ancestral worship, embedded in

a more or less stratified tribal society that is organised along patril ineal descent groups and clans. The

model's cosmology includes an ancestral founder as a half-human being and a grantor of grace, and of
the conditions of fenility. Ritual processes are dealing with symbolic re-compensation. in return for
these life-giving forces, and are more often directed by tribal leaders or elders; the shaman' s activities
are subordinated to them, and are usually confined to mediating some forces of life and fenility to
members of the community.
At this point, a second line of continuity becomes evident, in addition to that other one produced by
the hierarchical processes of merging between scripturalism and local cults. This second line of
continuity concerns a certain, limited isomorphism of elements in the two model cosmologies of tribal
societies with ancestral cult, and of sacred kingdoms. In the sacred kingdom cosmology. the ancesual
line also connects living humans to an ancestral soul that is not quite human itself. But in that case. the
ancestral line is linked in a highly privileged, and sometimes even exclusive way, to the royal l ineage.
out of which one representative is the soul's reincarnation - as the first, and lowest representative of the
other world among humans. In the tribal modeL however, which is stratified along different lines, tribal
leaders, elders and shamans are humans' first representatives or intermediaries towards the other world.
as already remarked.
Any hypothetical, endogenous transformation from the respective tribal societies towards a sacred
kingdom could insist on these elements for cosmological continuity and would "only" have to i nven the
role of h� mans' and gods' represent;�tives, while changing the social order much more profoundly. Out

of a very hierarchical, tribal model of the "conical clan" social type. for instance, the leading chiefdom's
lineage, which already has some direct. more privileged access than others to the ancestral line, would
only be one small step away from exclusive access to it. The impetus for cosmological continuity as one
tool for political stability would associate the sacred mountain, too, \\ith such a transformation towards a

sacred kingdom.
Two conclusions can be derived from this hypothetical reasoning. Firstly, the notion of "feudal" lords.
as related to the origin m�th of the first Tibetan king, is not convincing from a comparative
anthropological point of view. Referring to the period before the 8th century. it clearly is pointing at
some larger access towards territory beyond the household levels, at least panly in relation to those uibal
groups that collectively worship the ancestral spirit and the mountain that stands for all of tribal
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territory. The anthropological notion for the centralised leadership of such large tribes as the Tibetan
cosmogony refers to would not be feudal lords, but rather that of paramount chiefs.
Secondly, any kind of transformation from tribal chiefdoms towards a sacred kingdom would
necessarily bring about competition for privileged communication to the other world, between the sacred
king and tribal religious specialists, of which tribal elders' or sub-leaders' ritual role would be either
assimilated to that of the sacred king, or profoundly attenuated and subordinated to his worship. Since
the shaman's role inside the tribal societies in question has less of a political significance. the outcome
of their competition with the sacred king would display more variety. But the two models suggest a
general direction for that competition as well : that of a certain devaluation and restriction of shamanic
tasks. away from the forces of fertility on the local level, and simultaneously that of a certain
appropriation of shamanic capabilities at the royal level which, in the case of Tibetan scripturalism ,
would then be transformed further on into its liturgy (Hazod 1 990). The notion of "heaven" or "sky"
would be a contested element in that competition. It seems to derive from a common heritage which i n
all its variety is shared by the cultures o f Chi na. Southern Siberia. Inner Asia and Tibet (Humphrey
1 994: 1 96). While in most cases of the royal and state version, it denotes supreme legitimation by destiny
or gods, the tribal and sharnanic connotation is more directly associated with ancestral and other spirits
and souls. Both sets of connotations have persisted throughout the historical encounters of Tibetan
scipturalism with its folk cultures.
The royal leaders of the early Tibetan kingdom and its successor state seem to have organised their
affairs successfully towards the dissolution of uni lineal tribal structures i n their more immediate,
sedentary realms of influence. With the establishment of Buddhism as a state religion relying on ties of
monks, scholars and monasteries rather than on those of kinship, and the expansion of a taxing system
based on villages and households. this tendency was further enhanced. State elements of "hierarchical
sol idarity", to quote Sahlins ( 1 985: 42) and Humphrey (for later Inner Asia, 1 994 : 1 96), may well
characterise this development. It demarcates the dissolution of clan and tribal organisation i n central
Tibet. together with the historical state's consolidation.
But at the wider peripheries of this state formation process. tribal structures persisted throughout
movements of dissolution, expansion, segmentarisation and reorganisation of nomadic, semi -pastoral or
agricultural foundations. These movements of expansion and tribal reorganisation generally created new

horizons of origins and ancestry: those groups that had arrived in their new territories at earlier stages
often became the more "ancient" ones. with pri\ ileged ritual and legal access to territory and its
symbolic representations. During these movements of resettlement and reorganisation. tribal groups i n
several cases seem t o have brought elements o f a n earlier Buddhisation al ready with them into their new
territories. such as the Khumbo's ancestors in Sepa. In some other cases, there are stronger indications
that today's local groups' ancestors went through their first encounters with early waves of scriptural ism
that came from outside "on their own", i.e. from their nearby or remote centers. such as i n parts of
Sikkim and Bhutan. In which ways these processes took place is someti mes impossible to establish, and
in most cases it certainly represents a task of extreme difficulty and complexity. Nevertheless this
simultaneously progressive and regressive task of "reconstmcting" the mutual

local histories of

scripturalisation and tribal formation, perhaps placed in the suggested framework of regionalisation and
pcripheralisation, constitutes an important field of ongoing and future research.

From the last regressive step backward, from the comparative model of tribal ancestral cults related to
mountain tokens. this leads us again forward to the present, and to its heterogeneous patterns of local
tribal. semi -tribal and village, vassal state and state structures in the Himalaya regions.
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The occurrence of tribes as autonomous political units today seems rather to represent an exception. with
somewhat higher importance in certain regions only. The large majority among the rural, pastoral or
agricultural populations who practice one of the Tibetan languages or dialects, and who adhere to one of
the folk or scripturalist variants of Bonpo or B uddhism, however, are organised in other

political

forms

than that of tribes stricto sensu.
For this rural majority, groups of villages being united by mutually binding, dominant commitments
to customary law, by a certain amount of local access to arms, and by a joint, collective or centralised
leadership of elders or chiefs, with some independent responsibility for those village groups, are not the
typical form: as political entities, tribes are either non-existent or peripheral in the Tibetan Himalaya. I n
addition t o the overall impact of modern state influence, the major political forms on th e local level
either

are

the

semi-autonomous

administration

of villages

and

village

groups

representatives of the state or the province, and sometimes, on a similar basis,

by

appointed

that by some

principalities, provinces or sub-states, like La Mantang or Ladakh. Politically, a local administration and
leadership by village headmen as functionaries of state, province or vassal state are by far more
important than tribal political organisation, for which eastern Ladakh or Amdo would represent some of
the few remaining examples. The fragmentarisation of political tribes, first during the processes of
medieval tribal reorganisation, of regionalisation and peripheralisation by scripturalism. and then after
the 1 8 th century through the more recent i mpact of global and regional powers. are the key factors
responsible for the limited political weight of tribalism. A long term, gradual weakening of unilincal
principles inside the overall kinship system, and their gradual dissociation from those vanishing political
functions as well, seem to have accompanied these processes on most local levels.
But although politically barely existing, tribalism persists to a large extent on a

social

and

cultural

level in the Tibetan speaking regions of the rural Himalaya. Customary law, although rarely serving any
semi-autonomous leadership of village groups, has its role as one among several principles that structure
the relations between persons, and between persons and property, and so have the ties of kinship. I n
association

with

these

relations,

folk

cosmologies

and

rituals,

although

deeply

influenced

by

scripturalism and modernity, systematically continue to deviate from these i nfluences and these ties of
customary law and kinship, of cosmological conceptions and ritual life usually extend beyond individual
villages. In this social and cultural sense, Himalaya tribalism usually exists without tribes as political
units.
Viewed against the background of the comparative model of political tribes and their cosmologics of
ancestral cult, the mountain cults of today's southern areas of the Tibcto-Buddhist world therefore
constitute a key element of regional, socio-cultural tribalism, that is gradually transforming itself. or that
is being transformed by others, into elements of ethnicity. Being embedded in a variety of local rituals
and folk cosmologies, mountain cults thus represent a tribal element of those many different folk
cultures that arc part and parcel of the wider, regional Tibetan culture. Almost everywhere where they
exist. territorial and mountain cults are functionally subordinated to the scripturalist traditions that
embrace and encompass them. This functional subordination. as we have seen by now, is achieved
through specific arrangements of the ritual process, by placing scripturalist experts in central positions
of ritual dramaturgy, by the introduction of literary texts into that process, and of scripturalist objects
and connotations into its symbolism. The degree of functional subordination does vary. for which the
local, partially unexplored histories of those few, but flexible traditions of scripturalism and their
introduction, as well as those of a plethora of tribal re-organisation processes have been identified as key
factors. But in addition to that,

tribalism itself implies an inherent. structural necessity of horizontal
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distinction, of maintaining and constructing symbolic and practical differences between one association
of local groups and the other.
Local and regional "deviations" from the general. flexible patterns of functional subordination
therefore arc especially interesting for anthropological research: these deviations may include elements
of non-scripturalist., older, or of more recently created tribal structures. Overall functional subordination
to scripturalism and modem states does not exclude the
tribal elements in

local

rituals

and cosmologies.

structural maintenance and transformation of

These

forms

of structural

maintenance

and

transformation of tribal elements have undergone their own changes, for which some indications have
been identified in the processes of tribal reorganisation with its creation of new horizons of origins, of
peripheralisation, and of regionalisation with its "construction of continuity". But the fact that they have
undergone their own changes certainly cannot mean that they do not exist at all - as some advocates of
"deconstruction" would like to make us believe. Transformed. constructed, and reorganised, these tribal
structural elements exist inside, and despite of, thei r functional subordination - as a n i mportant
ingredient to "deviations" from scriptural ism and state influence. As Samten Karmay points out,
mountain cults constitute significant elements of a Tibetan identity and culture that has come under a
network of pressures from several sides of unequal weight. The detailed local and comparative analysis
of their structural positions in cosmologies. and their relation to the ritual processes is therefore capable
of demonstrating the kinds and forms of additional inspiration which these cults provide for their
communities. And by these analyses, Tibetan mountain cults inspire at least one large, additional
community, the worldwide one of historians and anthropologists.

5.
The regressive excursion with its progressive side-trips has resulted in suggesting and delineating a
series of interrelated notions, considerations and conceptions. This in turn leads us to now re-examine
further aspects of the structural variety i n Tibetan mountain cults, as they are presented by contributors
to this volume. Distinguishing five main forms of relationships between local mountain cults and
scripturalist or central i nfluences was one of the intermediate results of our excursion, which can now
serve again as a convenient starting point for re-exam i nation. Like all such abstractions, identifying
these five main forms of course does not exclude intermediate and transi tory variants at all. but i n fact
presupposes them.
Central, gradual dissolution of mountain or territorial cults by Tibetan scripturalism (the Central
Ladakh example) was differentiated from their destruction by non-Tibetan influences (Amdo and, of
course. central Tibet after the mid-20th century). These two forms are representing the extreme markers
along a scale of five values.
Between the extremes, three i ntermediate forms were identified:
a) the

"transformative " form, i.e. transformation and integration into "holy or pilgrimage"

arrangements (the Kongpo Bonri case in south-eastern Tibet, the Tamang's Sailung, the "Hidden
Valley" examples), and i nto more "administrative" patterns (perhaps some of the Zanskar cases):
b)

local subordination by scripturalism: and

c)

spheres of non-subordination. For these, Pommaret's ph.vwa-rituals from Kurtoc i n B hutan were

cited. and some of Steinmann's Lcpcha materials. as we shall sec. point into the same direction.
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Apart from these last few cases of non-subordination, most other ethnographic cases refer to either
transformation into wider scripturalist arrangements, or to local subordination, and thus provide insights
into the symbolic and ritual logic by which these two hierarchical forms are constructed.
The B hotia's performance of the S ikkimese national feast provides a striking example for the
elaboration, by which higher authorities have encompassed and integrated the topic of mountain cults in
some Himalaya regions. including even subtle details of the ritual process: the Thangka carried in front
of the procession testifies to the Buddhisation of Sikkim, the procession takes place in front of the royal
palace, the dance choreography is based on concepts by the third Sikkimese king. These specific
elements of a dynastic state culture are combined with the wider pattern of allocating privileged
positions for Tibetan dignitaries inside the ritual process, here at the head of the ceremonial procession,
or of addressing the mountain beings as "tamed witnesses" to Buddhism's superiority.
In this case, a transformed and Buddhified mountain cult is directly integrated into the celebration of
a state feast, that of the small Sikkimese entity. A similar example is provided for Lo Mantang, but i n
this case referring not to ritual, but t o some textual evidence by itself: i t lists the main god a s related to
the political centre, and presents minor and subordinate gods as territorially linked to other villages.
Thus scripturalism in this dependent vassal state has transformed local and territorial gods into elements
of its centralised, wider administrative register.
These two cases, presented by Steinmann and Ramble, indicate indeed an "administrative" . more
bureaucratically i nfluenced and rather state-centred variant of the transformative form of subordination
by Tibetan scripturalism. Placed along the same, but less explicit lines of an administrative variant are
other cases of the Sikki mese state celebration, S teinmann indicates, as performed with local monasteries'
participation or in "sacred locations".

If this differentiation of the transformative form into the two variants of "administrative" and "holy or

pilgrimage" versions is accepted, then Schicklgruber's presentation of Dolpo materials represents an
extension of the "administrative" version. Textual evidence examined by him in one of the local
monasteries includes a register of local and village deities, which in principle is similar to those of

Lo

Mantang. Seen from the village perspective, however, such a register is not comprehensive: not all the
deities and spiritual beings that are important for village people are listed in the register, and the texts

give them very little symbolic i mportance, if any at all which is primarily done by oral traditions of the
villages. For the monastery's lama. his participation in the local yul lha ritual is seen as a concession to
local beliefs, pursued in the spirit of benevolent superiority. Where monastic lamas do not supervise
these rituals in Dolpo, it is done by village lamas, whose office and function is passed on from one

generation to the next along patrilineal fantily lines.
A stronger connection between kinship and ritual access to mountain deities or demons, and a lighter,
more collective form of economic compensation for ritual senices are associated with this village lama
forms of supervision. as compared to the monastic intervention. There, ritual supervision of course
cannot be structured by kinship. and the village people's recompensation for monastic services in ritual
is given by individual households, amounting to much higher sums.
The Dolpo cases of "incomplete" registers and of village lamas represent a transitory form towards
local subordination, which is only superficially integrated into the administrative variant of landscape
construction. This is supplemented by Ramble's evidence for Lubra in southern Lo, which associates a
god of wealth for both Buddhist and Bonpo traditions with a medieval priestly lineage. The more or less
explicit "administrative" variant has its counterpart in the "holy or pilgrimage" versions of the
transformative form, which seem to be constructed in territories that lie at a functional distance from
several areas of major settlement and their political centres. In addition to the different scipturalist
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perspectives on other pilgrims' sites quoted so far, Hildc Diembergcr presents a specifically informative
account of the logic. by which Lhavcn and folk connotations are subordinated in a "Hidden Valley"
context. O n the Nepali side, the yearly opening and closing rituals of this hidden valley are directed
towards the lord Chekyong Sura, who also is the master of Transhi malaya pathways fro m the northern
side of today's state frontier, and who as minister of the Tibetan D i ngri mountain has textual links to the
ancestral spirits of the early Tibetan kings. The hidden valley system includes a ma!Jrjala construction
and a pilgrims' site, related to the first openings by heroic Buddhist figures; the yearly opening and
closing ri tuals are supervised by a local lama whose ancestral spirit is a son of C hekyong Sura.
S i multaneously, a local Bonpo Lhaven participates, with some practical superiority in this ritual context.
While his original initiation by the Lama, and his ensuing dissociation from animal sacrifice support
general Lamaist superiority, his own direct ancestral link to Chekyong Sura's soul, and his competencies
in this ritual i ndicate an inversion of status within a limited ritual context: on a specific, local level of
ritual performance, a symbolic inversion of status takes therefore place. which does not necessarily
question the "encompassing", overall hierarchy. By slightly transgressing Dumontian

reasoning.

Diemberger implies that the !haven perception i n this case, however, does i n fact entail a non-Buddhist,
but Bonpo and folk notion of ancestral soul, which gains contextual superiority on a limited level.
From

the

two,

the

transformative form.

"administrative"

such

and

the

indications lead on

"holy"(sacrcd

or

towards the second,

pilgri mage)
local

and

variants

of the

weaker form of

subordination. Transitional elements between the transformative and the local forms included the
structural organisation of ritual access to mountain deities or demons through specific kinship groups
(Dolpo vil lage lamas, Lubra priestly l ineage), and a more explicit local notion of ancestral souls
(Khenbalung !haven in Sepa). Both elements already focus on a form of subordi nation that permits the
more explicit preservation of social and cultural tribalism.
Similar elements are presented by Fran<roise Pommaret in the first summary of her own. meticulous
comparison of local and mountain deities in Bhutan. Beyond that she emphasises a set of paral lels
among the cosmological positions which mountain or territorial beings occupy i n the various folk
cosmologies examined by her in Bhutan. Apart from the

phywa.

all other beings are cosmologically

subordinated i n one way or the other by scripturalism. Like in many i f not most other cases. the
mountain cults do not merely dema rcate space. they also construct ritual markers of time: regular. yearly
worshipping by local communities intends to maintain and renew lheir relationship with these beings .
and to counterbalance their ambivalent character. Most of these mountain beings. in their turn. are also
seen as communicating to local groups themselves - on the one hand. this happens through local
intercessors, and on the other hand in a more direct way, through their very ambivalence. which
i nfluences the fortunes of everyday life. While the more superior. but also more distant Buddhist deities
arc preoccupied rather with soteriological and cschatological questions. mountain and local beings arc
not merely inferior to them. By being lower, Pommarct concludes. they arc also closer. and interfere
more directly with humans' daily a1Tairs.
This observation relates with two of anthropology's more general insights into tribal cosmologics.
Fi rstly, M. Sahlins once ( 1 968) outlined the general hierarch ical layering of (non-scripturaliscd. and
primarily pastoral or agricultural) tribal religions. by which the few. more distant spiritual or godly
beings arc less often appealed to or worshipped, and also are seen as interfering less frequently with the
visible world than the numerous. lower and closer beings. This refers to a general hierarchical ordering
of the cosmos among agricultural and pastoral tribal societies. a direction that has been emphasised even
more generally by some scholars i n the Dumontian tradition. But even i f seen from a more restricted
regional perspective. the cases of non-scripturalised. pastoral or agricultural tribes in Southern Siberia
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and Inner Asia indicate a general prevalence o f highly stratified, hierarchical layers o f cosmologies
(Hamayon 1 99 1 : 665 £. ; 1 994 : H2).
From this point of view, Pommaret's observation would secondly suggest that the processes of
"constructing continuity" between tribalism and scripturalism had an important cognitive basis i n the
hierarchical layering of cosmologies themselves. This would have pemtitted the inclusion of seemingly
i ntact, alien forms into an existing, lower layer (and perhaps their subsequent, gradual "promotion" up.
to higher layers) by scripturalism, and the simultaneous "opening up" for the same conceptual
phenomenon, towards a new, superior series of layers imposed on the tribal cosmology. Basically, the
downward plus upward extension of hierarchical layering permits apparent cosmological continuity,
whereas re-contextualising and re-shifting the symbolic content is at least parti a l ly inherent in such a
process, with an enhanced bipolarisation between the uppermost and the Iowermost levels as a likely
result. In addition to the fusion of isomorphous and similar elements, the double extension of layering
for differing elements can thus be suggested as a second aspect of the hierarchical merging processes
between tribalism and scripturalism.
Comparing societies across linguistic and local differences represents not only a possibi l ity, but often
an important necessity of research, which is richly proven by Brigitte Steinmann's analysis of
opotropaeic rituals among the Tamang (doi/a) and Lepcha

(cherim).

Both processes unite local

communities in ritual i nteraction with mountain beings. in order to avoid damage and to achieve or
maintain stab i l ity. This direct relationship between group and mountai n being is represented i n the form
of an i ndividualised figurine, which symbol i ses the unity of both. Just l ike i n several other of these
tribal, local cases of subordination, animal sacrifices were until recently a usual element of doila and
cherim rituals. In both examples, the structure of ritual order gives specific clans privileged access to
this kind of i nteraction with the mountain beings, and Steinmann qualifies this as a kind of magical
power over the mountain. Among the Tamang, a btsan version of the local and mountain beings, again,

speaks through a local intercessor, who in this case is connected to the Bonpo tradition. In an

i ntersecting comment, Tautscher observes a certain. historical tension between such forms of Bonpo
shamanism. which were focused among certain Tamang clans, and between rNying ma pa Buddhism.

whose specialists were centered in other clans.
These tribal examples from Sikkim and Nepal thus outline more substa ntially what the i ntermediate
cases (from Dolpo. Lubra and Sepa) had already i ndicated. On the one hand. this concerns ritually
privileged access by specific clan or kinship groups towards specific elements of folk cosmology. here
towards the ambivalent local mountain being. The " i ndividual ised" figure stands for the symbolic unity
between mountain spirit and the community, as represented tluough its privi leged clan or k i nship group.
In addition, the widespread margi nalisation or exclusion of women from the main ritual processes of
mountain cults - which does not always correspond to the preYail i ng social patterns of kinship - can be
explained as the ritual enactment of rigidly patril ineal principles inside of folk cosmologies. Their
cosmological perse,·erance would correspond to the ancestral l i ne. as the individualised figurine would
correspond to the ancestral soul. In some cases, the priYileged kinship group is identical with the one
considered to be the "oldest", descendants of the "first" selllcrs.
These various elements. which seem to occur more frequently than not in some sort of combination
with each other i n the local form of subordination. are i n sum corresponding to the most typical features
of the comparative model of tribes, connected with clan groups. ancestral cult and soul. and mountain
token. But in these ethnographic cases. tribal elements are subordinated to scriptural ist superiority in
cosmology, in ritual dramaturgy. and also as fa r as Lamaist intervention is concerned. The leading clan
or kinship group either is di rectly annexed to lamas i nsofar as the village lama's function is inherited
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within their li ne. or that function is kept by another group. to which the "oldest" l i ne must pay due
reverence.
On the other hand. the local (or tribal) form of subordination. just l i ke its comparative counterpart.
contains shamanic elements. that may or may not be assimilated to the Bonpo tradition, such as in the
Tamang and Sepa examples.
The anthropological study of shamanism after 1 945 has undergone several phases. Today it has
dissociated itself largely from Mi rcea Eliade's construction of an original, archaic "essence" of
shamanism. and it is also somewhat sceptic towards any other. more recent fetishisation, such as
shamanism being representative of a basic pattern of local resistance. or of a nee-evolutionary "stage " .
Since Siberia and Inner Asia represent one locus classicus o f research on shamanism. the contemporary
distinction between a "horizontal" (transformational) and a "vertical" (patriarchal) shamanism. as
elaborated for these and other regions (Humphrey 1 994: 1 97-200), is of some value for H.imalaya
tribalism as wel l. The vertical or patriarchal form usually is subordinated to local clan organisation,
shamans are merely i nvolved in a l i mited number of rituals. while specific k i nship groups and/or
scri pturalist experts have more importance in others. In such contexts, shamans do rarely transform
themselves into other beings. but use trance mainly to "call down" spiritual forces. Characterised by
their general distance to clergy. doctri ne and l iturgy, the shamans are associated with ancestral forms of
fertility, but in Inner Asia and Southern Siberia they rarely participate in mountain cults (Humphrey

1 9 9 4 : 1 98; Hamayon 1 994: 76-89). Their primary tasks are centered around therapy. healing, and caring
for deceased persons' souls. These tasks are therefore i nscribed into a more passive role than with
"horizontal" shamanism. The functions of "vertical" shamans may be inherited patrilineally, though
rarely so from father to son (Johansen I 993 ) , and they are connected through a special relationship to
the mostly female spirit of the water or the forest. who is the daughter of the a ncestral soul (de Sales

1 99 I : 1 3 2f.) Through this relationship. the shaman has some separate access to transmitting fert i l i ty, the
principle of l i fe force. which may be embodied in separate beings or i n the symbol i c central

a.xis

(which,

in turn, may also stand for the ancestral l i ne).
These comparative features not only confirm to a large extent those of shamanic ideas in the Tibetan
Hi malaya as outlined so fa r. They also elucidate the particular symbol is m of some i ndividual cases. such
as Hazod's analysis of mythology and mountain cul t in Phoksumdo. By focusing on the territorial deity
of a specific village. Hazod shows that this deity is simultaneously the domestic god of the " fi rst" and
"oldest" clan. which fol lows a much wider pattern. :�s we have seen. At their de:Jth. this clan members'
souls " retu rn " to their deity of b i rth. The latter also represents the origi nal. mythological lords of the
territory. who subdued local demons through the victories of Buddhist heroes. Violent subordi nation
engendered ferti lity and cultivmion: as such, the motive of a violent and subsequently fert i l e encounter
precedes scripturalism: i t has parall els in central Tibetan materia l s as well as i n e:�rly Tibetan
cosmogony. The symbol of a chthonic, female organism of ambivalent qua l ities is in Phoksumdo l i nked
to the demons and floods. which were "tamed" by those Buddhist heroes. Phoksumdo 111)1hology in this
context refers to a holy tree i n the middle of a local lake as a central. creative force. which also has its
textual par:� l lels in the locally prevailing Bonpo traditions. Thus, the demon of the lake relates to the
territorial and mountain deity as female relates to male. both of which have ;111 o thcr metaphorical
correspondence in the symbol ism of "sheep" and "turquoise". These latter tenus represent the soul of
society - their unity i s i ndispensable for creativity: :�t the beginning of the mountai n god ritual in this
vil lage. a member of the first clan carries water from the lake up to the place of wors h i p fo r the
mountain. where a lama takes over fro m the tribesm:�n to pursue the ritual process.
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Elements of what can conveniently be called shamanic symbolism are quite explicitly upheld in this
folk cosmology. Simultaneously and perhaps significantly, the mountain god here is a representative of
scriptural ist superiority in its Bonpo version. while the "tamed" elements arc more closely associated
with the water demons.
In these ways, tribal cosmologies tell continuous, varying narratives of the "original" encounter
between scripturalism and folk religion. And while the former's victory usually is confirmed and
testified, the latter's participation in the encounter was as such necessary, and subsequently fruitful: in
the tribal narratives, folk cosmologics put their predecessors into their proper, humble, but indispensable
place, as modest, but distinct contributors towards a better period.
Socially, these tribal cosmologies have i mportant roots in the priority of an "oldest" clan or kinship
group, and in "vertical" shamanism. Both relate to central forces of fertility and vitality that originate in
an ancestral soul which is assimilated to a territorial or mountain deity. As such, these folk cosmologies,
and shamanism as an element in them, represent a source of symbolic inspiration that may be enacted in
very different circumstances which may range from opposition and resistance against external or
regional pressures to other situations, in which folk cosmologies would create order where scripturalism
had left disorder.
However, there are also a few instances of non-subordination, which have been classified as the last
form along our scale of five values. Apart from the

phywa

rituals in Kurtoe of Bhutan, certain rituals

among the Lepcha indicate at least their marginalised co-existence with local forms of subordi nation.
which in their turn are addressed towards the peaceful guardian god of Kanchenchunga. Steinmann
reports (in the preliminary draft of her paper) that at the beginning of the rain season the Lepcha
perform another ritual at a distance from the Buddhist monastery, the Gompa. This other ritual then is
directed towards the mountain demon Dzongo. Worship, in this case again, has until recently included
animal sacrifice, but also the presentation of a metaphorical "bone", today in the form of a wood piece
wrapped in leaves.
This separate ritual towards a mountain demon is another indicator of the strong temporal, and not
merely spatial significance of local worship for mountain beings, which is directly related to the folk

rhythms of agricultural fertility and its non-scripturalist calendars. Even if we leave the exotic question

aside, as to what kind of bone that piece of wood might actually refer to: the combination of the two
"untamed" elements, bone and animal sacrifice, in the Lepcha ritual reveal s a coherence between tribal
social structure and its cosmology that regional scripturalism in general has successfully overcome
elsewhere. As I sec iL the ritual combination of (animal's) flesh and (wooden) bone corresponds to
paternal bone and maternal flesh, two central notions in most Tibetan kinship systems (Levi-Strauss
1 949). In this way, those two untamed and non-subordinated elements l i nk tribal kinship with its ritual.
and with the cosmological elements of the ancestral line and soul - thereby pointing beyond the
scripturalised realm to the untamed. to aspects of a "wild" periphery.
A humble pilgrimage. leading through scripturalism, sacred kingdom, and tribes' ancestral cult
through socio-cultural tribalism without political forms. towards five forms of subordination and their
different emphasis on mountain cults. is thus slowly approaching its point of destination. Beyond their
heterogeneity, for which I have suggested some determining factors. the experts' ethnographic and
textual inventory of Tibetan mountain cults proposes some wider connotations for this phenomenon. Just
like Samten Karmay has presented a usefu l working definition. so does Charles Ramble outline aspects
of their general symbol ic significance.
Height, he remarks, is in the abstract sense primarily associated with dominance and power. This
connotation is likely to have been even more important before the Buddhist consensual principle of
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human self-abasement was i nLroduced. Relationships of conical clan or sacred ki ngdom societies
towards "their" mountains would thus emphasise the privi leged l ink between thei r leading clans or
dynasties to the ancestral mountain, and hierarchise other groups' connections to them accordi ngly.
Genealogical links between mounta i n beings. or in the scripturalist perception theological registers of
superior and i nferior mountain beings. would thus represent a cosmological correspondence to socio
political l inks between the groups involved.
While Buddhist scripturalism in one way attenuates the symbolic association of abstract height with
human power. it simultaneously reinforces cosmological hierarchy on the local level in two basic ways:
first. by superimposing its scripturalist vision upon folk cosmologies, at least some additional "layers"
are created; and second, its own vision of the cosmos is profoundly hierarchical, and often entails a
vertical tripartition that cannot deny its Indian - and possibly, if we follow G. Dumezil in spite of
parallel evidence in China. even Indo-European origi ns.
In a more concrete sense, Ramble continues. the vertical axi s implies a general association with
ferti l ity. to which the notions of vitality and life forces can be added. A certain " naturalistic metonymy" ,
as noted b y Ramble, is included i n these configurations. It l i nks mountain peaks w i t h t h e ori g i n of rain

as a source for fertility. abundance and health. We have seen that the idea of vertical fertil i ty i s entailed
i n the vertical shamanic symbolism of "downward transmittance", as well as in the ancestral motive of
the origin of. and the return to the ancestral soul's seat, and that they are also encompassed in the sacred
kingdom's and in other elements of scripturalism's cosmogony.
The supreme positions of scripturalist deities and heroic fi gures inside a multitude of tribal and folk
cosmologies are thus i ntroduced i n a double conte:-.1, which al locates both highest power and the source
of fertility to them. while folk symbols partly are disconnected from these forces, and partly participate
in them to a lesser and subordinate degree only.
I n addition to these two symbolic connotations of height in the abstract and the concrete sense,
mountain tokens everywhere are i nseparably incorporated into horizontal symbol ism. Ramble's

0\\11

example of ma!Jf/a/a construction i n Kongpo Bonri (south-eastern Tibet), and of the textual evidence for
adminisLrative registers in Lo Mantang arc typical for two variants of transformative scripturalist
arrangements. As a second and third form between the two extremes of internal dissolution and external
destruction,

I

have permitted

myself to suggest the cases of local subordi nation and of non

subordi nation. where mountain tokens also stand for the horizontal dimensions of tribal territory and its
spiritual guardians or protectors.
And fi nally, the spatial aspects of vertical and horizontal dimensions are in most cases l i nked to those
of time. The logic of fertility, associated with the mountain beings and their superior or inferior
counterparts, is also i n herent and manifest in the regular performance of rituals. and in the seasonal
cycles of Jgriculture and pastoral ism. Ramble. Karmay. Steinmann and others draw our attention to
traces of agrarian rites in mountai n cults, which would correspond to their association with life forces.
and to the more or less superficial encompasscment of these traces by rites of Tibetan liturgy.
Furthermore. the agrarian rhythm may be complemented by that of l ife cycles: the souls of at least some
leading clans' members "return" upon death to the mountain. Thirdly, the mounta i n also may l i nk the
ancestor's past, as the "first" kinship group's origin. to the presence of the living social commun i ty of
descendants. I n these ways. the mountain token i ntegrates tribal. and sometimes also scriptural.
temporal notions of the rh)1hms of seasons. of lives, and of present and past.
Precisely at this point. however. intervenes a more general. sciptura l ist reflect ion. to which Katia
Bu1Tetrillc draws our attention. Tribal and folk cosmologics i n the Tibetan Himalaya. as

\VC

have seen.

preserve and ritually rcenact the notion of mythical origins: the notion of the " fi rst" and of later settlers
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who, acting in front of the new horizons' screens of tribal reorganisation. became present humans'
ancestors: and the notion of the "first" encounters with scripturalism. its heroes and its victories - all of
which is tied in one way or the other to the mountain symbol.
But in the end, scripturalism has the last word on the temporal perspective. in this regard at least: the
present order has its discrete origins, and therefore it is not granted forever. The present meaning and
significance of mountains under scripturalist influence is not eternally given. it may some day vanish
away, just as it once came from somewhere else. Mountains can fly.
Kailash (western Tibet), rTsib ri (southern Tibet), and mTsho snying Mahadeva (Amdo) are three of
these mountains, to which written, and some oral tradition attribute foreign origin, and a certain
necessity to fix them to the earth, so that they remain there. This symbolic stabilisation is associated
with marJcfala arrangements. Here, just like in the pilgrim's handbook for a further Amdo mountain. it is
said that these mountains might leave one day. Their original arrival substituted disorder by order.
which is capable of withdrawing again some day.
While in one way, this represents another variation of the cosmogonic motive of the first Tibetan
kings, who first descended and then disappeared by way of heavenly ropes associated to mountains. this
notion goes beyond that, too. The pre-Buddhist sacred kings had mountain (and rope) as their S)mbol,
just like Buddhist kings took over the pillar in the royal temple as a symbol for the cosmic axis. And
similarly, Buddhist stiipas. in the sacred arrangement of landscape as maiJ�ala, stabilise order into all
directions against chaos.
By insisting on these elements of cumulative symbol ism. Buffetril le re-emphasises the "construction
of continuity", which was noted in the previous sections, out of the perspective of the scripturalist
ordering of sacred symbols and objects. Simultaneously, she denotes a conception of scripturalist
temporality that places the order of the present against its ubiquitous antipodes in past chaos. present
threat, and future possibilities of disorder.
The tribal logic of temporality in the Tibetan Himalaya seems to be more preoccupied with the
regular reenacting of what is perceived as the maintenance of the original order. into which local
conceptions of scripturalism's victory and its results are integrated (to which oral traditions about the
arrival of flying mountains, in some cases, are added).
But the scripturalist notion of flying mountains. as I see il goes far beyond that. To a limited extent.
it may, firstly. represent an ontological threat, and in that sense a politico-ideological element against
sceptics and the doubtful : if the grantors of the present order withdraw. chaos will emerge. But that
possible aspect left apart. the notion represents more. Secondly. it stands for a conscious reflection on
the transitory nature of any given order, even if it seems to be firmly established in the present. As such.
it is an i ndication of scripturalism's sense of history, which has resulted in an important tradition of
historical works by Tibetan scholars. After all, this is what scripturalism in general is capable of - the
recording. storage. transmittance and development of complex knowledge. which includes different
perspectives on temporality. But to me, the notion of the flying mountains also indicates something else.
beyond that general capacity of scripturalism to write history. This specific kind of scripturalism. thirdly.
is capable of reflecting about itself on an abstract level. moving on to the question of its on·n conditions
of existence. emergence and dissolution. A basic emphasis on self-reflexivity in abstract categories.
however. is the decisive border line. where analogical and theological reasoning approach their limits.
and where philosophy begins.

In all their rich variety, mountain cults today represent an integrnted. important clement of Tibctnn
culture. of its folk elements as well as its literary traditions. Where they have not been dissolved
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internally or. more frequently, destroyed by external forces, their primary function in the present world
is to testify exactly this - their adherence to the Tibetan cosmological and spiritual world. As local
witnesses to the triumph of Buddhism, they arc certainly not the only, but one i mportant ritual element
which connects local folk traditions with the regional Tibetan, and tl1e wider spiritual Buddhist world.
They can be more or less integrated into scriptural traditions. for which medieval processes of
regionalisation and peripheralisation have been identified as key historical factors, as well as more
recent phenomena of dissociation from. or i nfluence by modern states and markets. The forms of
stronger integration into scripturalism include the symbolic construction of pilgrimage si tes and
mar:u;fa/a arrangements. or the i ntroduction of state-centred registers and ceremonies. both with a
somewhat stronger participation by lamas and monasteries. On the cosmological levels of these more
integrated

forms,

mountain

beings

are

either promoted upward

i nto

the

higher

pantheon

of

scripturalism, or they are kept at the lowest levels of the spiritual order. Forms of weaker integration
reveal more explicit features of tribalism. which insists by itself on some kinds of horizontal distinctions.
Here, village lamas' functions are frequently i nherited by privileged local kinship groups, and rituals
contain stronger elements of an ancestral cult, of a related soul theory, and sometimes of shamanic
symbolism. It seems to me that these tribal elements display a stronger presence in ritual life than i n
local cosmologies themselves, where the mountain beings usually occupy a subordinated presence as
more or less ambivalent witnesses to scipturalist victory, but interfere more often \Vith local affairs than
higher beings. To some extent at least. the persistence of these tribal elements is the result of
hierarchical merging processes through the regionalising encounters with scripturalism, which fused
isomorphous

elements

together.

and

encompassed

differing

cosmological layering. Through these processes cosmological

elements

i nto

conti nuity was

additional

strata

constructed,

of

which

maintained central associations of local mountains with the vertical dimension as a symbol for power
and fertility, and with the horizontal dimension as either state or tribal territoriality. Together with these
conceptions of space, local notions of time are inseparably l i nked to the mountain token - primarily
those of local communities' last horizons of genealogical origin and of their primary encounters with
scripturalism, but also tl10se of seasonal economic rhythms and of individual life cycles. I n the more
integrated forms, the temporal associations of mountain tokens also relate to the times of dynasties and
of pilgrimage, more explicitly to those of scripturalist cosmogony and origins, and sometimes even to its
conditions of emergence and dissolution.

I n these ways, Tibetan literary traditions are confi rmed and supported by local mountain cults; but i n
their superior and benevolent way, those li terary traditions also testify to. and reflect upon the mean i ng
and signi ficance of mountains in society, history and spirituality. Through these relationships of
hierarchical reciprocity, mountain cults arc integrated i nto the Tibcto-Buddhist encounters with the
present world, its difficulties and its dangers. From the rational forms of Buddhist revitalisation i n
Ladakh to the spiritual guidance provided by the centres of Dharamsala. o n to the national ceremonies of
Sikkim's ident ity, to the local recreation of folk rituals in the Khenbalung valleys, there leads one
common thread. Today these mountain cults arc a contribution towards the Tibetan effort to survive. and
to simul taneously tell the world about alternative spiritual approaches to deal with its own prob lems.
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